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The only Pai'kk in thk United States devoted to the Interests of Magicians, Spiritualists, Mesmerists, Etc

Vol. IV. No. I. New York, Brooklyn Borough, July, 1900. Single Copy, 10c.

PROFESSOR HOFFMANN.

It may be news to many of our readers that Professor Hoffmann,

the author of Modern Magic and other standard works on conjuring,

gained his wide knowledge merely as an amateur. Having himself

found intense pleasure in the study of the mystic art, and taken infin-

ite pains to make himself an adept, the happy idea struck him of com-

municating his riches to others. The work upon which his fame

chiefly rests, was, in the first instance contributed to the pages of a

tenth edition, and still holds its place as the leading text book on the

magic art. The success of this first work naturally suggested the pro-

duction of others of the same kind, and thus More Magic, Tricks with

Tin.

Cards, Drawing Room Conjuring, and The Secrets of Stage Conjuring

VOL lV.

(the two last from the French of Robert Houdin) find a place on the

ONLV

P/ii-iii:
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MACICIA?-‘S, 5!'|i£lTUAlI.‘;15, hlnsuaiusrs, En:

Single Copy, loc.

Brooklyn Borough, July, X900.

book shelves of every latter day wizard. We are glad to know in the

PROFESSOR HOFFMANN.

interest of the craft, that he promises a further volume on magic in the

boys' magazine. The pen name of " Professor Hoffmann " was adopt-

It may be news to many of our readers that Professor lloffmann,
the authorof Modern Magic and other standard works on conjufing,
gained his wide knowledge merely as an amateur. Having himself
found intense pleasure in the study ofthe mystic art, and taken infinite pains to make himself an adept, the happy idea struck him of communicating his riches to others. The work upon which his fame
chiefly rests. was. in the first instance contributed to the pages ofa

ed because the author, known in private life as Mr. Angelo Lewis, M.
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A., and Barrister-at-Law, feared injury to his professional prospects if

it were known that he possessed so great a familiarity with the arts of

deception. Having done duty in serial form, Modern Magic appeared

as a volume, and proved a phenomenal success, the first edition of

2,000 copies being sold out in seven weeks. It has now reached its

tenth edition, and still holds its place as the leading text book on the
The success of this first work naturally suggested the production of others of the same kind, and thus More Magic, Trickswith
Cards, l)i-.iwing Room Conjuring, and The Secrets ofstage Conjuring
(the two last from the French of Ruben Houdin) find a place on the
book shelves of every latter day wizard. We are glad to know in the
interest ol the craft. that he promises a further volume on magic in the

magic an.

course of the coming year. Professor Hoffmann, in his earlier days,

gave frequent performances for charitable objects, but he has now

ceased for some time to appear publicly, his latest appearances were

as an exhibitor of animated wax works in which, as in his conjuring

performances, the dry humor of his "patter" formed a special attrac.

tion. A noteworthy feature of his " shows " were burlesque opinions

of the press, credited to various imaginary newspapers and appended

boys’ magaxine. The pen name of Professor Hofimann was adopted because the author. known in private life as Mr. Angelo Lewis, M.
A., and Barrister-at-Law, feared injury to his professional prospects if
it were known that he possessed so great :1 familiairiiy with the arts of
deception. Having done duty in serial form. Modern Magic appeared
as a volume, and proved .1 phenomenal success, the first edition of
2,000 copies being sold out in seven weeks. It has now reached its
"

"

of the coining year. Professor Hoffmann, in his earlier days.
gave frequent performances for charitable objects, but he has now
ceased for some time to :'t])})t.‘.'l|' publicly, his latest appearances were
as an exhibitor of aiiimaterl was works in which, as in his conjuring
perforiiizmces, the dry humor of his patter formed a special attrac.
tion. A noteworthy feature of his "shows were burlesque opinions
of the press, credited to various imaginary newspapers and appended
course
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but the outlook at present is more encouraging. Prof. Hoffman has
We lent Professor Hofimann half-at—crown, and he returned it the
yielded to the pressure brought to bear and has decided to fulfill the
very same evening. A man like that deserves to be encouraged."
made in the concluding chapters of More Magic. Ellis Stanpromise
"We did not wait to see the close of the entertainment, but huryon promises some interesting contributions in this line. Prof. Wm.
ried home to lock tip the spoons till the Professor had quitted the Benjamin will draw
upon his extended experiences. and it is rumored
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"Professor HoiTmann's entertainment is the most effectual kid
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" Not a dry eye in the audience, or a handkerchief to wipe them

with, the Professor had borrowed them all."

" We lent I'rofcssor Hoffmann half-a-crown, and he returned it the

very same evening. A man like that deserves to be encouraged."

" We did not wait to see the close of the entertainment, but hur-

ried home to lock up the spoons till the Professor had quitted the

neighborhood."

" Professor Hoffmann's entertainment is the most effectual kid

reviver ever yet discovered."
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" Trie entertainment was enough to make a cat laugh. Our's

laughed till it fell off the garden wall."
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" We are told that on an average a peck and a half of waist-coat
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In reviewing the events of the past season, we note that it has

been a most successful one. not only to those who depend on the

mystic art for a livelihood, but also to those who practise It for plea-

sure. The number of entertainments and receptions, and the general

social activity, has enabled rhem to present their feats where they were

most appreciated. On the professional stage there has been many

notable happenings. At the beginning of the season the oriental act

of Ching Ling Foo was no doubt the sensation of the hour, but of. late

his star is on the wane. Houdini, the handcuff manipulator, has be-

come a top-liner in our leading vaudeville houses, a place his act

of patents

Heller went from Australia to Tasmania, and from there returns
to

where she

Talma, Queen of Coins, is at the Empire Palace, Birmingham,

ITEMS FROM BRITISH COLONIES. ETC.

England.

Anderson is playing one night stands in New Zealand, within gift
show.
Lazern is also in New Zealand.
One sad feature of Dante's death is that Mrs. Dante is shortly to
become a mother. She is staying at Sydney.
Frank Dante, who succeeded his brother, has not met with the
success his brother did.
Edna and Wood, the American lllusionists, who have been tour"
ing 50. America with good su:cess, after finishing Brazil, are now in
Chili, doing well.
_._.o.__
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TWO GREAT MAGICIANS.

ALEXANDER HERRMANN.
CARL AND ALEXANDER HERRMANN.

AN ADVENTURE IN RUSSIA.

ALEXANDER HERRMANN.

Shortly after the death of

his performance as much as the English had. but Herrmann. who introduced at that time only a limited number of sleight-of-hand tricks,
possessed an enormous amount of confidence. which stood him in
good service and gave him the necessary self-reliance to carry through
a series of fine performances. He was rich and was able to make the
leading newspapers serve him as he wanted, but the main thing that
tne Parisians blamed him for. was that he used so many confederates
in his performances. This was soon discovered and his French colleagues would have nothing to do with him.

Alexander Herrmann the papers of Eu‘to BE CONTINUED.
a great many articles about him.
Many were very contradictory, and in spite of the relationship between
A NEW VANlSHlNG TABLE.
him and Carl Herrmann. they difler greatly.
Alexander Herrmann always represented that he was a brother
For the description and illustration of this novel table we are inof Carl. and according to newspaper authority,he was born in Paris. debted to Mr. Fred. j. Peters. of .\filwaultee, Wis. The table is thirty
but nothing definite can be learned about that. According to other two inches in height with a top fourteen inches
square. Two shelves
advices. which are more likely. he was born in Russian Poland. but are fastened to the four legs as shown in the cuts. Upon the first
even this lacks confirmation. The fact remains that he was an assistand to Carl and traveled with him for some time. When he was quite
a boy he appeared under the name of Monsieur Alexander in the service of Carl lferrmnnn who took him with him inatour through
Russia. and later. in l36l. to America. where. on the stage of the old
Academy of Music. in Brooklyn. he introduced Alexander as his
brother and successor. it has been constdered that he was not a
brother of Carl. who allowed him to use the name of Herrmann. it
has also been said that his name was Alexander Niemann which came
out in a lawsuit with his former manager and partner and was said to
have been confirmed by Alexander himself. Mme. Blanche Corelli.
the daughter of the original Carl llerrtnann. now living in Berlin.
Germany. states positively that she never knew the original name of
her father Carl Herrmann. that he took this as his professional name
and that Alexander was Carl's youngest brother and her uncle.
About 1867 Alexander commenced his own tours under the natrc
of Herrmann. He made a trip around the world and obtained agreat
reputation. making considerable money. He met with particular success in I.ondon where he gave a great many performances and made
quite a fortune. playing in that city for about three years constantly. shelf there is a vase large enough to contain a rabbit. and extending
it has often been stated he was obliged to leave England because he tip to the second shelf. Access is had to this vase only through a trap
was threatened with a law suit for the use of the name of Herrmann
lo the second shell. concealed from the view of an audience by a few
which he was not entitled to. probably instigated by his brother Carl. cards glued to the top in a hapltazartl manner. In the table top there
is another trap cut and hinged so it can be raised ltlteacigar box cover.
LDC Bcrlllfilr D1 FRI-ITXGUXTAEON
Over this top a small spread is glued to conceal your preparations.
A -‘M -mum
Sliding within the vase is a metal tube connected with the trap in the
table top by a cord. which rnns under the table top and down the side
of the table leg.
To vanish a dove or rabbit a large sheet of newspaper is spread
over the top and as you raise it to wrap the bird or animal, the trap is
opened by the same movement. and the cord raises the tube almost
to the table top. The rabbit or dove is dropped into the tube under
cover of the newspaper and the trap is dropped. the tube slides down
into the vase. the second trap closes over it and the performer comes
forward crumbling the paper in his hands with the comforting assurance that the spectators are calmly viewing the innocent table shown
in Fig. I.
This ingenious arrangement seems to be a great improvement
mirror" tables we have yet seen which
over any of the flower or
were designed for the same purpose.

rope and America were filled with
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rope and America were filled with a great many articles about him.

Many were very contradictory, and in spite of the relationship between

him and Carl Herrmann, they differ greatly.

Alexander Herrmann always represented that he was a brother

of Carl, and according to newspaper authority, he was born in Paris,

but nothing definite can be learned about that. According to other

advices, which are more likely, he was born in Russian Poland, but

even this lacks confirmation. The fact remains that he was an assist-

and to Carl and traveled with him for some time. When he was quite

a boy he appeared under the name of Monsieur Alexander in the ser-

vice of Carl Herrmann who took him with him in a tour through

Russia, and later, in 1861, to America, where, on the stage of the old

Academy of Music, in Brooklyn, he introduced Alexander as his
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brother and successor. It has been considered that he was not a

brother of Carl, who allowed him to use the name of Herrmann. It

has also been said that his name was Alexander Niemann which came

out in a lawsuit with his former manager and partner and was said to

have been confirmed by Alexander himself. Mme. Blanche Corelli,

the daughter of the original Carl Herrmann, now living in Berlin,

Germany, states positively that she never knew the original name of

her father Carl Herrmann, that he took this as his professional name

and that Alexander was Carl's youngest brother and her uncle.

About 1867 Alexander commenced his own tours under the name

of Herrmann. He made atrip around the world and obtained a great

reputation, making considerable money. He met with particular suc-

cess in London where he gave a great many performances and made

quite a fortune, playing in that city for about three years constantly.

It has often been stated he was obliged to leave England because he

u

was threatened with a law suit for the use of the name of Herrmann

which he was not entitled to, probably instigated by his brother Carl.

In 1878 he appeared for the first time in Paris and performed in

the Theatre Nouveautes. Here, in comparison with the original Carl,

he was called the " Great Herrmann," as Carl was the smaller of the

two. His fame had preceeded him from England, but the Parisians,

who had had many well known prestidigitateurs. did not appreciate

his performance as much as the English had, but Herrmann, who in-

troduced at that time only a limited number of sleight-of-hand tricks,

possessed an enormous amount of confidence, which stood him in

good service and gave him the necessary self-reliance to carry through

a series of fine performances. He was rich and was able to make the
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"

leading newspapers serve him as he wanted, but the main thing that

tne Parisians blamed him for, was that he used so many confederates
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A NEW VANISHING TABLE.

For the description and illustration of this novel table we are in-

In I878 he appeared for the first time in Paris and performed in
the Theatre Nouveautes. Here. in comparison wtththe original Carl.
he was called the "Great Herrmann." as Carl was the smaller of the
two. His fame had preceeded him from England. but the Parisians,
who had had many well known prestidigitateuts. did not appreciate

debted to Mr. Fred. J. Peters, of Milwaukee, Wis. The table is thirty

two inches in height with a top fourteen inches square. Two shelves

are fastened to the four legs as shown in the cuts. Upon the first
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shelf there is a vase large enough to contain a rabbit, and extending

up to the seeond shelf. Access is had to this vase only through a trap

'n the second shelf, concealed from the view of an audience by a few

cards glued to the top in a haphazard manner. In the table top there

is another trap cut and hinged so it can be raised like a cigar box cover.

Over this top a small spread is glued to conceal your preparations.

Sliding within the vase is a metal tube connected with the trap in the

table top by a cord, which rnns under the table top and down the side

of the table leg.

To vanish a dove or rabbit a large sheet of newspaper is spread

over the top and as you raise it to wrap the bird or animal, the trap is

opened by the same movement, and the cord raises the tube almost

Having palmed a card in the ordinary

way during the course of
card experiment. catch with the point of thumb the end of
the card that is next the finger tips. and curve it inwards towards
the body. The fingers may now be spread wide apart so that anyone
I find this a
can see between tlicm withnut revealing the card.
splendid wrinkle when exhibiting before those who know something
about palming.
Cams. Fokacs, Lanark. Ont.
some
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"RONTGEN OUTDONE."

By P. T. Tibbles.

Effect. London, 190x5.

Three cards are selected from a pack by three of the audience,

LONDON, 1900.
Eiriracr,
Three cards are selected from a pack by three of the audience,
who place them in asmall envelope and seal it down. Envelope is given
to agent to hold during the experiment. A sheet of note paper is torn
into strips and distributed amongst the audience, for them to write on
each piece of paper the names of three celebrated persons. This being
done, you ask them to fold the strips up. and proceed to collect them
in a paper bag. When you have collected the whole six you shake
them up and ask anybody to take out any one of the slips and read
the names written upon it. You then draw attention to an empty
frame which is standing on your table, and say you will pass the three
cards from the envelope, which is in gentleman's possession into the
the frame. At the word of command the three chosen cards appear
in a mysterious manner in the frame which just previously had been
shown empty. The envelope, which. since appearance of cards in
frame, has not been unsealed, is still held by gentleman while you call
attention to the marvelous nature of the conclusion of this experiment,
remarking that you have not forced the selection of any one celebrity
out of the hundreds that might have been chosen, and that this, being
a great improvement on Rontgen's system of photography you will
conclude the experiment by photographing the three persons selected by the audience, and cause the photos to appear in the place of
cards vanished from envelope. Pistol is fired ; gent holding envelope
tears it open and hands the performer the photos, which are exhibited
amidst great applause.
Moous OPERANDI:
The three selected cards, are of course forced. A small envelope
is handed to the person.that drew the first card. for him to place his
card into it, and then to pass it to the other two drawers to do likewise,
the last card being placed in envelope it is sealed down. Performer
now takes the envelope and asks anybody to hold it for a moment, but
in the act of handing it to the person who volunteers, it is adroitly
changed for a substitute envelope by placing inside beforehand, and
selling down, three photographs of any celebrities that you think your
audience would be most likely to select. The photos should be cut
same size, and should be backed with the same pattern backs, as on
the playing cards used. You then distribute six strips of paper for
the audience (0 write on each piece the names of three celebrities and
when they have done so to fold the papers up. It is really of no consequence what names thev select, as the paper bag used to collect the
strips in, has a paper partition inside, commencing from about one
inch below the top of bag. therefore while one side of bag is empty
the other has six strips similar to those given out, each bearing names of
those three celebrities whose photographs are in the envelope. You
now collect the strips in empty side of bag; this done. you pull over
partition with your fingers (thereby covering those strips which have
been written on by the audience) This opens the side of bag containing duplicates. next ask somebody to select any one slip out of the
bag, this is done and the names read out.
Attention is now drawn to an empty frame on table. This can
be any of the well known card frames, loaded with duplicates of the
three forced cards. The gentleman that has the envelope is requested
to hold it up so that all can see it. and the cards (which audienceimagine to be inside envelope) are commanded to transport themselves
into frame, (This of course will be worked according to the frame
used.) At the word of command the cards appear in frame, and gentleman holding envelope is requested to hold it still for a few moments
longer (while you patter about Rontgen rays,) finally saying: the experiment will be concluded with an elaborate illustration of the abilities of the forementioned invention, by commanding the photographs
as selected by the audience themselves to appear in the place of the
cards, which, a few moments ago, were in the envelope, in possession
of the gentleman. who has held the envelope during the entire exper-

who place them in a small envelope and seal it down. Envelope is given

to agent to hold during the experiment. A sheet of note paper is torn

into strips and distributed amongst the audience, for them to write on

each piece of paper the names of three celebrated persons. This being

done, you ask them to fold the strips up, and proceed to collect them

in a paper bag. When you have collected the whole six you shake

them up and ask anybody to take out any one of the slips and read

the names written upon it. You then draw attention to an empty

iment, not giving you a chance to tamper with it.

Trick is concluded as before explained, and in the
good prestidigitateur cannot fail to score tremendously.
j

hands of

a

j

A NEW BAC-K HAND COIN PALM.
Take the coin, which should not be too large,between the extreme
points of the first and second fingers of the right hand. Press the
thumb toward the palm of the hand, then slide the two fingers holding the coin, over the thumb as far as they will reach. Then let go of
the coin with the second finger and force it with the remaining finger
tip between the thumb and the fleshy part of the back of the hand,
giving the coin at the same time, a half twist in order to place it paralel with the thumb. The thumb is then strightened out and the coin
will be found fully concealed, clasped between the thumb and the
hand, which. for greater security, is turned with the plain slightly upward. To produce the coin make a slight upward movement and let
the coin slide under the thumb and into the hand, then produce from
the finger tips in the usual manner. The coin may be back paliiied

frame which is standing on your table, and say you will pass the three

cards from the envelope, which is in gentleman's possession into the

the frame. At the word of command the three chosen cards appear

in a mysterious manner in the frame which just previously had been

shown empty. The envelope, which, since appearance of cards in

frame, has not been unsealed, is still held by gentleman while you call
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attention to the marvelous nature of the conclusion of this experiment,

remarking that you have not forced the selection of any one celebrity

out of the hundreds that might have been chosen, and that this, being

a great improvement on Rontgen's system of photography you wil]

conclude the experiment by photographing the three persons se-

lected by the audience, and cause the photos to appear in the place of

cards vanished from envelope. Pistol is fired ; gent holding envelope

tears it open and hands the performer the photos, which are exhibited

amidst great applause.

Modus Operandi:

The three selected cards, are of course forced. A small envelope

is handed to the person that drew the first card, for him to place his

card into it, and then to pass it to the other two drawers to do likewise,

the last card being placed in envelope it is sealed down. Performer

now takes the envelope and asks anybody to hold it for a moment, but

in the act of handing it to the person who volunteers, it is adroitly

changed for a substitute envelope by placing inside beforehand, and

sealing down, three photographs of any celebrities that you think your

audience would be most likely to select. The photos should be cut

same size, and should be backed with the same pattern backs, as on

the playing cards used. You then distribute six strips of paper for

the audience io write on each piece the names of three celebrities and

when they have done so to fold the papers up. It is really of no con-

sequence what names they select, as the paper bag used to collect the

strips in, has a paper partition inside, commencing from about one

in this manner in the act of dropping it into a hat thus enabling the
performer to present the palm to the audience and show fingers empty.
For the explanation of the above sleight we are indebted to Mr.
Alexander Victor, a clever exponent of this and other difiicult sleights
requiring considerable practice. In his hands it proves very effective
owing to a deceptive method of passing the coin alternately to the
back and front of the hand. For the sake of clearness we present
below :1 series of illustrations showing the different movements and
combinations possible with this method.
Those marked No. I. show .\lr. Victor's modus operandi. For
several of the others we are indebted to l)er Zauberwelt, the German
niagazine of magic. etc. (And those of otir readers who understand
that language would do well to subscribe for it.)
The top row shows Mr. Victor's method, but the third position
is the same in both methods.

inch below the top of bag, therefore while one side of bag is empty

_._._o_._

the other has six strips similar to those given out, each bearing names of
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those three celebrities whose photographs are in the envelope. You

now collect the strips in empty side of bag; this done, you pull over

partition with your fingers (thereby covering those strips which have

been written on by the audience ) This opens the side of bag con-

taining duplicates, next ask somebody to select any one slip out of the

bag, this is done and the names read out.

Attention is now drawn to an empty frame on table. This can

be any of the well known card frames, loaded with duplicates of the

three forced cards. The gentleman that has the envelope is requested

to hold it up so that all can see it, and the cards (which audience im-

agine to be inside envelope) are commanded to transport themselves

into frame. (This of course will be worked according to the frame

used.) At the word of command the cards appear in frame, and gen-

tleman holding envelope is requested to hold it still for a few moments

longer (while you patter about Rontgen rays,) finally saying: the ex-

periment will be concluded with an elaborate illustration of the abil-

ities of the forementioned invention, by commanding the photographs

as selected by the audience themselves to appear in the place of the

cards, which, a few moments ago, were in the envelope, in possession

of the gentleman, who has held the envelope during the entire exper-

iment, not giving you a chance to tamper with it.

Trick is concluded as before explained, and in the hands of a

good prestidigitateur cannot fail to score tremendously.

A NEW BACK HAND COIN PALM.

The Great
has introduced many new novelties.
Lco (iowongo, the Antiguan
clever work at the Grand Museum, and

Mzigician, has been doing some very

“

at

Austin & Stone's. He is

up»to—d:1tc."
The Floyds, Magical Entertainers, take to the road, June

1st, for
the season, playing the summer parks, same as last year.
F. 0. Harrell, has just returned from a little vacation trip in Georgia
VV. 1). Le Roy, Boston's well-known Magician and Manufacturer,
is still kept busy filling orders, and bringing out new novelties.

Mahatma.
THE CRYSTAL COFFIN.
This illusion. the invention of Prof. Samuels. originally appeared
of my old catalogues about eighteen years ago. As this is an
expensive illusion to build and carry. it did not meet with favor front
the profession. I furnished Mr. J. N. Maskelync of London. with details of saute and he remarked that it was certainly a fine illusion and
the experienced reader may note that in recent years he has embodicd the principle of this in one or two of his illusions.
Numerous imitations of this have been put forth and even some
have been published. but none were ever utilized, which probably
would have been the case had they possessed any merit.
THE PERFECTED CARD STAR.
In effect the illusion is as follows:
This Card Star. which is of my own invention, I call "perfected
The audience are invited through a committee to examine a glass
because the Star itself is a perfect slteieton, and has no hiding place
casket. Not from a distance. but minutely. Aher examination the
for the cards. It is very simple. but most magical. for the body of the
assistant lies down in the casket which is closed and
pcrformer's
Star is made up of five slender metal arms which spring from a centre
raised a few feet in the air. On command the person disappears front
not larger than a ten-cent piece. A further and most mystical feature
the casket to rc-appear elsewhere as fancy dictates.
of the Star is the fact that when it is brought forward it may be shown
F.XPLANA‘l't0N.—Tlte glass casket is made to resemble a coffin ;
both back and front. and yet. at the will of the magician a chosen card
all sides and ends are clear plate glass which are set in a frame work
the
is
of
the
of
Star.
Here
secret.
each
the
on
arm
appears
point
of nickle plated brass in the same manner that fine show cases are
The central post of the star is hollow. and is threaded with five
made. All the bands in sides. rims and comer posts are made of
small elastic cords. which being fastened under the base are carried
heavy nickle plated tubing in which the sheets of glass are nicely
up through the post and behind each of the five arms. terminating in titted. The rear
glass is in a separate frame and can be hinged either
a card at the extreme end. The back of the central post is slightlty
at top or bottom. the hinges being concealed by the double framegrooved from the top to the bottom. Now to prepare the trick the work. A concealed catch at each end of this frame operated by
prcs~
five cards are pulled away from the star points (thus stretching the
sure of hands and feet similar to catches used in the Stroubeika"
under
and
elastic)
are placed together in one packet. and carried down
illusion. will. when pressed upon. cause the back to open backwards.
the base of the star. where they are held by a clip or any devise which
The casket rests on trestle: on the stage. Attached to each carcan be actuated by a piston. or a thread. so as to release them at the
ncr is a large gilded rope or chain leading up to the flies, over pulleys
proper moment. The clastics are carefully laid in the little groove on mid down to the sides where they are attached to
any desirable elethe back of the central post. so as not to show. The base should be
either a windlass or a counterweight.
vating
apparatus,
thin and flat. and only a trifle larger than a card. This star may be
The stage setting is of black velvet though other colors can be
freely shown on all sides. and will tnystily even an expert.
used. but of course black passes for the mourning paraphernalia of the
mom
performer who introduces as much serio-comic business as possible.
THE COIN NEST.
After the casket has been ‘examined the assistant lies down in it.
This is a collection of live shells and one complete coin. all fitting the lid is fastened securely. the ropes or chains are attached to corner
one within the other as follows :--First, a quarter with a shell. then
hooks and the casket is raised from four to six feet above the stage.
two half-dollar shells which fit over each other. finally, two dollar
it must be only a few feet from the back curtain which has an open~
shells which likewise fit one over the other. These all packed togeth- ing concealed by a double black curtain it short distance farther back.
er into one nest. which appears to be an ordinary dollar piece. The
As soon as the casket is in the air the performer drapes or suspends
following is my method of using it. I first torrow it silver dollar. and over it three large flags for which purpose there are sockets attached
and at once substitute the nest for it. Now while seated I lay the nest to the front framework of the casket, thus one large flag is suspended
upon my knee. calling attention to the fact that my hands are empty. across and in front of the casket and one extends from each end. The
1 then lay them one over the other upon the coin. and announce that nssistants behind the stage push forward through the opening in the
lwill cause another dollar to appear beside the first one. Under curtain a two anned skid or bridge. the assistant inside the casket lets
cover of the upper hand I now finger palm off the top shell, which by
the back down on this bridge and rolls out sideways down this inclined
a slight movement I place just above the first coin.
Now. upon lifting plane thmugh curtain to make his reappearance elsewhere. Assistmy_hands. two dollars are seen. one above the other. I new cover the ants remove the skid and with a stout light pole covered with black
the two coins in the same manner and command a half-dollar to ap- cloth, to prevent noise and escape observation. pushes the back up
pear. lat this moment slide the lower coin (which is the nest) to- into position, the concealed catches in the hack of the casket securing
ward my body a little. palm off as before the top shell and place it it. or the assistant himself can do this before he goes through the
between the two coins. and on lifting my hands three coins are seen, buck curtain.
two dollars and one hall-dollar. I keep on repeating the process with
At the proper moment the flags are instantaneously pulled away.
the coin nearest my body (which is always the nest) until the six coins and the Crystal Coffin is found entirely empty. C. L. l1tvitt.t.\it;/\Mt’..
are developed. The result is most startling. as the six coins make a
joj
great show and it seems impossible to have concealed them. The
nest is expensive. but it may be procured at the leadingconjuring shops
if one cares to pay the price.
PARIS ITEMS.
in
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Mahatma.

THE PERFECTED CARD STAR.

This Card Star, which is of my own invention, I call "perfected "

because the Star itself is a perfect skeleton, and has no hiding place

for the cards. It is very simple, but most magical, for the body of the

Star is made up of five slender metal arms which spring from a centre

one

2

"

not larger than a ten-cent piece. A further and most mystical feature

of the Star is the fact that when it is brought forward it may be shown

both back and front, and yet, at the will of the magician a chosen card

appears on the point of each arm of the Star. Here is the secret.

The central post of the star is hollow, and is threaded with five

small elastic cords, which being fastened under the base are carried

up through the post and behind each of the rive arms, terminating in

a card at the extreme end. The back of the central post is slightlty

grooved from the top to the bottom. Now to prepare the trick the

five cards are pulled away from the star points (thus stretching the

elastic) and are placed together in one packet, and carried down under

the base of the star, where they are held by a clip or any devise which

can be actuated by a piston, or a thread, so as to release them at the
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proper moment. The elastics are carefully laid in the little groove on

the back of the central post, so as not to show. The base should be

thin and flat, and only a trifle larger than a card. This star may be

freely shown on all sides, and will mystify even an expert.

THE COIN NEST.

This is a collection of five shells and one complete coin, all fitting

one within the other as follows :—First, a quarter with a shell, then

two half-dollar shells which fit over each other, finally, two dollar

shells which likewise fit one over the other. These all packed togeth-

er into one nest, which appears to be an ordinary dollar piece. The

following is my method of using it. I first borrow a silver dollar, and

and at once si bstitute the nest for it. Now while seated I lay the nest

upon my knee, calling attention to the fact that my hands are empty,

I then lay them one over the other upon the coin, and announce that

I will cause another dollar to appear beside the first one. Under

cover of the upper hand I now finger palm off the top shell, which by

a slight movement I place just above the first coin. Now, upon lifting

my hands, two dollars are seen, one above the other. I now cover the

the two cojns in the same manner and command a half-dollar to ap-

pear. I at this moment slide the lower coin (which is the nest) to-

ward my body a little, palm off as before the top shell and place it

between the two coins, and on lifting my hands three coins are seen,

two dollars and one half-dollar. I keep on repeating the process with

the coin nearest my body (which is always the nest) until the six coins

are developed. The result is most startling, as the six coins make a

great show and it seems impossible to have concealed them. The

nest is expensive, but it may be procured at the leading conjuring shops

if one cares to pay the price.

Prof. Henricks, the Wizard of the Atlantic, has received many in-

quiries as to his billiard ball sleights, from our readers who believe he

joj

has them for sale. For their benefit we may state that the challenge

published in his name is bona fide, and we hold a deposit to bind any

agreement. The sleights he will introduce in the contest he desires to

arrange have been developed by years of study and practice and are

not for sale at any price.

THE CRYSTAL COFFIN.

This illusion, the invention of Prof. Samuels, originally appeared

in one of my old catalogues about eighteen years ago. As this is an

expensive illusion to build and carry, it did not meet with favor from

the profession. I furnished Mr. J. N. Maskelyne of London, with de-

tails of same and he remarked that it was certainly a fine illusion and

the experienced reader may note that in recent years he has embod-

ied the principle of this in one or two of his illusions.

Numerous imitations of this have been put forth and even some

have been published, but none were ever utilized, which probably

would have been the case had they possessed any merit.

In effect the illusion is as follows:

The audience are invited through a committee to examine a glass

casket. Not from a distance, but minutely. After examination the

performer's assistant lies down in the casket which is closed and

Prof. Henricks. the Wirarcl of the Atlantic. has received many inquiries as to his billiardball sleights. from our readers who believe he
has them for sale. For their benefit we may state that the challenge
his nnmc is bnna tide. and we hold a deposit to bind any
agreement. The sit-ights he will introduce in the contest he desires to
arrange have been developed by years of study and practice and are
not for sale at any price.

published in

The Exposition Unit-erselle is now in swing. Paris being full of
visitors. Amongst the small theatres. we have Carmenelli. Morton,
and Alberti giving conjuring shows. but the two great attractions in
the Mystic Art here are T. Nelson Downs at the Casino and the Chinese Magicians at the Chinese Pavilionin the Exhibition grounds. They
work very clean, and amongst other tricks. perform the miraculous
Fishing. produce large Bowls of Water. &c.. a la Ching Ling Foo.
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Mahatma.

Qt/ziflr/Esz,

Now for a query of our own. How many of our readers will sub-

Now for a query of our own. How many of our readers will subscribe in advance for a reprint of No. I, \’ol. 1. of MAHATMA at F57/lfll (‘mix a copy ? The first page contains a portrait and sketch of
Robert Houdin, and among the contents are articles on flower tricks.

scribe in advance for a reprint of No. I, Vol. I, of Mahatma at Fif-

teen Cents a copy ? The first page contains a portrait and sketch of

Robert Houdin, and among the contents are articles on flower tricks,

the art of shadowgraphy, chapeaugraphy, news of the day, etc.

the art of shadowgraphy. chapeaugraphy. news of the day. etc.
Should this effort meet with the support expected. a reprint will
be made of all numbers necessary to complete the files.
Through the courtesy of Dr. S. R. Ellison of New York City, we
are in possession of a typewritten index of 1\-IAHATMA to date.

Should this effort meet with the support expected, a reprint will

be made of all numbers necessary to complete the files.

Through the courtesy of Dr. S. R. Ellison of New York City, we

are in possession of a typewritten index of Mahatma to date.

Green, the Merry Wizard, is combining business with pleasure,

among the pleasure resorts of Canada.

Green, the Merry Wizard. is combining business with pleasure,
among the pleasure resorts of Canada.

William E. Robinson, as Ching Ling Soo, has proven a strong

attraction at the Alhambra, London. The management extended his

William E. Robinson. as Ching Ling 500, has proven a strong
attraction at the Alhambra. London. The management extended his
engagment four weeks, making three monthsin all, at this one theatre.

engagment four weeks, making three months in all, at this one theatre.

Frank Ducrot, the popular Brooklyn Wizard, paid a visit to this

office just previous to a trip to Paris. Upon returning the call we found

Frank Ducrot. the popular Brooklyn Wizard. paid a visit to this
office just previous to a trip to Paris. Upon returning thecall we found
the genial professor in the grip of his old enemy, rheumatism. The
attack has postponed his voyage indefinitely. A pleasant hour was
spent in examining apparatus and exchanging ideas.

the genial professor in the grip of his old enemy, rheumatism. The
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attack has postponed his voyage indefinitely. A pleasant hour was

spent in examining apparatus and exchanging ideas.

Clinton Burgess, the Americrn magician, dropped in to report

success in recent entertainments. He makes a specialty of cards.

Albini, the King of Cards, has been presenting his specialty on

the Pacific coast. ,

Clinton Burgess. the Americrn magician, dropped in to report
in recent entertainments. He makes a specialty of cards.

success

Prof. Underwood intends to go on the road in the fall.

Albini. the King of Cards, has been
the Pacific coast.

J. De Witt, formerly known to the profession as J. Witt Dough-

presenting

his

specialty

erty, is acquiring an enviable reputation for skillful and pleasing en-

Prof. Underwood intends to go

tertainments.

on

on

,

the road in the fall.

Alexander Victor, the Swedish magician, presented his entertain-

J. De Witt, formerly known to the profession as j. Witt Dougherty. is acquiring an enviable reputation for skillful and pleasing entcrtaimnents.

ment before a crowded house at Milburn, N. J., June 9th.

Ah Foon, the oriental entertainer and shadowist, is now booking

his fall tour. He presents his original conception of the marvelous

Alexander Victor. the Swedish

feats of the eastern wonderworkers, together with a series of shadow

ment before a crowded house at

pictures, unequaled in many respects by any performer on the stage

magician. presented his entertain-

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Professor
Otto Maurer. the w.-ll-known |Tl‘lg‘lCl‘.|l'l and manufacturer whose portrait appcars above.
He was born Oct. 28th, il-54,6. in the village of Gcmeisheim. Germany, and died at the lilctmpnlitan lluspital. in New York City. May
15th, 1900. llc leaves :1 wife. son and tlttughler.
During the twenty-eight years he was established at 33! Bowery.
there is hardly a magician of any note who did not at some time drop
in to take an occasional lesson or purchase neetlful supplies, and he
always had a pleasant \VOT|l, orjoke culled from his own professional

experience, to amuse his callers.

His son, Otto Maurer, bears the sznnc

name

and will continue the

business.

“SI*.‘.I.-BIT,”

Milburn, N. j.. June 9th.

THE CARD AND COIN DEMON.
Ah Foon. the oriental entertainer and shadowist, is now booking
Hop to announce that he is prepared tn ncn cpl engagement: to present high-clue
his fall tour. He presents his original conception of the marvelous conjuring
entertainments. at which numerous nriuiual izimcertiv-its are introdi en ti.
feats of the eastern wonderworkers. together with a series of shadow
Atlclreu: fir. P. T. TIBBLES. 55 Asrlncourt Rood. nompueod. London.
pictures, unequaled in many respects by any performer on the stage
NOTICE.
Messrs. Hamley Bros.
to-day. llis tables are finished in white and gold. in C. Milton Chases NOTICE.

to-day. His tables are finished in white and gold, in C. Milton Chases

finest style.

Harry Helms, wizard and juggler, is presenting his specialty with

a vaudeville company in Michigan.

—

J. B. Mackenzie, Bradford, England:—The back hand palm with

style.
Harry Helms.

lint.-st

coins and cards will be fully explained during Vol. IV. Justice could

wizard and juggler. is presenting his specialty with
\'aut'lt:villecompany in Michigan.
j. 1%. Mackeiizie. Bradford, England :—-The back haml palm with
coins and cards will be fully explained during Vol. IV. justice could
not be done to the subject in one number as you request.
jos. llurke, livansville. lnd.: Prof. Ducrot has promised to write
-\ bttrlcsqtu: act in magic for l\lAHA'rM.-t readers.
Knowingthe professor’: capabilities, we can assure you that it will fill all requirements.

not be done to the subject in one number as you request.

Jos. Burke, Evansville, Ind.: Prof. Ducrot has promised to write

:1

a burlesque act in magic for Mahatma readers. Knowing the profes-

sor's capabilities, we can assure you that it will fill all requirements.

Prof. Anderson, Chicago, 111.: —Write to Henry J. Wehman for

his list of books. One of them contains the only complete explanation

of Kellar's ring trick which we have seen published.

Wanted—First-class Cabinet-Maker, also Machinist for lathe work;

would prefer one having some knowledge of electricity. Only steady,

Prof. Anderson. Chicago. lll.:—Write to Henry J. Wehman for
his list of books. Om: ofthem contains the only complete explanation
of Kell.-tr's ring trick which we have seen published.

reliable men need apply. State salary expected—steady work guaran-

teed the year round. Monarch Trick Mfg Co., Lynn, Mass.

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Professor

Otto Maurer, the w^U-known magician and manufacturer whose por-

trait appears above.

Wanted-—l~‘irst-class Cabinet-Maker. also Machinist for lathe work;
would prefer one having some knowledge oi electricity. Only steady.
reliable men need apply. State salary expected—steady work guaranteed the year round. Monarch Trick Mfg Co., Lynn, Mass.

He was born Oct. 28th, 1846, in the village of Gemeisheim, Ger-

many, and died at the Metropolitan Hospital, in New York City, May

15th, 1900. He leaves a wife, son and daughter.

During the twenty-eight years he was established at 321 Bowery,

there is hardly a magician of any note who did not at some time drop

in to take an occasional lesson or purchase needful supplies, and he

always had a pleasant word, or joke culled from his own professional

experience, to amuse his callers.

His son, Otto Maurer, bears the same name and will continue the

business.

THE CARD AND COIN DEMON.

Hegs to announce that he is prepared to accept engagements to present high-class

conjuring entertainments, at which numerous original conceptions are introdt ctd.

Address : Hr. P. T. TIBBLES, 55 Agincourt Road, Hampstead, London.

NOTICE.

Wish toletthrlr many Cllrtlls know that. nu-inc In small firm: having entered into
coiopetition asking: them. and smiling rz-clam 1.-murtng ‘I mks rhcnptr, ol I Ilflllllfchortheirs. but not t-I that higli-tluss malt: unit mpuiur workmanship for which they
have been so long noted. they have mm in ,-gr.-:u.uion a small calnlngue with prlooo
greatly reduced. but the gum]: arc rltlcllt‘ the same in every why. Mt!-II’! HAMLEV IKROS. are not lows-rlng the prism. amt smiling lnforlnr roads. but will ‘up.
unit: over,‘ nr Ides of the hen vt-orI:mar.~~lup rind tlir Fluent F’ nllh on heretofore.
.\lcmn Hr\.\|l.f. HRUS. will allow a dlsuuunl Hi 10 pct‘ cent off the natal-Jxue prices of
any Conjurlng Trick Dealer in the world.
Note List of Goods as below. lately greatly reduced.
New Era Card Tricks. Clo ad. /.-u_r.-.-.- U! ‘M.
flat Collu. Iix bright colours. in rub, cut and Inarlv: by Inuchinery. rolled very tight.
Clad ml). is this |llI_/Iff is lit!‘
1-_lneh Tntllbollr no Coils, wlntr. 4',-l mrfi, do /wr 4!.-:_. carriage to be paid on
local I.
Spring Flowers. 9d/rr -1-‘: -5- /‘H’ Irv-.
Sill: d no ‘II 311 frr (.79.. III’ II): lld fin Iuu. /‘nil I-"r." 1"‘ W.
E331 Ivorlne Egg], tgunrsnlenll uiprrior tu.1I| nth:-rs. Is 51] em‘-Fgfiirlfrlr In 6d.
Bent lvorlne slndnre Egg. guaranteed Ql|]'K'UUf to all others. In 7d rmfi. [Ml fruhurt to

.

Donrollta

.

ll lid.
Ivorino Balls.

to

Any air: nude
very l-est rtnke. raduced to '4; Dd, you :'n—.— 2;. rod.
st: 41: extra mst.
Iper Fla 3. on rm-~.-u,,«.-1 trrr Illd.
.-tr Irrr 10-: ml.
Silk I1 ndlterehlelu. Id rm‘ lllurr
SIIK Unloll Joel: Flag. 19 -Id and its m. Jr,
.15’: Ill vzulnt. large size. fin and
order at

to

Produclng

'

.

35 (Id

tar‘. fatthu-r Ild ¢

1

Ir ».

Clllmcleon Blocks. ls

9il.€.uI_/-—.~r ls lfltl.

Enchanted Glue jar and rain Trick. Ils. p.=rI_fu-r (59 9d.
Uni no Velvet Changing Bug. Illa. pl--I_/iw I0: Hal.

udng ‘Tulip Flowers. Ils ad 1-" J4»: Latrst Novelty.
Huntley‘: Novel Portable Screen Ior Shodowgraphy. I8: 8d,p¢ur/rrr 19:. Cd.
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Mahatma.

The Great Palace London Success.

“nu |mu;"1‘_ N550“ [)owN5_nu l ppusilinn as let

7

Mahatma.

T. Nelson Downs.

C0tmtc'r_feite.i in hundreds (male amifemale) now touring the several great Continental
H.)/ts". :»;'lmre be is topping every billon usbicb be appears.
{Mn ‘Drr.;-us u‘1'sbe.\' to deny Ibe report made in a rermt issue of tbe London cwfusic Hall.
in the after! that be -would return to the Eugli.\‘b Metropolis in I900. He -will bounser return
in mm. mm and I003. to tbe Empire ‘Palace (Ltd.) -wbere be is exclusively engaged to appzuzr tn‘/u'm‘n 9.-I5 and 10:30 p. m.. 8 con5e.cIIti'."e wales each year.
‘Regards to G. Dewey and tbe Queen of Hearts.

Trje Great Palace London Success.

"tie ins" f. NelSON D0WM5tfe*u»y

Counter feited by hundreds (male and female) now touring the several great Continental

Halls, where he is topping every bill on which he appears.

{Mr. T)owns wishes to deny the report made in a re<ent issue of the London (Musi< Hall,

to the effe<t thai he would return to the English Metropolis in 1900. He will however return

in 1901. 1902 and 1903, to the Empire Tala<e (Ltd.) where he is exclusively engaged to ap-

LIAN

pear between 9:'5 and jo:jo p. m., 8 <onsecutive weeks each year.

Regards to G. Dewey and the Queen of Hearts.

MAGICIANS

\

1

$1,000 Challenge,

A

To any Man lr; the World
In a contest for

NEW SUPPLEMENT CATALOGUE.

NEW SUPPLEMENT CATALOGUE.

JUST OUT.

ORIGINAL BILLIARD
BALL TRICKS.
J. HENRICKS,

JUST OUT.

All New Tricks, 5c. Large 64 page Catalogue, containing pictures of Magicians, 15c«

A” NEW

Tvicks. 5¢- l-In.-c I-4 |-age Canal--gut. mnuainim: pictures of Mugiciaus. I56Bolh for 50¢. Mama-uuh mm L slncun-I linrguim. Ins! Uni. 5|?!“ ‘Dr “IMP.
w_ 1». 1,. ken‘, Im Irmm Street, lkblnn. Mus.

Both for JJOc . Mammoth Stock Sheet of bargains, Just Out. Sent for stamp,

W. D. LeROY, 103 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

Only Boston Agent and Correspondent for MAHA TMA.

C,’ (Duly l‘»n.\l-m Agent

235 Pine 8!.

70 Chnlnrn St.

Phill.

and C--ncspumlz-nl in: .|I.lI/.-I VJIII.

Liverpool.
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_~ DE YERE,

303

13 PHSSHGE SKULNIER, 13

jPnris, FranoGm

The only real Manufacturer in Paris of the finest

Magical Apparatus, Tricks & Illusions for Theatres

Juggling Apparatus, French Marrionettcs, &c. Catalogue in English, Post Free, 5 cts.

Large Catalogue in French. 120 pp. Post Free, 25 cts. Postage to France, 5c.

American stamps taken.

ELLIOTT,

ARTISTIC TEACHER of

Modern Digital Manipulations-

CARDS, COINS,

Har)dKercl)iefs, Rings,

Billiard Balls — Specialties

Amateurs and Professionals coached »

and acts improved.

Cnril C'nt-a-log. 10c. each.

Wili improve your act 100 per cent.

Adress, J. A. RICHARDSON,

32 Concord Sq., Boston, Mass.
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NEW COIN TRICKS/'

(Second Series.) Being the third of a series of novel works on Co-ijuring and Kindred Arts

By Prof.

ELLIS STANYON.

With 15 speciallv prepared hlocks illustrating rew sleights, &c. Contei ts:—

Chap 1. — A collection of all the new''Palms," including the continuous Pack and Front

Palm, with suggestions by the Author. Chap. 11, — A coll' ctiou of novel Sleight of Hand

feats including our Mr. F.Jlis Stanyon's "New Coin t ombinalion," Chap. ill.—The

new Coin Wand, and methods of using same, novel trick coins (illustrated 1, and a fi'll des-

cription (illusl rated) of the great "Spider" Vanish. Thcwh<lenow published for the first

time. Sent Post Free lor published price of 3 shillings.

No. 1. "New Coin Trlckn." (First Series.) By Prof. Ellis Stanyon. 16 pp.

Illustrated with special blocks. Post r ree 3 shillings.

"Bibliography of Conjuring." By Ellin Stanyon. 24 pp. In Illus-

trated Wrapper, Gives full particulars of 300 Works on Magic in the Engish

Language, also an account of the life of the Author. Sent Post Free for is. id.

"New Handkerchief Tricks." In preparation.

"New Card Tricks." In preparation.

Please order early, and preserve for binding. The support of Magicians is respectfully

solicited. Kills Stanyon '<fc Co., School of Magic and Entertainment Bureau,

24 PP.
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HAMLEYS

THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

THE GRAND MAGICAL SALOONS

229 High Holborn, London,

MAGICAL Palace,

NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus, Stage

.« $ Illusions, Ventriloquial, Marionette and Punch and Judy Figures

YV3VT30 JTTGtGHjIJNTGr 00033S.

The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

Puzzles of every description a Specialty. ^

Bautier's Spring Flowers, $2.00 per 100, post free.

Bautier's Spring Flowers, best, $4.25.

INVENTORS

SHADOW GRAPHY,

OF CHAPEAUGRAPHY,
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TROUBLE-WIT, Etc.

CARD CABINETS from 60 cents to $10 each.

ustrated Catalogue containing 700 Engravings, 20 cents, post free. List of latest Novelties

American Stamps taken for small amounts or Money Order for larger.

TRICKS

MAGIC *

ILLUSIONS

IN

flND

MENTAL

PHENOMENA.

IN THREE VOLUMES.

ORIGINAL CAT-A-LCG, CONTAINING PORTRAIT OF ROBERT HOUDIN, 'JH CENTS.

Their Contents Speak Louder

Than Words of Fulsome PRAISE.

Vol. I.—Among its Sixty-Three Effects, contains complete explanations of "Silent Thought Transference," "New Sil-

ent Second Sight and Bank Note Test," "Second Sight Through Brick Walls," "Psychonotism," "The Spirit Thinke-

phone," "Hvpnognotism," "Tachypsvchographv or Long Distance Second Sight," "The Chamelon Handkerchiefs" and

various Rope Tying feats.

Vol. II.—Among its SIXTY-FIVE EFFECTS, contains "Vivisection." "The Maid of Athens Illusion," "The Winged

Numbers," "Sealed Letter Reading." Slate and Coin Tricks.

Vol. III.—Contains a classified list of important works on Natural and Occult Magic, Conjuring and Amusements, in English, German

and French. Also the illusion of "Bautier's Human Cage," "Morritt's Spirit Cabinet," "The Swinging Bust Illusion," "The

Spiritualistic Couch," "Spirit Mathematician," Tambourine Rings, Dictionary Trick and other effects illustrated.

Earh Volume, 25 cents, stamps arcepted.

CHAS. L. BURLINGAME & CO.,

BOX 851, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
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Vol. IV. No. II.

The only Papsh in the United States devoted to the Interests of Magicians, Spiritualists, Mesmerists, Etc

New York, Brooklyn Borough, August, 1900.

Single Copy, 10c.

BALABREGA.

The many friends of John M. Miller, generally known as Bala-

brega, the Swedish Magician, and the members of the profession at

large generally, will receive with great surprise and regret the sad

news of his sudden death at Pernambuco, Brazil, on June 20th. The

accident was due to the explosion of a gasoline tank used for illumin-
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ating purposes and to obtain spectacular effects for a dancing act

similar to that of La Loie Fuller. Balabrega was born in the little

Vol. ll’.

No. ll.

New York.

Brooklyn Borough, August. 1900.

Single Copy, 10¢.

town of Helsingborg, Sweden, on August 20th, 1857, and came to

BALABREGA.

America at the age of eleven. As his father had some share of suc-

cess as a magician under the name of Balabrega, it seemed but natur-

al that the son should adopt the same name and profession. He

commenced his career by performing before evening parties and en-

tertaining the various Swedish societies in Brooklyn, N. Y. He was

well acquainted with the late Alexander Herrmann, and frequently
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acted as his confederate during the latter's engagement at the Acqu-

arium, Broadway and 34th Street, New York City, in 1878. It was

The many friends ofjohn M. Miller. generally known as Bala- acted as his confederate during the l:\tter’s engagement at the Acquhrega. the Swedish .\lagit'ian. and the tnetnhers of the profession at atium. Broadway and 34th Street. New York City. in 1878. It was
large generally, will receive with great surprise and regret the sad during this year that he made his professional appearance asthe "Boy
news of his sudden death at Pernambuco, Brazil, on June 20th. The
Magician" at the Ulynipic Theatre in the same city. His success won
accident was due to the explosion of a gasoline tank used for illumin- instant recognition, and gained engagements for him in Boston, Philaating purposes and to obtain spectacular efiects for a dancing act delphia, and other leading cities, and his rise to a foremost rank in
similar In that of La Loie Fuller. llalabrega was born in the little his profession was rapid. Shortly afterwards he married, and in com»

during this year that he made his professional appearance as the "Boy

Magician" at the Olympic Theatre in the same city. His success won

instant recognition, and gained engagements for him in Boston, Phila-

delphia, and other leading cities, and his rise to a foremost rank in

his profession was rapid. Shortly afterwards he married, and in com-

pany with his talented wife, commenced a tour of South America,

creating a great sensation in the Spanish speaking countries particu-

larly with his second sight act, which he and his wife ivere the first to in-

troduce in that language. He was joined in this venture by the well

known magician Olliver, otherwise known as Revillo, who died a short

time later at Caracas, Venezuela, from yellow fever. Traveling, as he

did, among the most superstitious people of the world at the present day.

llelsinglmrg, Sweden, on August zoth. I357. and catnclo
America at the age of eleven. As his fatln.-r had some share of suc‘
cess as a magician under the name of lialabrega, it seemed but natural that the son should adopt the same name and profession. He
commenced his career by performing before evening parties and entertaining the various Swedish sn(‘ir.'!icS in ltrnoklyn. N. Y. He was
well acquainted with the late ;\le>;ander llernnann, and freqiiently
town of
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known ma},-ician Ulliver. otherwise known as Revillu. who died a short
time later at Caracas, \'enL-zuela. from yellow fever. Traveling. as he
did, ainung the must superstitious people of the world at the present day.
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Balabrega passed through many remarkableexperiences, but perhaps
the most striking and expensive one was that in which he lost his entire outfit. which went to the bottom of the sea, through the sinking of
the ill fated steamer Cotopaxi, in the straits of Magellan. His untiring energy enabled him in a short time to-repair this loss and to make
his show even better than before. From time to time he visited the
United States for business or pleasure. performing for the last time in
this country over the Keith circuit during the past season. He left
this city on March 3d last for the illstarred trip in which both he and
his partner, Mr. Lewis Bartlett. lost their lives through the same :tccident. Balabrega was a thorough artist, a true friend. and .1 gentleHis death means a blow to the profession of which he was an
man.
honored member.
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credit given to person sending it.

Persons sending money to this office wiil please send post-office

order to Station " E," Brooklyn, N. Y.

Balabrega passed through many remarkable experiences, but perhaps

the most striking and expensive one was that in which he lost his en-

tire outfit, which went to the bottom of the sea, through the sinking of

the ill fated steamer Cotopaxi, in the straits of Magellan. His untir-

ing energy enabled him in a short time to repair this loss and to make

his show even better than before. From time to lime he visited the

United States for business or pleasure, performing for the last time in

this country over the Keith circuit during the past season. He left

this city on March 3d last for the ill starred trip in which both he and
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his partner, Mr. Lewis Bartlett, lost their lives through the same ac-

Upon a recent visit to Adrian Plate, the well-known conjurur and
authorityon magic. we had the pleasure of seeing the three volumes
of IVIAHATMA complete, elegantly bound in half morroco, with :l handsome frontispiece clone in water colors, and nirely indextd ; the different subjects being grouped under their rcspcctit e ltcndings as nun biography, card tricks, coin tricks. miscellaneous. ctc tlte whole
making a valuable addition to any library.

cident. Balabrega was a thorough artist, a true friend, and a gentle-

man. His death means a blow to the profession of which he was an

honored member.
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As it is our aim to increase the usefulness of MAHATMA, we have
decided to adopt the following suggestion and continue it as long as
the support of the profession warrants it. The idea is as follows:——'l‘o
establish a column under the heading of the “Telephone,"through
which performers may communicate with each other where addresses
are unknown. We will receive messages for the September issue. but
correspondents must bear in mind that this is an "open" wire and act
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establish a column under the heading of the "Telephone," through

accordingly

which performers may communicate with each other where addresses
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are unknown. We will receive messages for the September issue, but

Send in your “ads" for the September number. The season for
entertainments is at hand, and now is the time to make yourselfknown.

correspondents must bear in mind that this is an "open" wire and act

accordingly
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Kellar. the Great American Magician. played at the Marquam
(irand Theatre. Portland, Ore, July 2d and 3d to good business.
Lafayette, in his burlesque of Cbing Ling Foo. is the fezitute of
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entertainments is at hand, and now is the time to make yourself known.
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Grand Theatre, Portland, Ore , July 2d and 3d to good business.

Lafayette, in his burlesque of Ching I-ing Foo, is the fcatuie of
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the bill at Keith's New York house beginning July 16th.
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One day the big bill-board of the town of B was placarded

with the most flamboyant of posters, representing a gentleman in full

evening dress, standing in front of the giant sphinx of Gizeh. He

was engaged in performing magic tricks. About him danced a legion

of little imps and grisly skeletons, whilst Mephisto in the convention-

al red costume, long sword, peaked cap and cock's feather,, grinned

on

beginning July t6th.

the same bill.’

One day the big bill-board of the town of B: was placarded
with the tnnst flamboyant of posters, representing a gentleman in full
evening dress, standing in front of the giant sphinx of Gizeh. He
was engaged in performing magic tricks. About him danced a legion
of little imps and grisly skeletons. whilst Mephisto in the conventional red costume, long sword, peaked cap and cock's feather, grinned
diabolically in the background, the presiding genius of the wierd
In huge letters of black was the announcement that the
scene.
Chevalier Herrmann, the world-famous necromancer and prestidigitateur, would give a series of entertainments of magic and mystery at
the town hall. A crowd ofcurious quid-nuncs.—thebarber. the baker,
and the candlestick maker, to say nothing of the inevitable small boy
——was assembled before the play bill devouring it with greedy eyes.
I was there. a juvenile fresh from the delights of the Arabian Nights,
with tny noddle filled to repletion with stories of Aladdin and his
Wonderful Lamp. the African Genii, etc., etc. This fastinating poster landed me the following week, breathless with excitetnent. in the
gallery reserved for the gods. It was my first introduction to “white
magic" and its branches. I can recall to-day my boyish admiration
of the wonderful wizard who condescended to exhibit his art in the
small town of 15:. I beheld him take bowls of gold-fish from
shawls. catch money from the air, produce rabbits and doves from
borrowed chupeaux. and other impossible feats. I vowed. too, to becotne a prestidigitateur (what difiiculty I had in pronouncing that
mystical word). Years have flown since then. I studied magic, with
the idea of going on the stage. but abandoned it long syne for more
prosaic pursuits. Yet my fondest tnemoriescluster about the beautiful nrt of sleight-of-hand, and its many professors. Herrmann. Heller.
l)'Alvini :—"the mystic three" have passed into the land of shadows,
and, have solved that greatest of mysteties, deal/I / I knew them.
loved them ! In this paper, I shall endeavor to tell something of their
lives and the nicks that made them famous. not forgetting their successors who are delighting the public to day.
I shall begin with Alexander Herrmann, ptince ofgood fellows, :1
racontcur, and legcrdemainist par excellence. His oft repeated phrase,
"Magicians are born. not made," was certainly realized in his case.
He came frotn a family of prestidigitateurs. his father Samuel Herrmann, and his elder brother Carl, being famous exponents of the art
magique. He was ofjewish extraction, and was born in Paris. France,
Febtttary tt. I844. After acting as assistant, for some years. to his
brother. he started out on his own account to astonish the public. He
traveled extensively over the world. In the year 1876, he became a
naturalized citizen of the United States and made several fortunes. but
lost them in theatrical speculations. He was an extraordinary linguist
speaking French, German. Spanish. Russian. Portugcse, Dutch and
English. Various chivalric orders were conferred upon him by foreign potentates. In I875 he married Adelaide Scarsez. a beautiful
and accomplished dancer, who assisted him in his performances. He
died of heart failure in his private car, December I7, 1896, while on
his way from Rochester, New York, to Bradford, Pa. Such in btief
are the facts of his eventful career.
Herrtnann was a great sleight-of-hand artist. especially with cards
and coins. His "misdirection." to use a technical term, was wonderful. This is the art of diverting the attention of the audience from
one object to another.
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In 1885 he appeared in Paris for the second time and played in

the Eden Theatre. He advertised enormously and put up immense

quantities of lithographs, something that had not been done before,

but did not introduce anything new or original, and, as a result, he did

not. at that time, obtain the success he had anticipated. At this time

Herrmann explained several small tricks during each performance,

hoping that it would cause the public to be attracted to his entertain-

ments, but even this remained without result and he brought down on

himself the ill will of all his colleagues and the profession generally,

so much so, that shortly afterward he left Paris. At that time he car-

ried with him baggage amounting to nearly four tons in weight and

to this day his name has remained in the mouths of all performers in

Paris as a " Performer of Weight."
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From Paris he came to America, became a citizen of the United

States, and from that time on his career was very successful and he

certainly would have become a wealthy man had he not gone into

speculation in stocks and in theatrical undertakings which swallowed

up almost his entire fortune. He claimed 10 have made in his tours,

from 1874 to 1883, during which time he visittd South America, more

than $800,000 He was fond of telling his fiierds that through un-

fortunate speculations he had lost a million dollars. He did not setm

to be worried about it either, on the contrary, his mouth was wreathed

in a smile when he referred to it. Although in the last years of his

life he had given up, to a great extent, speculating in outside ventures,

he did not leave a large amount of money, at any rate not so much as

was to be expected, after a long and successful career.

Many odd and peculiar stories have been told about the adven-

tures of Carl and Alexander Herrmann, and most of them are famil-

iar to all readers. The following in which Carl played the leading role

is a recollection of Mr. R. von Rosen a well known journalist of Vienna.

"Carl Hermann was traveling through Russia, and tor some time

had been in company with an opera troupe and became very well ac-

quainted with the star pnma-donna Mile. Coralie. a handsome fascin-

ating creature, who found no difficulty in turmng her songs into gold

and jewe'ry purchased with Russian rubles. She was singing in Mos-

cow at the time Carl Herrmann was performing there. Hermann

possessed a magnificent diamond scarf pin. A well known Prince be-

came infatuated with the charms of Mile Coralie and paid diligent

court to her. Mile. Coralie found no difficulty in making him ac-

quainted with Carl Herrmann, and she had also given the Prince to

understand that the one thing she coveted above all else was the pro-

fessor's diamond scarf pin. The Prince asked the professor his price

for it. Herrmann replied,—'I cannot sell it for certain particular rea-

sons, which your excellency will pardon me from giving, besides that,

the pin is not genuine, the stones are paste and not genuine diamonds.'

The Prince had been looking at the pin and diamonds very closely;

' Well, professor lend me the pin anyway, for an hour.' Herrmann

handed him the pin, and in a short time the Prince learned from his

jeweler, to whom he showed it, that the diamonds were genuine and

the pin was worth at least 3,000 francs. Again the Russian cavalier

besieged the prestidigitateur and besought him with all the language

he could command to sell him the pin, he would give him 4,000, 5,000

even 6,000 francs for it, but all in vain. Professor Herrmann still re-

fused, and again remarked that the gems in the pin were not genuine,

yet the pin represented to him a value of 10,000 rubles. When the

Prince advised Mile. Coralie of this fact she created quite a scene and

insisted that if he thought anything of her he would secure that pin

it

~~ • i

for her. To the aggravation of the Prince, Herrmann left Moscow

the next day. The Prince at once sent for the prima-donna and after

telling her that Herrmann had left the city, said—1 My dear, you will

now experience something that can only be seen in Russia,' and ring-

ing for his valet he ordered him to bring the Chief of Police to his

In 1885 he appeared in Paris for the second time and played in
the Eden Theatre. He advertised enormously and put up immense
quantities of lithographs.something that had not been done before,
but did not introduce anything new or original. and. as a result, he did
not. at that time. obtain the success he had anticipated. At this time
Herrmann explained several small tricks during each performance,
hoping that it would cause the public to be attracted to his entertainments. but even this remained without result and he brought down on
himself the ill will of all his colleagues and the profession generally,
so much so. that shortly afterward he left Paris. At that time he carried with him baggage amounting to nearly four tons in weight and
to this day his name has remained in the mouths of all performers in
Paris as a “ Performer of Weight."
From Paris he came to America. became a citizen of the United
States. and from that time on his career was very successful and he
certainly would have become a wealthy man had he not gone into
speculation in stocks and in theatrical undertakings which swallowed
up almost his entire fortune. He claimed to have made in his tours.
from i874 to i883. during which time he visited South America. more
than $800,000. He was fond of telling his fiiettds that through unfortunate speculations he had lost a million dollars. He did not seem
to be worried about it either, on the contrary, his mouth was wreathed
in asmile when he referred to it. Although in the last years of his
life he had given up. to a great extent.speculating in outside ventures,
he did not leave a large amount of money. at any rate not so much as
was to be expected. after a long and successful career.
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of Carl and Alexander Herrmann. and most of them are familinr to all readers. The following in which Carl played the leading role
is a recollection of hit. R. von Rosen a well known journalist of Vienna.
“Carl Hermann was traveling through Russia. and for some time
had been in company with an opera troupe and became very well acquainted with the star prima-donna Mlle. Coralie. a handsome fascinating creature, who found no difficulty in turning her songs into gold
and jewelry purchased with Russian rtibles. She was singing in Moscow at the time Carl Herrmann was performing there. Hermann
possessed a magnificent diamond scarf pin. A well known Prince became infatuated with the charms of Mlle Coralie and paid diligent
court to her. Mlle. Coralie found no ditiiculty in making him acquainted with Carl Herrmann. and she had also given the Prince to
she coveted above all else was the prounderstand that the one
fessor's diamond scarf pin. The Prince asked the professor his price
for it. Herrmann replied,—‘l cannot sell it for certain particular reasons, which your excellency will pardon me from giving, besides that_
the pin is not genuine. the stones are paste and not genuine diamonds.‘
The Prince had been looking at the pin and diamonds very closely;
‘Well, professor lend me the pin anyway, for an hour.’ Herrmann
handed him the pin, and in a short time the Prince learned from his
jeweler. to whom he showed it, that the diamonds were genuine and
the pin was worth at least 3,000 francs. Again the Russian cavalier
besieged the prestidigitateur and besought him with all the language
he could command to sell him the pin. he would give him 4.000, 5,000
even 6,000 francs for it, but all in vain. Professor Herrmann still refused. and again remarked that the gems in the pin were not genuine,
yet the pin represented to him a value of io.ooo rubles. When the
Prince advised Mlle. Coralie of this fact she created quite a scene and
insisted that if he thought anything of her he would secure that pin
tures

thing

for her. To the aggravation of the Prince, Herrmann left Moscow
the next day. The Prince at once sent for the prima-donna and after
telling her that Herrmann had left the city, said-‘ My dear. you will
now experience something that can only be seen in Russia.‘ and ringing for his valet he ordered him to bring the Chief of Police to his
apartments at once. The lady concealed herself behind some large
tapesteries decorating the Prince's rooms. Count 13.. the Chief of
Police entered and received a cordial greeting. The Prince explained
the matter as follows:—‘ Listen Count. you know this conjurer Herrmann who has been here, he has just left town with a diamond scarf
pin that belongs to me. 1 will give you a description of it in a minute.
It is a very valuable pin, he simply borrowed it of me and has absconded with it. He is a clever fellow and I do not want to make him any
trouble and you can arrange it in this way. Telegraph ahead and have
his train stopped, have Professor Herrmann arrested on the train and
compel him to give up the diamond pin to the oflicers and they are to
pay him io.ooo rubles. Do not ask what for, my dear Count. Here
is the money. telegraph this amount with instructions to the officers.'
The gentlemen shook hands cordially and parted. Three days later
the Prince called on Mlle. Coralie and presented her with Professor
Herrmann's diamond scarf pin. She asked him how the professor
took his arrest and the compulsory delivery of the pin. The Prince
replied. that the clever fellow took the io.ooo rubles and gave the pin
to the police oliicials with the expression that the diamonds were imitation and he only submitted to the unavoidable when he accepted so
much money for it. Later, on the same day the Prince and the singer
learned that this pin which had cost him such an enormous price was
actually an imitation, the gems being only paste. The Prince flew into
a terrible passion and fumed about with all the unrestrained temper
of a wild Russian Cossack. The genuine scarf pin containing the real
diamonds remained in the possession of Herrmann. beingoften worn

by him. and was found in his collection after his death.
During an engagement played by Alexander Herrmann at one of
the leading theatres in Rio de Janerio. one of the illustrated papers
came out with an illustration remarking: “We have had Patrizio.‘
Mellini. Herrmann and Bosco. all doing the same tricks. pulling coins
out of hat or from a persons head. the largeand small gloves, the transformed handkerchiefs. and the ribbons and rabbits from a hat. But
the smartest of all of them is Herrmann. he knows how to work the
press. which he carried his way, as well as carrying of? the largest
H. J. BURLING AME
bag of gold."
T02:

AN EFFECTIVE CARD FINALE.
performer, after having shown various tricks with cards, takes
the pack in his right hand and tosses them into the air, changing as
they do so in a very mysterious manner into tiny pieces of tissue paper which flutter in a graceful shower to the ground.
For the accomplishment of this pretty and little known termination to a card trick, the performer provides himself with a quantity of
tissue paper bits done up in a small packet and secured with a cigarette paper. Have this in the left waistcoat pocket. The performer
holds pack in left hand, while with the right he secretly palms four or
five cards to be produced in due course at the right knee. In the act
of doing so the left hand is naturally brought against the left vest
pocket and immediately secures possession of the packet. The cards
produced are now returned to theipack and right hand shown empty.
Next the cards and packet are transferred to the right hand. and the
left hand is proven to be above suspicion. The performer now stands
The

with his left side to the audience and makes an upward toss with the
cards. As his right hand reaches its lowest point. the left hand under
cover of the body, seizes the cards. The right hand, now containing
only the packet of papers, continues the upward movement and finally
the paper band is broken with the thumb nail. and the paper fragments
are released. The diversion caused by this unlocked for effect gives
the performer ample time to drop the cards into left profonde.
HUGALL BENEDICT, The Thanet Wizard.
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THE TRICK OF THE BRAN AND CANDY.

RANDOM NOTES.
By WILLIAM J. HILLIAR, (London.)
In the June number of MAHATMA" there
appeared a description
2% inches at the bottom. Make a bran fake out of cardboard and of the Transvaal Flag Trick in which, however, there was a slight
it.
of
Now
fasten
steel
wire
a piece
across the top and
glue bran over
error. The writer stated that the
was vanished by means of a
paste a piece of cloth over it to hold it secure. The ends of the wire mechanical pull but this is not so. flag
The pull used is what is known as
should protrude about a quarter of an inch, and be filed to a sharp a Thread Pull," and is
nothing more or less than a piece of thin, I)ut
point. Aftq filling your glass with the fake load, and placing paste- strong black cord, which is attached to the front suspender button,
board tube over it, a slight pressure forces the points into the cardround ‘the back under the coat and down the right sleeve terminating
board and the tube may be lifted by the extreme top, bringing the in a slip loop. The thread should be
quite slack and in fact should
fake out with it. In order to facilitate this, the points are bent slight- hang down to the hips on the left side. The
flag has a little hook at
ly downwards, see Fig. I.
one end and is not attached to pull at
commencement, but in the act
of laying it on the sword. Performer now turns
slightly to the left and
places left hand at side (natural position for a swordsman) and gets
hold of slack portion of thread. At the word “go" he makes a thrust
with right hand and at the same time sharply pulls the thread in the
left hand—the handkerchief being drawn absolutely invisibly
up the
right sleeve. Much the neater way of letting the pieces down from
coat collar is to show, after flag disappears. that it has not
under
gone
Into coat and in the act of opening same release collar. The above
pull is so useful, its chief beauty being that it is so simple, it can be
got rid ofin a second, that I have thought it would be interesting for
large glass of the "schooner" variety, one having a
foot preferred, about 7% inches high, 3% inches across the top, and
Purchase

a

“

"

Mahatma.

THE TRICK OF THE BRAN AND CANDY.

Purchase a large glass of the •'schooner" variety, one having a

'

foot preferred, about 7^ inches high, 3/4 inches across the top, and

2% inches at the bottom. Make a bran fake out of cardboard and

glue bran over it. Now fasten a piece of steel wire across the top and

,

paste a piece of cloth over it to hold it secure. The ends of the wire

should protrude about a quarter of an inch, and be filed to a sharp

point. Aftej filling your glass with the f.ike load, and placing paste-

board tube over it, a slight pressure forces the points into the card-

board and the tube may be lifted by the extreme top, bringing the

fake out with it. In order to facilitate this, the points are bent slight-

ly downwards, see Fig. r.

For the second method, construct the fake from metal having the

describe same in detail.
lhave been in Paris the last month, but have

me to

top hinged at one side. It is held secure by a little bolt working free-

ly on the opposite side from the hinge. This may be readily released

loaded the fake into the glass and loosened the catch, place the cone

over the glass. Immediatly after lifting the cone with the fake inside,

you may carelessly thrust your wand through the cone, the wand in
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not seen much
told Magic does not seem to take
on here at all. There is, however,-one
exception i.e. T. Nelson Downs
(King of Coins) whose wonderfully clever coin act goes great here
and he has. I understand, been re-engaged for the next three
years at
the Folies Marigny, the most fashionabletheatre in Paris. This notwithstanding the fact that one of his best imitators preceeded him in Paris,
but when Downs appeared the public could tell at once that there was
only one King of Coins. Iwonder what Robert I-loudin would say
could he but witness I)own's show? If I remember rightly Robert
Houdin said that with practice it was possible to palm 2 coins. Downs
palms 45 I But in addition to his digital cleverness, he has that gentlemanly appearance and pleasing manner which makes his show go.
He is booked for three solid years in the finest theatres in the world
at an enormous salary and he carries his
apparatus in his waistcoat
pocket I Now I'll give you the secret of Downs‘ success—ORlClNALITY. lle originated the "King" idea, and although he has been
copied by hundreds, the others are not in it. There you are my magical brothers, work out some new idea and you will suddenly become
famous.

conjuring. According to what I

under pretense of brushing the surplus bran from the top. Having

its passage throwing open the hinged cover of the fake thus indirectly

proving to your audience, that it is perfectly empty. The fake may

be dropped from the cone into the bran box at the earliest opportunity,

For the second method, construct the fake from metal having the
top hinged at one side. It is held secure by a little bolt working free-.

and the cone given for examination.

Third method is very simple, only in this case the cardboard

on the opposite side from the hinge. This may be readily released
under pretense of brushing the surplus brain’ from the top. Having
loaded the fake into the glass and loosened the catch, place the cone
over the glass. lmmediatly after lifting the cone with the fake inside,
you may carelessly thrust your wand through thecone, the wand in
its passage throwing open the hinged cover of the fake thus indirectly
proving to_your audience, that it is perfectly empty. The fake may
be dropped from the cone into the bran box at the earliest opportunity,
and the cone given for examination.
Third method is very simple, only in this case the cardboard
done
cover
with, a borrowed handkerchieftaking its place.
The fake is made of cloth. a wire ring serving to give it the necessary
shape‘. A sharp wiréhook is soldered to the ring and engages in the
handkerchief when the latter is‘drawn over the glass, thus carrying
away the supposed bran and revealing the candy previously placed in
the glass. The handkerchief may be crumpled between the hands
and the fake removed at your convenience. Being made of cloth it
compresses into a small parcel and it may be easily palmed.
FRANK DUC_ROT, “THE lNlZ‘AR‘D."

Iy

cover being done away with, a borrowed handkerchief taking its place.

The fake is made of cloth, a wire ring serving to give it the necessary

shape. A sharp wire hook is soldered to the ring and engages in the

handkerchief when the latter is drawn over the glass, thus carrying

away the supposed bran and revealing the candy previously placed in

the glass. The handkerchief may be crumpled between the hands

and the fake removed at your convenience. Being made of cloth it

compresses into a small parcel and it may be easily palmed.

,

am

FRANK UUCROT, "The Wizard."

AN IDEA IN LOADING FLOWERS.

being

away

After producing the cone full of spring flowers in the usual man-

ner the cone is rolled up, the hands are shown empty on both sides,

and a candle is held to the mouth of the cone to show the entire ab-

sence of preparation. Yet in spite of these precautions a load of

flowers even larger than any before is now poured from the cone.

SECRET :—The candle holder is made of very thin material, and

is large enough to contain the load of flowers. The pressure of a tiny

’

button serves to release the load at any moment when candle stick is

:.0_._

being passed carelessly over the mouth of the cone.

EDWARD SCHOELL, New York City.

RANDOM NOTES.

AN IDEA IN LOADING FLOWERS.

After producing the cone full of spring flowers in the usual manthe cone is rolled up, the hands are shown empty on both sides,
and a candle is held to the mouth of the cone to show the entire absence of preparation. Yet in spite of these precautions a load of
flowers even Iarger.than any before is now poured from the cone.
SECRET :—The candle holder is made of very thin material, and
is large enough to contain the load of flowers. The pressure of a tiny
button serves to release the load at any moment when candlestick is
being passed carelessly over the mouth of the cone.
EDWARD‘ SCHOELL, New York City.
ner

By WILLIAM J. HILLIAR, (London.)

In the June number of " Mahatma" there appeared a description

of the Transvaal Flag Trick in which, however, there was a slight

error. The writer stated that the flag was vanished by means of a

mechanical pull but this is not so. The pull used is what is known as

_.._.0

__..

AN IMPROVEMENT IN LIGHTING HAT LANTERNS.
Finding that to light the six lanterns created a lot of fumbling and
consequent loss of eficct, I made the followingimprovement:—I cm
the bottoms entirely out of five ol the lanterns, leaving only the outer

ring of tin, and placed a solid bottom of tin in the remaining

lantern.
In the other five, I fastened two wires across the bottom in the form
ofa cross, and where the wires met in the centre I fastened small balls
of cotton saturated in spirits. Two holes are drilled in the solid bottom in "order that the cotton may be fastened to that one by means of
fine wires. Now place the lantern with the solid bottom on the table,
and the others over it in such a manner that the balls of cotton are
one above the other. Tie them together,and place in position to load.
You will find that a touch will light all the lanterns at once, and ifthe
cotton is well saturated they will burn for some time. On the top Ian.
tern paste the side ofa box of safety matches, and place a couple of
matches under the string. 1 always use common safety matches, and
find that with the aid ofa little magic music the sound of striking the
match is not heard at all.
FRED. C. Fl(}Ul<2ROA, jamaica, W. I.

a " Thread Pull," and is nothing more or less than a piece of thin, but

.__Q_

._

strong black cord, which is attached to the front suspender button,

round the back under the coat and down the right sleeve terminating

in a slip loop. The thread should be quite slack and in fact should

hang down to the hips on the left side. The flag has a little hook at

one end and is not attached to pull at commencement, but in the act

of laying it on the sword. Performer now turns slightly to the left and

places left hand at side (natural position for a swordsman) and gets

hold of slack portion of thread. At the word "go" he makes a thrust

with right hand and at the same time sharply pulls the thread in the

left hand—the handkerchief being drawn absolutely invisibly up the

right sleeve. Much the neater way of letting the pieces down from

under coat collar is to show, after flag disappears, that it has not gone

into coat and in the act of opening same release collar. The above

pull is so useful, its chief beauty being that it is so simple, it can be

got rid of in a second, that 1 have thought it would be interesting for

me to describe same in detail.

I have been in Paris the last month, but have not seen much

conjuring. According to what I am told Magic does not seem to take

The columns of MAHATMA will shortly contain an able article
from the pen of Prof. Hoffmann on the progress of magic.
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FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
SOUTH AFRICA.
Bosco, Jr., has been filling private dates. etc.
Frank De Grouchy has been showing at some local concerts.
De Caston, conjuror, hasjust finished an engagement at a variety

Mahatma.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

hall here.

Since T. Nelson Downs left our town, many imitators have sprung
up and are playing the provinces with more or less success. The best
of them without doubt is Mr. Francis King, now performing in Mirnchen.
Within the past four weeks, Mr. Robert was performing the well
known box mystery, with the change of two ladies, at Caston's Pan-

opticum.

SOUTH AFRICA.

Bosco, Jr., has been filling private dates, etc.

Frank De Grouchy has been showing at some local concerts.

De Gaston, conjuror, has just finished an engagement at a variety

hall here.

Pror. Albert, of the Tivoli, London, is again at Cape Town. He

is now engaged at the Theatre of Varieties as a ventriloquist. He is

also known here as a good conjuror.

Trade in magical apparatus is dull. Our artists seem content to

Prof. Albert, of the Tivoli, London, is again
is now engaged at the Theatre of Varieties as a
also known here as a good conjuror.

Cape
ventriloquist.

Town.

at

He
He is

Trade in magical apparatus is dull. Our artists seem content to
show the same tricks year after year; there is no enterprise shown in this
part of the world. Business in the entertaining line ‘being poor may
account for this. Conjurors in these pans are certainly not making
fortunes. \Ve wish MAHATMA every success, and, a rapid and healthy
K|'0‘VlhT. HAYES, Magician.

show the same tricks year after year; there is no enterprise shown in this

__o__

ENGLAND.

fortunes. We wish Mahatma every success, and, a rapid and healthy

growth. T. HAYES, Magician.

ENGLAND.

On Whit Monday, Servais Le Roy opened at the Crystal Palace,

London, with his fascinating act of magic.

Chung Ling Soo, the Chinese ? magician, continues to create con-

On Whit Monday, Servais Le Roy opened at the Crystal Palace,
London, with his fascinating act of magic.
Chung Ling Soo, the Chinese ? magician, continues to create con-

siderable wonderment at the Alhambra. His trick of catching live
gold fish on the end ofa rod and line has aroused much comment in
the press.
Cazman is figuring as a quick change artist at the Aquarium,
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siderable wonderment at the Alhambra. His trick of catching live

gold fish on the end of a rod and line has aroused much comment in

the press.

Scarborough.

Scarborough.

Talma, Queen of Coins, is back at the Oxford Music Hall, after

a short provincial tour.

Mr. Maskelyne's latest magical commediette " My Twin Spirit "

'

T:rlm.\, Queen of Coins, is back at the Oxford Music Hall, alter

Cazman is figuring as a quick change artist at the Aquarium,

a

short

provincial tour.

Mr. Maskelyne's latest magical commediettc " My Twin Spirit"
is now the leading feature of the Egyptian Hall programme.
F. EDWARD COOK.
_.._.o.__

is now the leading feature of the Egyptian Hall programme.

Servias Le Roy was here with his show some three months ago.

His performance was worth going a long way to see, and it was an

education in the bargain. He worked sleights with cards, back and

front palming, billiard balls, both double and single handed. The

last was simply marvellous and gave rise to all sorts of comments on

the part of the spectators.

(He made a hit with his flag trick); Hartz with his " Devil of a Hat ";

Validon, who paid us a flying trip, and Talma, Queen of Coins. I un-

derstand she will shortly pay a visit to your side, and 1 assure your

readers they will not be disappointed with her show. Herr Wingard

comes to Dublin every season, but does not perform at the music halls,

he does all private work.

If any of your readers know the whereabouts of Herr Schraedieck,

1 would like to hear from him. He showed me the back and front

palm with a coin, twelve years ago, when appearing at the London

Pavilion Music Hall. He told me it was German sleight. Perhaps

some of your readers could throw a light as to the inventor of this

sleight and when ? 1 see by Mahatma that Elliott is the inventor of

the back and front card palm ; would that be before or after the same

effect with the coin. Mentioning cards reminds me of a flourish that

Herr Schraedieck used to do, and that was to throw two cards into the

air, returning like a boomerang, and catch one in each hand. He

was a splendid performer with cards. GEORGE JOYCE, Dubi/n.

BERLIN.

Since T. Nelson Downs left our town, many imitators have sprung

up and are playing the provinces with more or less success. The best

of them without doubt is Mr. Francis King, now performing in Miin-

chen.

Within the past four weeks, Mr. Robert was performing the well

known box mystery, with the change of two ladies, at Caston's Pan-

opticurn.

At the same house. Abdel Rader is now presenting some wonder-

ful performances in black magic.

Mr. Said, a very good juggler and illusionist, is presenting his

Chinese act with great success at the Belle Alliance Theatre.

Birnum and Bailey have just left this city after four weeks of first

class business. Their next stop is Dresden.

During the past five years the only conjurors of note to pay us a
:—lrnro Fox, just before returning to America the last time,
(He made a hit with his flag trick); Hartz with his Devil ofa Hat ":
Valitlon, who paid us a flyingtrip, and Talma, Queen of Coins. 1 understand she will shortly pay a visit to your side. and I assure your
readers they will not be disappointed with her show. Herr \Vingard
comes to Dublin every season, but does not perform at the music halls,
he does all private work.
Call

The Apollo Theatre has a change of ballet. The humorous piece
lm Reich des India,'' after a five months run, is replaced by "Venus
auf der Erde."

“

The well known Wintergarden here is now closed for
It is claimed that, when reopened, it will be the finest variety house in
the world.

Mr. Hartmann, the elegant conjuror, is
mance

in

were

“

If any of your readers know the whereabouts of Herr Schraedieck,
I would like to hear from him. He showed me the back and front
palm with a coin, twelve years ago, when appearing at the London
l’avilion Music Hall. He told me it was German sleight. Perhaps
some of your readers could throw a light as to the inventor of this
sleight and when P I see by MAHATMA that Elliott is the inventor of
the back and front card palm ; would that be before or after the same
effect with the coin. Mentioning cards reminds me of a flourish that
Herr Schraedieck used to do, and that was to throw two cards into the
air, returning like a boomerang, and catch one in each hand. He
GEORGE JOYCE, Dublin.
was a splendid performer with cards.

now

giving

his

perfor-

Leipzig with good success.

Melot Herrmann. the French illusionist, is again touring Germany. His last stage was Elberfeld.
Prince Samonda is presenting his box trick with good effect for
the Barnum and Bailey show. He will present for the first time in
Dresden, a new illusion, purchased from me, entitled "The Resurrection." and has also ordered an entirely new novelty, the greatest
effect ever seen. I will write a description of this effect for the benefit
of MAHATMA readers later.
M. HERMANN. Berlin.
j

Later advices from South Africa indicate that business is looking
up in a magical way. The war being so near its close encourages entertainments, and the various benefits for sick and wounded soldiers
formers

Scrvias Le Roy was here with his show some three months ago.
His performance was worth going a long way to see, and it was an
education in the bargain. He worked sleights with cards, back and
front palming, billiard balls. both double and single handed. The
last was simply marvellous and gave rise to all sorts of comments on
the part of the spectators.

call were :—Imro Fox, just before returning to America the last time,

success at

-

Dc Caston has added the title of Baron

IRELAND.

During the past five years t}ie only conjurors of note to pay us a

presenting some wonder-

and illusionist. is presenting his
the Belle Alliance Theatre.
Barnum and Bailey have just left this city after four weeks of first
class business. Their next stop is Dresden.

Chinese act with great

give employment for conjurors.

F. EDWARD COOK.

IRELAND.

now

performances in black magic.
Mr. Said, a very good juggler

alterations.

part of the world. Business in the entertaining line being poor may

account for this. Conjurors in these parts are certainly not making

At the same house, Abdel Rader is
ful

are

to

his

Local per-

name.

wondering what the next title will bring.
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THE CARD AND COIN DEMON,
Begs to announce that he is prepared to accept engagement: to present high-clus
conjuring entertainments, at which numerous original conceptions are introduced.
Address :-—l'Ir. P. T. TIBBLES. 55 Aglncourt Rood. Holrutcod. London.

NOTICE.

Messrs. Hamley Bros.

NOTICE.

Wish to let their many clients know lhll. owing to small firms having entered into
competition ogaimt them. and selling certain Conjuring Trick:cheaper, of I similar chorlcter to theirs. but not of that high-clam make and superior workmanship for which they
have been no long noted. they have now in preparation a small catalogue wltll prleoo
grontly reduced. but the goods rrrc exactly the same in every way. Mann HAMLI-LV BROS. are not lowarlng the prices and selling Inferior oodu. but will orontce every article of the best workmnshipand the Fliuurt 1'' link as hereto ore.
Messrs HAM LEV BROS. will lllow I discount of 10 per cent of! the catalogue price: of
any Cohjuring Trick Dealer in the world.
Not: Llst of Goods on below. lately greatly reduced.
New Bro Cord Trlelto. 6: 3d. pastfmv as 7d.
IIII Coils. six bright colours. in each, cut and made by machinery, rolled very light.
4| Dd_
454-! rack. 41 daz..
1-lldr Tornbour no calls, while, fled. mm, 4:: }rr dnz.. carriage to be paid on
receipt.
De Kalli’! Spflllg Flowers, Dd frr «la:-.., 5: far Ion,
Silk ditto II 3d frr dam, or 105 6d per me, for! W! 10! 9d.
But lvorlno Eggl. guaranteed superior to al others. ls lid mrfi,fnt!_/rt: 1! Cd.
Ben lvorlnc Stodln Egg, guaranteed superior to all othersr, ls 7d rad. put _/rr:

ruff":

'

1: 8d.

lvorlno Dolls. very but make, reduced

to

order at I sli ht extra cost.

Produclgg

to

2: 9d, /a.rI_frtr 2; rod.

Any size made

per Flo I. 0:! /rr pr-n.r.r. /nttfrrt 10d.

Sllk I1
kerehlefl. ld mt-Ir. 10$/trzI'n.r.'..fun/rrr 105 3d.
SIIK UIIIOI Jock Fllfl. 1: id and 3: null, forhrgr ‘ld r.rIra. Large size, 5: and

0: 8d

rack._!o:In 3d print.

Chameleon

Bfiiekc. lsand
ls lod.
9d,€a.rf_/'
oln rrr

Trick, Os, partfnv the 9d.
Jar
uclng Tulip Flowers, 2s Gdprrrlue. Latest Novelty.
Hunky‘: Novel Portable Sacco for Shodowgr-phy, 189 ad, fartfrn 10:. Id.

Enchanted Olnc

Uni

uc

Velvet changing Bog. 19s, part/rt! Ins (Id.

Mahatma.
Chevalier Darvin, is in New York City

on a

brief visit.

Gertrude. Bowie, while performing the flying lady illusion at the
Chestnut St. Theatre. Philadelphia. on June i9th. met with a seriotis
accident. In some manner the mechanism gave way and she was
thrown to the floor. When taken from the harness it was found that
she was partially paralized.

week of July 9th.

Lexington. Kentucky. newspaper contains an interesting acof the apparent ri -ing from the dead of a sixteen year old girl.
After having been thrown into a hypnotic sleep. she was placed in a
coflin. and b. ried for one week. Upon digging up the coflin, she was
restored to consciousness and appeared to suffer no evil effects from
her novel experience. The guards who watched the grave and the
hundreds of spectators who witnessed the seeming resurrection, are
agreed that if it is a trick it is a very good one. but if. as it appears,
there was no possibility for fraud. then the phenomena deserves the
attention of science.
A

Ziska presented his specialty before a Boston audience at Keith's

count

Ziska presented his
week of July 9th.

specialty before a

Boston audience at Keith's

Marshall, the Mystic, was also seen at Auston & Stone's, the

same week.

Lawrence Crane, the Irish magician, filled an engagement at

Marshall, the Mystic.

same

was

also

seen at

Auston 8: Stone's, the

week.

Proctor's Theatre, New York, recently, with his usual success.

Lawrence Crane. the Irish magician. filled an engagement
Proctor's Theatre. New York. recently. with his usual success.

Horace Golden is resting in New York City preparatory to a trip

at

to Europe. He will appear at the VVintergarten, Berlin, during the

fall season.

to

Horace Golden is resting in New York City preparatory to a trip
He will appear at the Wintergarten. Berlin. during the

Europe.

__0__

Houdini, the Handcuff King, opened at the Alhambra, London,

fall season.

week of July 2d. We have just received a hanger announcing his

RISING CARDS.
in the rising cards maybe brought about
improvement
week of July 2d. We have just received a hanger announcing his
by placing the entire pack in its pasteboaird case and causing them to
special and exclusive engagement at this house.
rise from that. while in the hands. All packs of cards. when purchasMr. Alexander Victor, the Swedish magician, ‘.5 now negotiating ed. are in pasteboard cases with a hinged
flap, or cover. To bring
for a hall interest in Rice's Comedians. He played a very successful about the effect mentioned. all that is
necessary is to cut a s‘it several
engagement with that organization during the past season.
inches long and wide enough to admit a finger. in the back of the
We are in receipt of a complete set of photos from Le Clair Zel- case. After the pack is shuflled, the chosen cards are. brought to the
leno. illustrating the critical point in many of the professor's. most top in any of the various ways. or duplicates may be already in the
dilficult feats. There is still ample room in our gallery for the por- c se. To cause them to rise the finger is inserted in the slit and the
card or cards pushed slowly up by that means.
trait of everv performer not yet represented there.
Mr. Fred. C. Figueroa. known as Arbaces the Wizard, is astonjo_
ishing the residents of Jamaica, West Indies. He has lately added
RAPID
TRANSIT.
the'practiceof hypnotism to his entertainment, and local papers speak
For
this
trick
of
his
will
success in this branch of the mystic art.
highly
require aglass tumbler large enough to
you
In answer to the many inquiries from our English readers in re- admit a card; a pair of kings. spades preferred. two aces. diamonds.
a human hair about twelve inches long.
Fasten one end of the
gard to rates for advertising. etc. we refer them to Messrs. I-lamley and
hair with a pellet of wax. to one king of spades, and place it in the
Bros.. of London. who will be pleased to give the matter prompt attention. Being our exclusive agents for Great Britain. they have full glass with the ace of diamonds concealed behind it. The other end
of the hair must be lightly attached to the side of the glass where it
authorityto make all necessary arrangements.
may be readily found when wanted. Now come forward with your
Through the kindness of Messrs. Hamley Ilros., we are in receipt pack of cards, having the king of spades in the centre with your little
of their latest holder for spring flowers, which seems to be a distinct finger over it. and the ace of diamonds at the bottom. Make a
pass
improvement on any we have seen to date. It not only holds the and force the ace. Next borrow ahandkerchief. the confusion in selecflowers securely, but releases them at the slightest pressure. Bright tion giving you ample opportunity to change the ace. unobservd. for
performers. will no doubt find other uses for this clip.
the king. which you will remember the pass left at the topin readiness
Mr. William J. Hilliar,thenoted English shadowist and magic- for this move. Wrap the supposed ace in the handkerchief and hand

special and exclusive engagement at this house.

Houdini. the Handcufi King. opened at the Alhambra. London,

A decided

Mr. Alexander Victor, the Swedish magician, ;s now negotiating

for a half interest in Rice's Comedians. He played a very successful

engagement with that organization during the past season.

We are in receipt of a complete set of photos from Le Clair Zt-1-

leno, illustrating the critical point in many of the professor's, most

difficult feats. There is still ample room in our gallery for the por-

trait of everv performer not yet represented there.
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Mr. Fred. C. Figueroa, known as Arbaces the Wizard, is aston-

ishing the residents of Jamaica, West Indies. He has lately added

the practice of hypnotism to his entertainment, and local papers speak

._

highly of his success in this branch of the mystic art.

In answer to the many inquiries from our English readers in re-

gard to rates for advertising, etc. we refer them to Messrs. Hamley

Bros., of London, who will be pleased to give the matter prompt at-

tention. Being our exclusive agents for Great Britain, they have full

authority to make all necessary arrangements.

Through the kindness of Messrs. Hamley Bros , we are in receipt

of their latest holder for spring flowers, which seems to be a distinct

improvement on any we have seen to dale. It not only holds the

.

flowers securely, but releases them at the slightest pressure. Bright

performers will no doubt find other uses for this clip.

Mr. William J. Hilliar, the noted English shadowist and magic-

ian, whose letters to Mahatma have been received with so much in-

terest, is now fulfilling an engagement at the Paris Fxposition. He

intends to open a repository of magical apparatus in London during

ian. whose letters

the coming season, and make the art of magic more popular, if pos-

sible, in England.

to

MAHATMA have been received with so” much iii-

it

to a

spectator to hold. Another handkerchief is borrowed and

at-

fulfilling an engagement at the Paris Exposition. He tention is called to the king of spades in the glass. In the act of corintends to open a repository of magical apparatus in London during ering it, the hair is secretly attached to handkerchief. Now the
the coming season. and make the art of magic more popular, if pos- performer announces the change that will take pl.~.ce. and. on lifting
the cover from the glass. the ace is seen (the king of spades lieing
sible. in’ England.
drawn out as the handkerchief is lifted) and upon the spectator examMr. A. Roterberg, the Chicago dealer in magical apparatus. is
the packet he holds. the king of spades is found. Properly
spending his vacation in Europe, After visiting his London stores. ining
worked up this forms a novel and startling efiect.
terest, is

now

Mr. A. Roterberg, the Chicago dealer in magical apparatus, is

spending his vacation in Europe. After visiting his London stores,

he crossed over the continent in search of new ideas for the fall sea-

son. He writes us from Dresden that he has secured a number of

fine exclusive novelties, and will send further particulars later. Those

he crossed over the continent in search of new ideas for the fall seaHe writes us from Dresden that he has secured a number of
fine excltisive novelties, and will send further particulars later. Those
of our readers who have not yet secured a copy of his latest catalogue.
would do well to examine it before making purchases for the C( ming

BI-LN H()FFMAN. Ottawa. lll.

of our readers who have not yet secured a copy of his latest catalogue,

son.

would do well to examine it before making purchases for the c<ming

season.

_._

A NEW

We have just received a handsome souvenir from the Alhambra

silver coin by taking .1 riibhing iii
This imitation is stibstittitcd
VVe have just received a handsome souvenir from the Alhambra- at the right moment for theborrowed and marked coin by the‘ clizmgtr"
Theatre. London, commemorating the tremendous success of Mr. The imitation is now shown lying on the palm of the hand; it is finWilliam E. Robinson, as Chung Ling Soo. at that house. It contains ally crushed and concealed between the fingers. The original coin
complimentary extracts from all the leading London papers and mag- is then produced as fancy suggests.
ELLIS STANYON, London.
azines, and is illustrated with beautifulengravings of the entire company.

season.

Theatre. London, commemorating the tremendous success of Mr.

William E. Robinson, as Chung Ling Soo, at that house. It contains

complimentary extracts from all the leading London par.ers and mag-

azines, and is illustrated with beautiful engravings of the entire com-

pany.

Chevalier Darvin, is in New York City on a brief visit.

Gertrude Bowie, while performing the flying lady illusion at the

Chestnut St. Theatre. Philadelphia, on June 19th, met with a serious

accident. In some manner the mechanism gave way and she was

thrown to the floor. When taken from the harness it was found that

she was partially paralized.

A Lexington, Kentucky, newspaper contains an interesting ac-

count of the apparent ri-ing from the dead of a sixteen year old girl.

After having been thrown into a hypnotic sleep, she was placed in a

coffin, and b. ried for one week. Upon digging up the coffin, she was

restored to consciousness and appeared to suffer no evil effects from

her novel experience. The guards who watched the grave and the

hundreds of spectators who witnessed the seeming resurrection, are

agreed that if it is a trick it is a very good one, but if. as it appears,

there was no possibility for fraud, then the phenomena destrves the

attention of science.

O

o.___

VANISHING com.

‘

Fashion

an

imitation of

tinfoil; make this as perfect

:1

as

possible.

Mulmlum.
T. Nelson Downs.

Mahatma.

US

T. Nelson Downs.

TY)e Great Palace London Success.

"tie king" T- Nelson froWN^0^"^"

Counterfeited by hundreds (male and female) now touring the several great Continental

Halls, where be is topping every bill on whi<h he appears.

[Mr. 'Downs wishes to deny the report made in a re<ent issue of the London {Musi< Hall,

to the effe<t thai he would return to tie English Metropolis in igoo. He will however return

in igoi, 1902 and /<?o?. to the Empire -Palace {Ltd.) where be is exclusively engaged to ap-

pear between o:"j and /o: jo p. m.. 8 conse<utive weeks each year.

Regards to G. Devcey and the Queen of Hearts

MAGICIANS

NEW SUPPLEMENT CATALOGUE.

JUST OUT.

All New Tricks, 5c. Large 64 page Catalogue, containing pictures of Magicians, 15c.

IJotn for ''40c. Mammoth Stock Sheet of bargains, Just Out. Sent for stamp.

W. D. LkKOY, to3 Court Street, Poston, Mass.

fy Only Huston Agent and Correspondent for MAI/A 'I'MA.
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IMPORTANT

Migicians, Jugglers, Shadowists and Specialty Entertainers,

KWKTEUR OR PROFESSIONAL.

Send your address (if you have not already done so) at once, to

Mr. Ellis Stanyon as under. If you pass this by, you will be subject

to great disappointment by September next

ELLIS STflWYON, m!" 76 Solent Road, W. Hampstead, London, N.W.

ELLIOTT,

ARTISTIC TEACHER of

Modern Digital Manipulations.

CARDS, COINS,

HarjdKercrjiefs, Rings.

Billiard BaIls--Specia11ies

Anuueurs un<i Profession;!!* tout lud

and net I improved

Curil Cut-K-lo;;, I0«-. riM-li.

W ill improve your act toe per vein.

Adreu, J. A. RICH A R MON,

32 Concord Sq., Boston, Mass,

NEW COIN TRICKS."

f ucotid Series.) Being the third of a series of novel works on Co juriug and Kindred Aris

By Prof.

ELLIS STANYON.

24 pp. With 15 speciallv prepared l>l'>eks illustrating new sleights, &c. Contents: —

Chap 1. —A collection of all the new "Palms,'' including the continuous Uack and Kront

Palm, with suggestions by the Author. Chap. 11. —A coll ctiou of novel Sleight of Hand

feats including our ^\r. Ellis Stanyon's "New Coin Combination." Chap. 111,—The

new Coi l Wand, and methods of using same, novel trick coins (illustrated), and ,1 full des-

cription (illusirated) of the ureat "Spider" Vanish. The whole now published for the first

time. Sent Post Free lor published price of 3 shdlings.

Please order early, and preserve f. r binding. The support of Magicians is respectfully

solicited. Ellin tttuiiyon & Co.. School of Magic and Entertainment Pureau,

$1,000 Challenge,

To arjy /Wan in the World

In a contest for

ORIGINAL BILLIARD

BALL TRICKS,

J. HENRICKS.

235 Pine St. 70 Chatham St.

Phila. Liverpool.

n3

CSS

C5-

HELLER'S

Rook of Magic, price 25c. Herrmann's Black Art.

price 2."*c. Herrmann's Trlrkd with Cards, nrlce

25c. Wehman's Wizard*' Manual (Secret of Mind

Ileudlng, Magic, etc.), price 25r. WohmanV Oracle

for Women (the future foretold), price 25c. Weh-

iuan'8 Fortune Telling by Cards, price 25c. Weta-

111 in's New Itook of Tricks and Ventriloquists'

Tbe Great Palace London Success.

"HIE K|Il3"‘]'_

Mahatma.

g)-(A)Y(LEY’S_&

THE LARGEST AND BEST llllNlllll|NG STORES
Ill’ TEE

Mahatma.

HAMLEYS

THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

I3NT THE

5 cents,

THE GRAND MAGICAL SALOONS

229 High Holborn, London,

a»ci MA.OICAL Palace«

35 NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

MANUFACTURERS OF T1IF. FINEST

* Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus, Stage

$ Illusions, Ventriloquial, Marionette and Punch and Judy Figures

A N I ) JTJGGXJIRT& G-OOX3S.

The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

Puzzles of every description a Specialty. ^

Bautier's Spring Flowers, $2.00 per 100, post free.

Bautier's Spring Flowers, best, $4.25.

INVENTORS OF CHAPEAUGRAPHY, S 1 \ )OW GRAPHY,

TROUBLE-WIT, Etc.
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CARD CABINETS from 60 cents to $10 each.

Grand Illustrated Catalogue contairrmg-700 Engravings, 20 cents, post free. List of latest Novelties,

post free. American Stamps taken for small amounts or Money Order for larger.

" New Handkerchief Tricks." what r

(No. 4.) Being the fourth of a series of novel works on

Conjuring and Kindred Arts,

By PROF. ELLIS STANYON.

Chap i.—New sleights. A new change ever palm. Tips on palm-

ing. The continuous back and front palm. New methods of vanish-

ing. An original sleight-of-hand "Change," &c.

CHAP. 11.—"Some New Knots." under this heading the author ex-

plains many novelties in knots. Among others will be found, a dou-

ble instantaneous knot; a double "subtle" knot; quadruple vanishing

knot. &c., all clearly illustrated.

Cnai'. ill. — Miscellaneous Ti i :ks.—Boer vs Briton. Ellis Stanyon's

new umbrella and handkerchief tr ick. A new mouchoir dudiable, &c.

The whole now published for the first time.

Sent l'ost Free for published price of 3 shillings (75CIS )

Nrw Coin Tricks." (First Scries.) n/Vr!*. J!flf» Stanyoh. 16 pp.

ANOTHER ?

No. 1.

No. ».

No. 5.

Illustrated with special blocks. Only a few copies left l'ost l-ree j shillings.

"Bibliography of Conjuring." By F.llfa Slanyon. 24 pp. In Illus-

trated Wrapper. 'lives full particulars of ^00 Works on Ma^ic in the Kngisfa

Language, als" an account of the life of the Author. Sent l'ost Kree for is. id,

"New Card Tricks." Ready shortly. 3 shillings.

See back numbers of Mahatma for further particulars.

United States Stamps and Notes may be sent in payment.

ELLIS STANYON & CO.,

School of Magic and Entertainment Bureau,

76 Solent Road, West Hampstead, London, N. W.

' ELLIS STRNYON'S '

"New Handkerchief Tricks/'

Price 75c. flAHATMA OFFICE.

Yes. "Another," and The Greatest of them all."

An 8 page Monthly Journal of th: Occult.

(Open to <r//Truths from whatever source). Devoted tp Memal

Science and kindred truins.

JAMES CAMPBELL ROBINSON,

Editor, Publisher and Proprietor; Founder and Organizer of

The Brotherhood of the -IMMORTALS IN THE FLESH

Subscription, in advance, $1.00 a year,

Abroad $1.50, Single Copies. 10 cents.

Publication Office, 1137 De Kalb Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., U.S.A.

" Give Milk to Babes and Meat to Strong Men."

Have you been living on "Milk" ?— then don't read it—its not for

you. It would overwhelm you, inundate you with thoughts that would

strike terror to your puny soul and keep you awake nights.

Are you one of the "Strong" Men ?—then it is for you. It will

‘

VVORLD
TllE Glllllll lflllilllllSlllllllls
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1
Mahatma.

MAHATMA,
ISSUED THE 1ST OF EACH MONTH.

Mahatma.

M AH ATM A.

ISSUED THE 1st OF EACH MONTH. -

WALTER G. PETERKIN, . Editor and Proprietor..

236 Williams Ave., Brooklyn, Greater New York, U. S. A.

Subscription, $1.00 Per Year. Single Copies io Cents.

COPYRIGHTED SEPTEMBER 1900.

Entered at the Brooklyn, N. K, Post Office as second clasi mallei.

The sole agents for the sale of "Mahatma" in England is the cele-

brated and old established firm of Messrs. Hamley Brothers, and

it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons, 229 High Holborn,

London, where also advertisements are received for it and every in-

formation given respecting it.

Mahatma would ask as a favor that all magicians will send their

address and all news appertaining to magicians to this office, and also

names of persons interested in magic. The aim of this paper is to

reach all magicians. There are many persons interested in magic who

have never heard of this paper. Please send us the address of ary

whom you may know. Anything new in magic will be published and
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credit given to person sending it.

Persons sending money to this office will please send post-office

order to Station " E," Brooklyn, N. Y.

FRANK DUCROT.

The trite saying of the late Alexander Herrmann that magicians

must be born, not made, is strikingly illustrated in the likeness of the

artist whom we have the pleasure of introducing to the members of the

mystic fraternity the world over, through the medium, of our title page

for this month. Horn in the city of Brooklyn some twenty-five

years ago, we have no means of knowing the date of his debut as a

wizard, for he is unable to recall a time when he was not planning

some new trick, or devising original entertainments to amuse and mys-

tify his friends. In this pursuit a natural taste for mechanics, aided by

an inventive turn of mind, enabled him to carry out many little sleights

and ideas in magic that our leading performers might <vell be proud

to claim. Many of these earlier specimens of his genius may be seen

by those ot his friends who are priviledged to visit his den. As in many

cases, his tastes for thj mystic art received scant encouragement in the

home circle. His father posesscd a large establishment and looked

forward to the time when the buddirg professor would relieve him of

the cares of business. After graduating with honors from one our lead-

ing mercantile colleges, he finally abandoned his comfortable home

for the freer life of the stage. In this career his versatile talents stood

him in good stead; an athlete ot no mean order, a monologue artist of

ability, a clever manipulator of chapeaugraphy, a pleasing performer

on novelties such as the musical glasses, bells,chimes, etc., in addition

to the more familiar instruments, added to his skill as a magician, en-

abled him to win success wherever he chose to perform. In time how-

ever, his restless nature tired of the vicissitudes of a wandering show-

man's life, and he returned to the more prosaic pursuits of a business

career. Magic, his first love, is by no means neglected, for the name

of Professor Ducrot is eagerly sought after as a welcome feature fcr

any program where a humorous and artistic exhibition of b1anc magic

will be appreciated. Being posessed of independent means, should

he ever decide to devote his entire time to his favorite amusement, a

high place in the annals of magic will be filled by the humoious and

artistic wizard, Frank Ducrot.

We have received from the hands of Mr. John Adams of New

York, a Magic Calendar, by means of which the day of the week upon

which any date falls may be reckonedlinstantly. This ingenious nov-

elty will prove of great value to second-sight artists, mind readers, etc.

for sensational features.

RED, WHITE AND BLUE.

By P. T. Tibbles, London.

Performer steps on stage with sleeves turned up, and hands

empty, and produces a red, then a white, and lastly a blue silk hand-

kerchief, each time showing the hands empty prior to the production,

handkerchiefs are rubbed together between the hands, when they are

seen to have blended together in the form of a Union Jack.

The method of performing the above complications of original

sleights, is as follows:—The red handkerchief is twisted ropewise, and

~

Mztlitttinn.
About 1| month after the death of Ali.-sand:-r llerrmann. the
following poem ztppeiircd in the columns of the .\'ew York _lourn=I|.
Relieving that so high :1 tribute to the kindly qtirtlities of that artist.
would he uf interest to our reztders. we ])l.lllll~ll it in its entirett.

THE

NECROMAlllTlQUE COMEDIAN.

Tllli /'\.‘\GlCl.‘\NS .‘\R'l‘.

Mahatma.

About a month after the death of Alexander Herrmann, the

following poem appeared in the columns of the New York Journal,

By

r\l.lll‘Ll{'I llu:I-:i.tiir l‘.\INi~'..

Believing that so high a tribute to the kindly qualities of that artist,

would be of interest to our readers, we publish it in its entirety.

W it &

THE MAGICIANS ART.

Saint l‘eter s.-it .11 the gates. of gold
And the \Vinti.-r's night haul guttiHe was thin and Ulll. and the earth lay t‘lIl|l
And hlstclt with l)et‘l.‘llllll'l‘ tl:IwI'I.

By Albert Bigelow Paine.

<Ji it *

Saint Peter sat at the gates of gold

And the Winter's night had gone

He was thin and old, and the earth lay cold

\ti vfc \b

But

But presently over the hills of snow

ll

A heaven-bound spirit came.

It paused by the Saint, and bending low

and no on Illb nu IIIII
onnivnt tuehtn mm article: for than u-tc-.1.
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But here it has lost its worth"."

tb tii tit

own»

For you practiced another magic there

THE NECROMANTIQUt COMEDIAN.

HERRMANN, the Great

Aided by MMB. HERRMANN. In hit Incomparable entorUlntnent of

llut the gmirl saint answered. with earnest aiir.
"l pray you will li:tvr.- mi fe-:tr.
For you prnctiretl ttnolhcr tnngir there
That rotints :95 well up here."
1|'I‘|

'W 5 I‘

MAGIC, MIRTH AND MYSTERY.

Sprciai*— During the progress of the entertainment It wit) be necessary

to borrow from the audience such articles tta wHtchos. Hdks, bat*, bandker-.

chief*, ete. The audience are requested, therefore, to compU with the

request cheerfully, as the programme Is no long it w"l nut permit of tedious

"You offered hope to the weary heart
In L‘ltarity's sawed nillllc;
\'nu lrrightened the world with it lilessetl
Thnt counts up here the smite."

nrt

wait* for the articles requested, >tud If not forthcoming It will lie necessi ry to

Iii

dispense with that number and ho on with tbo uoxt one. as Mr. Honpnann

(•mino> use his own articles for these trices.

PART I.

THIRTY MINUTES WITH HERRHANN.

All Nature's laws set aside. Laughtrr born of bewilderment and wonder

l)_\' the g.-tics alone.
And his Eire lonkt-tl'old and thin,
As he tliought of the dearth of the art on earth
That had let the l"l1l'lgl('li|ll in.

Saint l‘c'ler mused

Intermission one minute- The audi once are requested nor to leftve-thelr seats.

Concluding wttb Herrmann's latest and most startling Illusion, entitled:

j+.:

AFTER THE BALL,

llvMMK HERKMANN.

INTERMISSION.

I»AFtT IX.

Ltzern. the (‘-rent. is cienting ':i furore in his tour through New
7.e:tl:ind. Numerous press notices testify to his success. llis programme contains the fnllowini; itenis:—e;:g ling. dyeing tube. llnutier
flowers, ink and writer. up-tn-tlnte card tricks. lII(.')tllilll§lll)lChat. watch
and nest of boxes. billiardhalls. aerial mint. demon boquet. cone and
orange. feast of llngs. and the Chinese rings.

HERRMANN'S NEW IIARVELLOUS ^PIRIT SEANCE.

(Durlog the Seance no one will be allowed to enter or leave the audlLorlum )

During the continuance of the above experiments a commlltco of gentle-

men, strangers to Mr. Herrmann, and to bo selected from the audience, will

bo Invited to take seats upon tbo stage and demonstrate that these experi-

ments are genuine, and made without th - Aid of confederates.

INTERMISSION.

I»AFIT III.

Herrmann'? latett thrilling sensational Illusion.

THE ESCAPE FROM SING SING.

Founded on the recent escnpo of the notorious convict*. Palllster

and Roehl. from the famous^ prison

INTERMISSION

PART IV—FINALE.

HERRMHNN

with a bouquet of mvstio novelties. >' The closer yon watch the lows you boo."

Concluding with Herrmann's mystifying masterpiece,

II! III IIBIIRNANN.

INTERMISI-ION.
PART II.

....3:.''

“Not so. Saint l‘cti:r," the sliaitlv Ieplietl.
"My magic was but nl' earth;
lt it-as well enough on the ntl1er'sitlc
lltit here it li:ts lust its wnt'tlf."

"I pray you will have no fear,

rI'M .v

lnternlsdtm one flIlI|lIl-‘flipInatetu-e III requests! not to lclro-theirante.
nmtmtiu Iltl Ilnnunnh luauend no-i -tuuine Illusion.ontltltdt
AFTER TH E BALL-.

‘nuf|¢.- in scenes on use will be Illmrul In enute

But the good saint answered, with earnest air,

That counts as well up here."

X.

"g|[RMANN‘S NEW HKRVELLOUS

itii
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CARD CHANGE.
Bv C. E. l3U'!‘Ll-ZR.
Mahatina.

DIRECTIONS FOR WORKING THE NEW

CARD CHANGE.

By C. E. Butler.

Effei T—Any card is drawn by any person in audience, and re-

A NUMERICAL MARVEL.

WORKING THE NEW

F.FFt«:i'T—Anycard is drawn by any person in audience, and returned to pack. and pack shuffled. Performer then takes a card from
the pack and lays it on table (without showing it) saying. l have pl.-eed
your card on the table. He then picks up card, shows it to audience
and asks ifthatis not the drawer's card; he is told it is not. he then says
he must change it into the drawn card. or the experiment will be a
failure. he now changes it into drawn card. by the new change.
After the card is dra\vn. noted and returned to pack, it is brought
to top of pack by the pass. and pack is then shuflied, he now takes any
card (not the drawn card) and lays it on table, saying I have placed
your card on table. He then "shows that the card is no longer in the
pack," he now palms the card (which is of course at tl e top of pack),
he now picks up the card that is lying on the table. and in doing so_
brings the palmed card (i.e. really the drawn card) on top of the card
on table. (N. B.—Both cards must face the same way, (i.e. from the
performer), he now holds up the card(s) facing the audience (the two
cards appearing as one), and asking if that is not the drawn card, he
is soon told that it is not. “he is now of course quite surprised" (apparently). After he is told that the card is not the one drawn.he changes
it into the right one in the following manner; the card (really mo
cards) is held up in full view by one end (i.e. the lower end) and is
held by the thumb and finger tips of one hand, both cards facing
the audience and appearing as only one card if held with edges even.
He now covers the c:ird(s) with a borrowed handkerchief, and
in the act of doing so and under cover of the handkerchief, he
slips, with the thumb the card nearest to him (i.e. really the right,
or, drawn card) about half of an inch towards the index finger. that
leaves the card that faces audience (i.e. the wrong card) in the right
position to be back hand palmerl, which is now done. the other
card (i.e. the right, or drawn card) will now be in the same
position as occupied by the other card before it was back hand
palmed (but with back toward audience).
He now takes the card still covered with the other hand, and
and reaches for his wand, and in doing so the back hand palnied
card is dropped on servante or table (behind some object), he now
takes the card (still covered with handkerchief) down to the person
that drew it, and has that person hold it. he now says
he will by using the m:igici:in's power, cause the card to change
into the drawn card, the card is now uncovered and is found to be

turned to pack, and pack shuffled. Per former then takes a card (roin

the pack and lays it on table (without showing it) saying, 1 have pi,-ced

R. A. MORRELL.

The performer hands a piece of paper and a pencil to sortie one
in the audience requesting him at the same time to write down three
figures, then to write them down in reverse order, substract the less
from the greater. and having done this to tell him the right hand figTi.e performer then discloses the entire answer.
ure.
The secret lies in the fact that if the performer substracts the right
hand figure from nine, which is always the middle figure of the answer, he gets the left hand figure, thus completing the whole answer
to the result as follows 2684
Figures first written down
486
Figures reversed

your card on the table. He then picks up card, shows it to audience

Result

and asks if that is not the drawer's card; he is told it is not, he then says

he must change it into the drawn catd, or the experiment will be a

failure, he now changes it into drawn card, by the new change.

After the card is drawn, noted and returned to pack, it is brought

198

figure which would be given to the performer in this case being eight, taken from the middle figure, always nine, leaves one, and
thus we have the entire result. one hundred and ninety eight,
The

to top of pack by the pass, and pack is then shuffled, he now takes any

.___o._.._

card (not the drawn card) and lays it on table, saying 1 have placed

THE

your card on table. He then "'shows that the card is no longer in the

WANDERING HANDKERCHIEF.

pack," he now palms the card (which is of course at tl e top of pack),

he now picks up the card that is lying on the tabie. and in doing so

brings the palmed card (i.e. really the drawn card) on top of the card

on table. (N. B.—Both cards must face the same way, (i.e. from the
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performer), he now holds up the card(s) facing the audience (the two

cards appearing as one), and asking if that is not the drawn card, he

is soon told that it is not, "he is now of course quite surprised" (ap-

parently). After he is told that the card is not the one drawn, he chances

it into the right one in the following manner; the card (really two

cards) is held up in full view by one end (i.e. the lower end) and is

held by the thumb and finger tips of one hand, both cards facing

the audience and appearing as only one card if held with edges even.

He now covers the card(s) with a borrowed handkerchief, and

in the act of doing so and under cover of the handkerchief, he

slips, with the thumb the card nearest to him (i.e. really the right,

or, drawn card) about half of an inch towards the index finger, that

leaves the card that faces audience (i.e. the wrong card) in the right

position to be back hand palmed, which is now done, the other

card (i.e. the right, or drawn card) will now be in the same

position as occupied by the other card before it was back hand

palmed (but with back toward audience).

He now takes the card still covered with the other hand, and

right

and reaches for his wand, and in doing so the back hand palmed

card is dropped on servante or table (behind some object), he now

takes the card (still covered with handkerchief) down to the person

that drew j t, and has that person hold it. he now says

he will by using the magician's power, cause the card to change

into the drawn card, the card is now uncovered and is found to be

one.

There is one point I wish to speak about, that is, in the act
of covering the c:ird(s) with the handkerchief, instead of still holding the tards up, facing audience. the hand holding the cards is
lowered in little (i.e.) about on ‘:1 level with the hips, and at one
side, the above move makes the act of back hand palming the
cards easier to do and harder to detect.

By

The following experiment is really a series of pretty and effective
tricks with a silk handkerchief. Previous to the commencement of
the perform me: the handkerchief is rolled into a tight ball and
p‘\il‘l‘le(l. Next exhibit piece of paper about six by four inches and end
by forming a cone in such a manner that the hand holding the handkerchief is brought inside the cone as it is finished. Drop it into the
cone and after a little hocos pocus shake the cone and allow the handkerchief to slide out. Take the handkerchiefand roll it up into a ball,
place it apparantly into the left hand. really palming it in the right.
Show that it is vanished from the left hand. take up the paper. form
another cone and repeat the same move as at first showing that the
handkerchief in some mysterious manner had found its way back to
the paper. As a finish to the trick, the handkerchief is thrust back
into the cone, which is then crushed into a ball and after several passes vanishes altogether. Another piece of paper is formed into a cone.
the same movement leaving the first cone and handkerchief inside.
After a few passes that is torn open disclosing the handkerchief. Care
must be taken to tear through both thicknesses of paper in order not
0 reveal the existence of the first cone.
.jo__

From among our exchanges, we desire to call the attention of our
readers to the merits of "The Patent Record." a monthly magazine,
devoted as its name indicates, to the interests of inventors, and all persons who desire to keep abrest of the times in the line of new applianees.
__.o

right one.
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There is one point I wish to speak about, that is, in the act

of covering the card(s) with the handkerchief, instead of still hold-

ing the <ards up, facing audience, the hand holding the cards is

lowered a little (i.e.) about on a level with the hips, and at one

side, the above move makes the act of back hand palming the

cards easier to do and harder to detect.
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Mr. William J. Hilliar has scored a success at the outset of his

.\lr. William J. Hilliarhas scored ll sticcess at the outset of his
inaniifactiirer of inzbgical apparatiis. by selling to T. Nelson
I)owns an illusion of his own invention, constructed on novel principles,the effect of which is as follows:-Performer enters a bare and
open stage, without traps, mirrors, cabinets or furniture of any kind.
with a live lady, takes her in his arms in the middle of the stage,
throws her into the air, and sheinstantly vanishes in a flash of flame,
appearing in the stalls. It will probably have its first production in

London.

.

Downs an illusion of his own invention, constructed on novel princi-

ples, the effect of which is as follows: Performer enters a bare and

with a live lady, takes her in his arms in the middle of the stage,

throws her into the air, and she instantly vanishes in a flash of flame,

appearing in the stalls. It will probably have its first production in

London.

The "For Sale and Exchange" column gives an opportunity to

dispose of surplus apparatus to advantage.

A NUMERICAL MARVEL.

By R. A. Morrell.

The performer hands a piece of paper and a pencil to some one

in the audience requesting him at the same time to write down three

figures, then to write them down in reverse order, substract the less

from the greater, and having done this to tell him the right hand fig-

The secret lies in the fact that if the performer substracts the right

The "For Sale and Exchange" column gives

dispose of surplus apparatus to advantage.

open stage, without traps, mirrors, cabinets or furniture of any kind,

ure. Ti e performer then discloses the entire answer.

and

an

opportunity to
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Houdini has followed the example set by Wm. E. Robinson,
protected his act in England by means of letters patent.
.__0j_

career as a

career as a manufacturer of magical apparatus, by selling to T. Nelson

WALTER WERHEIM.

Selbit, the card and coin demon. has just booked a fortnight’: engagement at one of England's seaside resorts, thus combining business with pleasure.

:_.0-

-

The season for entertainments will be fairly opened before the
issue of "Mahatma" goes to press. Performers in New York
and vicinity are requested to give us particulars of engagements,
and we will attend wherever possible.
next

»

V

phernalia. which grew and grew in quantity, till we find Anderson. the
Wizard of the North. traveling with seven tons of luggage 1 Further.
a trick, which, like Robert Houdin's aUl0l'll.'lllC figures. obviously deBY PROFESSOR HOFFMANN.
pends upon ingenious mechanism. palls upon the spectator. Such
figures at the present day would be no more regarded as magical than
A utfior of Jlorieru Jlagir, Jlare zllagit, dc.
the Strasbourg clock. Lastly his electrical tricks produced an extraordinary effect. because very few persons in his day were acquainted
In this closing year of a century which has been exceptionally with the properties of electricity.but now that there are electrical bells
fertile in scientific achievements, it may not be uninteresting to the in every household. and electrical motor cars in every street. its magreaders of MAHATMA, briefly to consider what advantages have been ical prestige exists no longer.
Hence a reaction to a severer and simpler school of conjuring. of
made in the art of white magic during the same period.
The father of modern magic. as we know it. was undoubtedly which \Viljalba Frikell was the earliest exponent, the school which
Robert Houdin. Up to his time the art of conjuring had practically professes. so far as the public is concerned. to work without apparatus
stood still for generations. Reginald Scot. writing in I586. gives a and which in fact reduces its apparatus to the smallest possible dimenlist of the stock feats of the wizards of his day. They included burn- sions. Many high class performers now give what is known in Engas a “carpet bag" show, and will keep an audience wonder bound
ing and restoring a card, swallowing a knife. or thrusting it into the land
head or arm, transmuting counters into money. or vice versa, convey- for a couple of hours. using no more apparatus than can be carried in
ing a coin from one pocket to the other. or into the hands of another an ordinary gripsack.
Broadly speaking this is undoubtedly an advance. for of two perperson, making a coin vanish from a handkerchief, or pass through a
the one who can produce by the magic of his own fingers the
formers.
table; magically untying a knot; removing beads from a string. the
ends of which were held fast by another; burning thread and mak- same degree of illusion for which the other needs elaborate apparatus.
ing it whole again; drawing ribbons from the mouth; passing a ring the former is surely the greater artist. But the striving for simplicity
through the cheek; and cutting off and replacing the head of a con- may be overdone. The performer is apt to lose his feeling for breadth
THE
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THE PROGRESS OF MAGIC.

BY PROFESSOR HOFFMANN.

Author of Modem Magic, More Magic, etc.

In this closing ye&r of a century which has been exceptionally

fertile in scientific achievements, it may not be uninteresting to the

readers of Mahatma, briefly to consider what advantage 5 have been

made in the art of white magic during the same period.

The father of modern magic, as we know it. was undoubtedly

Robert Houdin. Up to his time the art of conjuring had practically

stood still for generations. Reginald Scot, writing in 1 586, gives a

list of the stock feats of the wizards of his day. They included burn-

ing and restoring a card, swallowing a knife, or thrusting it into the

head or arm, transmuting counters into money, or vice versa, convey-

ing a coin from one pocket to the other, or into the hands of another

person, making a coin vanish from a handkerchief, or pass through a

table; magically untying a knot; removing beads from a string, the

ends of which were held fast by another ; burning thread and mak.

PROGRESS OF

Mahatma.

MAGIC.

federate.
Some of these items, in improved forms. survive to the present
day, but up to the time of Robert Houdin they continued. with but a
few additions. mainlv of the "false bottom"order. to form the staple of
the conjurer's programme. Comte, Dobler and Philippe each did
something to elevate the art, but there was no general advance, and
for. the most part the appliances of the conjurer were as crude as his
feats. A flowing robe. under which a warming pan might have been
safely hidden formed his favorite costume. and a draped table, wherein an assistant was concealed, the ntost important item of his

ing it whole again ; drawing ribbons from the mouth ; passing a ring
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through the cheek ; and cutting off and replacing the head of a con-

federate.

Some of these items, in improved forms, survive to the present

day, but up to the time of Robert Houdin they continued, with but a

few additions, mainlv of the "false bottom" order, to form the staple of

the conjurer's programme. Comte, Dobler and Philippe each did

something to elevate the art, but there was no general advance, and

apparatus.

for. the most part the appliances of the conjurer were as crude as his

feats. A flowing robe, under which a warming pan might have been

safely hidden fprmed his favorite costume, and a draped table, where-

in an assistant was concealed, the most important item of his

apparatus.

So matters stood up to 1844, when Robert Houdin opened his

minature theatre in the Palais Royal, Pans. He suppressed the

59 matters stood up to 1844. when Robert Houdin opened his
minature theatre in the Palais Royal, Paris. He suppressed the
clumsy “confederate box" in the centre of the stage. replacing it by a
light and elegant centre-table. having a servante in place of the concealed assistant, and flanked by a couple of slender guerdons, or occasional tables. He wore the evening dress of ordinary life. surrendering. apparently. all the advantages which his immediate predesAnd yet under these
sors had derived from their flowing ‘drapery,
more difiicult conditions he produced far more surprising effects than
anything previously attempted,incltiding such absolute novelties as the
Second Sight. the Aerial Suspension, the lnexhaiistihle Bottle. and
Portfolio, the Crystal Clock. Bell and Cash-box. the bhower of Gold,
not to mention his marvelous mechanical pieces. the Magic Orange
Tree. the Pastry Cook of the Palais Royal. the two clowns. Auriol and

clumsy "confederate box" in the centre of the stage, replacing it by a

light and elegant centre-table, having a servante in place of the con-

cealed assistant, and flanked by a couple of slender guerdons, or oc-

casional tables. He wore the evening dress- of ordinary life, surren-

dering, apparently, all the advantages which his immediate predes-

sors had derived from their flowing drapery, And yet under these

more difficult conditions he produced far more surprising effects than

anything previously attempted,including such absolute novelties as the

Debureau, etc.
It is to be noted that Robert Houdin was both by natural bent
early training a mechanician. and in particular. the mechanical
application of electricity. then a comparative gnovelty, had always had
It is not surprising. therefore, to find mea special charm for him.
chanics and electricity playing a large part in his work.
His innocent looking centre table held an armory of pistons wherewith to
actuate his mechanical pieces. and his elegant little stage was wired
in various directions to facilitatethe working of his electrical devices.
Add to these weapons of his own forging. his originality of invention.
his personal dexterity and his genius for devising effective mire en
Sttilt’, few will be inclined to dispute that Robert Houdin was in truth
the King of Conjurers. None but himself can be his paralell.

Second Sight, the Aeiial Suspension, the Inexhaustible Bottle, and

Portfolio, the Crystal Clock, Hell and Cash-box, the Shower of Gold,

not to mention his marvelous mechanical pieces, the Magic Orange

Tree, the Pastry Cook of the Palais Royal, the two clowns, Auriol and

Debureau, etc.

It is to be noted that Robert Houdin was both by natural bent

and early training a mechanician, and in particular, the mechanical

application of electricity, then a comparative novelty, had always had

a special charm for him. It is not surprising, therefore, to find me-

chanics and electricity playing a large part in his work. His in-

nocent looking centre table held an armory of pistons wherewith to

actuate his mechanical pieces, and his elegant little stage was wired

in various directions to facilitate the working of his electrical devices.

Add to these weapons of his own forging, his originality of invention,

his personal dexterity and his genius for devising effective tnise en

scene, few will be inclined to dispute that Robert Houdin was in truth

and

But “the individual withers and the world is more and more." Though
greater magician than Robert Houdin ever lived or probably ever
will live. the art of magic has still moved onward and upward. The
“scientific" school of conjuring. of which he was the originator, had
its drawbacks. It involved the use of costly and cumbersome parano

the King of Conjurers. None but himself can be his paralell.

But " the individual withers and the world is more and more." Though

no greater magician than Robert Houdin ever lived or probably ever

will live, the art of magic has still moved onward and upward. The

"scientific" school of conjuring, of which he was the originator, had

its drawbacks. It involved the use of costly and cumbersome para-

phernalia, which grew and grew in quantity, till we find Anderson, the

Wizard of the North, traveling with seven tons of luggage ! Further,

a trick, which, like Robert Houdin's automatic figures, obviously de-

pends upon ingemous mechanism, palls upon the spectator. Such

figures at the present day would be no more regarded as magical than

the Strasbourg clock. Lastly his electrical tricks produced an extra-

ordinary effect, because very few persons in his day were acquainted

to fritter away his skill over illusions too minute and too
make any permanent impression. One of the most skillful sleight-of-hand performers we have ever seen throws away halfthe
value of his work by going too fast, and producing small effects, individually brilliant. so rapidly that his audience have not time fairly to
appreciate one before another is presented to them. The spectator.
under such circumstances. takes away with him a mere blurred impression. rather than a clear inental photograph of what he had seen.
and the show suffers in his estimation accordingly. The late Dr. Lynn
went to the other extreme. the proportion. of patter to a trick being in
his case like Falstaff's "intolerable of deal of sack to a half-penny
worth of bread." but this. artistically. is a far less serious fault.
Another danger attending the non—apparatus school. lies in the
fact that the performer is apt. by carrying the principle to needless
lengths. unduly to limit his methods. The dispensing with a servante,
for instance. compels more or less constant resource to the vest or
pocheltes. and the same movement, frequently repeated. is extremely
likely to be spotted by an acute spectator.
On the whole we are inclined to think that the most successful
magician of the future. will be one who judiciously coiiihines apparatus and non-apparatus tricks; such app:ir.itus however. to be of a
simple and homely kind and not made admittedly for the purpose of
the trick. The ideal entertainment, from the standpoint of the spectator. will be one in which feats of dexterity or supposed dexterity. are
worked in conjunction with brilliant stage effects of a more spectacular
kind, such as are exhibited by Mr. Maskelyne at the Egyptian Hall,
London.
There are three other points of view in which the progress of
magic maybe considered. viz:-—the number of persons who practise
it. the information at their L'( nmand, and the number of illusions
Eailable for their use.';;— In all these particulars it has advanced by
leaps and bounds. In the year 1876. in which the writer's work,
zllmicru rllug/"c, first appeared, there was no English book and very
few._foreign, vihich gave even the most elementary instructions of a
genuine kind.
At the present day magic has a ccmplete literature. At the date
above mentioned. the price list of the principle London manufacturers
of magical apparatus._ Messrs. Hamley Bros.. consisted of a single
slip of paper some sixteen inches long by four wide. Now the catalogue of the same firni consists of nearly a hundred quarto pages, and
supplements of new illusions are constantly being issued by them.
Last. btit by no means least. latter—day magic has its own newspaper press. Dic /.1111]/L')"ZL’c’/I in Germany, and .1/it/m/mu in America
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Mahatma.

England and its colonies, are each doing good work as the organs of
mystic fraternity. They recount the doings of magicians in all
countries. record the latest good things in the way of tricks and give
due credit to the inventor. Such organs are just what is needed to
keep the art of illusion in a sound and healthy condition, and there is
happily every indication that they are “here to stay.‘.'
the
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A NEW COIN TRICK.

countries, record the iatest good things in the way of tricks and give

due credit to the inventor. Such organs are just what is needed to

keep the art of illusion in a sound and healthy condition, and there is

By

ALFRED OW!-‘..\' CLARK, London,

England.

The following will be found a pretty and efi'ective little trick
worked either with a coin show or by itself, my method being particularly suitable for the drawing room. A pretty glass jar containing a
silk Union Jack or other flag is brought on 'ind placed on table, the
stopper is removed and thoroughly examined. The Flag is taken out
and laid on table and the jar held horizontally by the top and bottom
and looked through by performer to show no trickery. jar is replaced
on table and stopper ptit in and the whole covered with the
A
silver tripod with ring at top to receive dish is next placed over jar.
Four coins are now placed into a glass dish and placed on top of the
tripod. On removing flag the coins are seen and heard to fall into
the jar and to have left the dish on tripod. Dish, tripod and jar can
now be thoroughly examined. Now for the solution. In each side of
neck ofjar which is roughly cut so as to be opaque are drilled two
holes, through which is pushed from one side to the other a U shaped
piece of wire twisted at the base so as to make a tiny ring, to which
is fastened a piece of fine thread, (the same length as the distance between the opposite corners of flag) the other end of thread is fastened
to a corner of ofthe Hag. and this corner together with the whole of
the thread is stufied into the jar through the space A, the opposite

back of table sweep the coins one at a time into another glass dish on
and place empty dish on tripod. The rest is easy. Remove
the flag slowly and immediately the last corner is drawn off. the coins
For stage purposes the wire can
are seen and heard to fall into jar.
be pulled out by assistant in which case the jar would not be covered.
My ob_iect in using the flag is two-fold, viz.——that it is a means of introducing some good patter and serves the object of concealing the
presence of the thread by its dazzling colors. For the drawing room,
my modtis operandi will be found the simplest and safest. (The coin
jar as above can be obtained of any first—class dealer in magical apparatus.
servante

__.oj

happily every indication that they are "here to stay.'.'

A NEW COIN TRICK.

SOMETHING NEW WITH BILLIARD BALLS.

By Alfred Owen Clark, London, England.

The following will be found a pretty and effective little trick

worked either with a coin show or by itself, my method being particu-

larly suitable for the drawing room. A pretty glass jar containing a

silk Union Jack or other flag is brought on and placed on table, the

flag.’

stopper is removed and thoroughly examined. The Flag is taken out

and laid on table and the jar held horizontally by the top and bottom

and looked through by performer to show no trickery. Jar is replaced

on table and stopper put in and the whole covered with the flag. A

silver tripod with ring at top to receive dish is next placed over jar.

Four coins are now placed into a glass dish and placed on top of the
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tripod. On removing flag the coins are seen and heard to fall into

the jar and to have left the dish on tripod. Dish, tripod and jar can

now be thoroughly examined. Now for the solution. In each side of

see two Billiard Balls chasing each other round and round on
the palm of the hand, nothing could look prettier, or be agreater proof
of the performer's digital dexterity, and I give away the idea and tl~e
secret for the hrst time. The right hand is held on the slant, fingers
down and the balls must rest side by side at the root of the fingers.
The third and little fingers are now bent so as to push the left hand
ball up the palm a little, the right ball now takes its place and the left
ball occupies the position just held by the right. After a good deal of
practice the several movements, rather difificult to describe, will be
found to melt into one only. that of contracting and straightening the
third and fourth fingers, which will be quite sutficient to send the balls
revolving at a great speed. Use one red and one white ball as it produces a better efiect.
ALFRED OWEN CLARK. London, England.

To

neck of jar which is roughly cut so as to be opaque are drilled two

.__o_

holes, through which is pushed from one side to the other a U shaped

piece of wire twisted at the base so as to make a tiny ring, to which

is fastened a piece of fine thread, (the same length as the distance be-

tween the opposite corners of flag) the other end of thread is fastened

to a corner of of the flag, and this corner together with the whole of

the thread is stuffed into the jar through the space A, the opposite

corner of flag only being allowed to stick out of the top of jar, so as to

be at hand. The coins are now placed on the wire and hidden by

the corner of flag. The jar can now be shown round the coins being

kept steady by the first finger of left hand. Now place jar on table

still keeping first finger of left hand on coins, and draw out the flag

quickly with the right hand, which proves indirectly that nothing is

concealed in the neck of the jar, and having taken up jar horizontally

by both ends and looked through it, place stopper in and cover with

BILLIARD BALL SLEIGHT.
Before coming on stage conceal a Billiard Ball in the left arm
bent as for handkerchiefs. etc.. cover carefully with the loose cloth of
arm. Pick up duplicate ball from table with right hand and having
made a pass or two with it,.or made it revolve between the first fingers
of each hand, make a feint of passing it into the left hand, palming it
in right. rub it away slowly with left hand and open it to show that it
has gone, slowly straighten the arm and the concealed ball will seem
to actually come through the cloth of the coat. Ample opportunity
will be found while this ball is appearing, to drop the other into vest
servante or elesewhere. This sleight is most effective, especially with
a

white billiardball or an egg.
ALFRED OWEN CLARK, London, England.
__g:

flag, the corner with thread attached hanging at back. Place tripod

in position (one leg in front) Show your four coins and throw on

table, take up glass dish, which is also roughly cut, and holding at

back of table sweep the coins one at a time into another glass dish on

servante and place empty dish on tripod. The rest is easy. Remove

Professor Green, the merry wizard of Canada, promises to write
interesting accounts of his early experiences as a conjuror
amongst the indians of the frozen north. He is the first magician of
note to give regular performances so close to the Artie circle.
some

the flag slowly and immediately the last corner is drawn off. the coins

_—o—_.

are seen and heard to fall into jar. For stage purposes the wire can

be pulled out by assistant in which case the jar would not be covered.

My object in using the flag is two-fold, viz.—that it is a means of in-

troducing some good patter and serves the object of concealing the

of flag only being allowed to stick out of the top ofjar, so as to
be at hand. The coins are now placed on the wire and hidden by
the corner of flag. The jar can now be shown round the coins being
kept steady by the first finger of left hand. Now place jar on table
still keeping first finger of left hand on coins, and draw out the flag
quickly with the right hand, which proves indirectly that nothing is
concealed in the neck of the jar, and having taken up jar horizontally
by both ends and looked through it, place stopper in and cover with
flag, the corner with thread attached hanging at back. Place tripod
in position (one leg in front) Show your four coins and throw on
table, take up glass dish, which is also roughly cut, and holding at
corner

presence of the thread by its dazzling colors. For the drawing room,

my modus operandi will be found the simplest and safest. (The coin

jar as above can be obtained of any first-class dealer in magical ap-

paratus.

SOMETHING NEW WITH BILLIARD BALLS.

To see two Billiard Halls chasing each other round and round on

the palm of the hand, nothing could look prettier, or be a greater proof

of the performer's digital dexterity, and I give away the idea and the

secret for the hrst time. The right hand is held on the slant, fingers

down and the balls must rest side by side at the root of the fingers.

The third and little fingers are now bent so as to push the left hand

ball up the palm a little, the right ball now takes its place and the left

ball occupies the position just held by the right. After a good deal of

practice the several movements, rather difficult to describe, will be

found to melt into one only, that of contracting and straightening the

third and fourth fingers, which will be quite sufficient to send the balls

revolving at a great speed. Use one red and one white ball as it pro-

duces a better effect.

Alfred Owen Clark, London, England.

BILLIARD BALL SLEIGHT.

Befote coming on stage conceal a Billiard Ball in the left arm

bent as for handkerchiefs, etc., cover carefully with the loose cloth of

arm. Pick up duplicate ball from table with right hand and having

Did you notice the star on your wrapper this issue ? If you desire to do your share to place the paper on a firmer foothold where it
will be in a better position to benefit its friends in the mystic fraternity,
apply the golden rule to your case and renew with the same promptness that you wish us to show in delivering your copy, or if your interest in magic has ceased. let us know promptly and we will stop sending the paper. We aim to have every person who is interested in
magic, on our books as a subscriber. But we do not wish asingle
copy to reach the merely curious. Every reader could secure a subscriber of the desirable class if he so wished, and with the circulation
doubled. there is no limit to the possibilities of the paper. Co-operation is the secret of Mahatma’s present condition, and a further
effort will mean a greater sphere of influence for good to the entire

profession.
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MODERN MAGICIANS AND THEIR TRICKS.
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—BY-

HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.
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This article remains the property of the author, Mr. Henry Ridgeley Evans, and all

persons are cautioned against publishing the same, either whole

or in part, without his permission,
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\Vhere\'cr the luminous orbs oi Herrmann gazed. the eyes 0! the
spectators were bound to fulliiw, thus eiiubling llil.‘ dexteruiis hands of
the magician to perlurm certain evnlntiniis. iiccrss.-.ry tn the successful accomplishment of his tricks unbeknown to any one. Various
other subtle artifices are employed to gain this end. Herrmann possessed ll wrist of steel and a palm ol velvet. On one occasion he gave
The Emperor who
a performance before Nicholas. Czar ol Russia.
prided himself on his great strength. said in the cunjurer :
"1 will show you a trick." Taking a pack of cards. the Czar tore
it into halves, remarking "What do you think of that 9 Can you duplicate it P"

Wherever the luminous orbs of Herrmann gazed, the eyes of the

spectators were bound to follow, thus enabling the dexterous hands of

the magician to perform certain evolutions, necessary to the success-

ful accomplishment of his tricks unbeknown to any one. Various

other subtle artifices are employed to gain this end. Herrmann pos-

sessed a wrist of steel and a palm of ve'vet. On one occasion he gave

a performance before Nicholas, Czar of Russia. The Emperor who

prided himself on his great strength, said to the conjurer :

•'I will show you a trick." Taking a pack of cards, the Czar tore

it into halves, remarking "What do you think of that ? Can you du-

plicate it ?"
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The magician picking up one of the halves of the pack, tore it into

"halves. The Czar acknowledged that he was braten at his own game.

Herrmann enhanced his reputation by performing in private : —

in tbe^street cars, markets, clubs, often on the streets. He loved a

practical joke above all things. A favorite experiment of his was to

be^detected by a policeman in the act of clumsily picking a stranger's

pocket, and on being arrested and taken to the station-house the miss-

ing article would be found on the person of the astonished police

officer, whose own belongings not unfrequently were discovered in the

stranger's pocket. At banquets he would often cause a magnum

bottle of champagne to disappear, to reappear from under a gentle-

man's coat. I was with him on one occasion, riding on a street cars,

when the conductor asked him for his fare. The magician turned his

'.pockets inside out but found nc:hing. Turning to the conductor, an-

grily, "You have my money, sir ! " The man protested vigorously,

whereupon to the astonishment of everyone Herrmann seized the tic-

ket-puncher by the coat and took from his pockets great rolls of

greenbacks, (stage money, having the conjurer's portrait engraved

upon it.) Paying his fare with a five cent piece extracted from the

conductor's nose, he left the car. followed by me. We did not wait

to be enthematized by the railroad employee. All these clever feats

were the result of palmistry, but palmistry of a peculiarly h'gh order

and absolutely indetectable by the spectator. Herrmann resembled

the conventional pictures of his "satanic majesty"—Mephisto stepped

from the opera Faust. He cultivated this aspect, and it added to the

The

magician picking up one of the halves of the pack. tore it into

1lIlvE§. The Czar acknowledged that he

was beaten at his own game.
Herrmann enhanced his reputation by perlorrning in private :-in tbezstreet cars. markets. clubs. olten on the streets. He loved a
practical joke above all things. A favorite experiment of his was to
beidetected by a policeman in the act of clumsily picking a stranger’:
pocket, and on being arrested and taken to the station-housethemissing article would be lound on the person 0! the astonished police
otftcer. whose own belongings not unfrequently were discovered in the
stranger's pocket. At banquets he would often cause a magnum
bottle of champagne to disappear. to reappear lrom under a gentle-

charm of his entertainments. Besides being a conjurer, he was a

clever ventriloquist and juggler, though he never exhibited these ac-

complishments in public. His most sensational feat was the gun

trick, which was performed with fine misc-en-scenc. I am indebted to

the late Frederick Bancroft, magician, for an accurate expose of this

experiment in white magic :

It was performed with the aid of six soldiers under the command

of a sergeant. At the rise of the curtain the soldiers marched upon

the stage and took a position in oblique line, near the right wing.

After they had been brought to attention and order arms, the sergeant

man's coat.

I

was

with him

on one occasion.

riding on

a

street cars.

when the conductor aslred him for his late. The in;-gician turned his
pockets inside out but found nothing. Turning to the conductor. an-

crossed the stage to the left third entrance for the assumed purpose of

depositing his gun, and taking from the same place a salver on wnich

the bullets were to be placed. This salver was in the form of an ord-

inary waiter, about six by twelve inches, and atrout one inch deep.

In the centre there was a small hole or well just large enough to hold

six cartridges. Concealed in the interior of the salver was another

compartment exactly the same size as the exposed well containing six

blank cartriges, which were naturally hidden from view. Under-

this salver was a small peg connecting the two compartments.

The salver was taken by the sergeant to the committee, who de-

posited therein the six bullets which had been loaded and sealed.

The sergeant then passed among the audience, and various people

took the six cartridges from the salver, and placed marks upon the

leaden bullets, after which the cartridges were deposited back into the

well. The sergeant then walked on the stage with the salver held at

arm's length. In the act of crossing the platform he shifted the com-

3
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grily,"You have my money. sir ! The man protested vigorously.
whereupon to the astonishment of everyone Hcrrmann seized the tieket-puncher by tile coat and took lrotn his pockets great rolls of
grecnbaclcs. (stage money. having the t'onjurer's portrait engraved
upon it) Paying his late with .1 five cent pit-ct: extracted from the
cmiductor's nose. be lcli the rar. followed by me. We did not wait
to be t:nll1t‘.maIl1.E(l by the railroad eiiiployee. All these clever feats
were the l'c!‘~lllK of p.tIm:stry. liut pitlniistry of a peculiarly high order
and rtbsnlutely lnt.lelt:t'l.£tlJlc by the spectator. Herrmann resembled
the conventional pictures of his "sstiaiiic ni:ijesi_v“—.\lepliistu stepped
"

from the opera Faust. He cultivated this aspect. and it added to the
charm of his entertaininenrs. Besides being a conjurer. he was a
clever vvnlriluquisl and juggler. though he never exhibited these arcnmplishments in public. Ills most sensational feat was the gun
trick. which was performed with tine Illl-.t'r'~t'lI-Ji':‘Il¢'. I am indebted to
the late l~'r'cdcricl»t ll.itti‘rnt't, ttt.ti_,_rici:tii. for an ai.'cLtr2tle t.':q)ose of this
experiment in white in.-t~,~_ic:
lt \\'.ts performed with the aid of six soldiers under the coinmand
ofa sergeant. At the rise of the curtain the soldiers rnnrclied upon

the stage and took :1 position in oblique line. near the right wing.
After they had been hrnuglit to attention and order arms. the sergeant
crossed the :l..Igc to the left third eritmnct: for the assumed purpose of
depositing his gun. and taking from the sttnie place a salver on which
the bullets were to be placed. This salver was in the form of an ordinary waiter. about six by twelve inches, and about one inch deep.
in the centre there was a small hole or well just large enough to hold
six cartridges. Concealed in the interior of the salver was another
compartment exactly the same size as the exposed well containing six
blank cartrigcs. which were naturally hidden from view. Underthis salver was a small peg connecting the two compartments.
The salver was taken by the sergeant to the committee. who deposited therein the six bullets which hard been loaded and sealed.
The sergeant then passed among the audience. and various people
took the six cartridges from the salver, and placed marks upon the
lcadcn bullcts, after which the cartridges were deposited back into the
well. The sergeant then walked on the stage with the salver held at
arm's length. In the act of crossing the platform he shifted the compartments of the solver by means of the peg, thereby causing the
blank cartridges to occupy the place occupied by the loaded cartridges.
The loaded cartridges naturally were then covered up. and nothing
was exposed but the blanks. This salver the sergeant handed to the
soldiers. and each one took out a cartridge. This is where the mys~
tery came in. because everyone in the audience was ready to swear
that the salver with the cartridges had never left his or her sight, and
that the sergeant had held it at arm's length. Furthemtore that each
soldier had taken a cartridge therefrom and held it aloft. What the
failed to notice. however. was the fact that the soldiers held the cartridges with the rim up. and not the bullet and up.
After the soldiers had taken their cartridges. the sergeant crossed
the stage to the third left entrance for the purpose of returning the
salver and securing his gun. This was the critical point ofthe experiment. The minute be deposited the srtlver, two confederates who
were in the third entrance took the cartridges. extracted the bullets,
and put them on a plate which had been heated so as to make the
bullets feel warm. The performer, who had been standing in the
centre of the stage all this time. them walked over to this entrance for
the purpose of securing the plate upon which he proposed to catch the
bullets. lo the meantime the soldiers had loaded their guns with the
blank cartridges and marched to the platform in the auditorium and
faced about ready to tire. The performer secured the plate and the bullets at the Sattllc titnc. Concealiiig the bullets in the palm ofthi:hand. he
held the plate before liitn. and nodded to the sergeant to give the
command to tire. An explosion followed, whereupon the performer
turned the plate over with the bullets on it amidst great applzttisc.
The greatest care was t'.tl-zen to see thin the Stildlcrs had no tinttnunitioii of any kind. As there were but six loaded cartridges in use.

Mahatma.

Mahatma.

and as the magician did not give the signal to fire until he had received the six bullets. there could be no danger connected with the
feat.
I-lerrmann’s sword trick was a clever one. A number of cards
were drawn from a pack, shuffled up, and handed to the magician's
assistant. Herrmann took a rapier in his hand and bade the assistant throw the pack into the air, whereupon the drawn cards were
caught upon the point of the weapon. The cards of course were forced upon the spectators by sleight-of-hand, duplicates of which were
in possession of the magician. These duplicate cards were concealed
in the handle of the sword. On releasing a spring they flew to the
point of the weapon, carried there by a piece of elastic thread. The
falling cards thrown into the air by the assistant prevented the spectators from seeing the flight of the drawn cards from the handle of the
rapier to its point. The cards had holes cut in their centres to facilitate their beingpushed along the blade ofthesword after beingcaught.
Since Herrmann's death, his wife has started out as a sleight-of?
hand artiste. She has developed a surprising aptitude for magic.

and as the magician did not give the signal to fire until he had re-

ceived the six bullets, there could be no danger connected with the

feat.

Herrmann's sword trick was a clever one. A number of cards

NEIL WEA I 'ER, Sltrewsbury,
is (It: Landon Conespondznlfar “/Mahatma."

were drawn from a pack, shuffled up, and handed to the magician's

assistant. Herrmann took a rapier in his hand and bade the assis-

Miska, the dexterous juggler is

tant throw the pack into the air, whereupon the drawn cards were

Captain

caught upon the point of the weapon. The cards of course were for-

ced upon the spectators by sleight-of-hand, duplicates of which were

in possession of the magician. These duplicate cards were concealed

point of the weapon, carried there by a piece of elastic thread. The

falling cards thrown into the air by the assistant prevented the specta-

tors from seeing the flight of the drawn cards from the handle of the
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rapier to its point. The cards had holes cut in their centres to facili-

tate their being pushed along the blade of the sword after being caught,

Since Herrmann's death, his wife has started out as a sleight-of-
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THE ELLIOTT WATCH BOX.

This is an entirely new effect and will create agreat sensation
wherever performed. Purchase any cheap watch that is reasonably
sure to keep on ticking under all circumstances; it is not necessary
that it should keep time. Have this watch sewed in a special pocket,
the opening of which is concealed inside of your left coat sleevefriear
the cuff. The watch must be small and the pocket tight. in order to
prevent mishaps. You come forward with an ordinary watch box
minus the ticking mechanism, but having a hinged cover. lock and
key. and a press board which may be locked by pressure from the
bottom when it is desired to give the box for examination. Next request the loan of a valuable gold watch. Allow the owner to place
the watch in the box, laying particular stress on the fact that you re{rain from touching it yourself; close the box. and in the act of so
doing press the fake (thumbboard) inward, and the watch will drop
through the bottom into your hand. You now close the box under
cover ofa slight upward movement and allow audience to lock the
box and retain the key, and seal the lock opening. While this is taking place the performer has ample time to get rid of the watch in any
manner that will best suit the subsequent production. The box is
next returned to performer. who takes it by the tips of his fingers any
carries it amongst the audience. occasionally holding it to the ears of
the most skeptical members of the audience in order that they may
hear the watch ticking away. (What they really hear is the dummy
watch concealed in the sleeve pocket.) The box is now taken from
the hand by a spectator and wrapped in a handkerchief and the watch
is caused to vanish at any subsequent stage of the trick as may best
suit the will of the performer. The beauty of the trick in this form
may be readily imagined, partictilarlyas the box will bear a minute
examination. It can only be opened (that is, the fake) by inserting
the sharp point of a needle or pin through the lower side of the rear of
box. The above explanation is. I believe, clear enough to enable our
readers to add this clever effect to their list of stock tricks. To those
who do not care to go to the trouble of having pockets prepared in
in their sleeve, 1 would suggest the wrapping of the dummy watch in
black cloth and fastening it in the desired position by means of a
It could then be readily removed at the conclucommon safety pin.
sion of the trick.

By ELLIOTT, Champion Card Manipulator of the World.

This is an entirely new effect and will create a great sensation

wherever performed. Purchase any cheap watch that is reasonably

sure to keep on ticking under all circumstances; it is not necessary

very

neat

tricks at the

Empire

Charles Wood, chapeaugraphist, character and dramatic vocalist,
the Lyceum, Blackburn.
is

lmro Fox. the comic conjurer, is
selection of up-to-date tricks.

doing
at

some

good

work

at

the

the London, Shoreditch, with

Charles Morritt, tops the bill at the Alhambra. Hull, where his
conjuring tricks are much appreciated.

hand artiste. She has developed a surprising aptitude for magic.

[to be continued.] o
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Olivette, second sight artist,
Comedy Theatre. Manchester.

THE ELLIOTT WATCH BOX.

By ELLIOTT, Champion Card Manipulator of the World.

Slingsby, ventriloquist, is at the Empire, Newcastle.

Sardou. the illusionist, does
Palace, Leeds.

in the handle of the sword. On releasing a spring they flew to the

the Palace, Croyden.

at

smart

Chung Ling Soo, the Chinese magician, has removed from the
Alhambra, to the Tivoli, Leeds, where his entertainment takes on.
Houdini. “King of Handcuffs." gives a remarkable turn at the
Alhambra, escaping from handcuffs, cases, etc., in a way that is truly

astounding.

that it should keep time. Have this watch sewed in a special pocket,

the opening of which is concealed inside of your left coat sleeve, near

the cuff. The watch must be small and the pocket tight, in order to

The "Onatis

Troupe

of

Algerian Jugglers" are at the Eden
a very bright and original per-

Theatre, Brighton, where they give
formance.

prevent mishaps. You come forward with an ordinary watch box

minus the ticking mechanism, but having a hinged cover, lock and

key, and a press board which may be locked by pressure from the

bottom when it is desired to give the box for examination. Next re-

quest the loan of a valuable gold watch. Allow the owner to place

the watch in the box, laying particular stress on the fact that you re-

frain from touching it yourself; close the box, and in the act of so

doing press the fake (thumbboard) inward, and the watch will drop

through the bottom into your hand. You now close the box under

That clever performer, Servias Le Roy, who has become such a
favorite of late in England. is at the Royal, Holborn, where his tricks
are not only cleverly and neatly performed. but greatly enhanced by
the charming manner in which they are presented.

Chinko. “The Boy Juggler" is rapidly forging ahead and bids well
become one of our leading jugglers; at present he is at the Royal
H0lb').’i1. fro ri there he goes for one month to the Blackpool Alhambra, after which he will return to the Folies Bergere for two months.
to
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cover of a slight upward movemjnt and allow audience to lock the

box and retain the key, and seal the lock opening. While this is tak-

EFFECT :—Sleeves are turned back, hands shown both sides
free from deception. With right hand extended palm outwards, two
cards are produced at the tips of the fingers. By rubbing these between the hands an entire pack of cards is produced.
MODUS OPERANDl:—-Have two cards palmed in the right
hand. Having shown back and front of the left hand, back palm the
cards in the right hand and by means of the reverse, show that as
empty, apparently, as the other, leaving the cards securely concealed
at the back of the right hand in readiness for subsequent production.
Have the cards to be produced, fastened round by an elastic band, in
a vertical position, inside of vest. or even in the vest pocket if you are
using a small pack. As the cards previously back palmed are produced at fingertips of the right hand, all attention is naturally drawn
to that point, thus giving the performer an opportunity to secure
and palm the pack from its hiding place. The hands are brought together, and after a littie rubbing the pack is shown to have material__o_.'_.
ized. As an opening experiment for a series of card tricks, the effect
Corporal A. G. Powell. the military mystifier, finds time between is good. and it forms a fitting companion piece to the card finale dethe skirmishes in South Africa, to send an interesting letter to the scribed in your last issue, particularly as there is no apparatus to be
conjuror’s friend MAH.-\T.\l.-\.
gotten rid of after either experiment.

ing place the performer has ample time to get rid of the watch in any

minner that will best suit the subsequent production. The box is

next returned to performer, who takes it by the tips of his fingers any

carries it amongst rhe audience, occasionally holding it to the ears of

the most skeptical members of the audience in order that they may

hear the watch ticking away. (What they really hear is the dummy

watch concealed in the sleeve pocket.) The box is now taken from

the hand by a spectator and wrapped in a handkerchief and the watch

is caused to vanish at any subsequent stage of the trick as may best

suit the will of the performer. The beauty of the trick in this form

may be readily imagined, particularly as the box will bear a minute

examination. It can only be opened (that is, the fake) by inserting

the sharp point of a needle or pin through the lower side of the rear of

box. The above explanation is. I believe, clear enough to enable our

readers to add this clever effect to their list of stock tricks. To those

who do not care to go to the trouble of having pockets prepared in

in their sleeve, 1 would suggest the wrapping of the dummy watch in

black cloth and fastening it in the desired position by means of a

common safety pin. It could then be readily removed at the conclu-

sion of the trick.
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Corporal A. G. Powell, the military mystifier, finds time between

the skirmishes in South Africa, to send an interesting letter to the

conjuror's friend Mahatma.

NEIL IVEAl'ER, Shrewsbury,

is the London Correspondent for "Mahatma."

Miska, the dexterous juggler is at the Palace, Croyden.

Captain Shngsby, ventriloquist, is at the Empire, Newcastle.

Sardou, the illusionist, does some very neat tricks at the Empire

Palace, Leeds.

Charles Wood, chapeaugraphist, character and dramatic vocalist,

NEW CARD PRODUCTOIN.

$3.5

Mahatma.

Mystico.—The first copy of ".\'fahatma was issued in I895. The
front page contained a portrait of ltobcrt Houdin, and a sketch of his
life. Subsequent numbers bore on the title page likenesses oi the
original Herrmann, Davenport Bros Le Roy, the well known dealer
in magical apparatus. Powell. David l)e\'ant, Jewett, and Wm. I-Z.
Robinson and wife. The policy of the paper changed at that time
and it became a fund of news for vaudeville artists in general. In
I898 it became once more the recognized medium of the magical
brotherhood. and has held its place ever since. We can furnish
numbers bearing the portraits of Carl Herrmann, Powell. and David
Devant. for fifteen cents each. All other back numbers at ten cents.
complete sets of volumes two or three for one dollar each.
.
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Kellar was in town on a brief visit.

2/z/E./r/Esz,
I

Ziska presented his specialty at the Proctor houses lately.

Houdini has been re-engaged at the Alhambra, London, and is

appearing in their holiday programme.

Kellar was in town

Ziska

on a

brief visit.

presented his specialty at the Proctor houses lately.

The Tanaka"s, magicians and top spinners, were at Forest Park,

Conn., week of July 30th. Their work was appreciated.

George G. Marten, the magician, made the hit of the season at

this resort during the week of Aug. 6th, with a very clever act.

Thurston mystified the patrons of the New York Roof Garden

Houdini has been re-engaged at the Alhambra, London, and is
appearing in their holiday programme.
The 'l‘anaka's. magicians and top spinners, were at Forest Park,
Conn., week of July 30th. Their work was appreciated.

with his pleasing selection of card experiments. His original finish

always wins applause.

George G. Marten, the magician. made the hit of the season
during the week of Aug. 6th, with a very clever act.

Coney Island, and also filled a highly successful engagement at

Keith's New York theatre.

Henri French, the eccentric juggler, is becoming more popular

Thurston mystified the patrons of the New York Roof Garden
with his pleasing selection of card experiments. His original finish

always wins applause.

with our theatre goers at every performance. His methods are orig-

inal, and his work is perfect.

Chung Ling Soo, the Chinese mystifier, was recently created

Horace Goldin

Coney Island, and

played return

also filled
Keith's New York theatre.

a

dates

at

highly

Henderson's Music Hall.
successful engagement at
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F. O. S. and presented with the Sloperian "Award of Merit" as a tri-

bute to his powers of deception,

Herr Validon and his wife started an engagement at the Egyp-

tain Hall on the 6th inst., and Servias Le Roy is at the Oxford, same

date, working the illusion he calls "The Man of the Moment."

Harry Helms, the magician and juggler, closed his engagement

with Hall & Long's show on Sept. 1st. He will open his own show

Henri French, the eccentric juggler, is becoming more popular
with our theatre goers at every performance. His methods are original, and his work is perfect.

Chung Ling Soo.
F. 0. S. and

presented

the Chinese mystificr. was recently created
with the Slopcrian “Award of Merit" as a tri-

bute to his powers of deception,

at Steinway Hall, Chicago, on Oct. 1st, for a two week's run under the

direction of the Chicago Lyceum Bureau.

The Great Lafayette played an extended engagement as a head-

liner at Keith's New York theatre in his burlesque of Ching Ling Foo,

closing week of Aug. 15th. The production of two little pickaninies

won much applause.

Hartz, with his celebrated hat trick, appeared at the same theatre

the week of July 30'th. Among the articles produced, and their order

was practically as follows: —silk handkerchiefs (small), silk handker-

chiefs (large), celluloid goblets, two loads, metal goblets, champagne

bottles, several pounds of playing cards, silk ribbon, lighted lanterns

(glass), wig, globe of water and live gold-fish (not the shallow bowl),

Herr Validon and his wife started

an

engagement

at

the

Egyp-

the 6th inst., and Servias Le Roy is at the Oxford,
date, working the illusion he calls "The Man of the Moment."

tain Hall

on

same

Harry Helms, the magician and juggler, closed his engagement
Long‘: show on Sept. tst. He will open his own show
at Steinway Hall, Chicago, on Oct. lst, for a two week's run under the
direction of the Chicago Lyceum Bureau.

protector. The methods of loading are not entirely original, but the

act is skilfull and took well.

H. G. Bastow, Bradford, England.—We are unable to state the

law relating to the protection of inventions in tricks, which it seems

the Chinese conjuror has used to protect his act. Perhaps some of

our readers may be in a position to enlighten us. We have learned

the secret of the gold-fish trick in c<8ifidence and so we are unable to

publish it at present.

..

The Great Lafayette played an extended engagement as a headliner at Keith's New York theatre in his burlesque of Ching Ling Foo,
closing week of Aug. 15th. The production of two little pickaninies
won much applause.

Hartz, with his celebrated hat trick, appeared at the same theatre
the week of July 30th. Among the articles produced. and their order
was practically as follows:—silk handkerchief: (small), silk handkerchiefs (large), celluloid goblets, two loads. metal goblets, champagne
bottles, several pounds of playing cards, silk ribbon. lighted lanterns
(glass), wig. globe of water and live gold-fish (not the shallow bowl).
cage and live bird. concluding with a nondescrrpt article that bore
equal resemblance to a hoop-skirt and a,baseball player's stomach
protector. The methods of loading are not entirely original, but the
act is skilfull and took well.

_..()__

Prof. Allen, Dublin, Ireland,-—Your method cf working the back
hand card palm and reverse is not the method generally employed
on this side, and we think it is certainly more difficult to perform
without detection. Our columns will contain the complete explanation
of the American style during the progress of the present volume.
__o.___

Inquirer.——We could not undertake the responsibilityof deciding
a wager bearing upon the merits of such prominent artists as the late
Alexander Herrmann. and Harry Kellar. As their methods differed
so widely, we doubt if an effective compar scn can be made.
___._oj_

Several of our readers write to know if we would advise them to
make their own apparatus. We certainly would. the principles underlying the mechanism would then become perfectly plain and various
little improvements would suggest themselves. But when it comes
to a question of working the apparatus in public, that is another story.
Unless you are exceptionally clever in many lines, you will be unable
to get that perfection of finish so necessary to the success of an entertainment.

with Hall &

cage and live bird, concluding with a nondescript article that bore

equal resemblance to a hoop-skirt and a. baseball player's stomach

Dalvene. Manchester, Eng —We still offer the same terms to
to insert ptofefsional Cards in our columns, that is
twenty-five cents single insertion. two dollass per year.
those who desire

at

this resort
Horace Goldin played return dates at Henderson's Music Hall,

...__0j

_____.o.__

H. D.

._

C.—Slade, the spiritualist, is still alive. He lives,

Iieve, in Detroit. and gives

seances

we

be-

occasionally.

.__._oj

Jos. M. A. Faivre.——The coin act upon which T. Nelson Downs
has built his reputation, consists in the borrowing of a hat from a
spectator, catching a number of coins in the air. and then performing
various feats with the coins so produced. Hundreds of other performers do the same feat, but it is in the novel methods and the degree
of skill used that has given a world wide reputation to that artist.
Patrons of the European Theatres never seem to tire of watcliing his
act.

.

__(-,3

and

1)o you need half-tone engravings ?
your portrait free.

Try an "Ad." in M/\llz\'l‘.\l.A\

secure

joj.

Mystico.—The first copy of "Mahatma was issued in 1895. The

front page contained a portrait of Robert Houdin, and a sketch of his

life. Subsequent numbers bore on the title page likenesses ot the

original Herrmann, Davenport Bros , Le Roy, the well known dealer

in magical apparatus. Powell, David Devant, Jewett, and Wm. E.

Robinson and wife. The policy of the paper changed at that time

and it became a fund of news for vaudeville .mists in general. In

1898 it became once more the recognized medium of the magical

brotherhood, and has held its place ever since. We can furnish

numbers bearing the portraits of Carl Herrmann, Powell, and David

Devant. for fifteen cents each. All other back numbers at ten eents.

complete sets of volumes two or three for one dollar each.

o

Dalvene, Manchester, Eng—We still offer the same terms to

those who desire to insert profefsional cards in our columns, that is

twenty-five cents single insertion, two dollass per year.

Prof. Allen, Dublin, Ireland,—Your method cf working the back

hand card palm and reverse is not the method generally employed

on this side, and wc think it is certainly more difficult to perform

without detection. Our columns will contain the complete explanation

of the American style during the progress of the present volume.

Inquirer.— We could not undertake the responsibility of deciding

H. G. Bastow, Bradford, England.—We are unable to state the
law relating to the protection of inventions in tricks, which it seems
the Chinese conjuror has used to protect his act. Perhaps some of
our readers may be in a position to enlighten us. We have learned
the secret of the gold—fish trick in ctflifidence and so we are unable to
publish it at present.

We offer a photograph of Professor Hoffmann, as a special premium to every person securing a new subscriber for us during the
months of September, October and N()\'{‘l'lliJL‘l'. lf Robert Houdin is
the father of modern magic. Professor Hoffmann is surely the father
of magical literature as we know itat the present day. No magicians
den is complete without a portrait of this great author.
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Mahatma.

M A GIGIANST

Magicians

We are now in a position to fill all your wants for the

coming season. Ho lists at present. Estimates furnished on

I
pieces of apparatus or entire outfits, no order too small to re-

431- <>%:v 45:» «bay

ceive prompt attention, none too large for us to handle.

BOOKS

Magic by Hopkins, -

Slate Writing by Robinson,

Magic by Shaw, -----

Revelations of a Spirit Medium, Burlmgame,

Tricks in Magic, three vols, Burlingame, each

Conjuring for Amateurs, Stanyon,

with Cards,

Coin Tricks, Yol. I,

Yol. II,

Hew Handkerchief Tricks,

Any booK on Magic or Kindred arts at standard prices..

1.00

.75

1.00

.25

.50

.50

.75

.75

.75
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$2.50

Hollow Cannon Balls from hat, (full directions for a novel experiment in conjunction with this trick) $2.

Chinese Rice Bowls, $3. Multiplying Billiard Balls, set, $1.60

LATEST PRODUCTIONS FROM MAT, (Laugh guaranteed.)

SNAKES, four feet long. $1.25 LIZARDS, 75c FISH, large, «0c

SNAKES, three feet long, 1-00 CARROTS, 50c FISH, small, 30c

All of the above are ot the finest workmanship and are easily palmed for production from coat of spectator if desired.

Lessons given in Magic, Sleight=of=hand, etc. by an expert.

Performers coached, acts improved, patter written to order for special

tricks or entire performance. terms reasonable.

Special for September ! ! !

Performers Cards, playing card backs,

highly finished, any printing desired, $2.00 per 1000

We

are now

in

a

position

to fill all your wants for the

es:

4.

Premier
Mahatma.

HAL

^HAL MERTON,^

MERTON,

Prestidigitateur of

Can be

27

engaged

Can be engaged for First-Class Entertainments in

for First-Class Entertainments in

MAGIC, SLEIGHT-OF-HAND AND ANTI-SPIRITUALISM.

For Terms, Dates, etc address Mahatma Office..

MAGICIANS

MAGICIANS.__

NEW SUPPLEMENT CATALOGUE.

JUST OUT.

All New Tricks, 5c. I arge 64 page Catalogue, containing pictures of Magicians, I6c.

Both for '^Oo. Mammoth Stock Sheet of Bargains, Just Out. Sent for stamp.

NEW SUPPLEMENT CATALOGUE.
W. I). LrROY, 103 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

JUST OUT.

Only Boston Agent and Correspondent for MAHA TMA.

M! New Twin. 56. lug: fig page Cuatnqgur. wnlnining picluru of Magicians, IbeIiolh luv 30!‘. Mnrruriulh Slut]: Sllerl u! llnqgninn, Jun Oul. hem for Iulnp.
W, I‘. I.II|<U'I'. I03 Cm)" Slreel. Honlon. Mun.
If‘ Uni)‘ Ilmum Anenl und CmI'upom.|r:ul lor MAI].-I TA!/L

- TMPnunnmrni ^

Magicians, Jugglers, Shadovists and Specialty Entertainers,

KWSTEUH OR PROFESSIONAL.

S 'nd your address (if you have not already done so) at onre, to

Mr. Ellis Stanyon as under. If you pass this by, you will be subject

Inziclm, Jlzglm. Shdoslsts ml Smlllly Enlorlllurs,
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to great disappointment by October next

ELLIS STANYON, tSSKJt 76 Solent Road, W. Hampstead, London, N.W.

ARTISTIC TEACHER of

Modern Digital Manipulations.

ELLIS Sfllilll,

Har)dkercrjiefs, Rings,

Billiard Balls — Specialties

Amateurs and Professionals coached

and acts improved.

Card C'uI-h-Iosj, loc. Mi ll.

Will improve your act 100 per cent.

Ariress, J. A. RICHARDSON,

32 Concord Sq., Boston, Mass.

SAI.K OR EXCHANGE.-10 cents a line under this heading.

In order to close out a lot of tricks I have on hand, I will give 50

per cent. off. Send stamps for list. E. D. Williams, 29 Seymour Ave.

Utica, N. Y. '

For Sale.—My entire outfit of books and magical apparatus, as

follows:—Magic by Hopkins. $200; Modern Magic, if! 1.25; Vo'e

Magic, #1.25; Magic by Shaw. 75c; Slate Writing, Robinson's $1 00

Revelalions of a Spirit Medium, 75c; Life of Houdin, $1 00; Hermann

the Magician, $1.00; Stage Conjuring by Houdin, $1 00; Chinese Rice

Bowls, $2.00; Ea Kolta Handkerchief Vanisher, 50c.; Bird Cage from

Hat, $ 1.00; Hollow Cannon Ball from Hat, $1.75; Multiplying Billi-

ard Balls, $1.25. — L-. care of "Mahatma'' Office.

WANTED.—Performers everywhere to handle a great seller, the

Faust Tiick Cards. Send Ten Cents for sample and terms to the

" Mahatma" Office.

$1,000 Challenge,

To aijy Man it) the World

In a contest for

ORIGINAL BILLIARD

BALL TRICKS,

J. HENRICKS,

235 Pine St. 70 Chatham St.

Phila. Liverpool.

HELLER'S

-r? Book of Magic, price 23c. Herrmann's Black Art.

C price 23c. Herrmann's Trlfkn with Cards, price

^ 25c. Wehmao's Wi sards' Manual (Secret of Mind

^ Reading, Magic, etc.), price 25c. Wehiuan'a Oracle

f/i for Women (the futnre foretold), price 2!>c. Weh-

q— tU nutti's Fortune Telline by Cards. nrlce 26c. Weh-

©_ "*«> rmr'i New Book nf Trlokx and VentrlUxiuistM'

^. tJulde. price 23c. \Whmnn's Parlor Conjurer, prtc*

fx lOo. >Ini r.ilrf 'R Art of Vi'ntrlIo<|itipin. prb-e 10c.

fJ S™^ WVImian'ft Black Art: or. Ma sic Made Kit*?, price

I—v rpr 1iN\ \ap"h'ou'ti Fortune Telllnic Card* (small

—-' rcrtlnn«). prler 2.V. Najwleon'a Fortune TeM'ne

RNIRTBUR on PnoI=nssioNnI..

5 ‘mi your :i(|(iI‘A:~«5 (if you iinvc not zilrcaidy clone 50) at unre. to
.‘vlr. Elli: Slanyun as under. Ifynn guns this by, you will be subject
,0 great (ll-mppuinunenl lw Oclobcr next
‘"""" "i

CARDS, COINS,

bj Madame Lf Nnrmand (Knetlsh ami German «11 -

America.

MAGIC, SLEIGHT-OF-HAND AND ANTI-SPIRITUALISM.

Premier Prestidigitateur of America,

ELLIOTT,

to -0

Mahatma.

II Silent um, I. lulpamd. mm, ll.

Mahatma.

‘

%._HAMLEY’S_&
THE LARGEST AND BEST ccurunruc STIIRES
W
V

Mahatma.

IN THE WORLD.

HAMLEYS

THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

nu ctncmrcttsttccts

IN THE WORLD.

THE GRIND MAGICAL SALOONS

229 High Holborn, London

and MAGICAL PALACE, 35 New Oxford Street, London.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

' Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus, Stage Illusions,

,S Ventriloquial, Marionette and Punch and Judy Figures, and Juggling Goods.

The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

NOTICE.

MESSRS. HAMLEV BROS., wish to let their many clients know that, owing to small firms having entered

into com petition against th«in. and selling certain Conjuring Tricks cheaper, of a similar character to theirs, but not

of that high-class make and superior workmanship for which they have been so long noted, they have nOW in prepar-

ation a small catalogue with price* Rretttly reduced, but the good* arc exactly the same in every way.

Messrs HAM1.EY UROS. are not lowering the prices and selling inferior goods, but will guarantee every

«Article of the best workmanship and the Fine*! Finish as heretofore. Messrs HAM LEY HROS. will allow a

discount of 10 per cent off the catalogue prices of any Conjuring Trick Dealer in the world.
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De Koita'.s Spring Flowers, 91. Tin postfree. Best Ivorine Eggs, guaranteed superior to all others, 45*-. each, fiostfree.

Bautier's Spring Flowers, 'AO post free. Best Ivorine Stodare's Egg, finest made, 50c. pott free.

Ivorine Bulls, very best make, cannot be told frum Ivury, 73c. /•oat/tee. 1-1st of Kreatly reduced prices, pOHt free gratia.

" NEW CARD TRICKS." what r

(No. .5) Being the fifth of a series of novel works on Conjuring

and Kindred Arts,

By PROF. ELLIS STANYON.

24 pp. 20 Illustrations.

Chap i.—New sleights, including new Reverse and Continuous

Hack and Front Palm.

Chap. ii.—New Tricks, etc., etc.

Chap, hi.—Tricks with the new Hack and Front Palm.

Post Free; 3s. (70 cents.)

No. 1, ' New Coin Tricks." (First Series.) By Prof. Ellis Stanyon. 16 pp.

Chap, i . — Modern Coin Tricks, than. it.—''i'he Miser's Dream." Illustrated

wnli specially piepared blocks. Post Kree. js. (75 cents )

No. !i, "A UinliogrupHy of Conjuring.''1 By Prof. Ellis Stanyon. 24 pp.

Particulars of ^00 Works on Nlayic in the Engish 1-anguage. Illustrated

Wrapper. Post Free, is. id. (25 cents.)

No. 3. "New Coin Tricks." (Second Series.) V,y Prof. RlfisSianyftL 75 pj;.

Chap. 1.—A collection of novel and original sleights. Chap. 11. 1Tp-to-date

com nicks. Chap, nr.—The new Coin Wand and the great "Spider" vanish

Arc. Illustrated with specially prepared blocks. Post Free, 33. (75 cents.)

No. 4. ''New Hut ndkerctiief Tritk'." Ily I'mf. EfTis Stanyon. 24 pp Ch'ap. 1.

- New Sleiyhls. Chap. n. — Some New Kimis. Chap. 111.—New Tricks.

Nauy special illustrations. Post Free, 38. '75cents.

No. 4V. " New MlHceliu-iieons Trick*." In Preparation. Many others to follow

Tne whole of the above now published for the first time. See back

numbers of " Mahatma" for further particulars.

United States Stamps and Notes may be sent in payment,

Please Order Early and Preserve for Binding.

The support of Magicians is respectfully solicited,

ELLIS STANYON & CO.,

School of Magic and Entertainment Bureau,

76 Solent Road, West Hampstead, London, N. W.

ANOTHER ?

Yes. "Another," and The GreUest of them all."

An 8 page Monthly Journal of th ! Occult.

(Op^n ro all Truth; from whatever source). Devoted to Mental

Science and kindred truths.

JAMES CAMPBELL ROBINSON,

Editor, Publisher and Proprietor; Founder and Organizer of

The Brotherhood of the "IMMORTALS IN THE FLESH."

Subscription, in advance, $1.00 a year,

Abroad $1.50. Single Copies. 10 cents.

Publication Office, 1137 De Kalb him, Brooklyn, N. Y., U.S.A.

" Give Milk to Babes and Meat to Strong Men."

H:\vcyou been living on "Milk" ?—then don't read it—its Hot for

you. It would overwhelm you, inundate you with thoughts that would

strike terror to your puny soul and keep you awake nights.

Are you one of the " Strong " Men ?—then it is for you. It will

__.- 229 High Holhorn. lcrrdctt
A

l

Vol. IV. No. IV. New York, Brooklyn Borough, October, 1900.

The only Paper in the United States devoted to the Interests or Magicians, Spiritualists, Mesmerists, E

HARRY HELMS.

Single Copy, 10c.

In introducing the artist whose portrait graces our front page for

this month, we are but presenting a performer with whose name and

ability many of our readers are familiar. Harry Helms, the versatile

magician and juggler, first saw the light of day, in Milwaukee, Wis-

consin, in 1865. At an early age he developed a decided talent for

music, and after studying under the leading professors, his ability

secured for him an extended engagement with Heusler's famous

Streisand Barlow's Minstrels, presenting his famous "Fiji" juggling

specialty one season with each of the above companies. This was

Vol. ll’.

New York,

Nu. IV.
‘l’ul

followed by an extended engagement with Mrs. General Tom Thumb's

OHLV

Fares

nu ‘nu

Us-'rrl.u STATIS

Brooklyn Borough. October. tgoo.

DIVOTID To nil

lrarnxsvs

or

Single Copy, 10c.

Mamctnrts, 5PtIlTUAl.H1'S, Mlsuuwrs. Inc

Co., with whom he gave an hour's programme in magic, juggling and

HARRY HELMS.

illusions at each performance. Zanzig, the magician, then under the

management of Mr. Jack Curry, desiring to secure a strong feature

the artist whose portrait graces our front page for
this month. we ;tre but presenting a perfnmier with whose name and
aliilil)‘ many of uur readers are fantiliar. Harry Helms. the versatile
ntngieian and juggfer, tirst saw the light of day, in .\lilwattkec. WisCnnsllt, in 1865. At an early age he developed a decided talent for
music. and after studying under the leading professors, his ability
secured for him an extended engagement with Ht.-us‘r:r's famous
ln

for his show, contracted with Mr. Helms to present his oriental jug-

introducing

Juvenile Band. His cornet solos were a feature of the concerts given
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under that management during their tour of the principal cities of the

United States. At the close of this engagement, he took up the study

of magic and juggling, making his debut in these specialties with

Smith's Swiss Bell Ringers, at the Opera House in Bloomfield, Ills.,

strcls and Barlow‘s Minstrels. presenting his famous "Fiji" juggling
was
specialty one season with each of the above Ftilllplnles. This
Tltuntb‘s
'l'om
General
Mrs.
with
extended
engagement
followed by an
Co” with whom he gave an hour's programme in m:tgic,jttggling and
illusions at each performance. Zanzig, the magician, tlten under the
feature
tnanagenient of Mr. Jack Curry. desiring to secure a strong
for his show. cnntrztcted with Mr. Helms to present his oriental jug-

and remaining with this organization for three seasons. During the

(wo following years he became connected with Gorman Bros. Min-

gling act as an extra attraction. After the closo of this tour he re-

joined Mrs. Tom Thumb until the formation of his own company

which traveled through the northwest under the guidance of Jos. A.

Arthur. In addition to his excellent record on the road, Mr. Helms

has won distinction in the field of vaudeville, his repertoire consisting

of thirty minute acts in high-class magic, a very clever oriental jug-

gling specialty (a la D'Alvini), spirit cabinet work, leading illusions,

His cornet 50105 were at feature ofthc concerts given
under that tn.-tnagcmcnt during their tour of the principal cities of the
United 51.1165. At the close of this engagement. he took up the study
of magic and juggling, making his debut in these specialties with
Smith's Swiss Bell Ringers. at the Opera House in lilontnfield,llls.,
and remaining with this urganizttliutt for three seasons. llttring the
two following years he became connected with C-urmatt Bros. Min-

Juvenile I5-ind.

gling act as an extra attraction. After the close of this tour he rejoined .‘.lrs. Tom Thumb until the formation of his own conipziny
which traveled through the northwest under the gttidance of jos. A.

Arthur. in addition to his excellent record on the road, Mr. Helms
has won distinction in the field of \'flll(lC\'lllI.'.his rcpt-rtnire (fill:-‘tl‘.~lillg
oftltirty minute acts in high—cla5s magic. .1 very clever oriental _tttg«
gling specialty (a la I)'Alvini). spirit cabinet work, leading illusinns.
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ISSUED THE 1s'r OF EACH MONTH.
BY WILLIAM B. MAUGLE.

Editor and Proprietor,
PETERKIN,
236 WILLIAMS AVE., BROOKLYN, GREATER New YORK, U. S. A.

WALTER G.

.

SUBSCRIPTION. $t.oo PER YEAR.

Mahatma.
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(wire as second class malfer.

ISSUED THE 1ST OF EACH MONTH.

Entered at Ill: Brooklyn, N. Y.. Post

WALTER G. PETERKIN, . . Editor and Proprietor.

238 Williams Ave., Brooklyn, Greater New York, U. S. A.

The sole agents for the sale of "MAHATMA" in England is the celebrated and old established fimi of Messrs. HAMLEY BROTHERS. and
it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons, 229 High Holborn,
London, where also advertisements are received for it and every information given respecting it.
MAHATMA would ask as a favor that all magicians will send their
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small town. I wandered down,
To give my magic show,
I felt quite sure. that I could lure
The people all to go.

In

a

On the old wall. of that town hall,
I stuck a bill which read:-—
You'll see to—night, a wonderous sight
For just ten cents a head.

Entered at the Brooklyn, N. Y„ Post Office as second clas* matter.

The sole agents for the sale of "Mahatma" in England is the cele-

brated and old established firm of Messrs. Hamley Brothers, and

it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons, 229 High Holborn,

At eight o'clock. I did unlock
The front door of the hall.
I took my stand. tickets in hand,
And \\'aited for a call.

London, where also advertisements are received for it and every in-

formation given respecting it.

Mahatma would ask as a favor that all magicians will send their

address and all news appertaining to magicians to this office, and also

Persons sending money to this othce WIII
order to Station E." Brooklyn. N. Y.

names of persons interested in magic. The aim of this paper is to

please send post-office

First to arrive, as I'm alive
Was a young country lad
Who gave to me. the show to see.
Six cents; 'twas all he had.

“

reach all magicians. There are many persons interested in magic who

humorous "Comedy Tramp"juggling act. Mr.
Helms is also the author of the following books:-—How Fraudulent
Mediums work, Schemes and Tricks, Voodooism, etc. He is at present filling a thirty six weeks road tour, under contract with J. J. Jack,
brother of the late Sam T. Jack.

have never heard of this paper. Please send us the address of any
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credit given to person sending it.

With laughter loud, then came a crowd,
Of ladies young and fair;
Said one young lass, "some apple sass,
Must take us all in there."

Persons sending money to this office will please send post-office

order to Station " E," Brooklyn, N. Y.

cornet solos, and a humorous "Comedy Tramp" juggling act. Mr.

jam

Mr. William J. Hilliar. having returned from Paris, has taken.
entire charge of the T. Nelson Downs’ Magical Co. His first stroke
of business, the securing control of the new work on Coin Conjuring.
was a brilliant one. and promises to be the First of a series of successes

Helms is also the author of the following books:—How Fraudulent

Girl in her teens, gave me some beans,
To see my magic show,
A boy did beg. that for an egg.
Inside I'd let him go.
.

.

Mediums work, Schemes and Tricks, Voodooism, etc. He is at pre-

sent filling a thirty six weeks road tour, under contract with J. J. Jack,

brother of the late Sam T. Jack.
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Mr. William J. Hilliar, having returned from Paris, has taken,

Powell, the American Magician, (formerly of the triple alliance)
has just returned from a successful trip to Sydney, Cape Brenton lsland. On the return voyage, the vessel he was on encountered the
famous typhoon, and none on board ever expected to see land again,
but we are most happy to announce that they managed to weather
the storm, and are with us again.

entire charge of the T. Nelson Downs' Magical Co. His first stroke

of business, the securing control of the ne-v work on Coin Conjuring,

was a brilliant one, and promises to be the first of a series of successes
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Powell, the American Magician, (formerly of the triple alliance)

A third lot did appear.
One of them said, a cabbage head.
Must pay our way in here.

jay. to me did say,
Hayseed must pay my fare,
He bared his head. and loudly said.

A country

“You'll find it in my hair."

'

has just returned from a successful trip to Sydney, Cape Brenton Is-
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land. On the return voyage, the vessel he was on encountered the

famous typhoon, and none on board ever expected to see land again,
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They'd scarce passed in. when without tin,

NORTH OF ENGLAND NOTES.

On Whit-week The Steens lllusionists and Second Sight Performers played before crowded houses at St. George's Hall, Bradford.
While at the Peoples Palace, in the same town, the billwas headed by Jean—Seul, The Indian Mystery.
Cinquevalli, The King of Jugglers, was at the Empire, last
week. He will make a return visit shortly.
Maskelyne and Cooke's Mysteries occupied Victoria Hall. Huddersfield. recently. The humorous magical sketches were greatly appreciated. as was also the sleight—of-hand performance of Herr Validon, his silent second—sight trick was very good. The boxtrick caused

but we are most happy to announce that they managed to weather

the storm, and are with us again.

NORTH OF ENGLAND NOTES.

On Whit-week The Steens Illusionists and Second Sight Perfor-

mers played before crowded houses at St. George's Hall, Bradford.

Just ninety four, passed through the door,
But all the cash I

see

just six cents, said I from hence,
My mind's made up to flee.
Quickly enough, I packed my stuff.
I knew just what to do.
Through the back door, my grip I bore,
ls

And from that town I flew.

While at the Peoples Palace, in the same town, the bill was head-
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ed by Jean-Seul, The Indian Mystery.

Cinquevalli, The King of Jugglers, was at the Empire, last

week. He will make a return visit shortly.

Maskelyne and Cooke's Mysteries occupied Victoria Hall, Hud-

quite a sensation.
At a private concert I was much surprised by the clever performance of a local boy amateur, Cyril Rowcroft, the Kid Kard and
Koin Konjurer. He is strictly original and the inventor ofall his best
feats. He willmake his first professional appearance shortly.
Prof. C. Le Page has settled doivn at Huddersfield. He opened
a magical repository in that town but did poor trade, so he closed the
shop.
Paul Spadoni. the Juggler is at the Winter Gardens at Blackpool.
PROF. VERNON, CONJURER.

dersfield, recently. The humorous magical sketches were greatly ap-

preciated, as was also the sleight-of-hand performance of Herr Vali-

don, his silent second-sight trick was very good. The box trick caused

quite a sensation.

At a private concert I was much surprised by the clever perfor-

mance of a local boy amateur, Cyril Rowcroft, the Kid Kard and

Koin Konjurer. He is strictly original and the inventor of all his best

feats. He will make his first professional appearance shortly.

Prof. C. Le Page has settled down at Huddersfield, He opened

a magical repository in that town but did poor trade, so he closed the

shop.

Paul Spadoni. the Juggler is at the Winter Gardens at Blackpool.

Prof. Vernon, Conjurer.

A ONE HORSE TOWN.

BY WILLIAM B. MAUGLE.

In a small town, I wandered down,

To give my magic show,

I felt quite sure, that I could lure

The people all to go.

On the old wall, of that town hall,

I stuck a bill which read:—

You'll see to-night, a wonderous sight

For just ten cents a head.

At eight o'clock, I did unlock

We cannot commend too strongly to the attention of the profession. the book of the year, by T. Nelson Downs, “The Art of Coin
Conjuring." There is not a performer, professional or amateur. parlor or stage, who can afford to neglect this opportunity. now offered
for the first time, to learn the true secrets of the most marvellous coin
act ever conceived. There have been many so-called explanations
offered for sale, plausible guesses at the most, but in this book the
author lays bare the entire act which has enabled him to win fame
and fortune at home and abroad, the act that has made it possible for
him to head the billsof every theatre in which he appeared for the past
seventeen months. A'l the mechanical appliances, sleights, novel
ideas and original moves, are ably illustrated, together with a series of
half-tone eugravings showing the exact position of the hands.

MODERN MAGICIANS AND THEIR

TRICKS.

._3y.__

HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.
Mahatma.

.:o_.:

MODERN MAGICIANS AND THEIR TRICKS.

—BY—

HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.

This article remeiiu the property of the author, Mr. Henry Ridgeley Evans, and all
persons are cautioned against publishing the same, either whole
or in part, without his pennissinn.
___0__..

This article remains the property of the author, Mr. Henry Ridgeley Evans, and all

[CONTINUED]
of the imagination,

are cautioned against publishing the same, either whole

or in part, without his permission.

In the magic mirror
I now evoke from the
shades the figure ofRobert Heller: All hail: Thou admirable Chrichton of fantaisistes: magician, mimic, musician: Never shall the stage
No better "all-round" entertainer ever lived.
see thy like again.
Robert Heller, or Palmer, was born in London in the year 1833.
Early in life he manifested a wonderful talent for music, and won
a scholarship at the Royal Academy of Music at the
age of fourteen. He was led to become a conjurer, after seeing Robert-Houdin
perform in London. In 1852 he appeared in New York at the
Chinese Assembly Rooms. He wore a black wig and spoke with

[CONTINUed]

In the magic mirror of the imagination, 1 now evoke from the

shades the figure of Robert Heller: All hail: Thou admirable Chrich-

ton of fantaisistes : magician, mimic, musician: Never shall the stage

see thy like again. No belter "all-round" entertainer ever lived.

Robert Heller, or Palmer, was born in London in the year 1833.

Early in life he manifested a wonderful talent for music, and won

a scholarship at the Royal Academy of Music at the age of four-

teen. He was led to become a conjurer, after seeing Robert-Houdin
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perform in London. In 1852 he appeared in New York at the
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Chinese Assembly Rooms. He wore a black wig and spoke with
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Gallic accent, having come to the conclusion that a French wizard
would receive a more cordial reception in the States than an English

Madame Adelaide Herrmann, the

dainty

queen of

magic,

has

passed through a trying experience lately. while filling an engagement in Detroit, a diamond ring vanished from her jewel] case. No
trace could be found of the missing gem. and suspicion fell upon the
snow white duck that appeared in “A Night in Japan". The bird was
killed and examined without revealing any trace of the jewell, which
possessed a peculiar value outside of its intrinsic worth, inasmuch as

it was a present from the late Alexander Herrmann, shortly before
his death.
While in Chicago, detectives arrested Hudson Everett, the colored assistant, professionally known as Boomsltie, and charged him
with the theft. He confessed, and assisted the ofiicers to recover the
Madame Herrmann is now mourning the loss of her pet
stones.
duck. which had become a feature of the show, and the discovery
of the dishonesty of a trusted servant.

a

His success was but meagre. Eventually he settled in Washton where he taught music, but the old love proved to strong. He
eventually abandoned music for magic, and made his second debut in New York. After a splendid run he returned to London and
and opened what is now Poole's Theatre. Subsequently he visited
one.

The moat partaet set of Blockheads la the world,

who wljl tatrodnos their most popular

“

jg?
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Australia and India. returning to the United States in I875. He died
November 28. 1878, in Philadelphia, after a brief illness. In his will
he directed his executors to destroy his magical apparatus and paraphernalia, sothat they should not fall into the hands of others. Heller was a clever advertiser, The following original effusion appeared
on his theatrical posters“Shakespeare wrote well
Dickens wrote Weller;
Anderson was ******,
But the greatest is Heller."
When he arrived in a city, he sent out men with placards, upon
each of which was painted a gigantic letter. when lined up side by
side. the letters formed themselves into the following sentence : “Go
to HelIer's." Frequently the men who transported the last three letters would find their passage through a crowded thoroughfare blocked.
The reader may imagine the result. It is needless to say that this accident often took place. purposely or not, it is difficult to say. Superb
renditions of original and other compositions on the piano constituted
a most agreeable part of Heller's entertainments. Those who did not
care for magic came to hear the music. But Heller's mystifying
"Second-sight" trick was the piece—de~resistance of his performances.
It made his fortune. Robert Heller did not conceive the idea of this
trick. It was originated by the Chevalier Pinetti, a conjurer of the
XVllIthcentury. On this subject, the “EnclycopzediaBritannica"says'.
In 1783 Pinetti had an automatic figure about eighteen
inches in height, named the Grand Sultan or Wise Little
Turk, which answered questions as to chosen cards and
many other things by striking upon a bell, intelligence being
communicated to aconfederate by an ingenious ordering of
words. syllables. or vowels in the questions put. The
teachings of Mesmer and feats of alleged clairvoyance suggested to l’inetti a more remarkable performance in 1785.
when Sigriora Pinetti sitting blindfolded in a from box ofa
theatre, replied to questions and displayed her knowledge
of articles in the posession of the audience,"
Robert-Houdin revived, or re-invented the experiment. On the
12th of February, 1846, he printed in the centre of his bill the following announcement: "/7: 1/11’: prngrtmmzt AI. Robert-Houdz'n': son
-w/m 1': gxfled will: a marvellous xzcaml 51:5’/rt, after /11’: eyes luwz
been art/cred will: a I/tick éartdage, will desrgnate :1/:77 0/3/'25!
prrsm/tr! lo /tim by 1/1: audience."
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Persons wishing to secure copies of T. Nelson Downs’ latest
work on coin conjuring, can do so through MAHATMA oflice. Remit
in money orders. Checks not accepted.
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a Gallic accent, having come to the conclusion that a French wizard

would receive a more cordial reception in the States than an English

one. His success was but meagre. Eventually he settled in Wash-

ton where he taught music, but the old love proved to strong. He

eventually abandoned music for magic, and made his second de-

but in New York. After a splendid run he returned to London and

and opened what is now Poole's Theatre. Subsequently he visited

Australia and India, returning to the United States in 1875. He died

November 28, 1878, in Philadelphia, after a brief illness. In his will

he directed his executors to destroy his magical apparatus and para-

Chung Ling $00 at the Scale theatre, Copenhagen. Denmark.
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Mahatma.
THE FAIRY CHRISTMAS CRACKER.
By F. C. JENKENS, Chili. S A.

THE WAND OF MEPHISTO.

’

By Join: B. GREEN.
pretty little piece of by-play that l

am sure will be apthe lookout for novel
effects. Desiring to cause the transposition of any article, instead of
using a pistol or dynamite wand to convev the desired impression. the
performer waves the wand he has been using during the course of the
evening, and a shower of brilliant sparks fly from the end. The wand
is to all appearances an ordinary one. finished as usual by nickel tips.
In reality the wand is hollow, and in one end you insert a cartridge of
electric sparks (fireworks) just previous to the commencement of the
entertainment. The cartridge has a quick fuse which is ignited by
passing it over a lighted candle. placed out of sight on the back of a
chair or other suitable hiding place, and immediately afterwards a
shower of brilliant sparks shoot from the wand to a distance of six or
eight feet. In any Passe-Passe trick, if lights are suddenly lowered
as this effect is worked. it will be found a startling and pretty finish.
These cartridges are prepared for me by a Canadian manufacturer,but
as many dealers in this line advertise harmless parlor fireworks, 1 believe there will be no difiiculty in procuring them anywhere.

This is a_

prec-ated by those of your readers

Mahatma.

THE WAND OF MEPHISTO.

By John B. Green.

This is a pretty little piece of by-play that I am sure will be ap-

who

are on

This pretty little trick is worked as follows :—Having produced
magically or otherwise, two silk handkerchiefs, yellow for instance.
tie them together and place them on a piece of paper about eight by
five inches, with the knots in the middle ofthe paper. Draw the handkerchiefs in toward the centre, until about two inches of each end is
left proyecting over the edge of the paper. Roll the paper round the
handkerchiefs in the form of a cylinder. Screw the ends up and you
will have a bundle as at Fig. ll, looking for all the world like one of

precated by those of your readers who are on the lookout for novel

effects. Desiring to cause the transposition of any article, instead of

using a pistol or dynamite wand to convev the desired impression, the

performer waves the wand he has been using during the course of the

evening, and a shower of brilliant sparks fly from the end. The wand

is to all appearances an ordinary one, finished as usual by nickel tips.

In reality the wand is hollow, and in one end you insert a cartridge of

elect1ic sparks (fireworks) just previous to the commencement of the

entertainment. The cartridge has a quick fuse which is ignited by

passing it over a lighted candle, placed out of sight on the back of a

chair or other suitable hiding place, and immediately afterwards a
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the Christmas crackers the children amuse themselves with at parties. You will have prepared beforehand a similar cylinder, containing a green handkerchief tied between two yellow_ones, with the ends
to resemble the first cracker as closely as possible.
In order to bring about this novel effect, three cards must be pre- projecting. so as
This is placed in readiness on the servant. Under cover ofa second
beforehand
them
and
thin
by splitting
pared
inserting a
strip of high- sheet of
paper, this previously prepared packet is deftly substituted
ly magnetised steel. These are then placed in the pack, one near the for
the first cracker, general likeness and the projecting ends of the
top, one in the centre. and the other near the bottom. You will also
handkerchiefs, preventing the audience from noticing the
require a disc of steel about the size of an American dollar. with a yellow Next
request two of your spectators to assist you by each
change.
strongly milled edge for convenience in p-aiming. This is also highly
holding one end of the cracker. Produce a green handkerchief, and
magnetised. A forcing pack ccmpostd of duplicates of the previous- annotince
intention of passing it into the centre of the cracker.
ly prepared cards is then brought fol ward and the three cards selected Vanish it inyour
way you may prefer. the “pull" is the best method in
any
in the proper rotation, returned to the pack and shulfied by the perthis
at the same time telling your assistants to pull on the ends
case,
former. This deck must now be exchanged for the one containing
that they hold. To the astonishment of the spectators the green
the prepared cards, the card servant being as good a method as any.
handkerchief is seen to be firmly knotted between the two yellow
The steel disc is then palmed and the hand shown empty apparently,
ones. (see Fig. Ill) If not too wide the paper cylinder will fall to the
by the continuous reverse palm to the back or front. The pack is
the handkerchiefs are withdrawn.
taken in the left hand. the right containing the disc is held at first grounzl as
__.Q
about two feet above the cards and is gradually lowered while moving
THE FLYING BILLIARD BALL.
in circles until the attraction is strong enough to draw the cards from
By CHARLES DELVOS.
the pack. lt was for convenience in securing their withdrawal in proPerformer
comes forward with two black balls, about two inches
per rotation, that they were so widely separated, when placed in the
Borrowing agentlemaii's tall silk hat, he drops both balls
pack. A moderate pressure, judiciously applied, will assist material- in diameter.
audibly into the chapeti. Next. after showing his hands qtiite empty,
ly in securing this effect. Properly worked. this never fails to score. he
proceeds to roll up his-sleeves. The performer now borrows a
_jo_
handkerchief from the audience, drawing it through his hands to show
lack of preparation. He then takes one ball from the hat, places it
NOTES FROM ENGLAND.
fairly in the left hand. and covers it with the borrowed handkerchief.
BY F. EDWARD COOK.
Picking up the hat containing the remaining ball with the right hand,
The “Music Hall," a prominent professional journal, says :—“So he commands the balls to fly together under the li:mdkei(‘hii~f. Turnsuccessful has the engagement of Houdini, King of Handcuffs,
ing the hat upside down, it is seen to be empty, andon removing the
handkerchief from the left hand, there are the two balls..
at the Alhambra, that it has been prolonged for a furtherthree weeks.
Explanation :—lnstead of showing, as he seemed to do, two solid
Quite a sensation was caused on Saturday evening when a detective
produced a pair of cuffs which had been specially manufactured to balls the performer held, in reality, one solid ball and one shell.
In dropping them into the hat, both are allowed to drop together, but
test Houdini's powers, and offered to wage £50 that he wouldn't get
the solid ball is quickly pickcd:up and dropped again, thus adding to
out of them. Although an American in the stalls accepted the bet,
the money of the other was not forthcoming, and no bet was made. the impression that both balls are solid. After borrowing the handHoudini released himself from the new cuffs in ridiculously easy kerchief, the performer tzikes out the ball and shell (shell fitting close
over ball appears to be one) placing them in the left hand and throwfashion.
Vosper. an exponent of chapeaugraphy, has been performing in ing the handkerchief over them. Under this cover the shell is slipped
off the ball, and they are held side by side as at first, seeming to be
Belfast with success.
balls. The disappearance from the hat is thus already secured,
Sardou, a brilliantillusionist, is at the Empire, Newcastle-on-Tyne two
the longer the audience can be led to believe that it still re.
although
Carl Hertz still makes much capital out of his successful illusion, mains in the
hat, the greater will be the sensation upon its subsequent
“Vanity Fair," in which he is assisted by Mdlle. D'Alton.

shower of brilliant sparks shoot from the wand to a distance of six or

eight feet. In any Passe-Passe trick, if lights are suddenly lowered

as this effect is worked, it will be found a startling and pretty finish.

MAGNETISED RISING CARDS.
By JOHN B. GREEN.

These cartridges are prepared for me by a Canadian manufaclurer.but
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as many dealers in this line advertise harmless parlor fireworks, I be-

lieve there will be no difficulty in procuring them anywhere.
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MAGNETISED RISING CARDS.

By John B. Green.

In order to bring about this novel effect, three cards must be pre-

pared beforehand by splitting them and inserting a thin strip of high-

ly magnetised steel. These are then placed in the pack, one near the

top, one in the centre, and the other near the bottom. You will also

require a disc of steel about the size of an American dollar, with a

strongly milled edge for convenience in palming. This is also highly

magnetised. A forcing pack ccmposid of duplicates of the previous-
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ly prepared cards is then brought foiward and the three cards selected

in the proper rotation, returned to the pack and shuffled by the per-

former. This deck must now be exchanged for the one containing

the prepared cards, the card servant bring as good a method as any.

The steel disc is then palmed and the hand shown empty apparently,

by the continuous reverse palm to the back or front. The pack is

taken in the left hand, the right containing the disc is held at first
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about two feet above the cards and is gradually lowered while moving

in circles until the attraction is strong enough to draw the cards from

the pack. It was for convenience in securing their withdrawal in pro-

per rotation, that they were so widely separated, when placed in the

pack. A moderate pressure, judiciously applied, will assist material-

proved

ly in securing this effect. Properly woiked, this never fails to score.

NOTES FROM ENGLAND.

By F. KDWARD C:0()K.

The "Music Mall," a prominent professional journal, says :—"So

successful has the engagement of Houdini, King of Handcuffs, proved

at the Alhambra, that it has been prolonged for a further three weeks.

Ouite a sensation was caused on Saturday evening when a detective

produced a pair of cuffs which had been specially manufactuied to

(est Houdini's powers, and offered to wage /50 that he wouldn't get

out of them. Although an American in the stalls accepted the bet,

the money of the other was not forthcoming, and no bet was made.

Houdini released himself from the new cuffs in ridiculously easy

fashion.

Vosper, an exponent of chapeaugraphy, has been performing in

Belfast with success.

Sardou, a brilliant illusionist, is at the Empire, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Carl Hertz still makes much capital out of his successful illusion,

"Vanity Fair," in which he is assisted by Mdlle. D'Alton.

THE FAIRY CHRISTMAS CRACKER.

By F. C. Jenkens, Chili, S A.

This pretty little trick is worked as follows :—Having produced

magically or otherwise, two silk handkerchiefs, yellow for instance,

tie them together and place them on a piece of paper about eight by

five inches, with the knots in the middle of the paper. Draw the hand-

kerchiefs in toward the centre, until about two inches of each end is

left projecting over the edge of the paper. Roll the paper round the

handkerchiefs in the form of a cylinder. Screw the ends up and you

disappearance.

_
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Mahatma.
A NOVEL HANDKERCHIEF TRICK.

By

Mahatma.

A NOVEL HANDKERCHIEF TRICK.

By Fred. J. Peters.

Effect :—Two little metal cylinders are thoroughly examined

by the audience, a silk handkerchief is then placed into one, which is

The second cylinder is again shown empty and the wand is thrust

member of the audience. At command the handkerchief flies from

the first cylinder, which is examined and found empty, and into the

second, where it is found, and cylinders and handkerchief are given

for examination.

Secret :—A glance at the illustration above, will show that the

wand is hollow at one end. Before commencing the trick a cylinder

that just fits inside the wand, and having a projecting edge (Fig. C) is

loaded with a small silk handkerchief. A "pull" is arranged by fas-

tening a piece of silk cord around the left wrist, bringing it up the

sleeve, across the back, and down the right sleeve to a distance about
’

half way between the elbow and the wrist, when the arms are extend-
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ed. To this end of the cord a metal tube, tapering at one end and of

such a diameter as to readily pass into the cylinders, is fastened. As

the first little tube is held up in the left hand to be examined, the right

arm is bent, the hand rests upon the hips, this slackens the cord and

allows the "pull" to drop into the hand. As you turn to the left, the

hands are brought together and the "pull" is thrust into the cylinder.

The handkerchief is now tucked, apparently, into the tube, but really

it goes into the "pull". In the act of reaching for the paper, the arms

are extended, and the "pull" flies up the sleeve, carrying the hand-

kerchief with it, and the performer carmly wraps the empty cylinder

in the paper and hands it to a spectator to hold. As the wand is

thrust through the second tube, it strikes the projecting edge of the

cylinder, previously concealed in the wand, and withdraws it from its

hiding place, and performer wraps handkerchief and all in a second

piece of paper. After the change, allow the person holding the first

packet to open it and announce the fact that the handkerchief has

vanished. The second packet you will open yourself, unwrapping it

at the opposite end to the edge of the inner cylinder. As you with-

draw the handkerchief with the left hand, palm the inner tube off

with the right, and in the act of seizing wand from under left armpit

thrust the tube back into its place in the end of the wand, and none

of your spectators will suspect its existence, much less its mission.

The visible accessories may be thoroughly examined if desired.

Welsh Miller, the king of dollars, writes to us from. Russia, in or-

der to let his many friends know that he is still presenting his card

and coin act with great success in the largest cities of Europe. He

finished a two month's engagement at the Aquarium Theatre, Mos-

cow, week of August 23rd. After fulfiling a month's contract in St.

Petersburg, he leaves for England, being booked to appear there from

October until March, 1901. His engagement at the Casino de Paris

was featured for two months, instead of one as our correspondent

Performers in this vicinity, both amateur and professional are now

working at their fall programs, and are anticipating great success for

'he wonders they are preparing to show during a season that promises

to be one of the best we have known for some time.

NOTES

NEIL WE A VER, Shrewsbury,

is the London Correspondent for "Mahatma."

Carl Hertz, is at the Grand Capham.

Chang Ling Soo is at the Tivoli, Birmingham.

Jean Seul, the Indian mystery is at the Middlesex.

De Seaton, Illusionist, is at the People's Palace, Portsmouth.

Chinko, boy juggler, is booked well for the coming three years.

Atroy, juggler, provides a good turn at the Palace, Manchester.

Mr. Laurie Wylie at the Empire, Nuneaton, does some very

clever tricks.

Charles Morritt the clever illusionist is at the People's Palace,

Bridlington.

T. Nelson Downs, the Peer of Coin Manipulators, is at the

Empire, Glasgow.

NEIL WE/I I 'ER, S/trewréury,
is 1/1: Landau Carresflandznlfar“Ma/talma."

Carl Hertz. is

completely through it. It is also wrapped in paper and held by a

stated.

EFFECT :—Two little metal cylinders are thoroughly examined
by the audience, a silk handkerchief is then placed into one, which is
then wrapped in paper and given to a volunteer assistant to hold,
The second cylinder is again shown empty and the wand is thrust
completely through it. It is also wrapped in paper and held by a
member of the audience. At command the handkerchief flies from
the first cylinder, which is examined and found empty, and into the
second. where it is found, and cylinders and handkerchief are given
for examination.

then wrapped in paper and given to a volunteer assistant to hold.

FRED. J. PETERS.

Capham.
Chung Ling S00 is at the Tivoli, Birmingham.
jean Seul, the lndian mystery is at the Middlesex.
De Seaton. Illusionist. is at the People's Palace. Portsmouth.
Chinko, boy juggler, is booked well for the coming three years.
Atroy, juggler, provides a good turn at the Palace, Manchester.‘
Mr. Laurie Wylie at the Empire, Ntineaton, does some very
at

the Grand

SECRET :—A glance at the illustration above, will show that the
wand is hollow at one end. Before commencing the trick a cylinder
that just fits inside the wand, and having a projecting edge (Fig. C) is
loaded with a small silk handkerchief. A "pull" is arranged by fas- clever tricks.
tening a piece of silk cord around the left wrist, bringing it up the
Charles Morritt the clever illusionist is at the People's Palace,
sleeve, across the back, and down the right sleeve to a distance about
half way between the elbow and the wrist, when the arms are extend- Bridlington.
ed. To this end of the cord a metal tube, tapering at one end and Of
T. Nelson Downs. the Peer of Coin Manipulators, is at the
such a dia‘meter as to readily pass into the cylinders, is fastened. As Empire. Glasgow.
the first little tube is held up in the left hand to be examined, the right
Bellonini. Conjurer and equilibrist. gives a sword turn at the
arm is bent, the hand rests upon the hips, this slackens the cord and
allows the “pull" to drop into the hand. As you turn to the left, the Granville, Walham Green.
hands are brought together and the “pull" is thrust into the cylinder.
Paul Cinquevalli drew an enormous audience at the Empire PalThe handkerchief is now tucked, apparently, into the tube. but really
ace. South Shields. to witness his marvelous juggling.
it goes into the “pull". ln the act of reaching for the paper. the arms
Nellie Sunderland is another lady conjtiror who is steadily comare extended, and the “pull" flies up the sleeve, carrying the handkerchief with it, and the performer carmly wraps the empty cylinder ing to the front: at present she is at the Gaiety. Chatham.
in the paper and hands it to a spectator to hold. As the wand is
At the Egyptian Hall, Herr Valladon appears in place of Mr.
thrust through the second tube, it strikes the projecting edge of the
Devant who has gone on a three months tour with his company. Herr
concealed
the
and
withdraws
from
it
in
its
wand,
cylinder. previously
Valladon presents some clever sleight-of-hand tricks, with cards and
hiding place. and performer wraps handkerchief and all in a second coins,
but vihat excites the most curiosity is his second sight act with
piece of paper. After the change, allow the person holding the first Madame V, which is
really excellent.
packet to open it and announce the fact that the handkerchief has
The
second
vanished.
packet you will open yourself, unwrapping it
It is with great interest we look forward to the coming of Lafayat the opposite end to the edge of the inner cylinder. As you with- ette who will shortly top the bill at the London Hippodrome. Acdraw the handkerchief with the left hand, palm the inner tube off cording to all accounts his entertainment is one of the most unique
with the right. and in the act of seizing wand from under left armpit’ ever presented to the British public. producing from a cloth, bowls of
thrust the tube back into its place in the end of the wand. and none water. ducks, pigeons, dogs, and finally a live pigmy.
of your spectators will suspect its existence, much less its mission.
A new item at the Palace is the Harbeck's juggling and BoundThe visible accessories may be thoroughly examined if desired.
Hoop Act. They do some marvelous feats with wooden "hoops
ing
0_._.
and a wonderful juggling performance is given on the slack wire by
Vi'elsh Miller, the king of dollars, writes to us from. Russia, in or- Mrs. Harbeck, standing on the wire with a lighted lamp on her head,
dcr to let his many friends know that he is still presenting his card she manipulates balls. daggers. and parasols in a manner that leaves
and coin act with great success in the largest cities of Europe. He nothing to be desired
finished a two month's engagement at the Aquarium Theatre, Mos.__o__
cow, week of August 23rd. After fulfiling a month's contract in St.
Hartz. the Wizard of the Hat, desires a correction in several of
Petersburg, he leaves for England, being booked to appear there from
October until March, 190i. His engagementat the Casino de Paris the statements that appeared in the account of his entertainment in
The goblets used. it seems. are not celluloid. but are the
our last issue.
was featured for two months, instead of one as our correspondent
professor's own invention; just previous to the production of the bowl
stated.
of gold fish, he removes a handsome china jardinnaire (this was inad:0:
omitted from our list). and furthermore. this clever artist
vertently
Performers in this vicinity. both amateur and professional are now declares
that, with the exception of the crinoline, there is not a comfall
and
their
for
at
are
success
anticipating great
working
programs,
pressible article used iti the act, for proof of which statement he refers
‘he wonders they are preparing to show during a season that promises
us to Prof Hotfmann, to whom, undera pledge of secresy. he divulged
to be one of the best we have known for some time.
the methods used to carry out the deceptions.
_.
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Mahatma.

Polo, the necromancer, is resting at St. Paul.

3’ )

Ziska, at Proctor's Harlem house.

)'>.-

Qt//Efi’t’/E133,

Zat-Zam, presented his ideas in magic at the Parlor Musee,

Polo, the necromzincer, is resting at St. Paul.
Zat-Zam, presented his ideas in magic at the Parlor Musee,

Duluth.

Jarett. the magician, is at the Palace Museum, Minneapolis, Minn.,

Duluth.

Omaha to follow.

John Nash is entertaining the school children in Wisconsin, with

Henri French, juggler and
week of the ioth.

unicycltst, at the Brooklyn Music‘!-lall,
'

Prince Ishmael played a two week's engagement at Huber's Mushis work with the cups and balls is very deceptive.

eum,

Jarett, the magician, is at the Palace Museum, Minneapolis, Minn.,

Omaha to follow.

his laughable feats in legerdemain.

Fred. Hurd at Pastor's theatre. week of the 17th.
Prof. Ducrot is touring Long lsland with the Regent Concert Co.
George Marten, a clever magician, was seen to advantage in the
Proctor houses.

Thurston, the card manipulator, appeared at Keith's New York
theatre, week of Sept. 3d. He will be seen in England shortly.

Miller and Allen have just finished twelve weeks work in the

John Nash is entertaining the school children in Wisconsin, with
Alexander Victor. the Swedish magician, is giving a series of perlaughable feats in legerdemain.
formances in Newark, N. J., for the benefit of the Galveston sufferers.
Miller and Allen have just finished twelve weeks work in the
Otto Maurer has removed his magical repository to more comNorthwest, and open in Omaha, week of Sept. 17th.
modious quarters, further uptown, and expects to do a large business
In the account of the card production which appeared in our this fall.
last issue, the name of the clever inventor was unfortunately omitAdrian Plate, the society conjurer, has just issued a very artistic
ted. Credit should be given to Prof. Edgar, of Devonport, England. circular calling attention to the novelties he will present during the
The Steens are touring Ireland at present, mystifying the theatre coming season. A unique feature is the long list of return dates, a
going public of the principal cities with their feats in second sight_ never failing sign ot a'performer's ability.
.._._.o__.
They are supported by a company of capable artists, and the papers
we have seen speak highly of their skill.
BERLIN NEWS.
Prof. John B. Green, the merry wizard, is now on his 16th annual
BY M. HERMANN.
tour of Canada. His route extends from Manitoba and the NorthAll our variety theatres have re-commenced their performances
west Territory to British Columbia. His original conceptions for this
by Sept. ist. The interior of the Wintergarden has been completely
season are "Mcphisto's Frame" and the "Water Witch."
re-modelled, the principal change having been made in the stage. lt
Houdini, the~wondei-ful hanclcufi manipulator, leaves the Alham- being so constructed, now, that it revolves completely around: while
bra, London, after a highly successful engagement, to fill contracts one act is being presented. another setting can be arranged immedon the continent. September time will be given to the Central Theaiately back of the First. thus. after one number is finished. the stage
tre, Dresden, October will tind him mystifying patrons of the Winter- turns around before the audience already set for the following turn.
garden, Berlin.
Among the artists engaged here. we find Mr. Henry de Vry with
Retsennab:—Your contribution is accepted vtith thanks. All of his /ableaux dz 1/izmuI.r, the finest ever exhibited.
your ideas will be published, I trust, in our next issue.
The Appollo theatre continues the operette, "Venus auf Erden"
A letter addressed to Carl Ritz has been returned. Wrong ad- with success. The humorist Robert Srervel remains the star of the

Northwest, and open in Omaha, week of Sept. 17th.

his

In the account of the card production which appeared in our

last issue, the name of the clever inventor was unfortunately omit-

ted. Credit should be given to Prof. Edgar, of Devonport, England.

The Steens are touring Ireland at present, mystifying the theatre

going public of the principal cities with their feats in second sight

They are supported by a company of capable artists, and the papers

we have seen speak highly of their skill.

Prof. John B. Green, the merry wizard, is now on his 16th annual

_

tour of Canada. His route extends from Manitoba and the North-
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west Territory to British Columbia. His original conceptions for this

season are "Mephisto's Frame" and the "Water Witch."

Houdini, the wonderful handcuff manipulator, leaves the Alham-

bra, London, after a highly successful engagement, to fill contracts

on the continent. September time will be given to the Central Thea-

tre, Dresden, October will find him mystifying patrons of the Winter-

garden, Berlin.

Retsennab:—Your contribution is accepted with thanks. All of

your ideas will be published, 1 trust, in our next issue.

A letter addressed to Carl Ritz has been returned. Wrong ad-

dress, Professor ?

BOSTON NOTES.

Fred Hurd was seen at Noriimbeya Park, Mass., in some very

acceptable work.

dress, Professor ?

production.
At an exposition of variety performers at the “Feen

jo_—_

The Tanaka's Japanese top spinnu: ai.d necn mancers, were well

BOSTON NOTES.
Fred Hurd was seen at Norumbega Park, Mass., in

received at the Boston Music Hall.

Goldin, the magician, scored a hit at Keith's Boston house in the

some

very

acceptable work.

act he intends to feature in Berlin during November.

Allen Shaw, the coin manipulator, and W. G. Fields, a jug-

The Tanaka's Japanese top spinnti‘: ai.d
at the Boston Music Hall.

necn

mancers, were well

gler of the Harrigan type, appeared at Keith's, Boston, week of Sept. 3.

received

W. D. LeRoy, the veil known Boston dealer in magical appara-

Goldin, the magician, scored a hit at Keith's Boston house in the
he intends to feature in Berlin during November.

tus, is now preparing his new catalogue. All of our readers who ap-

act

preciate that perfection of v orkmanship which adds so much to the

Allen Shaw, the coin manipulator, and W. G. Fields, a juggler of the Harrigan type, appeared at Keith's, Boston,week of Sept. 3.

pleasure of an entertainment, will hasten to secure copies.

The Great Drawee, one of the neatest and most skillful of jug-

Houdini, the handcufi king, begins a month's engagement at the
Central theatre, Dresden,after which he will pay us a visit of like
length,appearing here at the Wintergarden.
lt is rumored that lmro Fox, now playing in Paris, has also been
booked here for the same house.
Sidi Said is now exhibiting his skill in sleight-ofhand at the Corso theatre, Zurich; his act places him in the front rank of prestidigita-

I.eRoy, the well known Boston dealer in magical apparapreparing his new catalogue. All of our readers who ap- (CUTS.
preciate that perfection of \- orkmanship which adds so much to the
QALE OK IEXCIILNGE.-Iocents line under this heading.
pleasure of an entertainment, will hasten to secure copies.
6,000 i and 2 cent stamps. Will exchange for anything in the
The Great Drawee, one of the neatest and most skillful of jugof
Keiths'
line
at
was
seen
theatre,
magic. Fred. J. Peters. 648 36th St., Milwaukee, Wis.
and
sleight-of-hand performers,
glers
week of Sept. 17th.
FOR SAL!-:.—Set Sleigh Bells, fine brass lacquered rack, cost
Satsuma, Royal Japanese Juggler, appeared the same week at $75, but little used, will sell cheap. An attractive novelty to add to
the Boston Music Hall.
your program. Easy to play. F. 0- Harrel, Waltham, Mass.
MAGICIANS :—A few more good tricks left; very cheap. Send
The Zarros, European lllusionists, opened their fall season at
stamp for list at once. E. D. Williams, 29 Seymour Ave., Utica, N. Y.
Boston on the same date.
W. D.

' glers and sleight-of-hand performers, was seen at Keiths' theatre,

week of Sept. 17th.

Palast" durthe past month. l noted an imitator of '1‘. Nelson Downs. Mr. Clemence de Lion, who is without doubt. one of the best exponents of
Downs‘ feats that we have here.

tus, is

now

Satsuma, Royal Japanese Juggler, appeared the same week at

the Boston Music Hall.

The Zarros, European Illusionists, opened their fall season at

Boston on the same date.

LOCAL ITEMS.

Ziska, at Proctor's Harlem house.

Fred Hurd at Pastor's theatre, week of the 17th.

Prof. Ducrot is touring Long Island with the Regent Concert Co.

George Marten, a clever magician, was seen to advantage in the

Proctor houses.

Henri French, juggler and unicyclist, at the Brooklyn MusicHall,

week of the 10th.

Prince Ishmael played a two week's engagement at Huber's Mus-

eum, his work with the cups and balls is very deceptive.

Thurston, the card manipulator, appeared at Keith's New York

theatre, w'eek of Sept. 3d. He will be seen in England shortly.

Alexander Victor, the Swedish magician, is giving a series of per-

formances in Newark, N. ]., for the benefit of the Galveston sufferers.

Otto Maurer has removed his magical repository to more com-

modious quarters, further uptown, and expects to do a large business

this fall.

Adrian Plate, the society conjurer, has just issued a very artistic

circular Colling attention to the novelties he will present during the

coming season. A umque feature is the long list of return dates, a

a
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do hereby give notice that I have fully patented my handcuff act or show, according
to the laws of Great Britian, and I will positively prosecute any or all managers
playing infringements or colorable imitations. Letters Patent No. I4327.
Granted August I0, I900.
London. August ll. I900.
Al'PI.IED
(SIGNED)

I, HARRY HOUDINI,

I HARRY HOUDINI do heret>y sive notice that 1 have ful,y pat-

' ented my handcuff act or show, according

to the laws of Great Britian, and I will positively prosecute any or all managers

playing infringements or colorable imitations. Letters Patent No. 14327.

London, August II, 1900. Granted August 10, 1900.

(signed) HARRY HOUDINI.

PAT!-INT

PATENT APPLIED FOR IK*

FRANCE. SCOTLAND,

tKI.AM) AND GERMANY.

T. NELSON DOWNS, "t«[ kihg of coins"

Begs to announce to the fraternity that his complete work on the Art of Coin Conjuring,

(<ontaining over 2^0 pages) in<luding a minute and detailed explanation of his phenomen-

ally su<<essful A<t "THE MISER'S DREAM.'' together with innumerable other Original

Coin Sleights. Illusions and Combinations, illustrated with 100 drawings and nearly 50 half-

tone engravings, will be published in a few days. A limited number only will be sold, post

free on re<eipt of $2.so and professional card to the publishers,

The T. nelson downs magical CO., Pall Mall Exchange, Carlton St., Regent St., London, W.

Week, Sept. 10, Empire, Bradford, Eng. Week. Oct. 22, Empire, Sheffield. Eng. Week, Nov. 26, Empire, Belfast, Ireland.
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17, •• Leeds, " " " 29, " Manchester," " Dec. 3, " Liverpool, Eng.

" 24, Hull, " " Nov. 5, " '• " " " 10.

Oct. 1, " Birmingham," " " 12, " Dublin, Ireland. '' " 17, " " "

"8&15, " " " " " 19. " Belfast. 24. People's Palace, S'inderland.

Route

ELLIOTT,

ARTISTIC TEACHER of

Modern Digital Manipulations.

CARDS, COINS,

Handkerchiefs, Rings,

Billiard Balls—Specialties

Amateurs and Professionals coached

and acts improved.

Caril Cat-a-log, 10c. each.

Will improve your act too per cent.

Adress, J. A. RICHARDSON,

32 Concord Sq., Boston, Mass.

De WITT,

TH6

IVJoderii Magiciaq.

MAGICIANS

NEW SUPPLEMENT CATALOGUE.

JUST OUT.

All New Tricks, 5c. Large 64 page Catalogue, containing pictures of Magicians, 15c.

Both for 30c. Mammoth Stock Sheet of Bargains, Just Out. Sent for stamp.

W. D. LkROV, 103 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

Only Boston Agent and Correspondent for MAHA 'I'MA.

$1,000 Challenge,

To ar)y Man it) the World

In a contest for

ORIGINAL BILLIARD

BALL TRICKS,

J. HENRICKS,

235 Pine St. 70 Chatham St.

Phila. Liverpool.

CSS

Oh

OS

OS

fx3

«—3

a-

HELLER'S

Book of Magic, price 25c. Herrmann'! Black Art,

price 2oc. Herrmann's Tricks with Carda, price

25c. Wehman's Wizards' ManuaMSeeret of Mind

Reading, Magic, etc.), price 25c. wehman'a Oracle

for Women (the future foretold), price 20c. Wep>

man'a Fortune Telling by Carda. price 26c. WeE-

mm's .\>ff Book of Tricks and Ventriloquists'

Guide, price 25c. Wehman's Parlor Conjurer, price

1-‘on IN

3i>

Mahatma.

HAMLEYS

THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

IN THE WORLD.

THE GRIND MAGICAL SALOONS

229 High Holborn, London

and MAGICAL PALACE, 35 New Oxford Street, London.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus, Stage Illusions,

vjt^, f Ventriloquial, Marionette and Punch and Judy Figures, and Juggling Goods.

i.^^^ ^ The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

MESSRS. HAM LEY BROS., wish to let their many clients know that, owing to small firms having entered

into competition against th«m, and selling certain Conjuring Tricks cheaper, of a similar character to theirs, but not

of that high-class make and superior workmanship for which they have been so long noted, they have now in prepar-

ation a small catalogue with prices greatly reduced, but the good*) are exactly the same in every way.

Messrs HAM LEY BROS, are not lowering the prices and selling inferior goods, but will guarantee every

article of the best workmanship and the Finest Finish as heretofore. Messrs HAMLEY BROS, will allow a

discount of 10 per cent off the catalogue prices of any onjuring Trick Dealer in the world.
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De Kolta's Spring Flowers, $1.50 post free. Best Ivorine Bggs, guaranteed superior to all others, 45c, each, post free.

Rautier's Spring Flowers, $130 post free. Best Ivorine Stodare's Egg, finest made, 50c, post free.

Ivorine Ralls, very best make, cannot be told from Ivory, Trfe.postfree, I.ist of g reatly reduced prices, post free ffratls.

GREATEST BOOK OF THE PRESENT CENTURY !

"King of Koins."

TO THE MAGICAL FRATERNITY OF THE WORLD! IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT !

^ READY IN A FEW ™avq ^

"MODEEN COIN T. NELSON DOWNS,

MANIPULATION," By

'Including a complete explanation (now made public for the first time, all other so-called "explanations" being grossly inaccurate)

of his World Famous Original Coin Creation, "THE MISER'S DREAM."

->♦<- CONTENTS ««>+<♦

CHAP. i. Complete and lucid explanation of "The Hiser's Dream"describing correctly all the method; employed by the author.

CHAP. 2. Innumerable Original Coin Sleights and Vanishes. CHAP. 3. Miscellaneous Coin Tricks, Illusions and Combinations.

CHAP. 4. Full description of all practical mechanical devices invented to imitate "THE MISER'S DREAM."

Over 250 pages, profusely illustrated with 150 real half-tone engravings, Price $2.50 or 10s. 6d. post free.

The phenomenal success of Mr. Downs' great act has induced unscrupulous people to endeavor to trade on his reputation by publishing

misleading pamphlets, &c., purporting to explain his methods. All of Mr. Downs' correct and true methods are

now published for the first time in "MODERN COIN MANIPULATION" and will be

a startling revelation even to Magicians.

As a limited number only will be issued it is advisable to apply at once to the publishers,

The T. NELSON DOWNS MAGICAL CO., Pall Mall Exchange, Carlton St., Regent St., London, W.

Or, Messrs. HAJII.DV BROS., 229 HICH HOLBORN, LONDON.

Vol. IV. No. V.

The only Pater in thr United States devoted to the Interests of Magic and Kindred Arts.

New York, Brooklyn Borough, November, 1900.

Single Copy, 10c.

HENRY RIDGELY EVflNS.

Henky RlDGELY Evans, the well known writer on natural mag-

ic, spiritualism, and allied themes, was born at Baltimoie, Maryland,

November 7th, 1861. Through his mother, Mary Elizabeth Garrctt-

sjn (Evans), he is descended from the old Colonial families of Ridgrly-

Dorsey, Worthington and Greenberry, which playe.d such a prominent

part in the annals of early Maryland. His father Henry Cotheal

Evai s. who is of Wei .h descent, is connected with the U. S. Geologi-

Tu: unu Pun

special reporter and dramatic critic of "The Denver Republican,"

Vol. I\'.

Denver, Colorado. In the year 1887, Mr, Evans entered the Civil

No. V.
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New York.
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or

Mu-.u:

Brooklyn Borough, November. 1900.
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Single Copy, I0c.

Service of the United States, as a proof-reader and assistant editor for

the United States Bureau of Education, at Washington, D, C, and

HENRY RIDGELY EVQNS.

was subsequently promoted to a position in the library of the Bureau,

where he has done valuable bibliographical work. In the year 1891,

HI-ZNKY RlINiF.l.\' Ev/ms, the well known writer on natural magic. spiritualism. and allied themes. was born at Baltimore, Maryland.
November 7th. t86t. Through his mother. Mary ElizabethGarrettson (El-'f|I1S), he is tlC<.I_‘(,'I'|dCd from the old Colonial familtes of Ridge-ly~
Dorsey, Worthington and (irecnberry. which player] such rt prominent
part in the annals of early Mtirylztnd. His father Henry Cnthcal
Evan 5, who is of We] .11 descent. is connected with the U. S. Geologi-

he married Florence Kirkpatrick, daughter of the late Alexander
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cal Survey. Mr Evans was educated at the preparatory department

of Georgetown (D. C.) College and at Columbia College, Washington,

D. C. He studied law at the University of Maryland, and began its

practice in Baltimore City; but soon abandoned the legal profession

special reporter

and dramatic critic of "The Denver

Republican."

Denver. Colorado. In the year 1837'. lllr, Evans entered the Civil

Service of the United States. as a proof—reader and assistant editor for
the United States Bureau of Education. at Washington, I).C., and
was sttliscquently promoted to a position in the library of the Bureau,
where he has done valuable bibliographicalwork. In the year I891.
he mmrficd Florence Kirkpatrick. daughter Of the late Alexander

for the more congenial avocation of journalism. For a number of

years he was connected with "The Evening News,""Day,"and"Times"

of Baltimore, also serving as dramatic editor of these papers, and as

Kirkpatrick, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mr. Evans, at an early

age, evinced a decided penchant for legerdemain. He performs oc-

casionally in public for charitable purposes. His interest in magic

and occultism led him to investigate spiritualism. His views on the

subject he embodied in a book entitled "Hours with the Ghosts or

Nineteenth Century Witchcraft: Illustrated investigations into the

phenomena of spiritualism and theosophy." This work is ;,in the

cal Survey. Mr Evans was educated at the preparatory department Kirkpatrick. of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mr. Evans. at an early
of Georgetown (D. C.) College and at Columbia College. Washington. age. evinced a decided penchant for legetdernain. He performs ocD. C. He studied law at the University of Maryland, and began its casionally in public for charitable purposes. His interest in magic
practice in Baltimore City; but soon abandoned the legal profession and occultism led him to investigate spit-itualistn. His views on the
for the more congenial avocation of journalism. For a number of subject he embodied in a book entitled "Hours with the Ghosts or
years he was connected with "The Evening News,""Day."a.nd"Times" Nineteenth Century Witchcraft: Illustrated investigations into -the
of Baltimore, also serving as dramatic editor of these papers. and as phenomena of spiritualism and theosophy." This work is ain the
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the greatest hit of his career in an act of magic. 3 burlesque of Ching
Ling Foo. Mara. the magician. is booked for hve months of the
coming season, at the highest figure ever paid to a lyceum pt.-rloimer.
The truth of the matter is, that magic was never more popular
than it is at the present time. managers are always ready to book good
acts in this line. and the outloolt (or clever perlormers was never
brighter at home or abroad than it is at present. But a periormer
to succeed must be ORIGINAL to some extent at least. otherwise
he will but justify the query put by a musum manager to an aspirant
for mystic honors. who had just rehearsed his act. "I'd like to know
who teaches all you lellow? You all come out and do the back hand
palm with cards. a lew billiard ball passes. the sliding die box. dyeing
tube. and end with the production of an American flag."
In this connection we would like to call attention to the [act that
magicians as a class. are the only members of the theatricalprolession
that have enterprise enough to support a newspaper devoted entirely
their own interests. We would alsocall attention to our modestet’(arts to show our appreciation oi the favors extended by our patrons
the world over. and that every practical suggestion leading to an improvement in the paper since taking charge. has been immediately adopted. We have received letters oi praise irom prominent performers and manuiacturcrs everywhere. endorsing this worlt and piedging
support.

ISSUED THE 1ST OF EACH MONTH.
Editor and Proprietor.
WALTER G. PETERKIN.
236 Wtttiaus Ave., Enooittvn, Gnerren New Yonit, U. S. A.
.
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Editor and Proprietor.
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The sole ents for the sale of "MAHATIIA" in Englandis the celebrated and o it established firm of Messrs. HAMLEY BROTHERS. and
it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons. :29 High Holborn.
London. where also advertisements are received for it and every information given respecting it.
MAIIATMA would aslt as a favor that all magicians will send their
address and all news appertaining to magicians to this oifice. and also
names of persons interested in magic. The aim of this paper is to
reach all m icians. There are many persons interested in magic who
have never card of this paper. Please send us the address of any
whom you may know. Anything new in magic will be published and
credit given to person sending it.

Entered at the Brooklyn, N. Y., Post Office as second clasi matter.

The sole agents for the sale of "Mahatma" in England is the cele-

brated and old established firm of Messrs. Hamley Brothers, and

it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons, 229 High Holborn,

London, where also advertisements are received for it and every in-

sending money to this ofiice will please send post-oflioe
Station E." Brooklyn. N. Y.

Persons
formation given respecting it.

order

jog.

Houdini. the handcufl king. is meeting with unique experiences
n his starring tour through tiermany. At the opening night in Drestitre ol an expose ol the claims of iraudulent mediums and charlatans.
den. the enthusiastic spectators brought eighty-five pounds of shackMr. Evans is considered an authorityon the history of legerdemain.
es to try his skill. The difliculties they presented will be better
His history of magic and magicians contained in Hopkins‘ Magic.
understood when _it is ltnown that there is no standard handcufl in
Stage Illusions." etc.. is a scholarly production. He has compiled a Germany. almost every police station being equipped with a different
most valuable annotated liibliograpliy of natural magic. vthich is apand their weight exceeds anything encountered in this country.
pended to the above worlr. In the year 1899 he contributed a unique make.
The Oregon Boot. the heaviest shacltle in America. weighs from six
series ofpapers on magic and occultism to the "Cosmopolitan Magaa ten pounds. while there are sets ustd it that ct l.lfllI_\' that weigh
zine," which are eventually to be issued in book lorm. Among these
A rival Ilieatre in Dittcitt ti gagtd at performer
articles may be mentioned. "Tricks of Ancient Temples." “Cagliostro. wenty-six pounds.
to expose Houdini‘: leats. he not only lailed to accomplish this.
hypnotist. and charlatan.“ "Marlanie Blavatslty. high priestess oi Then- but was closed on the first night.
sophy" and "Robert-Houdin. ambassador. author. and coniurer." Mr
Houdini's appearance in Berlin was regarded in the light of a
Evans is a member of all Masonic bodies. and a devoted student of
challenge
by the heads of the police force there. and by request he apmasonic antiquities. contributing no little to the subject with his pen‘
at headquarters and repeated his feat of being stripped stark
peared
notable among these productions being "The Great Pyramid and Napnalted. searched. by poltre surgeons lor concealed lteys. em. and then
oleon l.—a masonic study
ln the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry he ironed in
every C0l'|C€l\’.ll)lC position. ‘re the consternation of those
is regarded as an authority on ancient syrnbolisms and comparative
he made his escape lrom all hands in six minutes.
present
religions. Mr. Evans is an advocate ol idealism. and is a devoted stuTo:
dent of Plato and Plotrnus, philosophers of the ancient world. He is a
corresponding member of the Lodge of Research of Leicester. Eng- To the Editor of Mitiurrma,
to

MAHATMA would ask as a favor that all magicians will send their

"

address and all news appertaining to magicians to this office, and also
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names of persons interested in magic. The aim of this paper is to

"

reach all magicians. There are many persons interested in magic who

have never heard of this paper. Please send us the address of apy

whom you may know. Anything new in magic will be published and

credit given to person sending it.

Persons sending money to this office will please send post-office

order to Station " E," Brooklyn, N. Y.

tureof an expose of the claims of fraudulent mediums and charlatans.

Mr. Evans is considered an authority on the history of legerdemain.

His history of magic and magicians contained in Hopkins' " Magic,

Stage Illusions," etc., is a scholarly production. He has compiled a

most valuable annotated bibliography of natural magic, which is ap-

"

pended to the above work. In the year 1899 he contributed a unique

series of papers on magic and occultism to the "Cosmopolitan Maga-

zine," which are eventually to be issued in book form. Among these

articles may be mentioned, "Tricks of Ancient Temples," "Cagliostro,

hypnotist, and charlatan," "Madame Blavatsky. high priestess of Theo-

land.

sophy" and "Robert-Houdin, ambassador, author, and conjurer." Mr

Among his Iorthcoouiu;

sorcerer

Evans is a member of all Masonic bodies, and a devoted student of

masonic antiquities, contributing no little to the subject with his pen.

iiurks will he at stud)‘ of
and masonic char|:iv;in of tilt: €lD_l'll'.'I‘llllt rcntury.
_7”_

Cagliosrro.
4

_

lIc.'u Sir’
Many tlmnlcs for the copies you have sent me of the September
number of "Miih.itrna." I am sorry you were not able to let me have
.ll:Pf(WJfat my .-rturle The Progress of Magic."as it contains is good
and some large ones. (i. e. "advantages" for "adtlmu.-u.“i_o thirtl line). [only hope that your readers will give
the primer, .m«l not the writer. the credit for them.
I am pleased to note the greater energy displayed in the conduct
of “Mahatma" under the new management, and trust it may be rewarded with increased success. Such papers help materially to ad“

Who siys that mtgic is .-l:.i<'l P l-4lI]i( at the i
the past year and consider the t‘t'lltlIlinns that cant to-d'.i'
Downs. the sensation of Eorupr. iii lit~ inn art. lionltr-tl solid for several years to come. William l:;. Robinson creating a lurore with his
conception of Chinese magic. Houdini. mystifying the patrons of the
leading English and German vaudevillehouses. Welsh Miller touring
Russia, all of these artists playing for months at a time at single houus. Add to this that Horace Goldin and Howard Thurston are booked to appear in England and Germany during thccoming season. with
every prospect ol duplicating their recent successes here. In this
country we see Madame Herrmann heading her own vaudevillecompany, Leon Herrrnann playing to crowded houses in the southern
states. Harry Kellar reaping a harvest in the west. many smallercompanies achieving success in a modest way. while the names of Lawrence Crane. Fred Hurd. Ziska. Allen Shaw. Geo. Marten and others
are appearing week alter week on the bills oi our leading theatres.
and gradually working their way to the top rounds of popularity.
in fact. Lafayette. one of our most popular impersonators. has made

notable among these productions being "The Great Pyramid and Nap-

oleon I.—a masonic study " In the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry he

is regarded as an authority on ancient symbolisms and comparative

religions. Mr, Evans is an advocate of idealism, and is a devoted stu-

dent of Plato and Plotinus, philosophers of the ancient world. He is a

corresponding member of the Lodge of Research of Leicester, Eng-

I

_”1ty;sm.\ll

'

land. Among his forthcoming works will be a study of Cagliostro,

vance

In

sorcerer and masonic charlatan of the eighteenth century. <m

the greatest hit of his career in an act of magic, a burlesque of Ching

Ling Foo. Maro, the magician, is booked for five months of the

coming season, at the highest figure ever paid to a lyceum perfotmer.

The truth of the matter is, that magic w as never more popular

than it is at the present time, managers are always ready to book good

fix

a

-

.

the magic art.

reply to your inquiry.

I

am

sorry to say I

to succeed must be ORIGINAL to some extent at least, otherwise

he will but justify the query put by a musum manager to an aspirant

for mystic honors, who had just rehearsed his act, ''I'd like to know

who teaches all you fellow ? You all come out and do the back hand

palm with cards, a few billiard ball passes, the sliding die box, dyeing

tube, and end with the production of an American flag,"

In this connection we would like to call attention to the fact that

magicians as a class, are the only members of the theatrical profession

that have enterprise enough to support a newspaper devoted entirely

their own interests. We would also call attention to our modest ef-

forts to show our appreciation of the favors extended by our patrons

the world over, and that every practical suggestion leading to an im-

provement in the paper since taking charge, has been immediately a-

dopted. We have received letters of praise from prominent perform-

ers and manufacturers everywhere, endorsing this work and pledging:

support.

quite unable to

quel to Modern Magic and More Magic. At present I am engaged in
tshulating the available material. which I find to be so abundant that
at least a year is likely to elapse before the volume can be ready for

publication.

Yours very

truly.

acts in this line, and the outlook for clever performers was never

brighter at home or abroad than it is at present. But a performer

am

date. even approximately. for the appearance of my intended se-

LOUIS HOFI-‘MANN.

___oj

Carl Ritz. the English illusionist. will appear under the title of
Lindin, the Great. during the present season.

L'lUg|CI£
I
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MODERN MAGICIANS AND THEIR TRICKS.

AisH; BisT: CisS: l)isG; EisF; FisE; GisA; Hisl;
Jis L; Ki; Pray: Lis C: Mis 0: N is 0; Dis V; Pis];
Qisw; Rishl; SisN: Tisl’: Uis Look; VisY; WisR; Xi:
see this; Y is Q; 2 is Hurry, "Hurry up" means to repeat the last

HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.

lis B;

0
Mahatma.

This article remains the propaty of the lulbnr. Mr. Henry Rtdgeley Evens. and all

letter. For example. the initials or name in a ring is wanted. Say it
is “Anna". By the alphabetical arrangement H stands for A. Dfor N.
The exclamation "Hurry up" always means a repetition of the last let-

persons are cautioned against publishing the nine, either -hole
or in part. without his permission.

MODERN MAGICIANS AND THEIR TRICKS.

—by-

j

HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.

[CONTINUED]
Robert Heller saw Houdin give an exhibition of "second sight"
in London. Everybody thought it was the result of animal magnetism. but the acute mind of Heller solved the Sphinx problem
He went to work to perfect a system of his own. adding to it certain
effects that made the trick all but supernatural. In this performance
he was assisted by a lady. known as Haidce Heller. Nothing seemed

This article remains the property of the author, Mr. Henry Ridgeley Evans, and all

persons are cautioned against publishing the same, either whole

or in part, without his permission.

[coNTINUed]

Robert Heller saw Houdin give an exhibition of "second sight"

in London. Everybody thought it was the result of animal mag-

netism, but the acute mind of Heller solved the Sphinx problem

battle them.
At: perfonnance in Boston. described by Henry Hermon in
his work "Hellerism". a coin was handed to Heller. He glanced at
it and asked Miss Heller to name the object.
A coin". she quickly answered.
to

He went to work to perfect a system of his own, adding to it certain

effects that made the trick all but supernatural. In this performance

he was assisted by a lady, known as Haidee Heller. Nothing seemed

to baffle them.

? .39

Heller's assistant. revealed the secret of "second-sight". soon after
Heller‘s death. The performer has first to be initated into a new
aphabetical arrangement. which is as follows:

_3y_.

"

At a performance in Boston, described by Henry Hermon in

ter. and again H will give the answer when put as follows:
"Here is a name. Do you see it. Hurry up. Have you-got it."
Attention is paid only in the first letter of every sentence. and it
will be perceived that the name of Anna is spelled.
By the above method. one is enabled to secretly convey to his
assistant the name of any article. But it is too cumbersome. except
for the spelling of proper names. Something simpler is necessary.
A system is used. which is so arranged as to include every variety of
article classified in sets ( usually ten in a set) one questiomwith a.
word or two added. sufficing to elicit a correct answer for the different
articles. There are sets representing numbers. colors, metals, precious stones. countries. materials. fabrics. makes of watches, secret
society emblems. sex of persons. playing cards. and a great variety or

his work "Hellerism", a coin was handed to Heller. He glanced at

it and asked Miss Heller to name the object.

" A coin", she quickly answered.

Heller's assistant, revealed the secret of "second-sight", soon after
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Heller's death. The performer has first to be initated into a new

aphabetical arrangement, which is as follows :

A is H; B is T; C is S; D is G; E is F; F is E; G is A; H is I;

I is B; J is L; K is Pray; L is C; M is O: N is D; O is V; P is J;

Q is W; R is M; S is N; T is P: U is Look; V is Y; W is R; X is

see this; Y is Q; Z is Hurry, "Hurry up" means to repeat the last

letter. For example, the initials or name in a ring is wanted- Say it

is "Anna". By the alphabetical arrangement H stands for A. Dfor N.

The exclamation "Hurry up" always means a repetition of the last let-

ter, and again H will give the answer when put as follows:

"Here is a name. Do you see it. Hurry up. Have you-got it."

Attention is paid only to the first letter of every sentence, aml it

will be perceived that the name of Anna is spelled.

By the above method, one is enabled to secretly convey to his

assistant the name of any article. But it is too cumbersome, except

for the spelling of proper names. Something simpler is necessary.

A system is used, which is so arranged as to include every variety of

article classified in sets ( usually ten in a set) one question, with a

word or two added, sufficing to elicit a correct answer for the different

articles. There are sets representing numbers, colors, metals, prec-

ious stones, countries, materials, fabrics, makes of watches, secret

society emblems, sex of persons, playing cards, and a great variety or

ROBERT HELLER,

ROBERT

Reproduced

HELLER.

photo kindly presented by Clinton Burgess. theclever local
urn! ntanipulatur.
"
Here. see if you can tell the name of the country, and all about
it ?" he next asked.
Without a moment's hesitation she replied: "It is a large copper
coin—a coin of Africa. I think. Yes. it is of Tripoli. The inscriptions
on it are Arabic; one side reads ‘(Joined at 'I'ripoli;' the other side,
'
Sultan of two lands. Sultan by inheritance. andthe son of a Sultan.
"Very well", said Heller, "that is correct. llut look. what is the
date, now?"
"The date is 1.2.2.0. one thousand two hundred and twenty of
the Hegira. or Mohammedan year. which corresponds to 1805. of the
from

Reproduced from photo kindly presented by Clinton Burgess, the clever local

card manipulator.

" Here, see if you can tell the name of the country, and all about

it ?" he next asked.

Without a moment's hesitation she replied: "It is a large copper

coin—a coin of Africa, I think. Yes, it is of Tripoli. The inscriptions

"'

on it are Arabic; one side reads ' Coined at Tripoli;'the other side,

' Sultan ol two lands, Sultan by inheritance, and the son of a Sultan.' "

"Very well", said Heller, "that is correct. But look, what is the

date, now ?"

Christian year."
Tremendous applause greeted this feat.
Mr. Fred. Hunt. who was for a number of years Robert

"The date is 1.2.2.0, one thousand two hundred and twenty of

the Hegira, or Mohammedan year, which corresponds to 1805, of the

Christian year."

Tremendous applause greeted this feat.

Mr. Fred. Hunt, who was for a number of years Robert

HKIDEE HELLER.

Reproduced from photo kindly presented by Marlinka& Co., the'wcll-known

New York manufacturers of magical apparatus.

miscellaneous things, such as wearing apparel, surgical instruments,

ancient coins, modern money, bijouterie, &c. The first question ask-

ed is usually a clue to the set which contains the article to be described,

the next query, the number of the article in the set, and so on. The

different questions are worded very nearly alike, so as to make the

spectators believe that the same question is being constantly asked.

An example will better illustrate the working of the trick, full details

of which will be found in my chapter on mental magic, contained in

"Magic, Stage Illusions, and Scientific Diversions."

Rrpruducctl

HRIDEE HELLER.
rt-om pliuto ltmdly tltt-scaled by .\lartin|re& ct-., ti.:‘1t=n;imm..
New Yurlt nu mluctureu tut tnlglctll apparatus.

miscellaneous things. such as wearing apparel. surgical instruments.
ancient coins. modern money, hijouteric, &c. The first question asked is usually a clue to the set which contains the article to be described.
the next query, the number of the article in the set. and so on. The
different questions are worded very nearly alike. so as to make the
spectators believe that the same question is being constantly asked.
An example will better illustrate the worlting of the trick, full details
of which will be found in my chapter on ntental magic. contained in
“Magic. Stage illusions. and Scientific Diversions."
But let us first give the tables for fabrics. numbers and the first
miscellaneous set. Til: I-‘ubric: l. Silk; 2. Wool; 3. Cotton; 4. Linen
5. Leather: 6. Kid; 7. Bucksltin; 8. Lace. Nrmtficrxz t is Say or Speak

x

340
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2 is Be, Look or Let; 3 is Can or Can't; 4 is Do or Don't; 5 is Will or
Wait; 6 is What; 7 is Please or Pray; 8 is Are or Ain’t: 9 is Now:
to is Tell; 0 is Hurry or Come. First Illzircellaneaus 5:1: (what article is this 3*): I. Handkerchief; 2. Neckerchief; 3. Bag; 4. Glove
5 Purse; 6. Basket; 7. Beet; 8. Comforter; 9. Headdress; lo. Fan.
'40

Mahatma.

For the first set the question is :—
"What article is this P"
This gives the clue to ten distinct articles.
The next demand may be :
“Can you tell ?"
Which would be the solution for “bag"; it being third on the list.
"Say the fabric ?"
The reply would be “silk",that being the first in the line of fabrics,
and, as before stated, "say" representing No. x. If a leather bag, it
would be : “Will you tell the fabric ?" "will" standing for No. 5.
Evoking the aid of electricity, Robert Heller was enabled to convey the cue words of the sets, besides other information to Miss Heller. wt’!/rout xpeahng a word. It was this wonderful effect that so
puzzled everybody. A confederate sat among the spectators, near
the centre aisle of the theatre, and the wires of an electric battery were
connected with his chair. the electric push button being under the
front part of his seat. Heller gave the cue to the set in which the article was, its number. etc., by some natural movement of his body or
arms; and the confederate, rapidly interpreting the secret signals. telegraphs them to the clairvoyant on the stage." The receiving instrument was attached to the sofa upon which Miss Heller sat. The
interchangeable use ofthe two methods of conveying informationspoken and unspoken—during an evening. completely bewilderedthe
spectators. It was indeed a sphinx problem. In closing this part of

TWO NEW PALMS.
THE CARD

PALM.—-By Louis

N. MILLER, the boy of mystery.

2 is Be, Look or Let; 3 is Can or Can't; 4 is Do or Don't; 5 is Will or

Wait; 6 is What; 7 is Please or Pray; 8 is Are or Ain't: 9 is Now;

10 is Tell; o is Hurry or Come. First Miscellaneous Set; (what arti-

cle is this f): I. Handkerchief; 2. Neckerchief; 3. Bag; 4. Glove

5 Purse; 6. Basket; 7. Beet; 8. Comforter; 9. Headdress; 10. Fan.

For the first set the question is :—

"What article is this ?"

This gives the clue to ten distinct articles.

The next demand may be :

"Can you tell ?"

Which would be the solution for "bag"; it being third on the list.

"Say the fabric ?"

The reply would be "silk", that being the first in the line of fabrics,

and, as before stated, "say" representing No. 1. If a leather bag, it

would be : "Will you tell the fabric ?" "will" standing for No. 5.

Evoking the aid of electricity, Robert Heller was enabled to con-

vey the cue words of the sets, besides other information to Miss Hel-
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ler, without speaking a word. It was this wonderful effect that so

puzzled everybody. A confederate sat among the spectators, near

the centre aisle of the theatre, and the wires of an electric battery were

connected with his chair, the electric push button being under the

front part of his seat. Heller gave the cue to the set in which the ar-

ticle was, its number, etc., by some natural movement of his body or

arms; and the confederate, rapidly interpreting the secret signals, tele-

graphs them to the clairvoyant on the stage." The receiving instru-

ment was attached to the sofa upon which Miss Heller sat. The

his entertainment Heller declared that “second-sight" was neither
“mesmerism" nor "ventriloquism," but simply Hellerism.
With this brief exposition of the “second~sight" trick, one of the
most mysterious ever presented on the stage, we bid adieu to Robert
Heller. The black curtain of death descends. shutting out the form
of this genial magician forever.

[TO

interchangeable use of the two methods of conveying information—

BE

CONTINUED]

spoken and unspoken—during an evening, completely bewildered the

_.__...0_
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spectators. It was indeed a sphinx problem. In closing this part of

his entertainment Heller declared that "second-sight" was neither

NEW CARD READING.

By

"mesmerism" nor "ventriloquism," but simply Hellerism.

CHAS. DELVOS.

With this brief exposition of the "second-sight" trick, one of the

most mysterious ever presented on the stage, we bid adieu to Robert

Heller. The black curtain of death descends, shutting out the form

of this genial magician forever.

[to be continued]

NEW CARD READING,

by Chas. Delvos.

The performer begins the experiment by bringing forward a pack

of rather small cards and a few envelopes. These latter are of an ob-

long shape and of such a size that when a card is placed inside, the

envelope can be folded in half and the fl.ip gummed down on the

front. Handing the pack of cards to a spectator, the performer re-

quests that they be thoroughly shuffled, and that several persons each

The performer begins the experiment by bringing forward a pack
of rather small cards and a few envelopes. These latter are of an oblong shape and ofsuch a size that when a card is placed inside, the
envelope can be folded in half and the flap gummed down on the
front. Handing the pack of cards to a spectator. the performer requests that they be thoroughly shuffled, and that several persons each
select a card at random (no forcing). Next, taking one of the envelopcs
and showing it around casually, he asks a drawer of one of the cards
to place it in the envelope face downwards. This having been done’
the performer folds the envelope over and gums the flip down. After
repeating this with all the chosen cards, the trick is brought to any
termination the performer may desire, he having by this time learned
the names of the cards selected.
The secret lies entirely in the envelope, which is prepared before
the experiment by cutting a small hole in the lower left hand corner
of the back, about the size of a three penny piece. After the card is
placed in the envelope face down, its denomination and suit are easily
read through this small hole in the act of folding the envelope. You
will readily see the reason for having the latter twice the size of the
card, for in doubling it over and gumming the flap, the hole is completely covered, and the packet may be safely left in the hands of the
shrewdest spectator until the conclusion of the trick without him being
any the wiser. Care mu ;t be taken when showing the envelope back
and front. to keep the thumb over the hole.

select a card at random (no forcing). Next, taking one of the envelopes

and showing it around casually, he asks a drawer of one of the cards

to place ;t in the envelope face downwards. This having been done

the performer folds the envelope over and gums the fl ip down. After

repeating this with all the chosen cards, the trick is brought to any

termination the performer may desire, he having by this time learned

the names of the cards selected.

The secret lies entirely in the envelope, which is prepared before

the experiment by cutting a small hole in the lower left hand corner

of the back, about the size of a three penny piece. After the card is

placed in the envelope face down, its denomination and suit are easily

read through this small hole in the act of folding the envelope. You

will readily see the reason for having the latter twice the size of the

card, for in doubling it over and gumming the flap, the hole is com-

pletely covered, and the packet may be safely left in the hands ot the

shrewdest spectator until the conclusion of the trick without him being

any the wis^r. Carj mu;t \sz taken when showing the envelope back

and front, to keep the thumb over the hole.

TWO NEW PALMS.

THE CARD PALM—By Louis N. Miller, the boy of mystery.

This method of holding a card concealed in the hand, possess a

special value from the fact that the fingers may be opened if desired,

without revealing any trace of the card. The card to be vanished

should he held horizontally , not vertically as is customary, between

This method of holding a card concealed in the hand, possess a
value from the fact that the fingers may be opened if desired,
without revealing any trace of the card. The card to be vanished
should he held horizontally not vertically as is customary, between
the thumband second finger of the left hand. The right hand now
passes over the card, gripping it between the thumb and the first finger. To facilitatethis sleight, the card is bent by the finger and thumb
of the left hand. as soon as it is covered from view of the spectators
The first finger ofthe left hand also assists in settling the card in
place. As soon as it is firmly secured by the right hand, the left is
turned over with the palm away from the spectators and held as if still
containing the card. After a suitable interval, the hand is.shown
empty, and the right hand produces the card wherever fancy may
dictate. It will be noticed that this palm, while the same in effect as
that described in a previous number by Chris. Forbes, isjust the op.
posite of that sleight in execution

special

,

THE COIN

PALM.—-By

D. CARL COOK.

method of finger palming a coin at the back of the
some extent, with the awkward position of the
thumb in the old W1)’. The coin is held in the hand as in Fig. l
(see illustration), and instead of lifting the first finger over the front
of the coin, thus bringing it to the back, the coin is allowed to roll
over the first finger until the opposite edge comes in position beIf
tween the first and second fingers at the back of the hand.
these movements are performed quickly while in the act of tossing
the coin into the air, the deception will be perfect.
This

new

hand, does away, to
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NOTES FROM SOUTH AFRICA.
Conjurors here are still filling engagements at local

concerts,

many of which are in aid of the sick and wounded soldiers.
Prof. Albert is still at the Empire Theatre of Varieties, where he
is doing a smart turn in conjuring and ventiiloquism. in addition to
these, he is running the Human Spider," which is drawing well. The
efiect is well known to conjurors, and has received good notices in
other lands.
“

D: Caston, conjuror, has been filling local dates at concerts with
his smart drawing-room entertainment.
Bosco. Jr., whom I mentioned before as our latest addition to the
fraternity here, has given his clever sleight—of-hand and white mag'c

many of our local shows of late and has scored a decided succes:
Frank De Gruchy still holds his own in his bright and clever drawing room entertainment of mystical marvels. His manipulations are
very neat.
T. Hay:s has been filling private engagements in his up-to-da:e
drawing-room program of mirth and mystery.
Dealing in apparatus and other magical goods very quiet.
at

.
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TI-IE HAUNTED

Mahatma.

THE HAUNTED SWING.

Reproduced from “Magic. Stage Illusion: and Scientific DiverIinns."—.\lunn 3:
Those persons who are forever in search of new sensations. may
now enjoy the supreme happiness of sitting on a swing which apparently whirls around its points of support. defying all known laws of
gravitation. through the medium of what is known as the "Haunted
Swing" which has now been in most successful operation at many of
our summer resorts and larger fairs. Those who wish to participate
in the apparent gyrations of the s\\'ing—and quiie a number of per-

Reproduced from "Magic, Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions."—Munn & Co., New York, 18^8

Those persons who are forever in search of new sensations, may

-
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Po, New York. il;I.—throti;hthe kindnesa of Albert A. Hopliiiu. Editor.

and ceiling. It continues apparently
whirl round and round. imparting an indesciibably wierd sensation
to the occupants, until its movement begins gradually to cease and
the complete rotation gives way to the usual back and forth swinging
and in a few seconds, as the children say. "theold cat dies. The door
is opened and the swinging party leave. All who have tried it say
that the sensation is most peculiar. and the deception is perfect.

swing to pass between the bar
to

now enjoy the supreme happiness of sitting on a swing which appar-

ently whirls around its points of support, defying all known laws of

gravitation, through the medium of what is known as the ' Haunted

Swing" which has now been in most successful operation at many of

our summer resorts and larger fairs. Those who wish to participate

in the apparent gyrations of the swing—and quite a number of per-

through the kindness of Albert A. Hopkins, Editor.

swing to pass between the bar and ceiling. It continues apparently

to whirl round and round, imparting an indescribably wierd sensation

to the occupants, until its movement begins gradually to cease and

the complete rotation gives way to the usual back and forth swinging

and in a few seconds, as the children say, "the old cat dies. The door

is opened and the swinging party leave. All who have tried it say

that the sensation is most peculiar, and the deception is perfect.

THE TKl'E POSITION OF THE SWING.

sons may enjoy the sensation at the same time—arc ushered into a
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small room. From a bar crossing the room near the ceiling, a large

swing is suspended, provided with seats for a number of persons.

After the passengers have taken their places, the attendant pushes

the car and it starts into oscillation like any other swing. The room

door is closed. Gradually those in it feel that their swing is going

rather high, but this is not all. The apparent magnitude of the oscil-

lations increases more and more, until presently the whole swing

seems to whirl completely over, describing a complete circle about the

bar on which it hangs. To make the thing more mysterious the bar

is bent crank fashion, so that it seems apparently impossible for the

The illustration is based on the mcvement of the room proper.

During the entire exhibition the swing is practically stationary, while

the room itself rotates about the suspending bar. At the beginning

of the operations the room may be given a slight push, by the oper-

ators, the outside then begins to move, the room itself, which is really

a large box journaled on the swing bar. starting off to correspond

with the swing. They move it back and forth, gradually increasing

the arc in which it travels until it goes so far as to make a complete

revolution. The operatives accomplish this without the aid of special

machinery, by taking hold of the sides and corners of the box or

"room." All this time the people in the swing imagine that the room

THE TRUE POS|'l’l(>N OF THE SWING.

may enjoy the sensation at the same time—are ushered into a
small room. From 11 bar crossing the room near the ceiling, a large
swing is suspended. provided with seats for a number of persons.
After the passengers have taken their places, the attendant pushes
the car and it starts into oscillation like any other swing. The room
door is closed. Gradually those in it feel that their swing is going
rather high. but this is not all. The apparent magnitude of the oscillations increases more and more. until presently the whole swing
seems to whirl completely over. describing a complete circle about the
bar on which it hangs. To make the thing more mysterious the'bar
is bent crank fashion. so that it seems apparently impossible for the

suns

The illustration is based

on

the

movement

of the

room

proper.

During the entire exhibitionthe swing is practically stationary, while
the room itself rotates about the suspending bar. At the beginning
of the operations the room may be given a slight push. by the operators. the outside then begins to move. the room itself. which is really
a large box jouriialed on the swing bar. starting off to correspond
with the swing. They move it back and forth, gradually increasing
the arc in which it travels until it goes so far as to make a complete
revolution. The operatives accomplish this without the aid of special
machinery. by taking hold of the sides and corners of the box or
‘'room.‘‘ All this time the people in the swing imagine that the room
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is stationary. while they are whirling through space. After keeping
this up for some time. the movement is brought gradually to a full
stop. A sufficient number of backward and lorward swings being
given before the finale. to carry out the illusion to the end
To heighten the effect, the room is as completely furnished as
possible. everything being of course securely fastened in its place.
What is apparently a kerosene lamp stands on a table ncur at hand.
in reality the light is furnished by a small incandescent lamp within
the chimney. and concealed from view by tile shade. The visitor

Mahatma

is stationary, while they are whirling through space. After keeping

this up for some time, the movement is brought gradually to a full

never imagines that it is an electric lamp. and natuially thinksthat it
would be impossible to invert a ltercsene lamp without disaster. so
that this adds materially to the deception. The same may be said of
the pictures on the wall, of the cupboard full of china-ware. of the
chair with the hat on it. and of the baby carriage. All contribute to
the mystification. Even though one is informed of the secret before
entering the swing. yet so complete is the illusion that passengers involuntarilyseize the arms of the seats to prevent being precipitated
below.

stop. A sufficient number of backward and forward swings being

given before the finale, to carry out the illusion to the end

To heighten the effect, the room is as completely furnished as

possible, everything being of course securely fastened in its place.

What is apparently a kerosene lamp stands on a table near at hand,

in reality the light is furmshed by a small incandescent lamp within

the chimney, and concealed from view by the shade. The visitor

never imagines that it is an electric lamp, and natuially thinks that it

would be impossible to invert a kerosene lamp without disaster, so

that this adds materially to the deception. The same may be said of

the pictures on the wali, of the cupboard full of china-ware, of the

chair with the hat on it, and of the baby carriage. All contribute to

the mystification. E>en though one is informed of the secret before

entering the swing, yet so complete is the illusion that passengers in-

voluntarily seize the arms of the seats to prevent being precipitated

below.

THE PJsTTIJX OF THE S\VI\,i AS IT APPEARS TO THE SPECTATORS.
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The threat Powell has been the feature at the Eden Musee, N. Y.

City, for the past few weeks. His program consists of somc clever card

tricks, including fancy shuffles, theariel treasury, coins and crystal lad-

der, tamborine with silk handkerchiefs, paper ribbon and pigeon, con-

cluding wilh the double box and sack, in which the change was almost

instantaneous. His manner of presenting these fcals goes far to sub-

stantiate his claim in being the representative magician of America.

The route of Chung Ling Soo, the Chinese conjurer, is as follows:

.Month of September, Scala Variete Theatre. Copenhagen, Denmark,

October and first two weeks of November, Wintergarden, Berlin,

month of December, Kunnachcr Garden, Vienna, Austria.

It gives us great pleasure to announce that Hamley Bros, have

opened an entensive branch of their well known depot for conjuring

tricks, ventriloquil figures, juggling apparatus, and novelties of every

description, on the site of the old Noah's Ark which was burned down

some time ago Entertainers who wish to keep in touch with all that

is new and attractive in their respective lines are ever on the lookout

for the descriptive sheets of novelties constantly being offered by

this enterprising firm.

Rufus C. Pfiinney:—There have been several efforts put forward

to form a club or organized society of magicians, but so far none have

succeeded in their purpose.

THE I-'JilTl:)N 02-‘ THE SWINJ AS IT APFEARW Ti) THE S|‘BL"l'A'I'0|(S.

The tireitt Powell l1:\5 been the feature at the Eden Miisec. N. Y.

City, for the past few \\‘('Ci>:‘-‘i. llis program consists of some clever card
tricks, including fancy shiiffics. the zeriel treasury. coins and crystal ladder, tutiiborine with silk haitidlterchiefs. paper ribbon and pigeon, concluding with the douhle box and sack. in which the chzinge was almost
instantaneous. His nianiier of presenting these lcais goes far to sub.-.t:tnti.1te his claim in being the representative niagician of America.
The route of Chung Ling Son. the Chinese Conjurer. is as follows:
.\loiith ol Scptt-iiihcr. Scala \-'ariete Theatre. Copenhagen. Denmark,
Uctobef and first two \\ eeks of November. Wintergarden. Berlin,
month of Deceiiiber. RiinnaclierGarden. Vienna. Austria.

It gives us great pleasure to announce that Hamley Bros. have
opened an entonsivc branch of their well known ‘depot for conjuring
tricks. ventriloquil figure:-xjuggling apparatus. and novelties of every
description. on the site of the old Noah's Ark which was burned down
Entertainers who wish to keep in touch with all that
some time ago
is new and attractive in their respective lines are ever on the lookout
for the tlescripiive sheets of novelties constantly being offered by
this enterprising firm.
Rufus C. Pninney :-—There have been several efforts put forward
to form a club or organized society of magicians. but so far none have

succeeded in their purpose.
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As a little time must necessarilyelapse before all the water escapes
it will be found advisable to introduce at this point some other experiment that will serve the double purpose of killingtime and accounting
for the appearance of the water in place of the rice. Two tricks that
lend themselves to this end are the “paper bits and fan", and the
Hindoo sand trick". in which the disappearance of water forms a
principal leature thus rendering them most appopriatx. for a combination with the trick we are now describing. Let us suppose that
either one of the foregoing feats have been duly presented. Stepping
up to the bowls, the performer, taking the precaution to cover the air
hole on top to shield it from view and to prevent the escape of any
water that might by chance have remained in the fake. seperates the
bowls, showing the audience that the rice has vanished completely,
aud the bowl contains in its place, pure water. The trickin the above
form is not generally known and will form a valuable addition to the
program of every performer who appreciates efiective mechanical apparatus in an unsuspected form
The illustrations will show the manner of construction, yet I
should not advise anyone to attempt to make a set for exhibition. As
the relative size of the holes has considerable to do with the proper
flow of the water, and the correct fastening of the metal fake requires
quitea technical knowledge. I would suggest that they be procured
from some first class dealer in magical apparatus.
The late Prof. Balabrega. in presenting the above trick at Keith's
theatre, showed in the first place two unprepared bowls. In the act of
placing them together, he loaded a lemon between the two
siihsequently vanishing a duplicate, and lifting one bowl off be disclosed the first lemon. While all eyes were drawn to the fruit he exchanged the bowls on the servante, and proceeded with the trick, winning considerable applause for his skillful presentation.
Illustrations for this article and complete patter will appear in
our next issue.

THE CHINESE RICE BOWLS.
The effect of this trick is startling to the unitiitiated, and its great
value lies in the fact that it may be safely exhibited with spectators

Mahatma.

THE CHINESE RICE BOWLS.

U’. il rut.-.-at}.
COD‘-pltltlySlll'l(.Ul1dllgllt‘]Llf(ln
Having shown two china bowls, a quantit_\ of rice is potired visibly into one of them from a common paper bag. the rice then being
carefully smoothed off until is is just level full. 'l he second bowl is
then placed over the first, and and alter the usual liociis pocus. upon
the top bowl being removed. the spectators see the rice has doubled
in quantity, even to overflowing. Tliis is once more leveled off, the
other bowl having been shown empty, is again placed over it,. Upon
seperating the bowls for the second time it is seen that the rice has

"

,

The effect of this trick is startling to the uninitiated, and it? great

value lies in the fact that it may be safely exhibited with spectators

completely surioundu g tie f n ft i n t r, if 11 < < f r;. t \.

Having shown two china bowls, a quantiiv of rice is poured vis-

ibly into one of them from a common paper ba^;, the rice then being

in its place the under bowl is found filled totlie
brim with clear water.
Explanation. One of the hm-.'ls is as honest as it seems. but the other
has undergone a rather extensive preparation. The whole secret lies
in the application of the well known principle of air pressure as applied in the magic funnel. demon punch bowl, lf‘lt'Xl'l2iUSl.ll)lCbottle,
etc. A metal disc having a hole drilled in the centre to serve as an
outlet for the water is fixed firmly in place over the mouth of the bowl.
After being painted while, a little llt e is f‘( mt r Nd over the surface to
give it the appearance of a well filled bowl. Another hole is drilled
through the centre of the bottom of the bowl to admit the air pressure
sn necessary in order to secure a free flow of the water when desired.
Before the commencement of the nick. the bmil is stink almost level
with the top in a pail of water until the fluid rises to its level on the inside. A finger is then placed over the hole in the meal fake, the bowl
is turned upside down, and little cork is thrust firmly into the hole in
the bottom, after which it may be safely handled without fear of leakage. This bowl is then placed on the table mouth down and the
other one is placed over it.
In presenting the trick the first bowl is carelessly shown empty before filling it with rice. and there being nothing in the subsequent proceedings to arouse suspicions to the contrary, il:e audience will readily
accept the implied conclusion that lioih bowls are unprepared. The tire
is poured into the first bowl from the usual paper bag thus negaiiving
the idea of dummy forms. The bag may now be rolled up into a ball
and vanished at this point, as all performers appreciate the value of
these little interludes which serve to distract the attention of the spectators from the main issue. ‘I he fake l)0Vll is then placed over the
first and they must then be so inanipulatid that the unprepared bowl
is brought to the top. This is best acconzplislied wlienitiirning to your
table or while requesting the aid of a spectator. By holding the bowls
as shown in the drawing. the turnover may be affected while directly
facing the spectators, the movement being eiiiirely covered by a careless gesture as if merely indicating the steps by which your volunteer
assistant mty ascend the stage. or some particular part of the stage
upon which you wish him to stand. Having accomplished this. you
may now lift the unprepared bowl off at any period that will best
suit your convenience, and the rice with \\lll(‘l1 it was filled will pour
onto the stage, enough remaining, ho\\‘e\'er. to form a considerable
mound on the fake cover. This having been smoothed level, the first
bowl is carelessly shown empty before being placed on the fake. the
the spectators having no reason to suspect the previous change of
position. and having witnessed the open filling of the under bowl. this
will go far to convince them that both of the Lowls are free from de-

entirely v uiish:d, and

carefully smoothed off until is is jusl level full. The second bowl is

then placed over the first, and and after the usual hocus pocus. upon

the top bowl being removed, the spectators see the rice has doubled

‘
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in quantity, even to overflowing. This is once more leveled off, the

other bowl having been shown empty, is again placed over it,. Upon

seperating the bowls for the second time it is seen that the rice has

entirely vuushid, and in its place the under bowl is found filled to the

brim with clear water.

Explanation. One of the bowls is as honest as it seems, but the other

has undergone a rather extensive preparation The whole secret lies

in the application of the well known principle of air pressure as ap-

plied in the magic funnel, demon punch bowl, inexhaustible bottle,
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etc. A metal disc having a hole drilled in the centre to serve as an

outlet for the water is fixed firmly in place over the mouth of the bowl.

After being painted white, a little lice is r<m«i ltd ovtt the surface to
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give it the appearance of a well filled bowl. Another hole is drilled

through the centre of the bottom of the bowl to admit the air pressure
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so necessary in order to secure a free flow of the water when desired.

Before the commencement of the tiick. the bowl is sunk almost level

with the top in a pail of water until the fluid rises to its level on the in-

side. A finger is then placed over the hole in the mdal fake, the bowl

is turned upside down, and little cork is thrust firmly into the hole in

the bottom, after which it may be safely handled without fear of leak-

age. This bowl is then placed on the table moulh down and the

other one is placed over it.

I n presenting the trick the first bowl is carelessly shown empty be-

fore filling it with rice, and there being nothing in the subsequent pro-

ceedings to arouse suspicions to the contrary, li e audience will readily

accept the implied conclusion that both bowls are unprepared. The ike

is poured into the first bowl from the usual paper bsg thus negativing

the idea of dummy forms. The bag may now be rolled up into a ball

and vanished at this point, as all performers appreciate the value of

these little interludes which serve to disfact the attention of the spec-

tators from the main issue. '1 he fake bowl is then plactd over the

.

We have just been informed that Messrs. Hamley Bros., have
purchased the entire stock. business. books. blocks, etc, of the late
Mr. Hiam of i5 Nile Street, City Road, London. and are making arrangements to carry on the business as usual, and to execute all
orders as formerly. They viill be happy to make special terms to
professionals. We also hear that Messrs. Hamley's new premises at
23i High Holborn which they have just rebuilt in a very handsome
style are now completed, and they are devoting them to the conjuring branch of their imwiense business, which has increased so largely
that their old premises were quite inadequate for their requirements.
The new building forms certainly the finest conjuring depot in the
world. and in the magnificent Magical Saloons can be seen such a
stock of every variety of conjuring apparatus unequalled anyvi here.
Messrs. Hamley llms. are rt w busy on a new edition of their catalogue which they hope to have completed by the beginning of
December. They are also receiving orders for the new book by T.
Nelson Downs “The Art of Coin Manipulation."

first and they must then be so manipulated that the unprepared bowl

.. .
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is brought to the top. This is best accomplished when turning to your
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table or while requesting the aid of a spectator. Iiy holding the bowls

as shown in the drawing, the turnover may be affected while directly

facing the spectuors, the movement being entirely covered by a care-

Since writing my last letter we have had a visit from the Steens
second sight marvels, Their black board tests are excellent.

less gesture as if merely indicating the steps by which your volunteer

assistant may ascend the stage, or some particular part of the stage

upon which you wish him to stand Having accomplished this, you

may now lift the unprepared bowl off at any period that will best

suit your convenience, and the rice with which it was filled will pour

onto the stage, enough remaining, however, to form a considerable

mound on the fake cover. This having been smoothed level, the first

bowl is carelessly shown empty before being placed on the fake, the

the spectators having no reason to suspect the previous change of

position, and having witnessed the cpen filling of ihe under bow l, this

ception.

It now becomes necessary to make the change a second time in
order to bring the fake bonl containing the water, to the top. This
having been attained, the tiny iork is withdrawn and the water starts
to run down to the under bowl. lt will be found advisable to use a
handkerchief {or a cover at this stage of the proceedings in oider that
the hole in the bowl may not catch the eye of some keen observer.
Perhaps it is as well to withdraw the cork while throwing the handker-

chief over.

will go far to convince them that both of the bowls are free from de-

ception.

It now becomes necessary to make the change a second time in

order to bring the fake bowl containing the water, to the top. This

having been attained, the tiny cork is withdraw n and the water starts

to run down to the under bowl. It will be ft.unci advisable to use a

handkerchief for a cover at this stage of the pioceedings in oider that

the hole in the bowl may not catch the eye of some keen observer.

Perhaps it is as well to withdraw the cork while throw ing the handker-

chief over.

As a little time must necessarily elapse before all the water escapes

it will be found advisable to introduce at this point some other experi-

ment that will serve the double purpose of killing time and accounting

for the appearanee of the water in place of the rice. Two tricks that

_

Olivette has also been

seen to

advantage.

Her work in second

sight is very good.
C. W. Hunter, comedian, is a first class sleight—ot-hand performer
and would have made a mark for himself in this line had he taken it
tip as his sole profession. instead ofcombining singing with conjuring,

I hear that Messrs. Maskelyne and Cooke intend to pay
visit here at the commencement of the year.
GEORGE

us a

]OYCF, Dublin, Ireland.

M ahatmti.

Mahatma.
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NEIL WE A VER, Streatham.

is the London Correspondent for " Mahatma.'

Mons. Francis is at the Tivoli, Glasgow.

Fred. Russell, ventriloquist, is touring in Ireland.

Mons. De Arc, wizard, provides a very neat turn at the Queen's

Palace, Ilkeston.

i Evalos, Tricky Turks, conjurers and jugglers, attract attention at

the Empire Hall.

:

NE IL IVEA I 'EIt'. Sfrml/tam.
it Hi: lxmdwl Cimzsporiiieulfar "lilo/mime,‘
Mons. Francis is at the Tivoli. Glasgow.
Fred. Russell. ventriloquist. is touring in lreland.
M°fl5- 09 AFC. Wiufd. provides a very neat turn at the

THE

Queen's

Palace. lllteston.
Evalos. Tricky Turlts. conjiirers and jugglers, attract attention at

I

Walton & Lester, the World's Worst Wizards, are at the Gran-

ville, Walham Green.

the Empire Hall.
Walton & Lester. the Worlds Worst Wizards. are at the Granville, Walham Green.
Chinko. the Boy jugglcr. is at the London Hippodrome where
his success is complete.
Guff. the comic jttggler. is at the Empire. Birniiugham, with one
o the funniestjugglingacts ever presented.
The Indian Troupe of .-ilagicians from the Paris exliibition. present some unique examples of Eastern magic.
The Harbecks. King and Queen of bounding hoops. have been
engaged for another twelve weeks at the Palace.
De Denno is at the Peoples Palace. Dundee. where he bewilders
everyone with his marvelous sleight-of-hand tricks, c'(livt-red in his
’
usual quiet easy-going style.
is
the
Houston.
at
New
Henry
conjurer.
Empire. I-Iastboiirne.
He is an expert in card nianiptilation. and pcrfornis some astonishing
tricks by the aid of the back palm.

Chinko, the Boy juggler, is at the London Hippodrome where

his success is complete.

Guff, the comic juggler, is at the Empire, Birmingham, with one

o the funniest juggling acts ever presented.

The Indian Troupe of Magicians from the Paris exhibition, pre-

sent some unique examples of Eastern magic.

The Harbecks, King and Queen of bounding hoops, have been
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engaged for another twelve weeks at the Palace.

De Denno is at the People's Palace, Dundee, where he bewilders

IMP-l?O\/ED FISH

pretty efTi-ct.

Henry Houston, conjurer, is at the New Empire, Eastbourne.

'

'

He is an expert in card manipulation, and performs some astonishing

tricks by the aid of the back palm.

Horace Goldin head<d the bill at the Brooklvn Music Hall, wetk

of Oct. 8th. His novel program, which took well with the audience

included the bowl of fire, rifle and h»ndkerchief, canary birds and

manner of De Kolta's flower trick, the ducks and wash tub, a la Le

Roy, and an illusion, a description of which will no doubt be of inter-

est to our readers.

A skeleton canopy is brought on the stage, a lady comes forward

and takes her stand within it, curtains are lowered from the top,

reaching to the floor of the canopy at the back and sides, but only as

far as the lady's waist in front, so that she remains in full view

throughout the trick. The canopy is then attached to chains and

hoisted a few feet above the s;age. A wire cage supported an a

rather slender openwork base is then brought on. After thrusting a

cane through the base in various directions to prove its fraility, the

p:rf K.n;r gj.s into the cage and draws down the curtains, conceal-

ing himself completely from the sight of the audien< e. His assistant

on the stage now dresses himself in a long cloak and Mephistopheles

mask and procuring a pistol from the wings, he fires at the cage, at

the same time pulling a cord attacded to one corner, and the struct-

ure collapses, the cage having vanished. The curtains of the canopy

at the same time fall to the floor, the lady has disappeared from with-

in, and now comes running up the orchestra stalls and gains the

stage. When the applause merited by this effect ceases, the suppos-

ed assistant, who has been quietly waiting in the centre of the stage,

carmly removes his cloak and mask, and is seen to be none other

than Goldin himself. This startling climax is cleverly led up to and

is very effective. European theatre goers will have an opportunity to

judge of its merits shortly.

—-o—

Horace Goldin headid the bill at the Brooklyn Music Hall. unit
of Oct. 8th. His novel program, which tool: well with the audience
included the bowl of fire. rifle and hlndltcrchiel. canary birds and
cage. the production of a live rabbit from a cone of paper alter the
manner of De l(o|ta's flower trick. the ducks and wash tuli. a la Le
Roy. and an illusion. a description of which will no doubt be of interest to our readers.
A skeleton canopy is brought on the stage. a lady comes forward
and takes her stand within it. curtains are lowered from the top.
reaching to the floor of the canopy at the back and sides. but only as
far as the lady's waist in front. so thit she remains in full view
throughout the trick. The canopy is then attached to chains and
hoisteda few feet above the s:age. A wire cage supported an a
rather slender openworlt base is then brought on. Alter thrusting a
cane through the base in various directions to prove its lraility. the
p:rf)r.n:r ges into the cage and draws down the curtains. concealing himself completely from the sight ol the auditor c. His assistant
on the stage now dresses himself in a long cloak and Mephistopheles
mask and procuring a pistol from the wings. he tires at the cage. at
the same time pulling a cord attnt-ded to one corner. and the structure collapses. the cage having vanislied. The curtains of lhe canopy
at the same time fall to the floor. the lady has disappeared from within, and now comes running up the orchestra stalls and gains the
stage. When the applause merited by this effect ceases. the supposed assistant. who has been quietly waiting in the centre of the stage.
carmly removes his cloak and mask. and is seen to be none other
than Goldin himself. This startling climax is cleverly led up to and
is very effective. European theatre goers will have an opportunity to

cage, the production of a live rabbit from a cone of paper after the

THE IMPROVED FISH BOWLS.

judge of its merits shortly.

In this version of the old and favoiite trick, originally intro-

duced by the first Herrmann, the bowls with the metal foot, or

base which folds into sections around the glass are used. The

variation is as follows:—After the bowl is produced and stood

upon your table, to the surprise of the audience, a little stream

of water commences to play from the centre of the bowl straight

into the air for about a foot, just like a miniature fountain To ac-

complish this, all that is necessary is to have a small hollow rubber

ball fastened to the centre of the bowl underneath, and hidden by

the ornamental foot, with a small spout running up through the

bowl, and projecting a little above the surface of the water. Now

when the bowl is set upon the table it is placed directly over your

piston, and when this is raised, by an assistant it presses upon

the rubber ball and the fountain begins to play, with two or three

job

BOSTON ITEMS.

everyone with his marvelous sleight-of-hand tricks, delivered in his

usual quiet easygoing style.

BOWLS.

In this version of the old and l’aroiitc trick. originally introduced by the first Herrmann. the bowls with the metal foot. or
base which folds into sections around the glass are used. The
variation is as fol|ows:—:'\l'tcr the bowl IS produced and stood
upon your table. to the surprise of the audience. a little stream
of water commences to play from the centre of the bowl straight
into the air for about a foot, just like it miniature fountain To accomplish this. all that is necessary is to have a small hollow rubber
ball fastened to the centre of the bowl tindcrnealh. and hidden by
the ornamental foot. with a small spout running up through the
bowl, and projecting a little iihove the siirfargc of the water. Now
when the bowl is set upon the table it is pl-.m:d directly over your
piston. and when this is raised. by an assistant it presses upon
the rubber ball and the fountuiii begins to [i|'.\_v. with two or three
pistons all of your bowls may appc-.ir to the fouiitiiins. with a very

Fred Ward scored a success at the lioston .\lU$lL‘ llall. He was
followed the succeeding week liy l.awi'em'c Crane. the lrisli magician.
U-lIl£L'l'.1Tl. is intrr during: his automatic
less
talking figures at Keith's
lshmael, the liiist litdiaii, is .'it the .\let-hanics Fair for four
weeks. exltibiting the Women of all Natioiis. His (‘ups and balls. and
basket trick are also fc.1!lII't'5<
The Zarros' were seen in Boston foi tutu iveclts in Trapped by
Magic," and one week in their decapitation.
W. D. Leltoy. llostonts well known ii~:i;_;ii:-.ildealer. has been appointed a llistiict Deputy (irand Regent of the RlJ)"rll Arcantim.
Elrano. the jugglcx; has an eiiliiliiticnol lr;Ilfl€(l dogs at the Boston Music Hall.
The De l.'oli'e.‘itis. in ii not-cl lll.icl; Art §|.>Cl‘l:tll)’ at Keith's.
Vano and Aiivo. tltc 'l‘r.uis-ailaiiiic \\'i/..iuls of the llitntilfllfis‘
at Aiistin and Stone's.
"C
Readers of .\[:i|iatma will rerall the .innnut'iu:irit~ritin one ol otlr
earlier iititiihers of the tlc.itli of l‘l‘.llllvi Ht. iii, llt(' u ell liniiwn manufacturer ol inagical appaialtis. It now lu:riiinc~. our said ditty to record
the death of llis sun, llciiry Hi.ini, illI'Ull;.{ll the iiip\iiit~ul';i blood vessel, The liuainr-‘s «iii no rlltlllvl lu: lll'~1"Hl\lllll1l ll.
Through the kindness of lllurtinka & Co thr well known manufacturers ol magical apparatus in New York City. vie have added to
our gallery the portraits of Rolicrt and Hzudee llellcr.
.

\"C.l'n'On,'Vcltllllutlllll

"

C
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SALE OR E-IXCIIANIEIE.

TL

I

.-i.i-

u

ill)‘: umli-r Iltlh ltemlim.

~:pt>ol;y—suitable for
playing at a magical pcrlnriiiaiit-c. i'll.'i,;:.-i;in.<._ uhat have you in this
Clinton Burgess. 27: \‘~'t-.-i iih‘ili ht. .\'it-iv York City.
line?
Would like to get

MAGIC BO()K:~'i

some I11lI.*|«'—

u-'i-id ilnll

to sell $2.50 per iooo.
goo Diminishing pIIt‘i~i.\ ul’ L'.n--ls .'ttI(l l-'.m.-i.-lnpcs. $2 oo.
5.00 Cli.-inging C-.iril.-. llL|lsCS 3 iligiiigi-a. $1.75,
Key hole in ltiiiir. 3; per moo .-mil other good sellers.
SAMPLES ul-‘ ALL with Catnlogiic IOC. none lrcc. ttcltlress.
john G. tsclieidler. School of Magic. Dept. 90. Cleveltind. Ohio.

Mahatma.

Mahatma.

MAGICIANS

Don't be deceived "by misrepresentation. MAHATMA is the only established magazine

printed in the English language and devoted to the interests of magic

and the kindred arts.

wWANTED AT ALL TIMES —

Photographs of magicians, living or dead, original sleights, new ideas, improvements on

old tricks, magazine clippings, and all matters of interest to performers. Pull credit given

to persons sending in these items. We want news from our readers all over the world."

Spirit Slate Writing by Robinson,

Revelations of a Spirit Medium,

Life of Robert Houdin,

Herrmann, the Magician,

Hew Era Card Tricks,

Magic by Shaw,

Secrets of Mahatmaland,

Around the world with a magician and juggler,

$1.00 f

i An C

1.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

.50

1.00
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1.00

Elegant Centre Table, legs of bent brass, and two nickel plated side tables, for sale cheap.

Ching Ling Foo Bowl Trick for sale. Latest and most successful method of working this sensational

production. Buy it and become famous.

Orders received for T. Nelson Downs' work on "Art of Coin Manipulation," will be filled immediately m

receipt of the books in America.

ELLIOTT,

ARTISTIC TEACHER of

Modern Digital Manipulations.

CARDS, COINS,

Har)dKcrch)icfs, Rings.

Billiard Balls—Specialties

Amateur* and Professionals coached

and acts improved.

Curd Cnt-n-log, 10*. each.

Will improve your act ioo per cent.

Adress, J. A. RICHARDSON,

32 Concord Sq., Boston, Mass.

* J. *

De WITT,

TH6

IVJodern !V[&gici&i].

MAGICIANS

ir

Book i

uHue 25c

HELLER'S

of Magic, price 35c.

II en

New 20th Century Supplement Catalogue,

OUT THIS MONTH. NEW TRICKS 5C

Send 20c. for 3 complete Rook Catalogu-s. Up-to-date Stock Sheet sent for stamp.

T. Nelson Downs' New Book.-Price $9.50. , ,t

W. D. LsROY, 103 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

Only Boston Agent and C01 respondent for MA HA TAIA.

$1,000 Challenge,

To any Man in the World

In a contest for

ORIGINAL BILLIARD

BALL TRICKS,

J. HENRICKS,

235 Pine St. 70 Chatham St.

Phila, Liverpool.

-s3

Herrmann's Black Art,

5

'
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HAMLEYS

THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

IN THE WORLD.

THE GRIND MAGICAL SALOONS

229 High Holborn, London

and MAGICAL PALACE, 35 New Oxford Street, London.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

% Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus, Stage Illusions,

Ventriloquial, Marionette and Punch and Judy Figures, and Juggling Goods.

The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

.notice:..

MESSRS. HAMLEY BROS., wish to let their many clients know that, owing to small firms having entered

into competition against th«m, and selling certain Conjuring Tricks cheaper, of a similar character to theirs, but not

of that high-clnss make and superior workmanship for which they have been so long noted, they have now in prepar-

ation u small catalogue witli prices Rreittly reduced, but the goods are exactly the same in every way.

Messrs HAMLEY BROS, are not lowering the prices and selling inferior goods, but will guarantee every

article of the best workmanship and the Finest Finish as heretofore. Messrs HAMLEY BROS, will allow a
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discount of 10 per cent off the catalogue prices of any Conjuring Trick Dealer in the world.

De Knlta' s Spring Flowers, S1.50 fost free. Beat Ivorine Eggs, guaranteed superior to all others, 45c. each, post free.

Bautier's Spring Flowers, $3 30 post free. Best Ivorine Stodare's Egg, finest made, 50c. post free.

best make, cam ot be told from Ivory, 75c. post free. 1.1st of greatly reduced prices« post free gratis.

GREATEST BOOK OF THE PRESENT CENTURY !

TO THE MAGICAL FRATERNITY OF THE WORLD I

.NOW

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT I

"MODEEN COIN

MANIPULATION,"

By

T. NELSON DOWNS,

"King of Koins."

Including a complete explanation (now made public for the first time, all other so-called "explanations" being grossly inaccurate)

of his World Famous Original Coin Creation, "THE MISER'S DREAM."

*>♦ O CONTENTS 0-+<-,

CHAP. i. "T. Nelson Downs," an appreciation, by W. J. M.

CHAP. a. Complete and lucid explanation of "The /User's Dream" describing correctly all the methods employed by the author.

CHAP. 3. Innumerable Original Coin Sleights and Vanishes.

CHAP. \. Miscellaneous Coin Tricks, Illusions and Combinations, hitherto undreamed of.

CHAP. 5. Pall description of all practical mechanical devices invented to imitate "THE MISER'S DREAM."

Nearly 300 pages, profusely illustrated with 150 real half-tone engravings, Price $2.50 or 10s. 6d. post free.

The phenomenal success of Mr. Downs' great act has induced unscrupulous people to endeavor to trade on his reputation by pt,blishing

misleading pamphlets, &c. purporting to explain his methods. All of Mr. Downs' correct and true methods are

now published for the first time in "MODERN COIN MANIPULATION" and will be

a startling revelation even to Magicians.

As a limited number only will be issued it is advisable to apply at once to the publishers.

The T. NELSON DOWNS MAGICAL CO., 4 St. Albans Place, Regent St., London, W.

Or, HAMLEY'S GRAND MAGICAL SALOONS, 321 High Holborn, London, W. C.

and Bland's Magical Palace, 35 New Oxford Street, London.
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From among the array of talented performers in the mystic art

that England has given to the world, we are pleased to select

the portrait of the above named gentleman to grace our front

page. Although but twenty-tour years of age, Mr. Hilliar has already

had nine years experience before the public as a magician. He made

London engagement of note, at the Royalty Theatre. At this most

fashionable of London houses, Mr. Hilliar appeared for eleven con-

secutive months, during which time he played before H. R. H. the

Prince of Wales, H. R. H. the Duke of York and Duke of Teck, etc.,

on one of these occasions being specially mentioned by Royalty. For
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his entry into ths profession, with a snvill vaudeville company which

Vol. W. No. Vl

New York,

toured Great Britain. After two years of this life, he headed his own

Brooklyn Borough, December, I900.

Single copy, 10:.

company on a trip through the smaller towns, presenting a full nights

WILLIAM J.

entertainment in conjuring, ventriloquism, jugglery, thought reading,

etc. His versatile talent and the high character of his entertainment

From among the .l|‘f‘.\_\‘ of talented performers in the mystic art
that England has given to the world, we are pleased to select
the pm'lI'.‘tit of the .1lmvc namt-tl gentleman to grace our front
page. Although but twenty-tour years ofatge, Mr. llilliarhas already
had nine years experience before the public ztsamagicitm. He made

rtacted the attention of a prominent manager, and secured his first

the past year or so, with the exception of a very successful engage-

ment at the Paris Exposition during the past summer, Mr. Hilliar has

confined his work chiefly to London drawing rooms. The subject of
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WILLIAM J. MILLIAR

our sketch is a firm believer in the non-apparatus school of conjuring,

.

HILLIAR
London engagement of note. at the Royalty Theatre. At this most
fashionable of London houses, .\lr. Hilliar appeared for eleven consecutive months. during which time he played before H. R. H. the
Prince of \\’.1les. H. R. H. the Duke of York and Duke of Teclr, etc..
on one of these occasions being specially mentioned by Royalty. For

»

his coin work especially being second only to the acknowledged peert

of all coin manipulators, T. Nelson Downs. In addition to his grea

his entry into th: prufi.-'ssi-nt. with ;t sill ill \'.lU(iE\‘iiiC comp.-iny which
tuurcd Great llritrtin. .~\I'ter two _\'L‘:1fs of this life. he headed his own
company on a trip through the smaller towns, presenting at full nights
entertztinnient in ctinjurlng, \‘cI1triitIqlIi5In,jngglery, thought reading,
etr. His versatile talent and the high rh;tr:ictcr nl'hi5 enterminment
rtncled the attention 0f;I prominent ntatnttgcr, and secured his first

the past year or so, with the Exception of a very successlul engagement at the I‘.-ms Exposition (luring the past summer. Mr. Hilliarhas
confined his work chit-Il_v to London dmwing rooms. The subject of
our sketch is '.| tirm believer in the non-apparatus school of conjuring.
his coin work C-pecinlly being second only to the ttclcnowledged peer‘
of all coin ntttnipulators. T. Nelson Downs. In addition to his great

re
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A FEW HINTS BY RETSENNAB.
The trick of burning a coin in a candle flame and restoring it
again is, I think. universally known. yet the trick. especially in a parlor. has a pretty effect when presented in the following manner. Take
a piece of flash paper. and a piece of ordinary tissue paper, and gum
them
at one end. so as to resemble a single sheet. Light the
candle, and patter scientifically or otherwise about ile great difference in heat. Take up your paper and tear it in two, placing the flash
paper on the table. and retaining the ordinary paper in your hand.
Proceeding with your talk, you demonstrate the weakness of candle
light, by burning the paper in the flame. calling attention to the time it
takes to consume, and the ashes it leaves behind. Now explain the great
force of electricity there is stored away in the human body. and the
power of your magic wand with the combined forces of V\'llICl'l you are
enabled to raise the feet lest light to the heat of a furnace. Rub your
fingers over the wand and around the flame of the‘candlea few times
and by picking up your piece of fl ish p:tpet' and placing it in the flame.
a brilliant flash and not even a trace is left behind. With this introduction, the spectators are quite ready to accept the theory that the
coin burns away when it is palmed in one hand, and the other placed
over the candle flame and shown empty.
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The sole agents for the sale of "MAHAT-MA"in England is the celebrated and old established firm of Messrs. HAMLEY LIN)’: HERS. and
it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons. :29 High Holborn,
London, where also advertisements are received for it and every information given respecting it.
MAHATM.-\ would ask as a favor that all magicians will send their
address and all news appertaining to magicians to this office. and also
names of persons interested in magic. The aim of this paper is to
reach all magicians. There are many persons interested in magic‘who
have never heard of this paper. Please send us the address of any
whom you may know. Anything new in magic will be published and
credit given to person sending it.
A very effective change for a coin, is as fnllows:—The coin is
Persons sending money to this office wiil please send post-oflice
between the two lower joints of the middle fingers. Now borplaced
order to Station E," Brooklyn, N. Y.
row another coin from a spectator, and insist upon having it marked_
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Tht sole agents for the sale of "Mahatma" in England is the cele-

brated and old established firm of Messrs. Hamley Luoi heks, and

it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons, 229 High Holborn,

London, where also advertisements are received for it and every in-

formation given respecting it.

Mahatma would ask as a favor that all magicians will send their

address and all news appertaining to magicians to this office, and also

names of persons interested in magic. The aim of this paper is to

"

reach ail magicians. There are many persons interested in magic'who

Next take the coin from the last person, between the thumb and forr-

-‘Aug. 24il‘l, 1900. “The well-known illusionist, fantasiast and prostidigittttcur, Prof. Conradi, who for the past sixteen years has supplied
the magical paraphernalia used during his Majesty. the Emperor's,
northern trip. has had the honor of again furnishing to Herr Von
Huelsen, the Chamberlain of his Maiesty, his latest inventions in
magic. These tricks, which are to be performed before the Emperor
and his suite on their ocean voyage to Norway, Spitzbergen. etc.. surpass all of Prof. Conradi’s previous efforts, so thathe has again covered himself with glory by inventing for this occasion some very
charming and interesting deceptions. Fancy for instance. the visible
disappearance of a burning kerosene lamp from a glass topped table
and its sudden re-appearance in a suspended, transparent picture
frame. Another masterpiece which seems to be one of the wonders
of the Arabian Nights. is the illusion, Tata Toto, in which a person
(in this case a sailor) enters a cabinet formed out of fotir slender rods,
whereupon the upper part of his body is covered by a curtain. Upon
a shot being fired. the cover drops to the floor, and the sailor has disappeared. We desire to emphasize the fact that in the drawing room
of the imperial yacht, 'Hohenzollern' in which these experiments are
performed. there is no possible room for the placing of a trap in the
floor. Besides these very ingenious mechanical contrivances, Mr.
Conradi has also provided other effects in which the phenominal
digital dexterity of the modern magician is brought into effective play.
Thus six perfectly solid billiardballs appear in the perfo'mers hand,
without the latter having recourse to his coat sleeves. With
the balls thus produced, some really marvelous experiments are performed, one of the balls disappearing from a spectators hand, another
ball becomes smaller and smaller, while the remaining lzalls vanish
completely all at one time. only to reappear suddenly at the top of a
wire spiral, from which they roll down and drop into a borrowed hat
placed underneath. All of Mr. Conradi's tricks bear the particular
charm of being peculiarly new and inexplicable."

have never heard of this paper. Please send us the address of ary

finger, turn to another person, at the same time letting your hand
drop to your side for a moment. and immediately‘raising it, the duplicate coin occupies the same position between the thumb and forefinger, fortnerly held by the borrowed one. In the diop the following

whom you may know. Anything new in magic will be published and
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credit given to person sending it.

Persons sending money to this office will please send post-office

order to Station " E," Brooklyn, N. Y.

accomplished. The marked coin was first
forced to the thumb palm, the concealed coin is then pushed. with
the aid of the thumb, toposition supposed to be held by the marked
coin. that is. to the tip of the forefinger, and at the same time as the
thumb pushes the coin to that posiion. it brings the marked coin so
that one edge presses against the bottom jcints of the middle fingers.
moveiiicnts have been

Aug. 24:11, 1900. "The well-known illusionist, fantasiast and prcsti-

digitateur, Prof. Conradi, who for the past sixteen years has supplied

the magical paraphernalia used during his Majesty, the Emperor's,

northern trip, has had the honor of again furnishing to Herr Von

Huelsen, the chamberlain of his Majesty, his latest inventions in

These fingers curl over, grasp the opposite edge of the coin, straightthemselves out, and the marked coin is found to occupy the place
formerly held by the duplicate. You now read off the date and identification marks which have been placed upon the borrowed coin by
spectators. This is easy and very convincing. for while you are apparently looking at the coin held at the finger tips. you are really getting your information from the one clipped in the finger joints. The
coin is now thrown with a careless air upon a plate and left in full
view of the audience. You are thus enabled to place the coin whereA good way is to borrow
ever you wish for subsequent production.
a purse, show it empty, slip coin inside pocket of same. turn the ptirse
upside down, and knock it about and end by closing it and requesting a lady to take charge of it. Vanish the duplicate, and allow the
lady to open the purse and remove the genuine coin, and have the
marks veiilied. The fact that the coin is changed with one hand and
the marks apparently read at the last moment carries great weight
with the audience.

magic. These tricks, which are to be performed before the Emperor

and his suite on their ocean voyage to Norway, Spitzbergen, etc., sur-

en

pass all of I'rof. Conradi's previous efforts, so that he has again cov-

ered himself with glory by inventing for this occasion some very

charming and interesting deceptions. Fancy for instance, the visible

disappearance of a burning kerosene lamp from a glass topped table

and iis sudden re-appeai ance in a suspended, transparent picture

frame. Another master piece which seems to be one of the wonders

of the Arabian Nights, is the illusion, Tata Toto, in which a person

(in this case a sailor) enters a cabinet formed out of four slender rods,

whereupon the upper part of his body is covered by a curtain. Upon

a shot being fired, the cover drops to the floor, and the sailor has dis-

appeared. We desire to emphasize the fact that in the drawing room

of the imperial yacht, 'Hohenzollern' in which these experiments are

performed, there is no possible room for the placing of a trap in the

floor. Besides these very ingenious mechanical contrivances, Mr.

__o_.

Conradi has also provided other effects in which the phenominal

From China comes the news that Ching Ling Foo, who returned
to Pekin from this country last June, has lost hisiwife and two children, through the Boxer uprising. lt stems that at the stait of the
In addition to his skill as a performer, Mr. Conradi is the author trouble. they were sent to a suburban town, under the protection of
of several works on conjuring that are justly considered standard Harry Foy. the juggler and comedian of the troupe. An outbreak
occurred here and Foy incurred the hatred of the mob by attempting
authoritiesin the German language.
to defend the missionaries. and a few days later the rioters murdered
_._o__
Prof. Henricks, the wizard of the Atlantic. entertained the pa- Ching l.ii:,_ Fm s ‘.\ le, son and the little girl, and soon after l:ehcadtients of the Royal Infirmary. Liverpool, recently. with a two houis cd llizrry ho).
programme of all the diflicult feats of unaided skill, for which he is
no:e.l Ti: pipzrs sp :a'.< highly of the professor's kindness in re_“'t‘ l1°t\'i', mislaifitlie address of
sponding to the call of sweet charity.

digital dexterity of the modern magician is brought into effective play.

Thus six perfectly solid billiard balls appear in the perfo-mers hand,

without the latter having recourse to his coat sleeves. With

the balls thus produced, some really marvelous experiments are per-

formed, one of the balls disappeaiing from a spectators hand, another

ball becomes smaller and smaller, while the remaining halls vanish

completely all at one time, only to reappear suddenly at the top of a

'

wire spiral, from which they roll down and drop into a borrowed hat

placed underneath. All of Mr. Conradi's tricks bear the particular

charm of being peculiarly new and inexplicable."

In addition to his skill as a performer, Mr. Conradi is the author

of several works on conjuring that are justly considered standard

authorities in the German language.

Prof. Henricks, the wizard of the Atlantic, entertained the pa-

tients of the Royal Infirmary. Liverpool, recently, with a two hours

programms of all the difficult feats of unaided skill, for which he is

no:e.l T.12 p ip;rs sp ia!c highly of the professor's kindness in re-

sponding to the call of sweet charity.

A FEW HINTS BY RETSENNAB.

The trick of burning a coin in a candle flame and restoring it

again is, I think, universally known, yet the trick, especially in a par-

lor, has a pretty effect when presented in the following manner. Take

a piece of fUsb paper, and a piece of ordinary tissue paper, and gum

them together at one end. so as to resemble a single sheet. Light ihe

candle, and patter scientifically or otherwise about il e great differ-

ence in heat. Take up your paper and tear it in two. placing the flash

_
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This article remains the property of the author, Mr. Henry Ridgeley Evans, and all

persons are cautioned against publishing the same, either whole

Some of D‘Alvini‘s feats

or in part, without his permission,

[coNTINUed]

was a

triumph of balancing.

were

Fairy Fountain
Japanese pagoda

admirable. The

In this act, “he built a

out of blocks of wood. the foundation resting on his chin. When the
foundation was completed a stream of water issued out of it. the structure revolving all the time. The climax was reached when in place of
water. streams of ribbon and showers of paper flew out of the fountain." He performed with great skill the trick of the “lllagic Port-

Some of D'AIvini's feats were admirable. The Fairy Fountain

was a triumph of balancing. In this act, "he built a Japanese pagoda

out of blocks of wood, the foundation resting on his chin. When the

foundation was completed a stream of water issued out of it. the struc-

of taking out the pictures, one by one, to exhibitto the audience. The
bird cage was of the collapsible kind and was concealed in the
portfolio. When it was exhibited. all the magician had to do was to
shake it vigorously, whereupon it assumed its normal shape, and the
birds, which were secreted in the top. flew about. The ladies’ bonnets were made on watchsprings and went into a very small" space
indeed. The small boy was shot up into the portfolio through a trap
in the stage. while the attention of the audience was directed elsewhere.
D‘Alvini worked the trick in a somewhat different manner. After
showing the portfolio empty he placed it on an ordinary table and
produced from it ladies‘ bonnets, shopping bags. boqucts. {our large
trunks. live ducks. fowls. rabbits. doves. birds in large cages and a
small boy.
D'Alvini invented most of his feats. He was a very original
man. He had a curious play-bill.at the top of which he displayed
his rivals performing the same old tricks. while he. “jap of laps."
occupied the rest of the picture. doing all sorts of impossible things.
The balancing feats depicted in the illustration. will give the reader an

ture revolving all the time. The climax was reached when in place of

water, streams of ribbon and showers of paper flew out of the foun-

tain." He performed with great skill the trick of the "Magic Port-

of taking out the pictures, one by one, to exhibit to the audience. The

bird cage was of the collapsible kind and was concealed in the

portfolio. When it was exhibited, all the magician had to do was to

shake it vigorously, whereupon it assumed its normal shape, and the

birds, which were secreted in the top, flew about. The ladies' bon-
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nets were made on watchsprings and went into a very small space

indeed. The small boy was shot up into the portfolio through a trap

in the stage, while the attention of the audience was directed else-

where.

D'Alvini worked the trick in a somewhat different manner. After

showing the portfolio empty he placed it on an ordinary table and

produced from it ladies' bonnets, shopping bags, boquets, four large

trunks, live ducks, fowls, rabbits, doves, birds in large cages and a

small boy.

D'Alvini invented most of his feats. He was a very original

man. He had a curious play-bill, at the top of which he displayed

his rivals performing the same old tricks, while he. "Jap of Japs,"

occupied the rest of the picture, doing all sorts of impossible things.

The balancing feats depicted in the illustration, will give the reader an

The above cut is kindly loaned by Chos. Burlingame & Co., of Chicago, and is but one of the

folio" which was invented by Robert Houdin. As originally present-

ed by Houdin the effect was as follows :—The conjuror came on the

stage with an artist's portfolio under his arm. It contained apparent-

ly nothing except a few prints representing various animals and

objects. When closed it was not over an inch and a half thick. The

magician placed it in a sort of rack, and proceeded in take from it a

great variety of things, animate and inanimate, saucepans filled with

fire, ladies' bonnets, bird cages containing live birds, doves, and last

but not least, a small boy. Most of these were concealed upon the

performer's person and introduced by him into the portfolio in the act

many unique illustrations published in "Around the World with a Magician and Juggler."

idea of his work.

Prominence is given to D'Alvini in this article, because of the

fact that he was a fine prestidigitator as well as a juggler. He died in

Chicago, July 3d, 1891, and was burried in Oakwoods cemetery.

[to be continued]

Valentine, the magician, presents a pleasing programme of draw-

ing room effects. He was the feature of the entertainment at Yon-

kers, N. Y., Dec. 19th.

.

kindly loaned by Class. Burllngnrue .1 Co., or Chimgu, end is but one of the many unique illustrntloiu published in "Around the World Will! I Nllitllll Md .l“¢ll¢|'-"
folio" which was invented by Robert Houdtn. As originally present- idea ol his work.
Prominence is given to D'Alvini in this article, because of the
ed by Houdin the effect was as follows :—The conjuror came on the

The above cut is

fact that he was a line prestidigitator as well as a juggler. He died in
ly nothing except a few prints representing various animals and Chicago. July 3d, 189i. and was but-tied in Oakwoods cemetery.
objects. When closed it was not over an inch and a half thick. The
[To an CONTINUED]
magician placed it in a sort of rack. and proceeded on take from it a
Tao.
great variety of things. animate and inanimate. saucepan: filled with
Valentine. the magician, presents I pleasing programme of drawfire. ladies‘ bonnets. bird cages containing live birds. doves, and last
but not least. s small boy. Most of these were concealed upon the ing room effects. He was the feature of the entertainment at Yonperformer‘: person and introduced by him into the portfolio in the act kers. N. Y., Dec. tgtb.

stage with an artist's portfolio under his arm. It contained apparent-
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THE BACK HAND CARD PALMcustom of Mahatma,we have made a dilidiscover and give proper credit to the inventor of this
most eff.-ctive card sleight, but so far without any success. The invention has been wrongly attributed to Professor Elliott, of llnston.
but he has dis.-laimed all knowledge of the inventor nver his own
signature. His invention consisted in the
reverse palm. that is. the method by
which the card may be alternately moved from the back of the hand to the
front, thus permitting the hand to be
shown apparently empty at any time. It
is only fair to state that the trick owes
much of its effectiveness to this sleight.
We have seen performers who have
brought the sleight to such perfection that
they would vanish twenty cards at once.
and reproduce them one at it time. showing the hand empty, back and front,
whenever desired. It is in thiswny,however, that the trick has been clieapened
by the striving for too great effect. After
the first few cards have been produced.
the astonishment wears off. the spectators become critical. and the ti iclt is tiresome. Of all the performers coming under our notice, Servais Le Roy obtan-.
the greatest effect from the sleight, and
he uses but five cards at that.
In this article we will endeavor to
teach the sleight in the simplest possible
manner, and trust that those who are not
yet familiar with it. will master the iii It
in order to take advantage of the more
complicated moves to be described later.
First obtain it pack of suitable cards.
in this country, the brand known as
steamboat: will be found the best. Enamelled cards are of little use for back
palming. as they slip too easily. Bend
the cards backwards and forwards until
they become pliable. Now take one card
and hold it in the position shown in the
first illustration. between the first and little fingers. tlie two middle fingers being
behind the card. and the thumb at the
bottom. The pressure of the fingers at
the side should bend the card slightly.
Now close your hand tightly. keeping
the thumb at the bottom of the card as
you do so, remove the thumb and the
second drawing will show the correct
position of hand and card. Now open
your hand and you will find that you
have accomplishedthe famous back hand
palm, and that it is not so difficult after
all. Our third drawing show: the appearance of the hand to the spectators.
and the dotted lines indicate the card reposing on the back or the
hand. When this movement is thoroughly mastered, try to acct)‘-n.
plish the same result in the act of tossing the card into the air, Do
this before a mirror. and the true beauty of this sleight will become
apparent. in our next issue we will describe the reverse palm. and

Following the usual

gent search
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THE BACK HAND CARD PALM-
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Following the usual custom of Mahatma, we have made a dili-

.

gent search to discover and give proper credit to the inventor of this

,s.
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A CARD MIRACLE.

most effective card sleight, but so far without any success. The in-

vention has been wrongly attributed to Professor Elliott, of Boston,

but he has dis:laimed all knowledge of the inventor over his own

signature. His invention consisted in the

reverse palm, that is, the method by

which the card may be alternately mov-

ed from the back of the hand to the

front, thus permitting the hand to be

shown apparently empty at any time. It

is only fair to state that the trick owes

much of its effectiveness to this sleight.

We have seen performers who have

brought the sleight to such perfection that

they would vanish twenty cards at once,

and reproduce them one at a time, show-
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ing the hand empty, back and front,

whenever desired. It is in this way, how-

ever, that the trick has been cheapened

by the striving for too great effect. After

the first few cards have been produced,

the astonishment wears off, the specta-

tors become critical, and the tiick is tire-

some. Of all the performers coming un-

der our notice, Servais Le Roy obta'ns

the greatest effect from the sleight, and

he uses but five cards at that.

In this article we will endeavor to

teach the sleight in the simplest possible |

In this effect you bring lorward two empty glasses or goblcts and
hand them for examination. alter which they are placed at opposite
ends of your table. Next take a paclt of cards and divide it into 1“ 0
equal parts: you hand the pacltets to two spectators. with the request
that they will note the card at the bottom of their respective packs.
and then piss two rubber bands securely around the cards. We will
suppose that the card on the face of one pacltet was the ace of spades
and on the other the ten of hearts. You now place the packet with
the ace of spades in the right hand goblet, the one with the ten of
hearts in the left hand goblet, the face of the cards being towards the
audience. so that they can plainly note the position of the cards.
Now you cover each of the goblets with a borrowed liandlten hie! and
upon removing them the cards \|'lll be seen to have changtd plates in
spite of the rubber bands, the ace of spades being in tl.e ltll golilct.
and vice versa. The secret of this most magical tfiect lies in the latt
that you have two other packets, each containing about six cards, also
strapped across with rubber bands to rutriible the ),'(l'il, inc pmlits.
‘l hese are secreted under your vest. in turning to place the packets
in the goblets, these packets are addtd to the nth: ID, IL: one
containing the ten of hearts being brought back to back \Illl't the
In this condition
one containing the ace of spades and vice \'t'f>H.
they are placed in the tumblers and covertd \AIll1 the list cl: ul ‘els.
under cover of which the goblets are turned arcund. brtrgirg the added cards to the from tttth the effect as described abtite.
The cutting of the pack to ensure the proper cards brirg ltund
at the lace should present no difiitulties to one ul.o has i-Itdutl the
art. By using a lung or wide card the pack may be subniitied to a
moderate amount of shufiling or the bridge may be clfrctwely employed to accomplish the same result.
.__o__._

•manner, and trust that those who are not

yet familiar with it, will master the tri k

in order to take advantage of the more

complicated moves to be described later.

First obtain a pack of suitable cards.

In this country, the brand known as

steamboats will be found the best. En-

amelled cards are of little use for back

palming, as they slip too easily. Bend

the cards backwaids and forwards until

they become pliable. Now take one card

and hold it in the position shown in the

first illustration, between the first and lit-

tle fingers, the two middle fingers being

behind the card, and the thumb at the

bottom. The pressure of the fingers at

the side should bend the card slightly.

Now close your hand tightly, keeping

the thumb at the bottom of the card as

you do so, remove the thumb and the

the reproduction of cards.

your hand and you will find that you

:

William J. Hil|iar‘|new book on Sliadowgraphy is now ready.

have accomplished the famous back hand

palm, and that it is not so difficult after

all. Our third drawing shows the ap-

pearance of the hand to the spectators,

and the dotted lines indicate the card reposing on the back of the

hand. When this movement is thoroughly mastered, try to accom-

plish the same result in the act of tossing the card into the air. Do

this before a mirror, and the true beauty of this sleight will become

apparent. In our next issue we will describe the reverse palm, and

the reproduction of cards.

William J. Hilliar'i new book on Shadowgraphy is now ready.

A CARD MIRACLE.

In this effect you bring forward two empty glasses or goblets and

hand them for examination, after which they are placed at opposite

ends of your table. Next take a pack of cards and divide it into two

‘

.

second drawing will show the correct

position of hand and card. Now open

Mr. Bert Powell. Military Mystic and Up-to-Date Magician,
writes from Lydenburg, South Africa, as follows Z—"lt may Interest
some of my brother magicians to know that l have lalien active part
in all three of the most recent expeditions, viz:— The saudan canipaign. the occupation of Crete. and all through the late war in buuth
Africa. I was one of the poor unfortunate lellovis to he bet-eiged In
Ladysmlth. it was an awful four months. and curious to relate. the
first p tprr l rec.ived alter our relief was 'Maliatnia."
Previous to going to Egypt,l was twelve nmnths in the Straits
Settlements where I had the honor of appearing beltre H. l hl.. the
Sultan of lohore and his mother. The sultan him.~ell.isa very clever
card manioulator. and takes the lteenest interest in everything pertaining to the mystic art. l also met. while there, a German doctor.
Eugene von Kurdgey by name, who had taken up conjuring as a
hobby and was in possession of every piece of magical apparatus it
was possible to procure. so you may guess we spent many pleasant
hours exchanging views on different illusions. it was here. also. that
I had the pleasure of witnessing the performance of Ching Ling Foo,
the Chinese magician, who I note later creattd a St‘l'l5'dlI('D in America -v r l 'l‘V C""c' feats in production. As 1 make a specialty of
Hilll it
:1-title illusions. l wa~ naturally familiar with his worlt.
\Vi-..uw you and your valuable paper every success. l remain,
Your: very truly. BERT l‘OWELL_
'
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PARADOXES.

THE GRAND PERFORMANCE

—<)1• —

THE RKNOWNED

THE PROFESSOR has recently

performed in all the chief Cities of
JAPAN,
Titian-r,
Stan, and
Aus'riut.ut,
Br/or:

CHINA.

COCHIN CHINA,

Basilieonthaumaturgist,

Iti his Marvelous, Magic 11, and Mystical Keats of

NECROMANCY,

And terrific and absolutely confoundiug

The Emperor of China at Pekin.

The
The

Tycoon at Yeddo.

l-joutai and Toutai of
ghai.

Shan-

Prince_Sat.aumaand suite atNagI-Illlt.
The ()0\’el'lIOI'S and Princes
.

PARADOXES.

THE PROFESSOR has recently performed in all the chief Cities of

Tgapan
tpfufil izo Kings of
at

China, Japan, Thirrt.

Cochin China, Siam, and Australia,

Be/at

The Emperor of China at Pekio,

The Tycoon at Yeddo.

The Foutai and Toutai of Shan-

Yokohama‘

of

Siam

at

All the Govenors of Australia
The Sentries at Alcatraz, San

Francisco.

Maximilian, Emperor of Mexico.

Il im.

Au ulco.
Buffalo
the chief of the PiUtah ndians.
Artenius Ward and the Twelve
Banniclt Robbers who were executed at Bannic Citv.
at

The Grand Llama of Thibet.
The select Men of Wateiford,
The Khan of Crim Tartary.
Maine, and the Preaidents of
The MofuIsuliteofCochin China
the various Banqueting Halls
The Dyalu of Borneo.
on the Stations east of Bridger.
The King of the_Gorillasin Central Africa.

The following will be the Great Weird, Wondrous, Basiliconthaumaturgiml and lnvincibly lncomprehenaible

PROGRRNITIRE.

ghai. .

Prince Satsuma and suite atNag-

Previous to the rise of the Curtain there will he

legomena by the Orchestra.

an

Enharmonic Pro-
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asaki.

The Governors and Princes of

Japan at Yokohama'

The Two Kings of Siam At

Ofulslo.

The Grand Llama of Thibet.

The Khan of Crim Tartary.

The Mofussulite of Cochin China

The Dyaks of Borneo.

All the Govenors of Australia

The Sentries at Alcatraz, San

Francisco.

Maximilian' Emperor of Mexico,

at Acapulco.

Buffalo Jim, the chief of the Pi-

Utah Indians.

Artemus Ward and the Twelve

Bannick Robbers who were ex-

ecuted at Bannic City.

The select Men of Wateiford,

Maine, and the Presidents of

the various Banqueting Halls

on the Stations east of Bridger.

.. ~-w. »bv« uii inc oiauons ct

The King of the .Gorillas in Central Africa

The following will be the Great Weird, Wondrous, Basiliconthauma-

turgical and Invincibly Incomprehensible

PROGRAMME,

Previous to the rise of the Curtain there will be an Enharmonic Pro-

legomena by the Orchestra.

Mystery No. Thr Magic Wove Handkerchief of Othello's Mo-

ther. "1 hat handkerchief did an Egyptian to my mother give, there's

magic in the web of it." Or the Transposing Textile Problem.

Mystery No. 2.—The Columbian Paradox: or the Ornithological

Labyrinth of Perplexity

Mystery No. j.—Peculiar Conversation, or very Dollrtr-ous intima-

tion from articulate Silver Sibyls.

t Mystery No. 4,—The Perplexity of a Pomaceous Puzzle, or bow one

apple can be grown to be of the value of twenty dollars, and made to

ripen on a frosty night better than in the laughing sunlight of a sunny

clime •

Mystery No. j. —Christopher Columbus' own hat. and the complete

ness of repletion as illustrated by how anything can be placed where

nothing can go, and nothing can be compressed until it be' omes some-

thing considerable.

Mystery No 6. — Plum-pudding proMemicalil ies. ur a very familiar

illustration of the applicability of wov 11 texiures to the construction of

coquunterial stores for the providing of IJasiIiconibaumaiurgistu-al

Banquets.

Mystery No. 7.— I he Great Japanese Papilionaceous Pi:zzle, taught

the Professor b. the principal juggler to the court of Prii.tc Satsuma.

rlljrrlrj Na. l.—Tl:it- Magic Wave Handkerchief of Othello’: M0the r. ‘fl hat handkerchief did an Egyptian to my mother
give, there's
magic in the web of it." Or the Transposing Textile Problem.
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principal event this year has been the reappearance in Wel-

C ihinet illlhlons were Cttrrled out with that perfection and attention in
ilctaiil that has always characterized this clever conjuror's work.
Kmlirz is a capital conversationalist. and his "patter" ol small talk
sparkling with bun H'l1)I.l' kept his audiencein a simmer of laughter.
with l)ix's Gait-Iy Company as I|'|ll‘TlD( iiior.
lt-get-ileiiiain.
Professor Anderson. the present tlny "Wiiiairtl of the NuIt|i"i:a\e
Gifts was the
one performance here. prior to leaving for Australia.

Emile Lazern is

Hr slocs
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shurt

now

turn in

The principal event this year has been the reappearance in Wel-

lington of Professor Robert Kudarz. His sleight-of-hand was un-

great attraction
The Modern Mcrlins. two local amateurs. gave
iuitaitiment for the Seamen's Mission last week.

doubtedly the best seen here for years, while his Vanishing Lady and

Cabinet illusions were carried out with that perfection and attention to

an

detail that has always characterized this clever conjuror's work.

enjoyable en-

Kudarz is a capital conversationalist, and his "patter" of small talk

conjuring in the Rangitikei district.
_Seagar. very old exponent of magic in New Zealand. is showing an Entrnnced Lady in the Industrial Exhibition. Christchurch.
Fred. Foley. a clever young conjuror and ventriloquist is touring
with Thornton Stewart's Cinematograph Company. and meeting
Fauste is

sparkling with ion mots kept his audience in a simmer of laughter.
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Emile Lazern is now with Dix's Gaiety Company as intcrlot titor.

He docs a short turn in legerdemain.

Professor Anderson, the present day - Wizard of the Noith "gave

one performance here, prior to leaving for Australia. Gifts was the

great attraction

with

tertainment for the Seamen's Mission last week.

Fauste is conjuring in the Rangitikei district.
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shortly to have Pepper's Ghost and Spectrosrope in this
Mai \lorthcute having brought one from England. It is now
some 30 years since we had such an entertainment in New Zealand.
.\ldle. Edtnunda. wife of the late "Dante the Great." will shortly
tour the colonies with her husband's entertainment.

The Modern Merlins, two local amateurs, gave an enjoyable en-

“it are

coluiiy

Seagar, a very old exponent of magic in New Zealand, is show-

ing an Entranced Lady in the Industrial Exhibition, Christchurch.

Fred. Foley, a clever young conjuror and ventriloquist is touring

Clive. .1 new aspirant for magical honors. is appearing in conjunction with Richards’ Bijou Company.
javlin. who came out to Australia with the late 0. McAdoo's
Minstrels. is also with llarray Ricltards. doing conjuringandjuggling

with Thornton Stewart's Cinematograph Company, and meeting

with mm h praise.
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lington of Protessor Robert Kudarz. His sleight-of-hnnd was undnuhtedly the best seen here for years. while his Vanishing Lady and

We are shortly to have Pepper's Ghost and Spectroscope in this

colony Mat Northcote having brought one from England. It is now

A cut like the above. with ten lines of reading matter. inserted in
MAHATMA for five dollars. You send a good photograph, won make
Victor. an accomplished young Australian conjuror and ventrilo- a first class cut and give it to you free of cost after publication. An
and an
quist. is meeting with great success in Australia. A New Zealand unequalled opportunity to secure a splendid hall-tone
tour is contemplated.
efiective advertisement at a low rate.
M. ROBERTS. Wellington.
Dec. 5, I900.
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some 30 years since we had such an entertainment in New Zealand.

W. H. Heller is in Western Australia.

Mdle. Edmunda, wife of the late "Dante the Great," will shortly

tour the colonies with her husband's entertainment.
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Clive, a new aspirant for magical honors, is appearing in con-

junction with Rickards' Bijou Company.

Javlin, who came out to Australia with the late O. McAdoo's
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Minstrels, is also with Harray Rickards, doing conjuring and juggling

W. H. Heller is in Western Australia.

Victor, an accomplished young Australian conjuror and ventrilo-

quist, is meeting with great success in Australia. A New Zealand

lour is contemplated.
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Boston Music Hal1—Takezewa Troupe
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Bowdin Sq Museum—Ed Marston. sleight-of-hand.
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Keith's—Duncan, ventriloquist; Goldin, magician; Marten, mag-

ician.

happy.

W. D. Le

Higgins and Hardy.
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married Dec. izth. and

wntnin Inch articles as writing neceunries. I letter box. rink.
in apparatus. Ibrnsh Ind mlnb. I couch. cloelr. bell. telephone. cigar box. matches. drinking Ipplinueevi, etc. The
and hours also serve to conceal i-Inriuo Iriiclen. A
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Ind his hat is provided with telescopic legs to convert it into
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C. L. Hardy, of Higgins and Hardy, was married Dec. 12th. and

I

Higgins and Hardy. magicians. have been making a

is happy.

hit in their

Trunk Mystery. with the Bennet and Mnultnn Co.

W. D. Le Roy, Boston's magical dealer has had an extremely

busy holiday season.
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Higgins and Hardy, magicians, have been making a hit in their

Trunk Mystery, with the Bennet and Moulton Co.

~\'e desire to emphasize the fact that MAI-IATMA is not an American parer. it is not :i n.-itional paper of any kind. in i-very English
speaking community on the face of the earih'that is large eriouizh to
suppnrtaconjuror. you will find a copy of the magicians friend.
Christmas and New Year's greetings from all parts ol the world show
the abilityof this magazine as a globe trotter.

A'e desire to emphasize the fact that M*hatMa is not an Amrr-

ican pa'-er, it is not a national paper of any kind. In every English

speaking community on the face of the earth that is large enough to

support a conjuror, you will find a copy of the magician's friend.

Christmas and Mew Year's greetings from all parts of the world show

the ability of this magazine as a globe trotter.

A cut like the above, with ten lines of reading matter, inserted in

Mahatma for five dollars. You send a good photograph, we» make

a first class cut and give it to you free of cost after publication. An

unequalled opportunity to secure a splendid half-tone portrait, and an

effective advertisement at a low rate.

From the London "Era" we copy the following, believing it will

be of interest to our readers.

THEATRICAL PATENT.

6,268. Conjuring-apparatus. Patentee. Mr. P. B. Cm

quevalli. Moslyn-road, Brixton. Kelates to dresses and ap.

panmis to be used in humorous sketches, in which one perfor-

mer appears dressed as a servant or the like, and a number of

articles are drawn from his person. Pockets closed by suitable

flaps are made in all parts of the coats and other garments, and

contain such articles as writing necessaries, a letter box, wash-

ing apparatus, a brush and comb, a couch, clock, bell, tele-

phone, cigar box, matches, drinking appliances, etc. The

Pittentee. Mr. P. B. Cm

Hrixlon. Relate: to drone: and Ip.
pgfguu |n be user! in hum-iriiiis Iketches. in illicit one perior.
dri-«ed
I
servant or the like, Ind I number of
II
iner Inpenr:
Irticlee are drawn truan his person. Pocket: cloned by Iuitahle
llnpa are made in all part: of the coats and other unrlnentl. Ind

ques-Illi. Wostyii-rnad,

Sq Vlust-um—Ed Marston, sleight-ol-hand.
l(eith’s—l)iincan.ventriloquist: Goldin. magician: Marten. mag-

Howard—Yamamoto, Jap juggler.

copy the following. believing it will

6,168. Cnniurinz-Ipparatns.

Bowdin

BOSTON NOTES.

we

THBATRICAL PATENT.

llostoii Music Hall—Taltezewa Troupe

Dec. 5, 1900. M. ROBERTS, Wellington.

Austin & Stones —Juggling Mathieus.

BOSTON NOTES.
lioward—Yarnamoto. lap juggler.
\usiii1 & Stones —_]ui.-gling ltlaihieus.

Itool. Ind Ilsa Icnrne II I reoepticle [or I towel. ac. Revol-
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The description is drawn by Hughes and Young. patent agents,
of London. and the patentee is the .ioted juggler Cinquevalli.
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TRUNK TRICKS,

Maliatma.

TRUNK TRICKS, (Confnued.)

(C0fll'11lI€d-)

In our first illustration for this month. we show a second view of
the last bnx described in the December number. A glanre at the
drawing will show that the performer is jllil in the act of folding the
end flaps inwardly. previous to sliding the centre panels against the
sides to permit egress. In all the forms of the trick previouslyshnwi-i.
in order to bring about the complete disappearance of the pri<oner. a
trap in the flooring of the stage was necessary. For this reason. performers usually content themselves with merely carrying the feat in
the point of showing their ability to escape from the box‘ in spite of
fastenings. ln our next drawing there is pictured a form of box in
which the inmate disappears completely, in spite of the fact that it is
isolated from the floor by a slender trestle and the surrounding curtains are so disposed that the spectators may see beneath the box at
all times during the progress of the trick. The performer having enered the box, the triangular lid is closed down and securely Ittslened.

In our first illustration for this month, we show a second view of

the last box described in the December number. A glance at the

drawing will shotf that the performer is just in the act of folding- the

end flaps inwardly, previous to sliding the centre panels against the

sides to permit egress. In all the forms of the trick previously shown,

in order to bring about the complete disappearance of the prisoner, a

trap in the flooring of the stage was necessary. For this reason, per-

formers usually content themselves with merely carrying the feat to

used by the older generation of conjurors to gain possession of a
rntrkcd coin is apt to strike the observer. It will be noted that the
lid it it sliding one. and the interior of the box is apparently strengthened by angle irons across the bottom and sides. thus dividing the
box into three equal pans. These angle irons playan important part
in the deception. After the performer slips into the box. the lid is
slid back into place. an Innocent and natural movement to the spectators. but inside the box an importantchange has taken place. When
the inner edge of the lid touches the angle iron nearest tothe performers feet. a catch was released which enablrd the lid to lift the central
section of the btitlum and carry it over to the end. the performer. meanwhile arching his body and legs to permit of the movement. \'\ ith the
illustration before us it is hardly necessary to remark that the central
section of the box rests exactly over a trap down \vi.ich the performer
wriggles as soon as the opening is large enough to permit it. 'l'he
mechanism is so arranged that the trap in the box may be rearranged
from below. before the box is roped and locked. in this faint of the

the point of showing their ability to escape from the box in spite of

fastenings. In our next drawing there is pictured a form of box in

which the inmate disappears completely, in spite of the fact that it is

isolated from ihe floor by a slender trestle and the surrounding cur-

tains are so disposed that the spectators may see beneath the box at

all times during the progress of the trick. The performer having en-

ered the box, the triangular lid is closed down and securely lastcned,

used by the older generation of conjurors to gain possession of a

m.irked coin is apt to strike the observer. It will be noted that the
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lid is a sliding one, and the interior of the box is apparently strength-

ened by an*le irons across the bottom and sides, thus dividing the

box into three equal parts. These angle irons play an important part

in the deception. After the performer slips into the box, the lid is

strong haspi at the sides and padloi.-ks being furnished for that purpose. If desired a rope may also be passed around the ends. The
escape is made possible by the simple expedient of releasing the two
sides of the cover and sliding them down on the inside of the box
proper. in the meantime a trap in the rear wall. previously concealed
by a dummy picture. is opened and a board slid out to the box. By
withdrawing the curtains slightly at the back. the performer secuies
one end of the board. and alter replacing the slidit g sidt-:~ it the box,
he creeps over the board and through the trap. The board is then
wiilidrawn. the cunains re-air:-inged with a long pole. and at any
moment thereafter, the box may be shown empty, and su bmitied to a
rigid scrutiny on the part of the spectators. The last box illustrated
is perhaps the least to be of practical use to a magician. At first
glance, the resemblance to a gigantic "glove box." one of the kind

slid back into place, an innocent and natural movement to the spec-

tators, buL inside the box an important change has taken place. When

the inner edge of the lid touches the angle iron nearest to the perform-

ers feet, a catch was released which enabled the lid to lift the central

section of the bottom and carry it over to the end, the performer, mean-

while arching his body and legs to permit of the movement. W ith the

illustration before us it is hardly necessary to remark that the central

section of the box rests exactly over a trap down which the performer

wriggles as soon as the opening is large enough to permit it. The

mechanism is so arranged that the trap in the box may be rearranged

from below, before the box is roped and lucked. In this foim of the

strong hasps at the sides and padlocks being furnished for that pur-

pose. If desired a rope may also be passed around the ends. The

escape is made possible by the simple expedient of releasing the two

jo__

trick the box must be placed in a sack before the escape of the performer is known. in order to excite any wonderment on the part of
the spectators.
Some performers do away with the ordinary wooden chest and
use in its stead, acasltet with glass top. sides. and bottom. While
the appearance is very pretty. yet I doubt whether the greater effect
gained is sufficient to warrant the increased weiglit and the constant
danger of breakage. As the glass must necessarily be framed in
wood. the manner ul releasing the secret panel does not differ materiallv from the boxes described. It will be understood. however, that
it is the wooden strip which frames the glass that is hinged on the
inside. and permits the entire glass panel at the side or etid to be removed to permit of egress. ln our next edition we \\lll clearly explain and illustrate the various secret locks ‘used to hold or release
the panels.
[To Bl-I CUNTlNl 1-10.]
mo?

sides of the cover and sliding them down on the inside of the box

proper. In the meantime a trap in the rear wall, previously concealed

by a dummy picture, is opened and a board slid out to the box. by

WEST OF

ENGLAND NEWS.

Things magical are looking up

in Bristol

lately.

Last week

jean

Prof. Krieger amused a large audience at the Brooklyn Y.M.C.A.
lately. liis humorous appearance and dialect caiistrl much laughter.

Seiil. known as the Indian mystery, was at the Empire. His show of

joj

withdrawing the curtains slightly at the back, the performer secuies

black in igic is a most attractive one, and is carried through with a
dish itntl energy that never allows the attention of the audience to
flag for one moment.

one end of tht board, and after replacing the slidii g sides of the box,

he creeps over the board and through the trap. The board is then

withdrawn, the curtains re arranged with a long pole, and at any

This week Mr. Carl Hertz is appearing at the same theatre. and
here again we have an excellent performance. Mr. Hertz works the
w ttcli in I rust of box :5. flying bird cage. and capital illusion entitled
"Stroubailt:t." The efi‘ect of the latter is roughly as follows :—A
young m.tn is secured by the neck, wrists and ankles. to a heavy
board. this is suspended between four upright posts. Lighted candles are placed b.:ne;ith, and curt.-tins, jllat long enough to conceal
the prostrate figure, but not long enough to remit the finer. are drawn
round. A pistol shot. a tearing open of the curtains, and lo ! We see
a lady secured Uptlfl the board. whilst the man makes his appearance
at the back of the hall. Mr. Hertz reaped hearty applause for his
1''‘. EDWARD COOK.
masterly performance.

ure

are

Prof Ducrot. Brooklyn's popular wizard, continues to be a featof S/)Cl.ll gatherings where "Merry moments in modern magic."

appreciated.

mom

moment thereafter, the box may be shown empty, and submitted to a

rigid scrutiny on the part of the spectators. The last box illustrated

is perhaps the least to be of practical use to a magician. At first

glance, the resemblance tc a gigantic "glove box," one of the kind

WEST OF ENGLAND NEWS.

Things magical are looking up in Bristol lately. Last week Jean

Seul, known as the Indian mysiery, was at the Empire. His show of

black m igic is a most attractive one, and is carried through with a

d ish and energy th.it never allows the attention of the audience to

flag for one moment.

This week Mr. Carl Hertz is appearing at the same theatre, and

here again we have an excellent performance. Mr. Hertz works the

w itch ,m J nut of boxis. flying bird cage, and capital illusion entitled

"Stroubaika." The effect of the latter is roughly as follows:—A

young man is secured by the neck, wrists and ankles, to a heavy

board, this is suspended between four upright posts. Lighted can-

dles are placed beneath, and curtains, just long enough to conceal

the prostrate figure, but not long enough to reach the floor, are drawn

round. A pistol shot, a tearing open of the curtains, and lo ! We see

a lady secured upon the board, whilst the man makes his appearance

at the back of the hall. Mr. Hertz reaped hearty applause for his

masterly performance. F. EDWARD COOK.

trick the box must be placed in a sack before the escape of the per-

former is known, in order to excite any wondeiment on the part of

the spectators.

Some performers do away with the ordinary wooden chest and

May (Cbing Ling Two) and Leo Reinheimer (Young Lee)
are two prominent am ttcurs of Richmond. Va.. who are astonishing
Moses

their friends with the wonders of oriental and occidental

magic.

jg?

Houdini, the king of handcuffs. returns tothe Alhambra The-a?:,
months engagenient. His tour of the piii c'pa|
theatres in Germany was a marked 2-IJCCBSS. The management of the
Winterganleit. Berlin. in order to prolong his stay at that house. paid
a Ltrge cash forfeit to secure his release from ozher engagements. His
European triumph his been complete. and fresh honors await his return to America.

London, fora two

Mahatma.‘

62

Mahatma.

HOTELS

NEIL WEA VER, Streat ham.

is the London Cortcspondentfor "Mahatma "

Fred. Harcourt is at the Tivoli, Leicester.

F

Sylvo, juggler, is at the Alhambra, Blackpool. ,

Servais Le Roy is at the Palace, Southampton.

Curtis Leo, illusionist, is at the Public Hall, Halifax.

Bellonini, the juggler, is at the New Empire, Cardiff.

Fred Russell, the ventriloquist, fulfills an engagement at Col-

lins' Islington.

Mons. and Mdlle Sardou prove a draw at the Gaiety, Chatham,

with their cabinet illusion.

Aberdeen, where he presents the

Carl Hertz is at the Palace,

illusion known as ' Stroubaika."

David Devant and company have just shown before large aud-
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iences at Montgomery Hall, Sheffield.

Marco, boy magician, is the latest attraction at the Aquarium.

He performs several good illusions with eggs and coins.

Henri Taylor, juggler and equilibrist, creates a sensation with

his clever work, at the Atgyle Theatre of Varieties, Birkenhead.

Howard Thurston, "The Card King'' is at the Palace, where he

gives a most bewildering turn, with nothing except a bare stage and

a pack of cards.

The new illusion at the Empire 'The Phantom Guard" in which

a number of girls are made to appear and disappear, will be staged

about the end of the present month.

Mr. Bradley Alexander, the society conjuror, gave a long and

varied entertainment with great success at Streatham on Nov. ist, in-

troducing a number of original and pretty sleights.

IRELAND.

T. Nelson Downs has been here and held up the reputation that

he has created throughout Europe. We are looking forward to his

new book, "Modern Com Manipulation."

We have had the pleasure of seeing a most versatile artist, Mr.

Hugo Francis, he is a comedian, ventriloquist, quick-change artist

and conjuror, he worked a two hours show alone and was immediate-

ly re-booked to open again the middle of December.

GEORGE JOYCE, Dublin, Ireland

We have received the sad news that Mr. Arthur Weir, night

editor of the Ottawa Citizen, committed suicide recently. He possess-

ed marked literary ability, and was one of the leading amateur mag-

icians of Canada.

Adrian Plate has filled a number of highly successful engage-

ments in N;w York and vicinity during the past month.
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$ Articles of Interest to Hagicians. *

^ Under Oiis heading we wish to note all numbers of perindkals in which tricks in ^

^ magic, sleight-of-hand, mind reading, jugglery, etc. appear. This column will he ^

m of great interest to our readers who wish to complete scrap books. I'lease send in ^

all information, with dateof paper in which art ch' appeared, lor this column.

*CC«Ct«*eCt^f«*C«f«»t44444444444444444444^

Chinese Puzzles, Tricks, and Traps, by James Scott. Strand mag-

azine, January, 1901, Illustrated.

Henry E. Dixey tells of the Black Art. New York Herald and

Denver Republican, Dec. 18th, 1900. Illustrated.

How to Become a Card Manipulator. Poses by Prof. Alfred

Benzon, The King of Cards. The Bulletin, San Francisco, Cal.,

July 22nd, 1900. Illustrated.

Expose of Card Tricks. Prof. Alfred Benzon. San Francisco

Examiner, date not given. Sleights with cards clearly illustrated.

After Dinner Sports. Turner Morton. Picrson's Magazine, Dec-

ember, 1900. Illustrated. Nothing magical, but highly interesting to

entertainers.

How to Become a Mind Reader. The human passion for believ-

ing things we know are not so, with special reference to the occult of

the moderns. By Harvey Sutherland. The Home magazine of New-

NEIL WE/I VER, Streallmm.
it (/1: London
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GET THE LATEST EFFECTS if you wish to become famous. WE SELL
THE SENSATION OF THE SEASON!
THE CHING LING F00 BOWL TRICK

^ahatma.

6

Fit: ‘Tl irvclous‘. production of an immense bowl. fifty-(our inches in
circumference. cnninitiing several gallons of water; as performed by
(Shin; l.in.g Fiiu. l. iltiyctie. Chum: Ling Soo. Henri l-'reni'h. Hewes.
the White Yogi, Aldrich. etc.

MAGICIANS

GET THE LATEST EFFECTS if you wish to become famous. WE SELL

THE SENSATION OF THE SEASON !

F! in

THE CHING LING FOO BOWL TRICK

.

Ths m irvilous production of an immense bowl, fifty-four inches in

circumference, containing several gallons of water; as performed by

nu
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Centre Table. legs of bent brass. and two nickel plated side tables. 501' Sale Cl'|€BPOrders received for T. Nelson Downs’ work on "Art of Co’n Manipulation,“ will be filled immediately on
receipt ofthe books in America.

Elegant

.

Chin^ Lin< Foo, I. ifayette. Chum; Lin; Soo. Henri French, Hewes.
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the White Yogi, Aldrich. etc.
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EXPERIENCE
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Elegant Centre Tab'e, legs of bent brass, and two nickel plated side tables, for sale cheap.

Orders received for T. Nelson Downs' work on "Art of Co n Manipulation," will be filled immediately on
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The catching of Gold Fish from the empty air; The performer shows ao

Ordinary fish pole in two parts These cielhcr) pie<ed t<(e 11c > and
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the ordinary line and hook attached to it are ccst Inio the air. After a

few vain attempts, a flsb Is seer) struggling at tt;e point of the book

.

The experiment is repeated and the two fist) are given for excruination
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Mahatma.
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229

THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

IN THE WORLD.

‘H

High Holborn, London

and lllillllll Pllllif, 35 law llilnril Street, llllllillll.

THE GRIND M1GIC1L SALOONS

229 High Holborn, London

and MAGICAL PALACE, 35 New Oxford Street, London.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST
MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus, Stage Illusions,

Yentriloquial, Marionette and Punch and Judy Figures, and Juggling Goods.

J

The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

Magical Ipparstus, lleelieiiioal lutoinsta, Eleutriusl lppsretus, Stage Illusions,
lentriloquial, Marionette and Puneli and Judy Figures, and Juggling Goods.
The latest

.NOTICE..

sleight

0! bond Trick: can be hurl from

Humleyl.

MESSRS. HAMLEY BROS., wish to let their many clients know that, owing to small firms having entered

j_N0TIGE.4j

into competition against thtm, and selling certain Conjuring Tricks cheaper, of a similar character to theirs, but not

of that high-class make and superior workmanship for which they have been so long noted, they have now in prepar-

st F.\.~H>

ation a small catalogue with prices greatly reduced, but the goods are exactly the same in every way.

mm

Messrs HAMLEY BROS, are not lowering the prices and selling Interior goods, but will guarantee every

or

article of the best workmanship and the Finest Finish as heretofore. Messrs HAMLEY BROS, will allow a
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Balls, very best make, cannot be told from Ivory, 73c. post free. I.ist of greatly reduced prices, post free gratis.

GREATEST BOOK OF THE PRESENT CENTURY !
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TO THE MAGICAL FRATERNITY OF THE WORLD! IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT !
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Conjuring Trick Denlex in the world.

DIII Ivorian Bggl. guaranteed lllptflot to all ntherl. 43¢. each. .wuI_/rrr
but lvorleee Modern’: Egg. tinut mute. 5nc_ paxrfrn.

Ivory, 1&e.,e.:ufru. List of greatly reduced prlces. poll free grlfll.

GREATEST BOOK 0!‘ THE PRESENT CENTURY I

MANIPULATION,"

T. NELSON DOWNS,
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"MODEKN COIN
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's Spring Flowers, $3.30 post frte. Best Ivorine Stodare's Egg, finest made, fSOc, post free.

.NOW

1

“than H \.\Il.l~.\’ Izltvn

ta's Spring; Flowers, $1.50 /w/ free. Best Ivorine Rgffs, guaranteed superior to all others, 43c. each, yost Jree.
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discount of 10 per cent off the catalogue prices of any Conjuring Trick Dealer in the world.
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TO THE MAOICAL FRATERNITYOF THE WORLD! IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT l

"King of Koins."

Including a complete explanation (now made public for the first time, all other so-called "explanations" being grossly inaccurate)

of his World Famous Original Coin Creation, "THE MISER'S DREAM."

Nearly 00 pages, profusely illustrated with 150 real half-tone engravings, Price $2.50 or 10s. 6d. post free.

The phenomenal success of Mr. Downs' great act has induced unscrupulous people to endeavor to trade on his reputaii< n by | i I foiling

misleading pamphlets, &c., purporting to explain his methods. All of Mr. Downs' correct and true methods are

now published for the first time in "MODERN COIN MANIPULATION" and will be

a startling revelation even to Magicians.

As a limited number only will be issued it is advisable to apply at once to the publishers,

JUST PUBLISHED. ENTIRELY NEW BOOK ON SHAD WGRAPHY.

"NOVEL HAND SHADOWS" by William J. Hilliar,

27 Illustrations. 65 Pages. 25 Entirely New and Original Silhouettes. In Striking Cover.

PRICE, post free, [Great Britain] Is- 3d- [Urjited States] 40 cts-

The T. NELSON DOWNS MAGICAL CO., 4 St. Albans Place, Regent St., London, W.

LNOW B.EADY.___4

Thh only Magazine in the World, Printbd in thr English Languasr, a.nu Davutku Lxclusivell y to tkb Interests of Magic and the Kindred Arts.

Vol. IV. No. VIII. New York, Brooklyn Borough, February, iooi. Single Copy, 10c

NAY MIKELS.

Upon our title page for this month, we present lo the magicians

of the world, a type of the hustling American performer, in the person

of Mr. Nay Mikels. For the past fourteen years his entertainment

has been a familiar one to the amusement loving public in the small-

er cities of the United States and Canada, and his frequent trips over

the same territory, speak louder than words of praise for the excellent

quality of his show. During the past four years, he has appealed oc-

spectators, within which a lady suddenly appears riding a bicycl

She dismounts from the machine, steps from the cabinet, and goes
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New York, Brooklyn Borough,

Pi.-bruary. 1901.
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Single copy, 10:

through a pleasing musical specialty, ending by remounting the

wheel and vanishing as suddenly as she appeared. The cabinet is

NAY

then torn down, and the lady appears among the audience at the

front of the theatre. During the entire performance, the stage is

brilli mtly lighted, no resource is had to traps in the flooring, nor is

casionally in the leading vaudeville houses, the balance of his time

being occupied in conducting his own show consisting of a full even-
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ing's entertainment in magic and illusions, interspersed with musical

selections of a high order. Mr. Mikels being an exceptionally gifted

performer upon stringed instruments. Among the novelties he has

MIKELS.

Upon our title page for this month. we present to the magicians
of the world. a type of the hustling American performer. in the person
of Mr. Nay Mikels. For the past fourteen years his entertaunncnt
has been a familiar one to the amusement loving public in this sm;iller cities of the United States and Canada. and his frequent trips over
the same territory, speak louder than words of praise for the cxrcllent
quality of his show. During the past four years. he has .-tppt .|'(.‘ti or‘-

spectators. within which a lady suddenly appears riding a bicycl
She dismnunts from the machine. steps from the cabinet. and goes

a pleasing musical specialty, ending by rernounting the»
wheel and vanishing as suddenly as she appeared. The cabinet is
then turn down. and the lady appears among the audience at the
front of the theatre. During the entire performance. the stage is
brilli tntly lightr-d, no resource is had to traps in the flooring. nor is
—.-_.-¢.....'1

through
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introduced in the way of illusions, we may mention "The Automobile'

in which an open cabinet is built upon the stage, in full view of the

the success of the illusion dependent upon any draperies at back or

sides. In this and other illusions, Mr. Mikels is ably assisted by

Miss Mildred Lewis, who also contributes a spectacular dance that

adds much to the enjoyment of the spectators. In addition to his

public performances, Mr. Mikels has long conducted an establish-

ment for the sale of show property of every description, at his home

address at South Bend, Ind. In this line he has become known to

casionally in the leading vaudevillehouses, the balance of his time the >u.‘Cv:55 of the illusion dependent upon any draperies at back or
being occupied in conducting his own show consisting of a full even- side-;. In this and other illusions, Mr. Mikels is ably assisted by
ing's entertainment in magic and illusions. interspersed with musical Miss Mildred Lewis, who also contributes a spectacular dance that
selections of a high order. Mr. Mikels being an exceptionally gifted adds much to the enjoyment of the spectators. In addition to his
performer upon stringed instruments. Among the novelties he has public performances. Mr. Miltels has long conducted an establishintroduced in the way of illusions.we may mention "The Automobile" ment for the sale ofshow property of every description. at his home
in which

an

open cabinet is built upon the stage. in full view of the

address

at

South Bend, Ind. In this line he has become known

to
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address and all news appertaining to magicians to this office, and also

names of persons interested in magic. The aim of this paper is to

are placed in cabinet, whereupon the
tambourineis beaten. held up out of the cabinet by a spirit hand. Bells
are rung and thrown out, and horns are blown upon. A slate cleaned
on both sides and placed in cabinet is held up by ahand, giving numbers and names written by.audience. Concluding this wonderful performance. the tambourine and horn are placed in cabinet and are
heard to play, but upon opening cabinet they have vanished. leaving
the cabinet full, to the top, of beautiful roses. His new fishing trick is
a marvelous creation. nothing being used but a plain pole and line
devoid of any corks or other mechanism. He catches four live gold
fish in the air, one after the other. Another new novelty is his Flying Lamp. in which a large lighted lamp placed on a glass topped
table disappears in full view, and appears again (lighted) on a frame
previously shown empty. The Hindoo Clock has been so perfected
by him that after working it on the stage it is brought down into the
audience and being held by one of the spectators, points out the desired number. His Growth of Flowers is a great improvement over
the old style. Rose bushes with live roses are grown from pol:
rlarlrii/lg on glass lapped tables, which puzzles the knowing ones
greatly. These are but a few of the many novelties performed by
Durbin. At his home in Kenton. Ohio. he has a large private Opera
House, fully equipped, where new tricks and illusions are constantly
being practiced upon, improved and invented. It is a beautiful little
theatre, and needs to be seen to be appreciated. Durbin is a thorough
master of the art, inimitable in his style. and wherever he has
appeared the press have been very flattering in their notices of his
entertainment. We predicta great future for him in the magic
world.

Tambourines_ bells and horns

reach ail magicians. There are many persons interested in magic who

Through the courtesy of T. Nelson Downs we have received an
autograph copy of the Art of" Coin Manipulation," which now occupies a prominent place in our library. In view of the world wide interest created by the author's phcnomenal career, we will review the
book at some length. The frontispiece is a fine portrait of the
author. together with a fac simile autograph. In the preface is an
explanation ofthe reasons which lead to the compiling of the work,
and the writer justly states that owing to the issuing of trashy pamphlets which purported to explain his methods, self defense compelled
the submitting of the true explanation before the magical fraternity.
The first few chapters contain a review of the author's career and the
reasons which led to an abandonment oftheusual indiscriminate magical show. and the taking up of coin manipulation as a special study.

The following sixty-threepages are devoted to :1 minute description of
the Miser's Dream,all of the moves, sleights and dodges employed by
the author are explained and illustrated. This includes a description
of the back hand coin palm and reverse. The next hundred pages or
so are devoted to novel eoin sleights of every description. some very
simple, others depending upon complicated moves for their success,
The balance of the hook is given up to a description of the many ingenious devices invented to imitate the sleights used in the Miser's
Dream. coin tricks of a different order, and hints and advice from
the author. We cannot pretend to say that the reading of this book
will qualify any performer as a King of Coins. Few would care" to
undergo the arduous practice necessary, yet there are many points
that will repay the reader. It is a valuable addition to any library of

magic.

__o__

have never heard of this paper. Please send us the address of ary

whom you may know. Anything new in magic will be published and
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credit given to person sending it.

Persons sending money to this office will please send post-office

order to Station " E," Brooklyn, N. Y.

Tambourines, bells and horns are placed in cabinet, whereupon the

tambourine is beaten, held up out of the cabinet by a spirit hand. Bells

are rung and thrown out, and horns are blown upon. A slate cleaned

on both sides and placed in cabinet is held up by a hand, giving num-

bers and names written by.audience. Concluding this wonderful per-

formance, the tambourine and horn are placed in cabinet and are

heard to play, but upon opening cabinet they have vanished, leaving

the cabinet full, to the top, of beautiful roses. His new fishing trick is

a marvelous creation, nothing being used but a plain pole and line

devoid of any corks or other mechanism. He catches four live gold

fish in the air, one after the other. Another new novelty is his Fly-

ing Lamp, in which a large lighted lamp placed on a glass topped

table disappears in full view, and appears again (lighted) on a frame

previously shown empty. The Hindoo Clock has been so perfected

by him that after working it on the stage it is brought down into the

audience and being held by one of the spectators, points out the de-

sired number. His Growth of Flowers is a great improvement over

the old style. Rose bushes with live roses are grown from pots

standing on glass topped tables, which puzzles the knowing ones

greatly. These are but a few of the many novelties performed by

..__o__

Durbin. At his home in Kenton, Ohio, he has a large private Opera

of magic was never more popular in New York and vithe present time. Look at the record for two weeks.
Adelaide Herrmann. the dainty queen of magic.presented her charming entertainment at the Orpheum and Novelty theatres. Brooklyn.
and later at Proctor's New York houses. Her programme includes
the multiplying billiard balls Da Kolta's flowers, coffee, milk and sugar. enchanted organ pipes. and the mystic tambourine. Allen Shaw
presented his coin problems to the patrons of Pastor's and Keith's.
Thurman entertained crowded houses at Hyde and Behman's. Brooklyn; and Pastor's. New York, with his clever card work. Horace
Goldin, in his latest act was easily the feature at the Orpheum. And
last but not least we have had a visit from Marc, the well known entertainer. He filltd the Central Branch Y. M. C. A. Hall to overflowing for two nights. His programme contained among other things
therising cards from the swinging houlelte, card sword, Chinese linking rings, Da Kolta’s flowers. single handed multiplication of billiaid
balls. the gem de Paris. and other novel tricks performed with a neatWhat we
ness and finish that proved him to be a master of his art,
most admired was his feast of flags, the numberprod uccd and the dexterity employed in their manipulation exceeded that of any performer
the writer has been privileged to witness, He also excelled in handling of live rabbits and ducks. lnterspersed with the excellent feats
of magic, were shadow pictures. rapid sketches of marine views and
pleasing musical selections. After seeing the entertainment. it will
be readily understood why Maro stands at the head of performers in
his chosen field.
The

art

cinity than at

*0:
magnificent half length portrait of the late Alexander Hermann. suitably framed. now hangs above the desk within the ediOur readers will no doubt welcome the announcement that
tor's sanctum. It was presented recently by Mr. Peter Ten Eyck. a
Hardin, whose novel conceptions won him the title "Prince of
Henry
skillful and accomplished amateur performer. We learn that Mr. New
Ideas in Conjuring." is now preparing another list of attractive
Ten Eyck secured a pair of these portraits at considerable expense.
and original effects that he will offer shortly to the magicians of the
and having had them framed to match, retained one for his own use,
world. A column of strictly up-to-date tricks and improvements frrm
and generously considered that the most suitable place for tie other
his pen will appear in each number of Mahatma, starting with the
was in the office of the conjuror's friend, Mahatma.
April edition.

House, fully equipped, where new tricks and illusions are constantly

A

being practiced upon, improved and invented. It is a beautiful little

theatre, and needs to be seen to be appreciated. Durbin is a thorough

master of the art, inimitable in his style, and wherever he has

appeared the press have been very flattering in their notices of his

entertainment. We predict a great future for him in the magic

world.

A magnificent half length portrait of the late Alexander Her-

mann, suitably framed, now- hangs above the desk within the edi-

joj

Frank 15. Pierson, well known as an exceptionally clever prestidigitateur. is receiving flattering notices, and first-class dates.

tor's sanctum. It was presented recently by Mr. Peter Ten Eyck, a

skillful and accomplished amateur performer. We learn that Mr.

Ten Eyck secured a pair of these portraits at considerable expense,

and having had them framed to match, retained one for his own use,

and generously considered that the most suitable plaee for the olher

was in the office of the conjuror's friend, Mahatma.

Frank E. Piers<m, well known as an exceptionally clever pres-

tidigitateur, is receiving flattering notices, and first-class dates.

Through the courtesy ofT. Nelson Downs we have received an

autograph copy of the Art of" Coin Manipulation," which now occu-

pies a prominent place in our library. In view of the world wide in-

terest created by the author's phenomenal career, we will review the

book at some length. The frontispiece is a fine portrait of the

author, together with a fac simile autograph. In the preface is an

explanation of the reasons which lead to the compiling of the work,

and the writer justly states that owing to the issuing of trashy pam-

phlets which purported to explain his methods, self defense compelled

the submitting of the true explanation before the magical fraterniiy.

_..oj_

“Modern Coin

Manipulatirn,“ $2.50.

Mahatma Cflice.
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where near the time it has taken to describe it. but at the same
not necessary to produce the desired illu[CONTINUED]
sion. The production of the cards is accompanied by an up and
The vanishing of a number of cards and their subsequent repro- down wave of the hand, which effectually hides all trace of the reduction at the finger tips. one at a time, the hands being shown maining cards. To the audience, the effect should be as if the cards
empty back and front at any stage of the trick. is. in our humble were thrown against the hand by an invisible assistant. The alteropinion, one of the fittest card effects everintroduced. and is one of nate showing ofthe back or front of the hand with several cards to
the greatest triumphs of the school of“ pure sleight of hand." We conceal is accomplished in precisely the same manner as the single
regret to say. however. that much of its effectiveness has been de- card described in our last issue, and will present no difficulties to any
stroyed by the almost criminal exposes of some of the performers one who has followed the directions with a card in hand. The vaninto whose hands it has unfortnately fallen. It is due to the genius ish can also be accomplished by tossing the cards directly into the
of l)r. Elliott. the champion card manipulator of the world, that these air with the right hand, their subsequent reproduction following as a
matter of course, but if the above directions are followed out, I beeffects have been added to the simple back palm.
Take rive cards that have been rendered pliable. and hold them lieve that the use of the two hands will be found to distract the
in the right hand in the position shown in the first illustration to this attention of the spectators and add to the effect. Our next issue will
lesson (see January number) and place them, apparently. in the left contain some of the best tricks accomplished by the aid of the back
hand, really retaining them in the right hand, by clirpirg their sides palm.
[To 3! CONTINUED]
against the fingers. '1 he left hand is then turned over, back to the
audience, and held as if containing the cards. A vtotd of cautitn
_:oj
here, do not hold the hand as if it contained a coin or billiard ball,
Robert Heller, in addition to his artistic and finished stage prothat would never do for cards. but keep the hand open as far as the
duction of second sight, had many novel little dodges, remarkable
second knuckles, the two upper joints curling in toward the palm.
for their efirontery and boldness, that he was accustomed to
By really placing the cards in the hands a few times. the position vtill chiefly
work before small gatherings. Writing the name of a card on a
be better understood. The cards are now kneaded by the fingers
of
he would fold it over and hand it to a spectator with
into an lmpalpable povt der, and are shown to have vanished piece paper.
a request that it would not be examined until the close of the exaltogether. The performer now turns sharply around,bringing his periment,
in fact it was usu’ally stowed safely away in the volunteer
left side to the audience, the right hard drqpirg by his side, and
assistant's pocket Let us suppose he had determined to force upon
making the reverse palm under ct \‘¢l’ of the bcdy as he does so, the his audience thedeuce of diamonds, which he has written
upon the
cards having been retained in the position described, makes this
the entire pack in his hand he would say: “ We
paper.
Holding
movement easy to accomplish. The right arm is now extended,palm
have here fifty-two cards, twenty-six red and‘twenty-six black, which
to the audience, and a card suddenly appears at the finger tips.
color do you prefer ?" If black were selected, be discarded the cards
Back and front of the hand being shown, the operation is" repeated
of that color, saying: “That leaves me the red," while if red had
until they are all recovered.
been desired, he would have done the same thing. but would have
said:
Very well.then we will not need the blacks." Next he remarks: “There are thirteen hearts and thirteen diamonds, which
do you want?" The choice makes no difference, for he retains the
diamonds by the subterfuge employed above. He next asks: “Here
are an odd number of cards. which shall we eliminate ?"
In reality
he is now fishing to make you name the card, and should you say the
deuce, he would remark: All right, it is done, now look at the paper in your pocket. Should you say Ace" he discards that one, and
dividing the remaining twelve cards into halves, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, and
the high cards. By apparently offering free choice again, he eliminates the high cards, and once more dividing the remainder, he
finally ends with the 2, 3 and 4, and continues by saying: This is
an odd number, which will you take away ?" And again:
Of the
2 and 3 remaining, which do you want ?" Should the 2 be named,
he says:
Look at the paper." But if the 3 was chosen he wonld
exclaim with unblushing effrontery:
All right, that leaves tne my
deuce. Now see what the paper contains.”

THE BACK HAND CARD PALM.
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THE BACK HAND CARD PALM.

[coNTINUED ]

The vanishing of a number of cards and their subsequent repro-

duction at the finger tips, one at a time, the hands being shown

empty back and front at any stage of the trick, is, in our humble

opinion, one of the finest card effects ever introduced, and is one of

the greatest triumphs of the school of " pure sleight of hand." We

regret to say. however, that much of its effectiveness has been de-

stroyed by the almost criminal exposes of some of the performers

into whose hands it has unfortnately fallen. It is due to the genius

of Dr. Elliott, the champion card manipulator of the world, that these

effects have been added to the simple back palm.

Take rive cards that have been rendered pliable, and hold them

in the right hand in the position shown in the first illustration to this

lesson (see January number) and place them, apparently, in the left

hand, really retaining them in the right hand, by clippirg their si<ifs

against the fingers. 1 he left hand is then turned over, back to the
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audience, and held as if containing the cardL. A woid of cautit n

here, do not hold the hard as if it contained a coin or billiard ball,

that would never do for cards, but keep the hand open as far as the

second knuckles, the two upper joints curling in towaid ihe palm.

By really placing the cards in the hards a few times, the position will

be better understood. The cards aie now kneaded by the fingers

into an Impalpable powder, and are shown to have vanished

altogether. The performer now turns sharply around, bringing his

left side to the audience, the right hard ditjpirg by his side, ar.d

making the reverse palm undt r c<vtr of the bcdy as he does so, the

cards having been retained in the position described, makes this

movement easy to accomplish. The right arm is now extended, palm

to the audience, and a caid suddenly appears at the finger tips.

Back and front of the hand being shown, the operation is repeated

until they are all recovered.

This result is brought about in the following manner. The

hand is closed, bringing the cards into the position shown at Fig. I.

The thumb reaches across the face of the caids, and draws the top

one free from ihe little finger, which should be slightly raised to per.

mit of the movement. The first finger is now straightened out and

passed to the back of the card, the pressure of the thumb taking its

place and holding the rt mainir g caids in position while the move-

ment is accomplished. The first finger now passes down the back

of the card, separating it fi cm the others, and resumes its position

time. excessive speed is

“

"

"

"

“

"

"

__o____

as at first The actual position of fingeis and cards should now be

as shown at Fig. I. The hand is now opened, the thumb drawing

the one card into the palm, and the others retiring to their shelter at

the back of the hand, leaving matters as' shown at Fig. 2. It must

not be supposed that the execution of the sleight consumes any.

where near the time it has taken to describe it, but at the same

time, excessive speed is not necessary to produce the desired illu-

sion. The production of the cards is accompanied by an up and

down wave of the hand, which effectually hides all trace of the re-

maining cards. To the audience, the effect should be as if the cards

were thrown against the hand by an invisible assistant. The alter-

nate showing of the back or front of the hand with several cards to

conceal is accomplished in precisely the same manner as the single

card described in our last issue, and will present no difficulties to any

one who has followed the directions with a card in hand. The van-

ish can also be accomplished by tossing the cards directly into the

air with the right hand, their subsequent reproduction following as a

matter of course, but if the above directions are followed out, 1 be-

lieve that the use of the two hands will be found to distract the

attention of the spectators and add to the effect. Our next issue will

contain some of the best tricks accomplished by the aid of the back

palm.

[to be continued]

Robert Heller, in addition to his artistic and finished stage pro-

duction of second sight, had many novel little dodges, remarkable

chiefly for their effrontery and boldness, that he was accustomed to

work before small gatherings. Writing the name of a card on a

This result is brought about in the following manner. The
hand is closed, bringing the cards into the position shown at Fig. I.
The thumb reaches across the face ofthe cards, and draws the top
one free from the little finger, which should be slightly raised to per.
mit of the movtment. '1 he first finger is now straightened out and
passed to the back of the card, the pressure of the thumb taking its
place and holding the remaining cards in rosition while the movement is accomplished. The first fingcr now passes down the back
of the card, separating it from the others, and resumes its position
The actual position of fingers and cards should now be
as at first
The hand is now opened, the thumb drawing
as shown at Fig. 1.
the one card into the palm,_and the others retiring to their shelter at
the back of the hand, leaving matters as‘ shown at Fig. 2. It must
not be supposed that the execution of the sleight consumes my_

who mystified Hermann, has scored a most
emphatic success at the Palace Theatre, London. Opening on Nov.
12th, for four weeks, he was immediately reengaged for twelve, and
that has since been extended to five months. His time is booked
solid for two years to come. All who have had the pleasure of witnessing his performance will agree that his success is warranted by
the act. Wonderful dexterity, a pleasing stage presence. and original methods combine to place him in the front rank of card manipulators of the present day. A single glass topped table, a pack of
cards, and a bare stage are all the requisites for his act. A striking
and amusing climax is the production of all the articles that usually
go to make a hat load from under the coat of a volunteer assistant.
winding up with the production ofa large duck. His book on card
tricks will be a revelation to every performer.

Thurston, the

man
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MODERN MlGl_CllNS AND THEIR TRICKS.
HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.
0

This article remains the property of the author. Mr. Henry Ridgeley Evans. and all
persons are cautioned against publishing the same, either whole
or in part. Illlwttlhis permission.
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MODERN MAGICIANS AND THEIR TRICKS.

HENRY RIDGELY EVANS.

The marvellous "Levitation act" is another favorite trick of Kellar's. It was also exhibited by the late Alexander Herrmann. under
the name of Trilby. because of the supposed hypnotiaation of the
assistant. a young lady garbed (I la Trilby. In this act Herrrnan
billed himself as Svengali. the mesmerist. Kellar makes much of this
_:}——
feat. advertising it as an oriental mystery. The effect is as follows;
A board is placed on the baclts of two chairs or trestlcs. and a young
RELlEF OF LADYSMlTH.
lady. mounting on a foot-stool lies down upon it. The performer
(A new version of the " Candle Triclt.)
then makes pretended mesmeric passes over her. and shows there are
The next experiment which I shall have the pleasure of introno wires connected with the board. by passing a stick about it, After
to you. will illustrate the arrival of Buller at Ladysmith. Here
this. he draws away first one chair and then another. but the board ducing
are two lighted candles (really paper cylinders loaded with patriotic
and lady are seen suspended in mid air. The magician maltes it
pass handkerchiefs. bits of candle in one end being lighted) and as I reNita 11-; it l'l.l5 w.i:reupan the plank slowly rises. eventually assum_
but one for the trick. which shall it be? This one. very well
ing an inclined position. after which it returns to a horizontal one and quire
(tosses other to assigtant of! stage). During the experiment I would
like you all to suppose that this candle represents the Boers and the
candlestick represents Ladysmith. (Pick up duplicate of patriotic
h;indkt-rchief loaded in paper candle.) This handkerchief. which
has upon it types of the English and Colonial troops we will suppose
to represent General Buller and his army on their way to relieve
Ladysmith. In order to reach the town it will naturally become
necessary for him to engage with and disperse the Boers. Remember that you are the spectators (while pattering. get down the "pull"
vanisher and begin to work the handkerchief into it) and the army
marches further and further away from you until at last they finally
disappear behind the hills in the distance (while talking. you are
suiting the action to the word. the handkerchief seeming to get less
and less. utttil as you speak the last sentence. you open your hauds
and show that it is really out of sight) and we must next suppose that
the «intending armies are now engaged in actual conflict, the cannon
boom. and the smoke envelopes the city. the Boers not having any
smolte handy. I will cover the candle and stick with this paper to
represent the smoke (cover candle with paper) after a little while.
the firing ceases. the smoke rises (lift off paper. carrying with it the
candle and handkerchief) and to our surprise (tear up paper and
candle in your hands) the candle. representing the Boers has vanished
and in its place we find the handkerchief which acted for Buller ard
his army (produce handlterchief from the paper) in the meantime the
Colonial troops, acting under orders from the commanding ofiicer.
pursue the flying Boers. whom they bring back (get hold of real
candle from profonde) as prisoners. for here is the candle which
the chairs are placed beneathit. The young lady recovers from the represented the Boers. and Ladysmith is relieved." Make your how.
trance, decends from the plank and the levitation act is finished. The music playing Rule Britannia. and you will find that the applause
illustration shows the mechanism of this very surprising trick. Be- will warrant this addition to any programme.
hind the scenes is a strong frame. up and down which works a movPROF. D'AVENO, Australia.
able slide. Cordage is provided to raise and lower the slide. An
#0.:
iron bar having at its rear end handles and in front a socket is jourHere is an opportunity for conjurors to disprove the statement
naled in the slide, and can also he thrust in and out through the jour- that professional jealousy bars out a fraternal feeling. Dr. Holden.
rial box. When the lady has taken her place on the board. the socket the well known English magician. who has performed before the
is thrust through the curtains forming the back scene. The tnagicin. Royal family upon a number of occasions. now finds himself
while arranging the ladies’ drapery. sees to it that the socket is prop- stranded. through the national bereavement and consequent cancellaerly secured to the planlt. The assistant behind the scenes works the tion of engagements. aad afte: twenty-seven years of experience. he
cordage. thereby raising or lowering the plank. and by means of the has no means to support his family. It has been suggested that we
handles tilting it. When the bar is in place. the performer cannot start a fund. crediting all subscriptions through our columns. Readpass completely around the plank. At the conclusion of the trick. the ers in England may send to Mr. Neil Weai'er. Shrewsbury, Oaltdale
assistant pulls in the socket behind the scenes. And so endeth the Road, Streatham, and all receipts will be announced here.

This article remains the property of the author, Mr. Henry Ridgeley kvans, and all

persons are cautioned against publishing the same, either whole

or in part, without his permission.

[coNTINUED]

o—_.

[com-moan]

—BY-

wonderful “levitation act" which Mr. Kellar. the renowned Oriental
traveller. borrowed from the Fakirs of Simla and Thibetan adepts of
Lhassc.
One of the neatcst manipulators of cards in America is Mr.
Adrian Plate. of New York. who devotes his time mostly to seances
at private houses. lodges. clubs. etc. He was born in Holland. and
was a noted magician in his native land before coming to this country.
Mr. William E. Robinson. for many years assistant to Alexander
I-lerrmann is another clever sleight-of-hand artist at cards. T. Nelson
Downs is generally regarded as the coin manipulator flar arr/lance.
but he has a close rival in M. Servias Le Roy. a Frenchman. Perhaps the most inventive geniuses in the world of magic are Messrs.
Maskelyne & Coolie of Egyptian Hall, London. and Bautier de Kolta.
a Hungarian. residing in Paris.
Other excellent artists in legerdemain are from Fox. Harry Houdini. Prof. Eugene Powell. Hartz.
Elliott. and Howard Thurston.

The marvellous "Levitation act" is another favorite trick of Kel-

lar's. It was also exhibited by the late Alexander Herrmann, under

the name of Trilby, because of the supposed hypnotization of the

assistant, a young lady garbed a la Trilby. In this act Herrman

"

billed himself as Svengali, the mesmerist. Kellar makes much of this

feat, advertising it as an oriental mystery. The effect is as follows :

A board is placed on the backs of two chairs or trestles, and a young

lady, mounting on a foot-stool lies down upon it. The performer

then makes pretended mesmeric passes over her, and shows there are

no wires connected with the board, by passing a stick about it. After
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this, he draws away first one chair and then another, but the board

and lady are seen suspended in mid air. The magician makes a pass

With li* hills w.i:reupan the plank slowly rises, eventually assum.

ing an inclined position, after which it returns to a horizontal one and

the chairs are placed beneath it. The young lady recovers from the

trance, decends from the plank and the levitation act is finished. The

illustration shows the mechanism of this very surprising trick. Be-

hind the scenes is a strong frame, up and down which works a mov-

able slide. Cordage is provided to raise and lower the slide. An

iron bar having at its rear end handles and in front a socket is jour-

naled in the slide, and can also he thrust in and out through the jour-

nal box. When the lady has taken her place on the board, the socket

is thrust through the curtains forming the back scene. The magicin,

while arranging the ladies' drapery, sees to it that the socket is prop-

erly secured to the plank. The assistant behind the scenes works the

cordage, thereby raising or lowering the plank, and by means of the

handles tilting it. When the bar is in place, the performer cannot

pass completely around the pla»k. At the conclusion of the trick, the

assistant pulls in the socket behind the scenes. And so endeth the

wonderful "levitation act" which Mr. Kellar, the renowned Oriental

traveller, borrowed from the Fakirs of Simla and Thibetan adepts of

Lhasse.

One of the neatest manipulators of cards in America is Mr.

Adrian Plate, of New York, who devotes his time mostly to seances

at private houses, lodges, clubs, etc. He was born in Holland, and

was a noted magician in his native land before coming to this country.

Mr. William E. Robinson, for many years assistant to Alexander

Herrmann is another clever sleight-of-hand artist at cards. T. Nelson

Downs is generally regarded as the coin manipulator par excellence,

but he has a close rival in M. Servias Le Roy, a Frenchman. Per-

haps the most inventive geniuses in the world of magic are Messrs.

Maskelyne & Cooke of Egyptian Hall, London, and Bautier de Kolta,

a Hungarian, residing in Paris. Other excellent artists in legerde-

main are Imro Fox, Harry Houdini, Prof. Eugene Powell, Hartz,

Elliott, and Howard Thurston.

o

RELIEF OF LADYSMITH,

(A new version of the " Candle Trick.)

" The next experiment which I shall have the pleasure of intro-

ducing to you, will illustrate the arrival of Buller at Ladysmith. Here

are two lighted candles (really paper cylinders loaded with patriotic

handkerchiefs, bits of candle in one end being lighted) and as I re-

quire but one for the trick, which shall it be? This one, very well

(tosses other to assistant off stage). During the experiment I would

like you all to suppose that this candle represents the Boers and the

candlestick represents Ladysmith. (Pick up duplicate of patriotic

handkerchief loaded in paper candle.) This handkerchief, which

has upon it types of the English and Colonial troops we will suppose

to represent General Buller and his army on their way to relieve

Ladysmith. In order to reach the town it will naturally become

necessary for him to engage with and disperse the Boers. Remem-

Mahatma.
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audience are examining the slate or photograph, palm in your right
hand a small Union Jack. Take up the tumbler in the left hand. and
Br RE'l‘a'ANN.\B.
transfer it to the right. thus elfectivt-ly hiding the flag. You now ie
A method somewhat simitar to the one lam about to describe mark that although by a happy choice they have selected the name of
will be found in Modern Magic. but l think that if your readers will the bravest of the brave. one to whom all honor is due. yet there is
patiently follow my d:rections. they it-ill End this a slight improve- one great honor shared equally by all the heroes whose names wete
ment. A gentleman having .-elected a caid. it is replaced in the called out. and that is the proud one of lighting side by side for the
pack and brought to the top by the pziss. A false shttflie eases the glory ofthe Union jack. You have, while talking. taken the slips out
minds of the audience, yet leaves the card undisturbed. how talte ofthe tumbler with the left hand. the tlag being transferred with
oh’ the two top cards with the left hand between the thumb on one them. and the glass put on the table. Now bringing the hands
side and tlte fingers at the other, exhibiting them of course as otie together. you shake out the flag. palming the slips behind it as you
card. The balance of the pack is disposed on the table. and you do so. This makes a fitting climax and gains great applause. and
advance to the gentleman who drew the card. and ask him to think prevents any embarrassing examinationof the slips.
The great elfettl of the aliove is too apparent to require comment.
intently upon the one telcctetl. ending by rettiarlting: " There. sir,
is the card that you drew," showing him the face of the bottom cart.l_ but we would like to suggest another manner of producing the photo
Allow him to loolt long cnough o see that it is not his card, but be- graph in addition to the sand frame. Force ti king nl ht-nits. and
fote he can object, Now I will show you at remarkable experiment having it replaced in the pack and shuffled by some one in this
with this card. Ste. I just Place it on your knee." Under cover of audience. There is no necessity of painting this card. but just b€f0't‘
the patter and accompanying morenient yoti have accomplished the the cards are returned. you most secure a card which has been prt-—
following deceptive change. When you held the card up for him to pared by pasting the photograph of Roberts over the face. This is
added to the top of the pack. and some one is requested to select it
see it. your right hand was also raised to the level of the card, the
forefinger pointing triumphantly at the card. This action brings card. being told at the same tiitie that try as they will. the card drawn
your right side to the audience, and the haul: of the right hand is will be the one just shiifiled back into the pack. Eithiliit freely the
towards them. While pattcring place the cards for a moment on card they finally draw, and in the turn towards the person who drew
the palm of the right hand. The instant the cards touch the palm. the king of hearts. you have ample opportunity to make the top
the thumb of the right hand slides off the top card. you at the same change. securing. thereby. the card with the photograph. [ii on I t
time make a downward sweep itnd leave this top card on the gentle- ing informed of your supposed failure, feign surprise. and ask the
man's knee. With a little practice this change can be performed name of the card. Upon being informed. straightway ask tl-e lads
instantly. but care must be taken to bring the hand across the knees. holding the slip the name of the hero written upon it. Upon heating
for by so doing you are enabled to keep the back of the right hand the name of Roberts. exclaim that that accounts for it all and you
end the experiment by showing that you really have the king Hf
to the .iudit:nce. You will find. also. that the movtmcnt is an extremely natural one. for your right side being nearest to the gentle- hearts (Roberts) in your hands. It will be apparent that this effe:
tire combination. minus the patriotic climax. maybe applied to gieat
man. it is. of course, customary to take the card in the right hand to
offer it to him. To turn half around with the object of working the authors, painters. poets. actresses, etc. (Ed.)
jg?
sleight with the left hand. would be a suspicious movement in itself,
and lacking grace as well. This advice may seem rather tedious.
A NOVEL FORM OF LEVITATION.
but it is attention to detail that creates the sensation. The gentleSINCLAIR.
man will no doubt have informed you by this time of your supposed
In the form oflevitatlon illustrated below. there is tmploytd I‘
mistake. and you may indulge in any suitable bit of by-play before new adjustment of the wires that may be found superior to the older
showing that the card on his knee is the one drawn. the effect of this manner of suspending the assistant, or it will be found most llSt‘flll its
feigned embarrassment being to fix the identity of the card which
all suppose to have been placed on the knee more firmly in the
.
minds ofthe audience. Ofrourse you will understand that in the
card
has
of
been
the
the
meantime
disposed by picking up
palmed
pack front the table and adding it to the others.
Tricks that appeal to the patriotism of an audience are always
welcome additions toaprogramme. and the following feat will be
found among the most effective of that class.
Performer comes forward with about a dozen slips of paper and
starts to distribute tlvem anong the spectators, but changes his mind,
under the pretense that it would take too long. but if the persons
present will call out their favorite hero's name you will write it down
instead. So some one names Kitchener. Performer writes it down,
spelling the name as he does so K-i-t-cth-e-n-e-r. ln reality he
writes down the name of Roberts. Some one else will call out
French, or Methuan, or any one of our generals whose names are
now prominently betore a grateful public. In each case proceed as
at first by spelling out the name. but really writing down the name
of Roberts until you have say a dozen slips of paper in the tumbler,
each bearing the name of that great geneial. Prvstnt the tumbler to
a. lady with the request that she will select any of the names that all
have seen you write upon the papers. As all are alike. the name of
Roberts may be relied on to make its appearance in time for the subsequent climax. The name may be caused to appear upon the spirit
slate. or the photograph may be caused to appear within the sand
frame. if you have that handy piece of apparatus. While the

A FEW MORE HINTS.
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A FEW MORE HINTS.

By RETSANNAB.

A method somewhat similar to the one 1 am about to describe

will be found in Modern Magic, but 1 think that if your readers will

patiently follow my directions, they will find this a slight improve-

ment. A gentleman having i-elected a caid, it is replaced in the

pack and brought to the top by the pass. A false shuffle eases tire

minds of the audience, yet le.ives the card undisturbed. Now take

off the two top cards with the left hand between the thumb on one

side and the fingers at the other, exhibiting them of course as one

card. The balance of the pack is disposed on the table, and you

advance to the gentleman who drew the card, and ask him to think

intently upon the one selected, ending by remarking: " There, sir,

is the card that you drew," showing him the face of the bottom card.

Allow him to look long enough o see that it is not his card, but be-

fore he can object, " Now I will show you a remarkable experiment

"

-

with this card. See, 1 just place it on your knee." Under cover of
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the patter and accompanying movement you have accomplished the

following deceptive change. When you held the card up for him to

see it, your right hand was also raised to the level of the card, the

forefinger pointing triumphantly at the card. This action brings

your right side to the audience, and the back of the right hand is

towards them. While pattering plaee the cards for a moment on

the palm of the right hand. The instant the cards touch the palm,

the thumb of the right hand slides off the top card, you at the same

lime make a downward sweep and leave this top card on the gentle-

man's knee. With a little practice this change can be performed

instantly, but care must be taken to bring the hand across the knees.

for by so doing you are enabled to keep the back of the right hand

to the audience. You will find, also, that the movement is an ex-

tremely natural one, for your right side being nearest lo the gentle-

man, it is, of course, customary to take the card in ihe right hand to

offer it to him. To turn half around with the object of working the

sleight with the left hand, would be a suspicious movement in itself,

and lacking grace as well. This advice may seem rather tedious,

but it is attention to detail that creates the sensation. The gentle-

man will no doubt have informed you by this time of your supposed

mistake, and you may indulge in any suitable bit of by-play before

showing that the card on his knee is the one drawn, the effect of this

feigned embarrassment being to fix the identity of the card which

all suppose to have been placed on the knee more firmly in the

minds of the audience. Of course you will understand that in the

meantime the palmed card has been disposed of by picking up the

pack from the table and adding it to the others.

Tricks that appeal to the patriotism of an audience are always

welcome additions to a programme, and the following feat will be

found among the most effective of that class.

Performer comes forward with about a dozen slips of paper and

starts to distribute them anong the spectators, but changes his mind,

under the pretense that it would take too long, but if the persons

present will call out their favorite hero's name you will write it down

instead. So some one names Kitchener. Performer writes it down,

spelling the name as he does so K-i-t-c-h-e-n-e-r. In reality he

writes down the name of Roberts. Some one else will call out

French, or Methuan, or any one of our generals whose names are

now prominently before a grateful public. In each case proceed as

at first by spelling out the name, but really writing down the name

of Roberts until you have say a dozen slips of paper in the tumbler,

each bearing the name of that great general. Present the tumbler to

a lady with the request that she will select any of the names that all

have seen you write upon the papers. As all are alike, the name of

Roberts may be relied on to make its appearance in time for the sub-

sequent climax. The name may be caused to appear upon the spirit

slate, or the photograph may be caused to appear within the sand

frame, if you have that handy piece of apparatus. While the

audience are examining the slate or photograph, palm in your right

hand a small Union Jack. Take up the tumbler in the left hand, and

transfer it to the right, thus effectively hiding the flag. You now le

-
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FRANK DUCROT’S RICE BOWLS.
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In describing bolt lock No. 3, it becomes necessary to show to
our readers still another method of performing the trunk trick. This
trunk or box has the sides and ends composed of single panels, the
remcvable ones being situated at the ends. The method" by which
the release is accomplished will be better understood by glancing at
the illustration. On the left is a sectional view of the trunk frame, E,
being a recess containing a broad strip of metal to which is secured
The performer by inserting his fingers into the
a Bow spring (F).
ventilating holes in the panel (D) and pressing the panel against the
spring moves it so far into the recess (1-1) as to enable it to become
disengaged entirely from the “ rabbit" on the opposite side, into
which it is forced, normally, by the spring (F). So by drawing it a
little inwards the panel comes entirely out of the frame. As soon as
he has effected his escape. the operation is reversed, leaving no clue
to the means of egress. Now as to the means of securing the panel
when undergoing examination. By referring to drawing. it vtill be
'
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he has effected his escape, the operation is reversed, leaving no clue
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to the means of egress. Now as to the means of securing the panel

when undergoing examination. By referring to drawing, it will be
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seen that this is accomplished by means of a tilting lever one end of

i

which ends in a flat angular bolt (C) which engages into a slotted

plate mortised into the movable panel (D) the other end being pivoted

to a movable plug (B) which by pressing down upon ihe metal pin

(A) pushes the short arm of the lever down, thus causing the long

arm to raise, and so disengaging the flat bolt (O from the slotted

§-Lyawmr
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plate in the panel, leaving it free for removal as describtd above.

Thus we see that so long as the trunk remains open for inspec-

tion the panel remains locked, but no sooner is it closed upon the

performer than the catch is released automatically by the mere action

. >f shutting down the lid. the panel being only held in position then by

the pressure of the bow spring, No suspicion is likely to be directed

thatthis is accomplished by means of a tilting lever one end of
which ends in a flat angular bolt (C) which engages intoa slotted
plate mortised into the movable panel (D) the other end being pivoted
to a movable plug (B) which by pressing dovt n upon the metal pin
(.—\) pushes the short arm of the lever down, thus causing the long
arm to raise, and so disengaging the Hat bolt (C) from the slotted
plate in the panel, leaving it free for removal as describt d above.
Thus we see that so long as the trunk remains open for inspection the panel remains locked. but no sooner is it closed upon the
performer than the catch is released automaticallyby the mere action
«if sh-.itti'tg down the lid. the panel being only held in position then by
the pressure of the bow spring. No suspicion is likely to be directed
to the plug (B) as it has been bored out to appear to be only a metal
socket for the metal pin (A) which resembles those commonly used on
chests to prevent the covers from shifting sideways. By referring
again to the drawing, it will be seen that the pin (A) is just a trifle
larger than the bore ofthe plug (B). so that in place of entering it, it
really presses it down. thus actuating the lever (C) and unbolting the
seen

to the plug (B) as it has been bored out to appear to be only a metal

socket for the metal pin (A) which resembles those commonly used on

chests to prevent the covers from shifting sideways. By referring

again to the drawing, it will be seen that the pin (A) is just a trifle

larger than the bore of the plug (B), so that in place of entering it, it

really presses it down, thus actuating the lever (C) and unbolting the

panel.

The following contribution will serve to explain my own method of operating the ever-popular Chinese Rice Bowls. and if my
instructions are closely followed and carried'out. the success of the
manipulator will be assured. An improvement is made over the old.
old method. for at the end of the experiment you can pass both bowls
out for examination to prove them unprepared; this vias the great
draw-back in the old prepared bowls. you either had to show the
unprepared bowl twice, and lead your audience to believe that they
saw both bowls, by the sweeping turn-over movement, or it was
necessary to substitute a third unprepared howl.
EXPLANATION ;—Procure two small sized rice bowls (the style
that have a sort of foot to them preferred. that they may be picked
up quickly \-‘hen placed mouth down), and a sheet of mica (isinglass)
large enough to cover the mouth of one of the bowls. this cover
must be t-16th of an inch larger than the diameter of the mouth
of the bowl, and it is this little movatle cover that forms the key to
my new method. 'l'his cover is first prepared by attaching asmall
pointed metal hook to its edge; the best way to secure same will
be to have the hook soldered to a piece of metal, bent over like a
closed hinge. and then securely attached to the cover. by forcing the
The top of this cover (hook up) you
mica between this metal clip.
treat to a layer of liquid cement and then sprinkle rice on top of this.
When dry both it\lC5 should we ..a.n<etl white.
Before commencing, fill tip one bowl to the top with water, place
the cover over mouth 01' the bowl, hook side on ti p. You can now
ttirn the bowl mouth down. without a Slnglc dro,» of he water escaping. Place this howl, which we will call B, mouth downwards on
your table, in such a position that hook will be 0- is de of the edge of
the table, your second bowl A is also placed mouth down on table
Also have a paper bag containing enough rice to till one bowl and a
half, and a white handkerchief. Bowl A is picked up, shown empty
and filled with the contents of the paper bug; the b.l;_' you roll up
into 2!. b.tll aiitl vztnisli by the aid of wand. next level off the rice
with wand. sn that bowl B may be placed mouth to mouth on top of
|)owl \, and then .i't:t:t the change of the bowls; this is best accomplished by tnking ho'<l of the bowls with both hands and raising
them above above your head and make il e exchange of position, so
that when placed on table, bowl A (the unprepared one) will be at
top. and ulicn lifted up, the rice will appear to lave doubled up in
quantity, level oh” the rice, show bowl A empty place it on top of
Bowl B month to mouth, show handkerclref on both sides and place
it over your bowls and attach the row r K) handkerchief l‘y means of
the metal hook. In dr:twin_; the handkerchief away. the movable
cover will go with it; remove your upper bowl and proceed to exhibit
the water by potiring it from bowl to bowl.
FRANK DUCROT THE VVIZARD.

This method of release, it will be noted, is far better adapted to
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the trunk or chest with glass panels, than either of the two preceding

ones.

Mr. E. Clinton Adams is attracting considerable attention In the

West with his entertainment. For a full evening programme he dis-

penses with apparatus, depending entirely upon the cleverness of his

fingers.
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'saw both bowls, by the sweeping turn-over movement, or it was
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necessary to substitute a third unprepared bowl.

Explanation;—Procure two small sized rice bowls (the style

that have a sort of foot to them preferred, that they may be picked

up quickly v hen placed mouth down), and a sheet of mica (isinglass)

large enough to cover the mouth of one of the bowls, this cover

must be 1 -'6th of an inch larger than the diameter of the mouth

of the bowl, and it is this little movable cover that forms the key to

my new method. This cover is first prepared by attaching a small

pointed metal hook to its edge ; the best way to secure same will

be to have the hook soldered to a piece of metal, bent over like a

closed hinge, and then securely attached to the cover, by forcing the

mica between this metal clip. The top of this cover (hook up) you

treat to a layer of liquid cement and then sprinkle rice on top of this.

When dry both s ules should >e a.n eJ white.

Before commencing, fill up one bowl to the top with water, place
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A NEW VANlSH.

By SELBIT.
Your readers will be pleased to hear of a method of disposing of
small palmed articles, without in necessity if using chair or table
servante. The idea is to have a band of metal. one inch wide and
about four inches long, onto \\lilCl1 is soldered a similar strip, bent
into a half circle, the extreme width in the centre being about two
inches. This forms a contrivance which, if put into the vest pocket,
will hold same open. The articles to be vanished are palmed in the
hand on the sitic that has this pocket servante. and while attention is
distracted to the other hand. a small billiard hall, handkerchief
tightly rolled up, coin, etc. can be calmly dropped into the pocket,
and both hands shown entirely empty at any subsequent stage of the
trick.
j

Moritz Hermann. well known in
magician. died in Berlin, Feb. 15th.

——

Germany as a manufacturer and

.
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Under this heading we wiith to note all numbers of periodicals in which tricks of
magic, sleight-of—hand, mind reading. jugglery, etc. appear. This column will be
interest to our readers who wish to complete scrap books. Please send ‘m
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NEIL WE A VER, Sir eat ham.

is the London Correspondent for "Mahatma."

Chinko, the boy juggler, is at the Empire, Hastings.

NEIL IVEA I 'ER, Slrealfiam.
1': M: Lomitm Cnnesfiondmlfar"lllafialma."

Servais Le Roy. the clever conjuror, is at the Empire, Newport.

Sylvo, the Tramp Juggler, is at the Westminster, Liverpool.

Paul Spadoni & Friscari the juggler, are both performing at

Bradford.

Kahn & Kahn, who always provide a good turn, are at the Em-

pire, Cardiff.

The Violas, second sight specialists, do seme gcod work at the

Chinko. the boy juggler. is
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Roy. the clever conjuror, is at the Empire, Newport.
Sylvo, the Tramp Juggler, is at the Westminster, Liverpool.
Paul Spadoni & Friscari the juggler, are both performing at

Servais Le

Bradford.

Royal, Liverpool.

Chung Ling Soo, the Chinese magician, "Wm. E. Robinson" is at

Kahn & Kahn, who

the Empire, Wolverhampton.

pire, Cardiff.

always provide a good turn, are at

the Em-

Prof. Charles, Ventriloquist, at the St. James' Hall, Portsmouth,

The Violas, second sight specialists, do scme gcod work at the
Royal, Liverpool.
Chung Ling Soo, the Chinese magician, “\Vm. E. Robinson" is at
the Empire, Wolverhampton.
Prof. Charles, Ventiiloquist, at the St.James‘ Hall, Portsmouth.
is the cause of some good fun.
Kokin. the cleverjapanese Juggler, is creating a sensation at the
People's Palace. Halifax, with his clever work.
lnaudi, the lightning calculator, gives a model show in calculat-

is the cause of some good fun.

Kokin, the clever Japanese Juggler, is creating a sensation at the

People's Palace, Halifax, with his clever work.

Inaudi, the lightning calculator, gives a model show in calculat-
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ing, and is far ahead of any one we have ever seen in this particular

line before.

Lieut. Albim is mystifying his audience at the Barnard's Palace,

Chatham, with his ingenious cabinet illusion entitled "The Sailor

and his Lass.

The death of Her Majesty Queen Victoria will seriously effect the

ing, and is far ahead of any
line before.

society entertainers of this country, several having already had en-

gagements cancelled.

one we

have

ever seen

in this

particular

Lieut. Albini is mystifying his audience at the Barnard’s Palace,
Chatham, with his ingenious cabinet illusion entitled "The Sailor

BOSTON ITEMS.

Howard.- Bruns& Nina, Paper Tearers, and Leon and Adeline,

Jugglers.

and his Lass.

The death of Her Majesty Queen Victoria will seriously efiect the
society entertainers ofihis country, several having already had en-

Allen Shavv, coin manipulator, is proving to be a formidable

rival of Downs.

gagements cancelled.

Nickelodeon.--Balbroma, the modern Mephisto, St. Louis Bros.

__o_._

Jugglers, and Vhero, Necromancer.

Austin & Stones.—16 Juggling Japs, Hornmann, the magician,

and Prof. Frederick's Illusion." Watchit."

BOSTON ITEMS.
Ho\vard.—v Bruns& Nina, Paper Tearers, and Leon and Adeline,

Jtigglers.

Music Hall.— Drawee, in Modern Feats of Oriental Juggling, also

the juggling Mathieus, and Bingham, Ventriloquist.

Allen Shaw, coin manipulator, is proving to be a formidable
rival of Downs.
Nickelo(leon.-—B:tlbroma, the modern Mephisto, St. Louis Bros.
Jugglers. anti Vhero, Necromancer.
Austin & Stones.—16 Juggling Japs, Hornmann, the magician.
and Prof. Frederick's Illusion.“ \Vatchit."
Music Hall.——Drawce, in Modern Feats of Oriental Juggling, also
the juggling Mathieus, and Bingham, Ventriloquist.

The Great Kellar played a successful two week's stand at Park

Theatre. His new Levitation is unquestionably the finest illusion

ever put upon the stage.

o

Mildred and Rouclere are receiving splendid press notices for

clever feats in mind reading and magic at local entertainments.

Prof. Harry Rouclere is now devoting his time to plans for a summer

park and theatre, in conjunction with his summer hotel atSirgac,

N.J.

The Great Kellar played a successful two week's stand at Park
Theatre. His new Levitation is unquestionably the finest illusion
ever put upon the stage.
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Mildred and Rouclere are receiving splendid press notices for
clever feats in mind reading and magic at local entertainments.
Prof. Harry Rouclere is now devoting his time to plans for a summer
park and theatre, in conjunction with his summer hotel at Sirgac,
N. J.

^ Under this heading we wish to note all numbers of periodicals in which tricks of ^

^ magic, sleight-of-hand, mind reading, jugglery, etc. appear. This column will be ^

m of great interest to our readers who wish to complete scrap books. Please send in £

all information, with date of paper in which article appeared, for this column . £f
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Conjuring for Christmas, and Christmas Tricks and Entertain-

ment, by Prof. Hoffman. The Belfast, Ireland, Weekly News, Dec.

22d, igoo. In his inimitable style, the well known author explains

the enchanted dinner roll, the chameleon dice, tricksy spirits, be-

witched corkscrew, etc.

The Great Coffin Trick, A Conjuror's Story. Tit-Bits (Pub-

lished in England) Jan. 26th, 1901. A romance.

Reminiscences of Hartz. A. F. Hartz, brother of the well

known performer, relates amusing and interesting experiences while

acting as assistant to his brother. Cleveland Ohio Leader, Feb. 3rd

and 17th, 1901.

Magic as a Home Amusement. Adelaide Hermann, Women's

Home Companion, June, 1900.

An Evening With the Spirits, Women's Home Companion,

April, 1900.

great
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In this age of good books. there is no excuse for ignorance upon any subject. and this is particularly true of magic. \Ve
trust that from the offerings below, the student will be able to make a selection of standard works that will prove
of inestimatable service in the study of the art. “The only manner in which to acquire a thorough knowledge upon any subject. as to read all good books bearing upon it." In no other way can you grasp the
correct principles upon which the art is founded.
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trust that from the offerings below, the student will be able to make a selection of standard works that will prove

of inestimatable service in the study of the art, "The only manner in which to acquiie a thorough know-

ledge upon any subject, as to read all good books bearing upon it." In no other way can you grasp the

correct principles upon which the art is founded.

This is the ablest book ever written upon the subject of stage craft, as applied to illusions. The finest exam-

ples of latter day effects are explained in a masterly manner. Chapters are devoted to jugglery and acrobatic per-

Sleight

of stages and stage effects, theatre secrets, automata, etc. Should be in the hands of every person interested in

theatrical effects, however remotely.

of

Hand, by

The Latest work on Magic. The author reviews his career and explains minutely the secrets and devices uitd

in the act that has won for him fame and fortune in every first class theatre in which he has appeared.

Sleight of Hand, by Edwin Sachs,

Conjurer’s Scrap Books, by

Magic

These
is done.

More

works stand alone
teach how to do ‘it,

two

they

Conjurer Dick, by

gant de Paris and a special chapter on table tricks.

Magic.

ofthe finest tricks

by Prof.

important difference. especially

to

Prof. Hoffrnann,

New Era Card Tricks, by A.

ever written. Contains a great deal of useful information.

Roterberg,

These two works stand alone as standard authorities and hand books of magic,

Conjuring & Magic, by

is done, they teach how to do it, an important difference, especially to beginners.

5
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Price, $2:00_

-

each,

lnstead of

experiences,

P-rice, $I:50

teaching how

a

Price.

and stage arrangements
C

manipulation ever

One of the finest treatises on the ever popular art of card
card effects are clearly described, and splendidly illustrated.

Modern Magic More Magic, by Prof. Hoffmann

performed, including the

theia programmes and

magic.
beginners.

entertaining story of a wandering magician, in which many tricks
Supposed by many to have been foundtd on facts in the author's life.

One of the most interesting works upon performers cf the present day, theia programmes and experiences,

day.

Hofirnann

An

Leaves from Conjurer's Scrap Books, by H. J. Burlingame, - Price, $2:00.

ever

J, Burlingame,

H.

standard authoritiesand hand books of

as
an

Price, $2.50

-

some

One of the most interesting works upon performers cf the present
Contains a great deal of useful information.
ever written.

Modern

Still one of the standard authorities upon magic,

Price, $250

-

-

Edwin Sachs,

Stillone of the standard authorities upon magic. Contains
gant de Paris and a special chapter on table tricks.

Leaves from

Modern Coin Manipulation, by T. Nelson Downs, - = Price, $2:50

Nelson Downs,

The Latest work on Magic. The author reviews his career and explains minutely the secrets and devices ustd
in the act that has won for him fame and fortune in every first class theatre in which he has appeared.

formances, tire eating and sword swallowing, ventriloquism and shadowgraphy, thought transference, construction
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Manipulation, by T.

Modern Coin

Magic, Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions, by Albert Hopkins, Price, $2:50

Diversions, by Albert Hopkins, Price, $250

This is the ablest book ever written upon the subject of stage craft. as applied to illusions. The finest examples of latter day effects are explained in a masterly manner. Chapters are devoted to jugglery and acrobatic performances, fire eating and sword swallowing, ventriloquism and shadowgraphy, thought transference. construction
of stages and stage effects, theatre secrets, automata. etc. Should be in the hands of every person interested in
theatrical effects. however remotely.

offered for sale.

are

trick

$l:5O

explained.

Price,

$2:00

Innumerabie

$I:50 Revelations of a Spirit Medium, Price, $l:00
By an unknown authors The writer of this book is a well
known medium who has imposed successfully upon spiritualistic believers in every large city in the union. Becoming convinced of the baseness of his deceptions, the above
Being an account of the life and struggles of the greatest
book was written in the hope of warning all persons against
magician of modern times. »\Vriiten by Robert Houdin himthe methods employed by professional mediums. Starting
selfin a charming manner. This work has served as an
from his first temptation to deceive, the authorinstructs the
to
of
inspiration many our best performers as they overreader into all the practical devices that are used by these
came the many diffictilties that confronted them in their
chiirlatans, telling how portraits and information of dead reearly days. Why not you?
latives are obtained and used to fleece the living, and laying bare all the secrets formerly known only to those withHerrmnnn, the Magician; His life and his
in the charined circle.
tricks, by 11.]. Burlingame, Price, $1200
\Vritten in the :tnthor's well known style. Describes the
lroiinil theWorld will it laglclaii & Jugglur, liy II. J. Iliirllngaiiiu_
life and personality of the late Alexander llerrinann. the
Being an account of the life and travels of Baron Hart.
tli:it
led
c iuses
to his greatness. and the numerous tricks
wig Seeinan and D'Alvini, jap of laps. An intensely inilltisi
best
-ns
and
that helped to make him famous. The
teresting narrative of the experiences of these two performbook of its kind. for
Robert Houdin,

The possession of this work wasjustly considered a necessity to every performer.
Memoirs of Robert Houdin,
Price, $l:00

Conjurer Dick, by Prof. Hoffmann,

An entertaimng story of a wandering magician, in which many tricks and stage arrangements are explained.

Supposed by many to have been found, d on facts in the author's life.

-

New Era Card Tricks, by A. Roterberg, - * * Price, $2:00

One of the finest treatises on the ever popular art of card manipulation ever offered for sale. Innumerable

card effects are clearly described, and splendidly illustrated.

Conjuring & Magic, by Robert Houdin, $1:50 Revelations of a Spirit Medium, Price, $1:00

Price, $2.50

Contains some of the finest tricks ever performed, including the

each, Price, $1:50

Instead of teaching how a tnck

Price, $1:50

The possession of this work was justly considered a neces-

Hours with the

sity to every performer.

Memoirs of Robert Houdin, - Price, $1:00

magician of modern times. Written by Robert Houdin him-

Spirit Slate Writing, by

self in a charming manner. This work has served as an

came the many difficulties that confronted thein in their

early days. Why not you ?

Herrmann, the Magician ; His life and his

tricks, by H.J. Burlingame, Price, $1:00

c Hises that led to his greatness, and the numerous tricks

and illusi ns that helped to make him famous. The best

book of its kind, for the money, ever printed

Hours with the Ghosts, by H. R. Evans, $1:00

A complete and comprehensive work upon the subject of

fraudulent spiritualistic phenomena, written by one of the

most able and painstaking investigators of the present day.

Spirit Slate Writing, by Wm.E. Robinson, $:100

A thorough treatise upon the method by which fraud-

ulent mediums obtain "spirit" messages. The book is not

confined to this subject alone, however, as spiiitualisiic ties,

pillories, cabinets and cages are fully described. There is

also an appendix containing some clever tricks in jug-

glery and magic.

Chapeugraphy, or Twenty-five Heads Under One Hat,25c.

Full directions for performing this latest novelty for en.

tertainers. Reduced to Twenty-five Cents.

Conjuring for Amatcurs. Colouring with Cards. 50r.

By KHis Stanyon. These are really two very fine books offered at a low

price, considering the conic Is. and mnsl not be confounded with the pamph-

printed

H. R.

ers

Wm.E.

,

Robinson, $:100

glery and magic.

Chapeugraphy. or Tweiity-five Heads L'nder One Hz1t,25C.
Full directions for perfoiiiiing this latest
tertainers. Reduced to Twenty-five Cents.

novelty for

(‘oiijuriiigihr Amateurs. (‘uuiiiriiig with fiirtls.

en.

Silt‘.

lly Flli~._.\'t:ui_\'on. 'l'lie~e are rt.illy hm \er_v line buoksofiered ata low
price, totisideririg the conic. is. and must not be conioiindt-(l with the pamphlets issued by the same author later,
A years

subscription

to

.\r[.iliatin'.i ofiercd

iii the many lands their wandering life led them. $1200

Evans, $l:00 Magic Up To Date, by Shaw, cloth $1,

A thorough treatise upon the method by which fraudulent mediums obtain “spii'it" niessages. The book is not
confined to this subject alone, however, as spiritualistic ties,
pillories, cabinets and cages are fully described. There is
also an appendix cotitniiiitig some clever tricks in jug-

inspiration to many of our best performers as they over-

life and personality of the late Alexander Herrmann, the

ever

A completeand comprehensive work upon the subject of
fraudulent spirituztlistic phenomena, written by one of the
most able and painstaking investigators of the present day.

Being an account of the life and struggles of the greatest

Written in the anthor's well known style. Describes the

the money.

Ghosts, by

as a.

paper 75c

Describing a great number of little known tricks and illusions, mind reading feats and spiritualistic effects.
Howard 'l‘hurston’s Card Tricks,
Price. 75c.
.

A complfle description of the programme now being presented with the
greatest success by the author in the leading theatres of England, together
with many other card sleights And combinations, including the celebrated
rising card trick with which the author in stified the late Alexander Herr.
mnnn upon the stage of the 'l nbor Grand 'heatre. Denver, Colorado.
.".
i.
us
'S.Bld'.'l‘h° )'
'
'

S£‘(.l'(.‘lb oi illilllilillldliillll, “$.92... ,.."....:'.'.2._
.

lrice, 500

The author describes the many deceptions of the oriental wonder workers
that he discovered during his tourin India, Burinah, Siam. Ceylon and Africa.

How to

Hypnotlse

and -Mesmerise.
Price, zoc.
magic, it is to be found in fhe study or this mysterious art.
we sell places the pawer to ncqfire this fascinating knowledge in the
-

If there is any real

The book

hands of every reader

Tricks In Magic, by H. J. Burlingame,
The

Shaw’: Great Book of Acts.

Price,

25¢-

Reduced to 25 cents.
amateurs desiring to go upon the stage.
all purchasers of books to the amount of Ten Dollars.

Directions for

special premium to

-

of the author is sufficient guarantee of the high quality of the
Bound in paper. while they last, thr.-.e volumes. each :5 cenu.

it me

contents.
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TO THE MAGICIANS AND CARD MANIPULATORS OF THE

Now

Ready.

Thurstotfs Card Tricks,

8

TO THE MAGICIANS AND CARD MANIPULATORS OF THE WORLD.

Howard ™ow Ready-

Thurston's Card Tricks,

lit my the finest book ever written on the ever popular subject of Conjuring with Cards,

including, among innumerable new and beautiful experiments suitable for novices, ama-

tuers and professionals alike, a complete explanation of the correct method of executing

the Hack Hand Card Palm and tricks therewith. Thurston's celebrated Rising Card Trick

H. rm; Ihr fines: buck ever wnttcn on the ever pnpulztr stthjotrt of Cnnjuring with Cards.
t:~.:-.‘vt"'ttg among innutmrablc new and beautiful cx|)rrlll1t‘t\l§ suilnlllt‘ fur l1t>\'tt1:.h'. amat‘.It'l.\ .m..' professionals alike. at I:0lIlph:lcexplanatinn of the correct methml ul t-;m~m'm,_the Back Hand Card Palm and tricks therewith. Thurston's t-cletarazed Risnu; Can] Trtcl:
(the trick with which the author completely m}‘SllfiCtl lrlr-rrmattn). M‘ St-.
being presented by the author with unprcct-dent:-d success in the leatlmg tltcntrcs ul tht: vmrld
.

(the trick with which the author completely mystified Herrmann), &c , &c.

As now being presented by the author with unprecedented success in the leading theatres of the world.

As

now

Now

Now playing a five months engagement at the Palace Theatre, London

playing a five months engagement at lhr

|'alace Thezttrr, London

8vo. 12 Pa^os. 40 Magnifirent Illustrations.

12

Km.

PRICE, 75r. (Ameriran Money), or 2s. 9d. (English Money)

PHgt‘.\'.

PRICE. 751'. (.\mt'rit".ttt llottvy), nr 25. ‘Id. (English “||Ilf‘_\‘_)

llagnificcnt lllttstratinns.

40

* • - POST FRS6 I=R07U£ ' «» ^<-j)v——

POST t=nee FROM _.,«,: :1.

1+-

...

w.

HOWARD THURSTON, Premier Card Manipulator of the World, Palace Theatre, London.

3.

.¢._

HOWARD TI-IURSTON, Prtuiurllard Manipulator ol the Vlnrltl, Palace Theatre, London.
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T. Kelson Downs' New Book, Price $2.50.

$1,000 Challenge,

To ar)y Man ir) the World

In a contest for

ORIGINAL BILLIARD

BALL TRICKS,

J. HENRICKS,

235 Pine St. 70 Chatham St.

Phila. Liverpool.

MAGICAL APPARATUS, ILLUSIONS

and first-class novelty musical instruments. For Sale.

T. FRANCIS FRITZ, 805 Halsey St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

HELLERS

Itwok of Magic, price 2m. Herrmann'! Black Art.

price 25c. ll'Trmann's Trlcka with Cards, price

fee. WVhm.iD'i W.zarda' Manual (Secret of Mind

Ueatliug. Miixlc. et<'.>. price USo. VvPbmao'd Oracle

} fur Women (the future foretold), price l!5e! Wen-

3 man's Fortune Telling by Cards, price 25c. Weh-
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THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

IN THE WORLD.

THE GRAND M1GIC4L SALOONS

229 High Holborn, London

and MAGICAL PALACE, 35 New Oxford Street, London.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

Qf*^| Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus, Stage Illusions,

Ventriloquial, Marionette and Punch and Judy Figures, and Juggling Goods.

The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

.NOTICE,

MESSRS. HAMLEY BROS., wish to let their many clients know that, owing to small firms having entered

into competition against th«m, and selling certain Conjuring Tricks cheaper, of a similar character to theirs, but not

of that high-class make and superior workmanship for which they have been so long noted, they have now in prepar-

ation a small catalogue with prices greatly reduced, but the goods are exactly the same in every way.

Messrs HAMLEY BROS, are not lowering the prices and selling inferior goods, but will guarantee every

article of the best workmanship and the Finest Finish as heretofore. Messrs HAMLEY BROS, will allow a
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discount of 10 per cent off the catalogue prices of any Conjuring Trick Dealer in the world.

New book just pub'ished entitled "Thurston's Card Tricks," Price 2s. 6d. Post free 2s 9d.

price, is. post free is. id.

odern Com Manipulation, byT. Nelson Downs, price, 10s. 6d. post free.

Up-to-d-ite Mystical Sleights and Illusions, price, is. post free is. id

Mo'

GREATEST BOOK OF THE PRESENT CENTURY !

TO THE MAGICAL FRATERNITY OF THE WORLD! IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT !

NOW IN STOCK AT MAHATMA OFFICE.

"MODEEN COIN

MANIPULATION,"

By

T. NELSON DOWNS,

"Kine of Koins."

Including a complete explanation (now made public for the first time, all other so-called "explanations" being grossly inaccurate)

of his World Famous Original Coin Creation, "THE MISER'S DREAM."

Nearly 300 pages, profusely illustrated with 150 real half-tone engravings, Price $2.50 or 10s. 6d. post free.

The phenomenal success of Mr. Downs' great act has induced unscrupulous people to endeavor to trade on his reputation by publishing

misleading pamphlets, &c., purporting to explain his methods. All of Mr. Downs' correct and true methods are

now published for the first time in "MODERN COIN MANIPULATION" and will be

a startling revelation even to Magicians.

As a limited number only will be issued it is advisable to apply at once to the publishers.

JUST PUBLISHED. ENTIRELY NEW BOOK ON SHADOYVGRAPHY.

NOVEL HAND SHADOWS" by William J. Hilliar,

27 Illustrations. 65 Pages. 25 Entirely New and Original Silhouettes. In Striking Cover.

PRICE, post free, [Great Britair)] Is- 3d- [Urjited States] 40 cts.

The T. NELSON DOWNS MAGICAL CO., 4 St. Albans Place, Regent St., London, W.

Also HAMLEY'S GRAND MAGICAL SALOONS, 231 High Holborn, London, W. C. Sole European Agents.

it

The only Magazine in the Would, Printed in the English Language, and Devoted Exclusively to the Interests of Magic and the Kindred Arts

Vol. IV. No. X.

New York, Brooklyn Borough, April, I90t.

Single Copy, tOc.

AH FOON.

The old proverb among showmen, that once the life of the saw-

dust ring gets into the blood it never leaves, is strikingly illustrated

in the career of the artist whom we are pleased to present to our

readers this month. Ah Foon, oriental wonder worker and shad-

owgraphist, was born in the little village of Wes.tport, Conn., about

forty-two years ago. At an early age he joined a circus as a contor-

tionist and acrobat, and later on he entered vaudeville as a dancer,

shadowgraphs and refined experiments in magic, won him an envia-

ble reputation. In this connection we cannot refrain from mention-

ing the great debt that the world of magic owes to the subject of our

sketch, for it is due to his efforts and untiring energy at this time,
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FOON.

that Mahatma was launched as the only medium, printed in the

The old proverb among showtnen. that once the life of the sawdust ring gets into the blood it never leaves. is strikingly illnstrnted
in the career of the artist whom we are pleased to present to our
readers this month. Ah Foon, oriental wonder worker and shadowgraphist. was born in the little village of \Ves_tport. Conn..nhout
forty-two years ago. At an early age he joined a circus as a contortionist and acrobat. and later on he entered vaudevilleas at dancer.

English language, through which the members of the mystic frater-

nity in all parts of the world could exchange news and ideas and

his clever work in these respective fields being well received. Finding
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I'll Kurt-nun or

iN;-w :Yoi-i,’ VB»-ooklyri Bonoaglt, April, 1961.

as he grew older that the show business alone, while still as attrac-

tive, was not likely to become a pa3'ing profession, he came to New

York City and was connected for some time with one of our great

shadowgraphs and refined experiments in magic, won him

an enviable reputation. In this connection we cannot refrain from mentioning the great debt that the world of magic owes to the subject of our
sketch. for it is due to his eflbrts and untiring energy at this time.
that MAHATMA was launched rte the only medium. printed in the
English language. through which the members of the mystic fraternity in nll parts of the world could exchange news and ideas and

daily papers, his entertainments at this time being confined exclu

sively to the lyceum field, in which his ability in presenting life like

secure credit for their inventions. The tremendous success achieved

byChing LingFoo in presenting the production of the immense bowl

of water, drew his attention to the great possibilities of oriental

magic, and he was one of the first performers in America to success-

fully duplicate the sensational feat to which the Chinaman owed his

reputation. It is only fair to state that since that time he has im-

his clever work in these respective fields being well received. Finding
he grew older that the show business alone. while still as attractive. was not likely to become a paying profession. he came to New
York City and was connected for some time with one of our great
daily papers. his entertainments at this time being confined exclusively to the l_vc.-cum field. in which his abilityin presenting life-like

as

secure

credit for their inventions. The tremendous

success

fl(‘hiL‘\‘t:ti

h_s-Ching Ling Fun in presenting the production of the immense bowl
of water. drew his attention to the great possibilities of oriental
magic. and he was one of the first performers in America to successfully duplicate the sensational feet to which the Chinaman owed his
reputation. It is only fair to state that since that time he has im-
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MAHATMA.
ISSUED THE 1s'r OF EACH MONTH.

WALTER G. PETEHKIN,
Editor and Proprietor.
236 wILuAMs Av¢., Bnooxuu. GREATER New Yonx. U. S. A.
-

SI.'BSCRlP1‘I¢)N, $1.00 PER YEAR.

Mahatma.

-

Sixouz COPIES 10' CENTS.

MAHATMA.

COPYRIGHTED APRIL, I901.

ISSUED THE 1st OF EACH MONTH.

Entered at the Brooklyn‘, M Y., Post Ofice

WALTER G. PETERKIN, - - Editor and Proprietor.

as second class matter.

236 Williams Ave.. Brooklyn. Greater New York, U. S. A.
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Subscription, $1.00 Per Year.

The sole agents for the sale of “MAI-IA1‘M.\" in Europe is the
celebrated and old-established firm of Messrs. HAMLEY BROS"
and it may be obtained at their Grand Magical saloons, 229
High Holborn. London, where also advertisements are received for
and every information given respecting it.
l\iAiu'ruA would ask as a favor that all magicians will send
their address and all news appertaining to magicians to this oflice
and also names of persons incerestedin magic. The aim of this paper
is to reach all magicians. There are many persons interested in
magic who have never heard of this paper. Please send us the
address ofany whom you may know. Anything new in magic will
be published and credit given to person sending it.

Single Copies 10 Cents.

Copyrighted April, 1901.

Entered at the Brooklyn, N. Y., Post Office as second class matter.

The sole agents for the sale of "Mahatma" in Europe is the

celebrated and old-established firm of Messrs. HAM LEY BROS.,

and it may be obtained at their Grand Magical Saloons, 229

Through the courtesy of the author, we are in receipt of an
autograph copy of Howard '1\hurston’s Card Tricks. Between
—its handsome and unique covers «there will be found a varied
assortment of new card tricks, novel slelghts and sensational
[cats with a pack prearranged upon an original plan. The de-

scription of the back hand palm, reverse, and experiments depending upon that sleight, is the -most complete and exhaustive
published to date. Included in the work. is a description of the
celebrated rising card -trick. in which the selected oarrds leave
the pack and slowly rise up to the outstretched -hand, held some
distance above them. It was with this feat that the author _mystifled the byte Alexander Herrmann. A further review of the
book would bemeedims, as we feel confident that every reader
will possess a copy at the earliest opportunity.
News comes from Paris to -the efl'ect that the Theatre Robert
Houd-in was completely destroyed by fire. recently. In the lack
of details, we cannot smite definitely whether Ohio was the original structure in the Palais Royal, made famous by the great
magician, or the later building bearlcng the same name.
Don Jcnrretxt. the wizard, has been pleasing the patrons of
the leading summer parks in the south. with clever feats of magic.

High Holborn, London, where also advertisements are received for

and every information given respecting it.

Mahatma would ask as a favor that all magicians will send

their address and all news appertaining to magicians to this office

and also names of persons ineerestedin magic. The aim of this paper

Persons sending money to this ofiice will
order to Station "E," Brooklyn, N. Y.

is to reach all magicians. There are many persons interested in

magic who have never heard of this paper. Please send us the

please send post-oflicc

?——_j——
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address of any whom you may know. Anything new in magic will

proved the trick. step by step, until it is now a marvel of perfection.
Having adopted the name of Ah Foon and acquired a repertoire
of oriental feats in addition to his shadow pantomine, a few experimental tours through Long Island and New England have more
than proven the immense possibilities in this particular field, me‘

be published and credit given to person sending it.
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proved the trick, step by step, until it is now a marvel of perfection.

especially as there are

no

rivals to contend with. He has but

lately added the trick of catching live gold fish in the air to a. programme already replete with mystical novelties, in order to further strengthen the act for the vaudeville field Should negotiations
now pending prove successful, our readers in the principal cities of
the United States will shortly have the pleasure of witnessing the
most unique entertainment in the field of magic to-day.

Having adopted the name of Ah Foon and acquired a repertoire

of oriental feats in addition to his shadow pantomine, a few experi-

mental tours through Long Island and New England have more

than proven the immense possibilities in this particular field, the'

We would call attention to the fact that it has always been
policy to refrain from printing any of the complimentary
letters received, relative to the merits of Mahaalzma. The reasons
are two, the first being that space is too valuable. the second is
nhnt their publication is unnecessary, a glance at ’lll.'l8 last number
issued. and iihevn one an. the issue of March last. being all that
is needed to detmonsl:1~a't.e the great strides that Ma-hutma has
taken, as the only medium for magrlciains published in the Euour

glish language.

'

We'regret to learn that Buatier DaKoltn met with another
iuisfoutune while presenting his latest conception of a. “Vanlshing Lady" at the Wintergm-den. Berlin. The effect was most
ingenious. and worthy in every way of this greatest of modern
illuslonists. In one act of throwing it shawl over riihe indy. she
was supposed ‘to drop upon her knees and crawl bzckwzards to
the shelter of mirrors cleverly arranged about a desk. At the flrst
presentation, in some manner the audience detected uhe assistant in the act of seeking concealment. and of course the engagement was cancelled. Dnlioltn has since returreo to Paris.

more especially as there are 110 rivals to contend with. He has but

lately added the trick of catching live gold fish in the air to a pro-

Hendricks, the "Wizard of the Atlantic." is using his invengood account, his ‘latest patent being granted for
an ingenious puzzle, emiltled “Go To.” He ds not, however, heglecting conjuring, as anyone znccevpiing his challenge will find to
tive genius to

gramme already replete with mystical novelties, in order to fur-

ther strengthen the act for the vaudeville field Should negotiations

now pending prove successful, our readers in the principal cities of

liheiir cost.

the United States will shortly have the pleasure of witnessing the

most unique entertainment in the field of magic to-day.

J. I)e Witt. the “Armericau M_vst.liier," has added the Chlng
L-ing Foo Bowl, -tlllld the font of catching live gold fish upon a
bare hook and lrlne, to his already extensive repertoire. These
sensaztionazl feiutures will be used as a climax toan original series of oriental feats, suggested to him by a trip through Oh-inn

Hendricks, the "Wizard of the Atlantic," is using his inven-

tive genius to goo<l account, his latest patent being granted for

an ingenious puzzle, entitled "Go To." He is not. however, ne-

glecting conjuring, as anyone accepting his challenge will find to

town, San Fl‘5lll'(,‘l'S('0.

their cost.

Bros. lnive been working overtime in all three of
their immense estnhlislnnents, -in order -to catch up with tihe‘li1rge
volu-me of business ‘that has flowed Iln during the past few"
months. This enterprising firm is now making all of the"novel
appliances described in T. Nelson Downs’ great book on coin
mnnzipula-tion, by means of which all the effects used in “The
Miser's Dream" may be successfully duplicated without practice.
They are also sole agents for -the latest book on magic. “Up—toDate Mystical Sleigh-is and Illusions,” by R. A. Morrell, a very
good book at a very low price. Howard Thurston’s Card
Tricks and Modem Coin Manipulation, by T. Nelson Downs. are
in great deinmid in this popular conjuring depot, und all or
dcrs are filled as soon as received.

J. De Witt, Che "American Mystifier," has added the Chlng

Ling Foo Bowl, and the feat of catching live gold fish upon a

bare hook and tine, to his already extensive repertoire. These

I:Ia.mley

When Houdini, -the handculf kiing, returned to England after
his first tour or Germany. challenges and uefls were sent after
hi-m by would-be imitators. Forfeits were rposted. and it was
openly" asserted that he would not dare to return. He is now
back in Germany repeating his former success, and all forfeits
have vanished, and challengers are silent.

Our readers would do well to complete tlielr mes of Mahatwhile .they cam. Back numbers may be obmlinecl firom Hamiey Bros.. in Europe. or from any flrst class dealer in magical
nppmrntus Iin’Amerloa. There will be no reprint.
ma.

Any‘ of our readers who wish to secure a photograph of Professor Hotfmnn, Ailexnnder Ilerrnnum, Robert Heller, Elliott.
champion card mnnipula-tor of the world, or Bulabrega. the Swedish magician, may do so by getting one new subscriber to Mshatma" for each portrait desired.

sensational features will be used as a climax to an original ser-

ies of oriental feats, suggested to him by a trip through China

town. San Francisco.

Harnley Bros, have been working overtime in all three of

their immense establishments, in order to catch up with the large

volume of business that has flowed 'in during the past few

months. This enterprising firm is now making all of the novel

appliances described in T. Nelson Downs' great book on coin

manipulation, by means of which all the effects used in "The

Miser's Dream" may be successfully duplicated without practice.

They are also sole agents for the latest book on magic. "Up-to-

Date Mystical Sleights and Illusions." by B. A. Morrell, a very

good book at a very low price. Howard Thurston's Card

Tricks and Modern Coin Manipulation, by T. Nelson Downs, are

in great demand at this popular conjuring depot, and all or

ders are filled as soon as received.

Through the courtesy of the author, we are in receipt of an

autograph copy of Howard Thurston's Card Tricks. Between

-its handsome and unique covers there will be found a varied

assortment of new card tricks, novel sleights and sensattoruiJ

feats with a pack prearranged upon an original plan. The de-

scription of the back hand palm, reverse, and experiments de-

pending upon that sleight, is the most complete and exhaustive

published to date. Included in the work, Is a description of the

celebrated rising card trick, in whieh the selected cards leave
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To you: FRIENDS wno MAY as INTERESTED.

Commencing with our next issue. we will print an article
“The Mechanism of Ghosts,” from the pen of Henry Rldgely
Evans. whose fame as an author is too well known to magicians
the world over, to require any commenvt here.
In conjunction
with the article, we desire to reproduce any drawings, photogmphs or cut-s lien-ring on the subject. that our readers may care
to loan for that purpose.
on

1\/Iahatrna.
THE BACK HAND CARD PALM.

[CONTINUED]

Mahatma,

Before proceeding to deal with tricks depending upon the
back hand palm, we refer iihc reader once more to the flrst lesson in the series. It will be noted that the position in which the
card is held previous to being back pnlmed, while the best that
could be devised for a beginner, is apt to give an inkling of the
modus opernndi to nn acute spectator. \Ve present, herewith,
the flrst position of the card as generally adopted by skillful
operators. In Fig. 1. the card is held between the thumb :1ndin-

THE BACK HAND CARD PALM.

[continued]

audience, rbhus giving them a good View of rthe ‘back of your
hand, which to the surprise of any “wise ones” will conibain no
card. Feign embarrassment. explain Itinat you really thought
that you had four cards; run your thumb over the tops of the
cards and count them, still only three cards; turn the cards
around and count them again (this gives an opportunity to show
that there is nothing concen.-led at the back of the cards, wlrlzhont
calling direct attention to the fact.) Finally -reach out into the
air and the missing card appears on the Finger tips.
A glance at the illustmations will show clearly the necessary

movements for the bringing about of this clever eflect. As the
produced they are placed in the left hand one atartime
(see Fig. 3 for the correct position), but as the tihd-rd card is
placed in position, the right hand is closed slightly, the fingers
are curled in towards -the palm, and the last card «is left at the
back of the three in the left hand, clipped firmly in position by
the second finger as shown in the -i-lilnstration, (Fig. 4.) The right
hand -immediately resumes its accustomed position, and is waved
in the air in the apparent expectation of finding the remaining
card. The more exactly you can -imitate your former movements
and the more embarrased you appear upon your supposed failure, viihe greater will be your subsequent triumph. To replace the
card sit the back of the right hand, you commence to count over
the tops of the cards with your thumb. the fingers being employed as shown in Fig. 5. The dotted line and arrow show -the
cars are

Before proceeding to ileal with tricks depending upon the

back hand palm, we refer Hie reader once more to the first les-

son in the series. It will he noted that the position in which the

ci«rd is held previous to being back palmed, while the best, that

eoula be devised for a beginner, is apt to give an inkling of the

modus operandi to an acute spectator. We present, herewith,

the first position of the card as generally adopted by skillful

operators. In Fig. 1. the card is held between the thumb and In-

dex finger. In me act of tossing it. apparently. into the air, the
t—humb pushes it over the backs of the fingers, the first three being cloned into the palm to allow the movement. The little unger having remained shralgihtened out now bends one owner of
the card between itself and the third finger, the iirst Linger now
comes over the face of the card on the opposite side, and grips
the other corner, the hond opens and the card has vanished.
Fig. 32. represents a method so nearly iden-tical, that an ex
planaizion is unnecessary, as it -is merely inserted for the sake
Try
of completeness, and to allow of individual preference.
both -methods and select the one best suited to your hand.
In the last. issue, when describing the reproduction of live
previously vanished cards at the finger tips, one at a time, it
will be noted tihatizhe reverse palm -is mentioned as being perThis was done
formed before the appearance of each card.
merely to show the possibilities of the sleight, and for preliminary practice. in order to acquire the necessary skill. In a public performance nothing so strongly violates the cardinal principics of magic as a repetition of the same movement. for the
same purpose, during the course of an entertainment. This constitutes -the -main difference between the effect of iihe back hand
palm when presented by Servais Le Roy and all other performers whom we have seen perform the feat. Their cont-inuous reverse palmiing seemed to be saying to the spectators, “Just see
how clever I am,
I have several cards concealed about my
hand, and yet you are unable to see them.” Le Roy performing

dex finger. In the act of tossing it, apparently, into the air, the

thumb pushes it over the backs of the Augers, the first three be-

ing closed into the palm to allow the movement. The little lin-

ger having remained straightened out now bends one corner of

the card between Itself and the third finger, the first linger now

comes over the face of the card on the opposite side, and grips

the other corner, the hand opens and the card has vanished.

Fig. .2. represents a method so nearly identical, that an ex
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planatlon is unnecessary, as it is merely inserted for the sake

of completeness, and to allow of individual preference. Try

both methods and select the one best suited to your hand.

In the last issue, when describing the reproduction of five

previously vanished cards at the finger tips, one at a time, it

will be noted that the reverse palm is mentioned as being per-

formed before the appearance of each card. This was done

merely to show the possibilities of the sleight, and for prelimin-

ary practice, in order to acquire the necessary skill. In a pub-

lic performance nothing so strongly violates the cardinal princi-

ples of magic as a repetition of the same movement, for the

same purpose, during the course of an entertainment. This con-

stiiutes the main difference between the effect of the back hand

palm when presented by Servais Le Roy and all other perform-

ers whom we have seen perform the feat. Their continuous re-

position in wihlldh the right hand is moving, in order to successfully accomplish the sleight; as soon as the card is back palmed.

the cards are turned around and counted from the back. the
trick concluding as described above.

A VARIATION OF THE BRAN TRICK.
May be as follows:—'.l‘he top of iihe bran shape should have
hole should
a round hole cut through it. the diameter of which
be at least two-thilrds the diameter of time top. For use, a round
piece of soft paper (ordinary newspaper -is good) is pasted over
the ‘hole and brain glued riihereon. For covering the glass, use a
cylinder open at both ends and not more than an inch higher
than the glass. When exhibiting, after covering glass with cylindex‘, pretend to stir the bran with your wand. thereby breaking the thin paper, and molding the wand upright by the upper
end (the lower end remaining in rtihe glass) with iahe other hand
lift the cylinder over the top of the wand. at the same time
nipping the shape with the fingers which are over the edge of
the cylinder. and lifting boiih oi! together. The fact that the
of
his
hhe
the
in
course
entertainment,
but
once
gives
wand thus passes eniilrely through the cylinder proves rindiirectly
the reverse
impression. “You will note that -the cards are not concealed about to the audience that iihe-re is nothing conceaied in it, and the
the hand, for see, there -is nothing on this side, and nothing on shape can be dropped back in the bran box without exciting susKsws, Wxznn.
Now apply this little picion.
this, the card is really here in the air.”
A
lesson to practice. Vanish the five cards as directed in the last
The wide circulation of “Modern Coin Manipulation," by T.
issue, and reproduce them one at a time unvizil two have apin coin conpeared, then perform the reverse palm and produce still anoth- Nelson Downs, will result in a great improvement
juring, the influence of which will be felt for many years to
er; now reach into the air once more for the last card. Make
several ineffectual clutches. finally turning partly around to the come.

verse palmiing seemed to be saying to the spectators, "Just see

how clever I am, I have several cards concealed about my

hand, and yet you are unable to see them." Le Roy performing

the reverse but once in the course of his entertainment, gives the

impression, "You will note that the cards are not concealed about

the hand, for see, there is nothing on this side, and nothing on

this, the card is really here in the air." Now apply this little

lesson to practice. Vanish the five cards as directed in the last

issue, and reproduce them one at a time until two have ap-

peared, then perform the reverse palm and produce still anoth-

er; now reach into the air once more for the last card. Make

several ineffectual clutches, finally turning partly around to the

audience, thus giving them a good view of the back of your

hand, which to the surprise of any "-wise ones" will contain no

card. Feign embarrassment, explain Gnat you really thought

that you had four cards; run your thumb over the tops of the

cards and count them, still only three cards; turn the cards

around and count them again (this gives an opportunity to show

lhat there is nothing concealed at the back of the cards, without

calling direct attention to the fact.) Finally reach out into tin-

air and the missing card appears on the finger tips.

A glance at the illustrations will show clearly the necessary

movements for the bringing about of this clever effect. As the

cars are produced they ore placed in the left hand one at a time

(see Fig. 3 for the correct position), but as the third card is

placed in position, the right hand is closed slightly, the fingers

are curled in towards the palm, and the last card Is left at the

back of the three in the left hand, clipped firmly in position by

the second finger as shown in the illustration, (Fig. 4.) The right

hand Immediately resumes its accustomed position, and Is waved

in the air in the apparent expectation of finding the remaining

card. The more exactly you can imitate your former movements

and the more embarrassed you appear upon your supposed fail-

ure, the greater will be your subsequent triumph. To replace the

card at the back of the right hand, you commence to count over

the tops of the cards with your thumb, the fingers being em-
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THE. LATEST LEVITATION.
IIY SISCLAII.

in this most sensational form of the ever popular “Levitatiou." the onbjot-t. usually or young and pretty wunnun. is laid
upon me stage flooring in a supposedly hypnotic condition. She
slowly rises n-until her body is net-erni feet above the stage. An
Mahatma.

THE LATEST LEVITATION.

BY SINCLAIR.

In this most sensational form of the ever popular "Levita-

tion," the subject, usually a young and pretty woman, is laid

upon tne stage flooring in a supposedly hypnotic condition. She

slowly rises until her body Is several feet above the stage. An

iron 'hoop is handed to the audience for inspection, after which

it is passed over the recumbent form, seemingly in all directions.

This startling experiment may be performed upon a tolerably

well lighted stage.

A glance at the illustration will reveal the method by which

the seemingly impossible effect is produced. When the lady

lays down upon the stage, a rod is fixed to a harness strapped

to her body. This rod goes off at an oblique angle to a sheet of

clear and heavy plate glass under the stage. Upon 'this glass

being raised, the assistant naturally rises as well, a slot in the

r<e.2

stage flooring admitting the passage of the glass. For the se-
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cret of passing the hoop over the floating body, it is necessary

to consult Fig. 2. By following the passage of the hoop as

shown by the dotted lines, it will be seen that it passes over the

body until It reaches the angle between the body and rod. Now

IcC tue performer, still retaining the same hold upon the hoop,

were to walk completely around the recumbent form, it would

appear that the hoop had passed entirely over the floa'ting body,

and by carrying it still further, it may be dropped upon the

stage, encircling, of course, the sheet of glass. It may after-

wards be picked up and the movement reversed.

In the illustration, we have added the board to the descrip-

tion sent by the author, believing that the idea will thereby be

better understood. It will also be clear to all that the lady may

be laid upon a couch, before rising, the couch afterwards being

removed.

Fig. 1 shows the appearance from the wings, Fig. 2 as

seen from the flies.

To the editor of Mahatma:—

Dear Sir:—In Mr. Evans' latest article he, inferentially,

gives us to suppose that the well known ''Growth of Flowers"

is Mr. Kellar's invention. The fact is that it was first produced

in this country by M. Joe Hartz about 1807, and was first shown

on any stage by Coloue. Stodare at Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, in

18C5. Stodare's name was Alfred English, and he was a natur-

al son of John Henry Anderson, the "Wizard of the North."

English had been barn-storming through Croj'den, Windsor,

Reading, Manchester, and other towns of Englano with indiffer-

ent success, until he met what is known to-day as an "angel,"

and it was decided that he should try his fortune in London un-

der ime name of Stodare. An entirely new programme was ar-

ranged for the occasion, introducing among other tricks, the

"Growth of Flowers," the "Indian Basket," the "Egg Ching-

Ching," etc., etc. There was nothing striking presented, and

Stodare was noi. very successful, but just about this time, Thom-

as Tobin, then secretary of the Polytechnic Institute, London,

then under the direction of that brilliant and learned man, John

Henry Pepper, invented the "Sphinx," or rather, as many of the

men at the Polytechnic always thought, picked it up at some

obscure show in Paris, and offered it to Pepper. The latter,

after due consideration, declined it, and Tobin took it to Stodare,

who was struck with the idea and immediately produced it, his

wife acting as the "Sphinx." It mode an instantaneous hit, and

Stodare was requested to exhibit it at Buckingham Palace, be-

fore the Queen and the royal famfily. From that time on, Stod-

are was the fashion, but sod to say, his good fortune was brief,

for he died soon after, in 1800, of consumption, in London. In

exhibiting the "Sphinx," Stodare first carried a dummy head into

the audience and used ventriloquism to make it, apparently,

speak. His manner and general appearance were strongly in

his favor, and his language was well chosen. It may be interesting

to note that I have his wand. The little trick of the "Egg Ching-

1\/Iahatnria.
THE OBEDIENT PENCIL.
BY WK. 3.

THE OBEDIENT PENCIL.

BY WM. B. CAULK.

One who possesses a good new pocket trick, and can pre-

sent it properly, is sure of a cordial welcome, be It In the parlor

or club roron. The pocket trick described in this article is easy

to master, and inexpensive,—important items to many.

The person doing the trick passes an ordinary lead pencil

for inspection, afterwards laying It on the palm of his out-

stretched left hand. He now holds the right band a few inches

above the pencil, slightly moving the right hand backwards and

forwards, in ^he meantime explaining to his audience that he

is mesmerizing the pencil. In a few moments he slowly raises

the right hand when the pointed end of the pencil is seen to rise

until the pencil is standing upright on the palm of the left hand.

The explanation of this trick is disappointingly simple. To

begin with, two pencils are used, both being carried in one of the

upper vest pockets. The pencil that is passed for examination

is free from any special preparation, but the second pencil has

a very small needle point bent at a right angle and inserted in
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the rubber erasing tip, the bent projecting point is very sharp,

and short, not exceeding an eighth of an inch in length.

When the examined pencil ds returned, you pull back both

sleeves, then call attention to the fact that your hands are free

from any preparation, and in order that they may examine your

hands, you, in a most natural manner, place the pencil back in

your pocket alongside of the prepared pencil. After convincing

the spectators that you have no hair or thread concealed about

your 'hands, you remove the pencil from the pocket, taking the

prepared one, of course, and place it in the left hand, sticking

the needle point through the skin alt the rear of the palm, the

point of the needle always toward the wrist After inserting

the needle weL in tue skin, you lay the pencil down on the hand

so that the tip or sharpened end rests on the ends of the lingers,

whiah are sligtutly curled upwards.

i^y gradually straightening the lingers the skin of the palm

OAIILK.

one who possesses a good new pocket trick, and can present it. properly. is sure of a cordiail welcome, be it in the parlor
fl‘ club room. The pocket. trick described in this article is easy
to master. and -inexpensive,—important items to many.
’1‘.h.e person doing -the trick passes an ordinary lead pencil
for inspection, afterwards laying -it on che palm of his outstretched left hand. He now -holds the right hand a. few inches
above the pencil, slightly moving the right hand backwards and
forwanls, in the meuumzime explaining to his audience that he
is mesmerizing the pencil. In a few moments he slowly raises
tihe right hand when the pointed end of tihe pencil -is seen to rise
until the pencil is standing upright on the palm of the left hand.
The explanation of this trick is disaippoinvingly simple. To
begin with, two pencils are used, both being carried in one of the
upper vest pockets. The pencil riihat -is passed for examination
is free from any special preparation, but the second pencil has
a. very small needle point bent at a right angle and inserted in
the rubber erasing tip. the bent projecting point is very sharp,
and short, not exceeding an e-iglrtih of an inch in length,
When the examined pencil is returned, you pull back both
sleeves, then call amtenltion to tlhe fact that your hands are free
from any preparation, and in order that they -may examine your
hands. you, in amost natu-ra'l manner. place she pencil back in
your pocket alongside of we prepared pencil. After convincing
the spectators that you have no hair or thread concealed about
your hands, you remove the pencil from the pocket, taking the
prepared one, of course, and place it in the left hand, sticking
the -needle point uhrougth -the skin alt the rear of the palm, the
point of the needle always toward the wrist. After inserting
the needle web in the skin, you lay the pencil down on the band
so that the tip or sharpened end rests on rthe ends of -the lingers.
whiohmresligvotly curled npwarxs.
my gradually straightening the fingers the skin at the palm
of the hand expands and slowly causes the pencil to assume an
upright position. This movement must be made in a slow manner, in -the meantime holding the right hand about eight or ten
inches above the pencil.
After allowing the pencil to remain in an upright position
for a few moments, relax vtlhe muscles of the hand. allowing the
pencil to drop back on the palm, then pick up and replace in
the vest pocket -alongside of the unprepared pencil.
Of course, if anyone expresses a wish to again examine the
pencil, you merely hand them the unprepared one.
If a'bove trick -is cleverly performed, as it can be with a little
practice, the effect is very bewildering.

of the hand expands and slowly causes the pencil to assume an

upright position. This movement must be made in a slow man-

THE REVERSE PALM.

ner, in the meantime holding the right band about eight or ten

inches above the pencil.

After allowing the pencil to remain in an upright position

for a few moments, relax the muscles of the hand, allowing the

pencil to drop back on the palm, then pick up and replace in

the vest pocket alongside of the unprepared pencil.

Of course, if anyone expresses a wish to again examine the

pencil, you merely hand them the unprepared one.

If above trick is cleverly performed, as it can be with a little

practice, the effect is very bewildering.

THE REVERSE PALM.

To the editor of Mahatma:—

Dear Sir:—In the January issue it is stated that it is im-

possible to perform the reverse palm with a handkerchief. This

is not correct, as I have been performing the sleight successful-

ly for some time. To execute it properly, the handkerchief,

which must be small and of fine silk, is held by the centre (as a

lady displays a lace one) and rolled into as tight a ball as possi-

ble, the comers being rolled in first. This makes a neat roll,

leaving only one projection, that being the point made by

the centre of the handkerchief. It is then palmed in the ordin-

ary manner, but with the projecting centre of the handkerchief

next to the palm, and pointing towards the fingers. To reverse

palm it, close the two middle fingers over it and roll it up to

the base of the fingers. It is then gripped sideways between the

first and fourth fingers, when it will be found that by straight-

ening out the fingers it will be brought to the back of the hand

and retained in that position, the same as a coin. To show the

back of the band, the movements are reversed. The chief dif-

ficulty being to keep the handkerchief from expanding, a small

rubber band may be found useful. It should be attached to the

centre of the handkerchief and passed over the roll, thus hold-

ing it secure. It is important to note that the second and third

To tihe editor of Mahatma:-—
Dear Slr:—In the January issue it is stated that it is impossible to perform the reverse palm with a handkerchief. This
is not correct, as I have been performing the sleight successfully for some time. To execute it properly, the ‘handkerchief,
which must be smail and of fine silk, is held by the centre (as a
lady displays a lace one) and rolled into as right a ball as possible, the comers being rolled in first. This makes a neat roll,
leaving only one projection. that being the point made by
the centre of the handkerchief. It is then paimed in the ordinary -manner, but with the projecting centre of the handkerchief
nex-t to the palm, and pointing towards the fingers. To reverse
palm it, close the two middle fingers over it and roll it up to
the base of the fingers. It is then gripped sideways between the
first and fourth flngem, when it will be found that by straightening out the fingers it will be brought no the back of the hand
and retained in that position, the same as a coin. To -show the
back of the /hand. the movements are reversed. 'Iihe chief difficulty being to keep the ‘handkerchief from expanding. asmali

rubber band may be found useful. It should be attached to the
centre of the handkerchief and passed over the roll, thus holding it secure. It is important to note that tlhe second and tzhird
lingers have nothing -to do with retaining -the handkerchief in
position. tlhe pressure between the first and fourth being sufliclent for that purpose. With the handkerchief rolled in the above
manner, I also execute the change over palm, and find it hardly
more difficult than the same sleight with a billiard bail.
Yours magically,
MARTIN CBAPENDIR.
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HENRY HARDING’S COLUMN.
MYSTERIOUS EGG, AND HANDKl~.itClIiEi"
TRICK.
The more natural the moves in a trick. the more miraculous
will the trick appear. Now the old favorite mentioned above
has already been improved to the extent that a borrowed handkerchiief may be rsed -to hold the egg, still I think you will agree
with me that iihe trick will be made more natural, and hence
more mysterious, by the following changes.
By way of preparation, you must have hwo hollow eggs and
two red silk handkerchlefs, but the hole in one of the eggs you
must cover with a piece of paper of the same appearance and
tint as the egg. This you fasten in place with a lilitle glue.
You tlrst ‘borrow a handkerchief. and turning your back for a
moment on any suitable pretext, you spread it over the upturned
palm of your left hand, and lay it upon the hollow egg in which
the hole is not covered (lay it with the hole down), and on it
place the red silk handkerchief, which should be folded into a
compact bunch. Now close the -left hand over all and come forward holdlng it in the same position, viz: po.‘.'n up. Ii: will appear that you are only holding the borrowed handkerchief, and
no one will imagine tlhat in the fold of it you are concealing an
egg and 9. colored handkerchief. Now. openly pick up the hollow
egg having the paper over the opening, in your right hand, and
after showing all sides of it, you place it on the ‘handkerchief
over the concealed egg and silk imndkerchief and grasp it
through the fold of the borrowed handkerchief and hold itin full
view. Next hand glass to asslstnr t, and inverting ‘the borrowed
mouchoir over it, pretend to lower the egg carefully into the
glass. at the same time puttzing your right hand under the handkerchief, under pretense of doing it more genrtly. Under cover of
tihis the egg is plalmed and lrrought out concealed in the hand,
thus leaving one egg in the glass on top of the -red silk handkerchief. Request assistmit to shake the glass and -the usual rattle
will be heard. Now you pick up the other red silk handkerchief
and proceed to pass it ai.u.bo ilhe palmed egg, breaking through the
paper poltch as you do so, and end by exhibiting the egg. The
next move is to get the other egg out of the glass when you uncover it. This may be readily accomplished by nipping tihe egg
by the edge of the hole through the handkerchlier, its position
in the glass, hole up, renders this easy. The advan-tage of -this
version of the trick being that the handkerchief may be borrowed and the glass examined, and further, the moves above
described are perfectly natural.
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A C HALLENGE.
To the Editor of MAHATMA2
I will manipulate a non-prepared pack of fifty-two cards (regular
size) with any person in the world, for originality, or skill. or both.
The above challenge holds good at any time; first come, first served.
Will deposit my money with l\‘IAHA’l‘l\lA or other responsible newspaper to show that I mean business.
I do 136 double-hand passes in 60 seconds.

Sincerely,

DR. Enuo-r'r,
The Champion Kard Manipulator of the World.
Bosrox, MAss., U. S. A., March 16th, 1901.
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LONDON NOTES.

Howard Thurston, “King of Cards,” is still wt the Palace
with his inexplicable card act.
The London P-avhllion contains an excellent cast, chlet among
whom is Carl Hertz with h-is new act, “The Gambler’s Dream.”
Immo Fox, with his mixture of comedy and skill, receives
good reception at the Stratford Empire, for his smart turn.
Sylvo, tramp Juggler, is ‘at the Palace. Croyden.
’.Llhe Howard Bros. head the bill at the Palace, Barrow, with
a. thought-reading act.
The Four Juggling Johnsons provide a good turn at the people's Palace, Bradford.
Paul Oinquevalli is taking part in the pantomime, “Puss in
Boots," at the Royal. Leeds.
Prof. Vox gives an excellent ventriloquial turn at the Empire. Leeds.
Prof. Earle. conjuror and humorist, is at the Tlvoli, Leeds.
Leo Rapoli, the clever Juggler, gives a sensational turn at the
Oxford, Middlesbrough.
A very good entertainment is provided at the assembly
a
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A NE\\' CARD CHANGE.

Prof. Barle, conjuror and humorist, is at the Tivoli, Leeds.

Leo Rapoli, the clever juggler, gives a sensational turn at the

In the September number of Mahatma, there was a description of a new card change by means of the back hand palm, the
change being effected under cover of a handkerchief. For some
bime past I have been experimenting with a back hand change,
method and the results of my own
and combining Mr.
experience, I have obtained a new change, dispensing with the
use of the lmndkerciiicf. which I think may be useful to your
readers. Take -the card. really two cards so held as to appear
as one, the queen of hearts and the ace of spada. for example,

his right side to the spectators, disposing of the surplus card
when opportunity permits.
The above description may sound rather complicated, bur.
if the reader will go over the movement with two cards, it will
become clear to anyone possessing a knowledge of the back
hand palm, and the effect will amply repay the practice that
will be found necessary.
(The copyright of the above article is reserved to the author,
E. H. Wei1hered,, -Barrister at Law).
ITEMS OF INTEREST T0 MAGICIANS.

Second-sight Tricks. Greatly simplified by the grouping of
the so-called Cue Questions. Sun N. Y. Feb. 18, 1901. Copied
from the Times-Democrat, New Orleans.
A little Magic. All the Year Round, London, Jan. 18, 1862.
Pages 400403. (This is only a tory of a superstition).
The Conjurer’s Call. A Poem. Temple Bar, London, July,
1868. Pages 589-543.
Wraxall, Lascelles. Card sharping. (Taken from Les '1‘richerles dos Grecs by Houdin). Once a Week, London, May 25, 1861.
Pages 579-599.
Delille, Edward. Card shaarping in Paris. The Fortnightly
Review, London, July 1891. Pages 37-52.
Secrets of a Llghctuing Card Manipulator. Tit-bits, London,
Feb. 23d. 1901, page 532. An interview with Howard Thurston.
'lal-ma, An interview, by G. N. The Football News, Nottingham. Eug., Feb. 16, 1901.
Reminiiscences of Hartz. Cleveland Leader, Ohio, Jan. 20,
1901. T-he first of the series mentioned in our last issue.
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A very good entertainment is provided at the assembly

rooms, Weston Super Mare. Among other items is a clairvoy-
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ant seance by Mrs. G. Roselle, assisted by her husband, also

some clever shadowgraph figures by Miss Florence Lallan.

A NEW CARD CHANGE.

In the September number of Mahatma, there was a descrip-

tion of a new card change by means of the back hand palm, the

ace in front of the queen, in the left hand, finally passing it to the right hand, which takes the cards in the best pos-

with the

change being effected under cover of a handkerchief. For some

sible

position

time past I have been experimenting with a back hand change,

for back

palming.

As

soon

as

the

fingers

of the

right hand secure them firmly, the right arm is swung out from
the body sothatthe cards are held at arm's lenguh, the hand
pointing slightly to the back of the stage. As soon as the arm
reaches this position. the ace, (originally the front card bu-t now
the -hindermost, the cards being with their backs -to the audience) is back palmed.
This operation is performed by -the same process used to reproduce cards previously back palmed at the finger tIips—'i. e.: by
sliding -the first finger over the end of the front card, in this
case, -the queen of hearts, which of course has its back to the
audience. All tablet «remains to be done, -then, is to turn over the

and combining Mr. Butler's method and the results of my own

experience, I have obtained a new change, dispensing with the

use of the handkerchief, which I think may be useful to your

readers. Take the card, really two cards so held as to appear

as one, the queen of hearts and the ace of spades, for example,

with the ace in front of the queen, in the left hand, finally pfiss-

ing it to the right hand, whieh takes the cards in the best pos-

sible position for back palming. As soon as the fingers of the

right hand secure them firmly, the right arm is swung out from

the body so that the cards are held at arm's length, the hand

visible card so that it will face the audience. This may be effected in either one of two ways. by passing the thumb of
the right «hand behind the card and so turning it around, the
movement being accompanied by a backward swing to effectually cover the palmed card which the slight incurviing of the
fingers necessitated by the movement would otherwise render
visible. or the card may be worked upwards with the thumb
until it is grasped by its lower edge between the flrst and second ringers, the thumb then moving around the card turns it
over. This movement is rendered dlfliculvt by the fact that the
palmcd ace must not be permitted to show nor must the attempt to conceal anything (lit the back of the -hand become apparent. After the changed card is duly exhibited, it -is allowed
to drop upon a table. or the floor, to show that it is butasingle
card.
Immediately the card is dropped, the ace is reverse
palmed, and the performer turns quickly to the left, bringina

pointing slightly to the back of the stage. As soon as the arm

reaches this position, the ace, (originally the front card but now

the hindermost, the cards being with their backs to the audi-

ence) is back palmed.

This operation is performed by the same process used to repro-

duce cards previously back palmed at the finger Bps—i. e.: by

SPIRIT RAP PINGS.
BY D

CARL COOK.

'1lh1is -method of obtaining the spirit rappings‘ is more easy of
execution. and less liable to detection. than most of the better
known ways. It has the advantage -in that it may be worked in
any room, with any cable. and at any time.
All conjurors are no doubt familiar with the principle of the
electric bell described in Modern Magic. It is upon the same lines
that I proceed, except that the striking mechanism is, in this case
concealed within the heel of the shoe. The hammer of the ap(The entire -heel is
paratus strikes upon the sole of the heel.
specially constructed of hard wood, in order to form a sounding
box). It will be understood, of course, iihat a small battery is
necessary to actuate the “spirits” and a push button, conveniently located. serves to control -them. A chloride of mercury cell
is best for all experimental work.
By working upon the imagination of the auditors, the performer may direct the sounds, apparently, to any part of the -room,
and by resting the ‘heel against the table leg, the sounds will
proceed directly from the table top, and may be caused to
sound, alternately, under the hands of each sitter in the circle.
I need hardly add that the latter effect is due entirely to the imagination of iihe spectators, but those who have had any experience along this llne will hear me out in saying that with your
circle in a receptive mood, in n dimly-lighted room. or perhaps
no light at all, the amount of bare faced nonsense that will be
accepted as veritable truth would astonish the hardiest sceptic.

sliding the first finger over the end of the front curd, in this

case, the queen of hearts, whieh of course has its back to the

audience. All that remains to be done, then, is to turn over the

visible card so that it will face the audience. This may be ef-

fected in either one of two ways, by passing the thumb of

the right hand behind the card and so turning it around, the

movement being accompanied by a backward swing to effectual-

ly cover the palmed card which the slight incurving of the

fingers necessitated by the movement would otherwise render

visible, or the card may be worked upwards with the thumb

until it is grasped by its lower edge between the first and sec-

ond ringers, the thumb then moving around the card turns it

over. This movement is rendered difficult by the fact that the

palmed ace must not be permitted to show hot must the at-

tempt to conceal anything at the back of the hand become ap-

parent After the changed card is duly exhibited, it is allowed

to drop upon a table, or the floor, to show that it is but a singlfi

card. Immediately the card is dropped, the ace is reverse

palmed, and the performer turns quickly to the left, bringing

his right side to the spectators, disposing of the surplus card

when opportunity permits.

The above description may sound rather complicated, bur

if the reader will go over the movement with two cards, it will

become clear to anyone possessing a knowledge of the back

hand palm, and the effect will amply repay the practice that

The great event of the month was the appearance of Kcllar at
the Grand Opera House, Brooklyn. His programme was unchanged,
with the exception of the improved lcvitzition. The new illusion is a.
splendid piece of work and was well received. The assistant was
hypnotized, and laid upon a couch; her body slowly rose into the air
until she was several feet from the support. A solid wooden hoop
was then given for examination, and passed quickly over and around
the floating form. The expose of palming that marred the entertainment in former years, was dispensed with.
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NOTICE! The greatest success of any book

ever published on Card Manipulation. Over

2,000 sold to the Trade in London in 3 days.

HOWARD THURSTON'S CARD TRICKS.

.'l[)])”C(1(ion.

Address: HOWARD THURSTON, Palace Theatre, London.

The book contains 75 beautiful drawings, jiving complete description of the Continuous 3Bacfc=anO»#r0nts

'fcano palm and many Combination CriChS, used in connection with and by the aid of the continuous back-and-
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front hand palm, are for the first time described in any book. Also many new miscellaneous card tricks and effects. All the above

originated by the Author, and presented by him in the leading theatres of the World, including a present engagement of six consecutive

months at the Palace Theatre, London. Price—Stout Paper Cover—2s. 6d. (English money) ; 75 cents, (American money) ; post free,
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HAMLETS

THE LARGEST AND BEST CONJURING STORES

IN THE WORLD.

THE GRAND MAGICAL SALOONS

229 High Holbom, London,

and Magical Palace, 35 New Oxford St., London.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

Magical Apparatus, Mechanical Automata, Electrical Apparatus,

Stage Illusions, Ventriloquial, Marionette and Punch

and Judy Figures and Juggling Goods.

The latest sleight of hand Tricks can be had from Hamleys.

NOTICE.-^—

MESSRS. HAMLEY BROS., wish to let their many clients know that, owing to small

firms having entered into competition against them, and selling certain Conjuring Tricks

cheaper, of a similarcharacter to theirs, but not of that high-class make and superior work-

manship for which they have been so long noted, ihcy have now in preparation a small

catalogue with prices greatly reduced, but the goods are exactly the same in every wav.
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Messrs. HAM LEY BRuS. are not lowering the prices and selling inferior goods, but will

guarantee every article of the best workmanship and the Finest Finish as heretofore.

Messrs. HAMLEY BROS, will allow a discount of 10 per cent, off the catalogue prices of

any Conjuring Trick Dealer in the world.

WT'Ncw Bool;^ just published entitled "Thurston''! Card Tricks," Price 2s. fid Post free 2s. 9d.

Up-to-date Mystical Sleights and Illusions, price, Is, post free Is. Id.

Modern Coin Manipulation, by T. Nelson Downs, price, 10s. 6d. post free.

NOW IN PREPARATION by t. nelson downs,

HIS SECOND GREAT WORK ON

SLEIGHT OF HMDD.

Embracing New and Original Sleights with

Coins, Cards, Eggs, Handkerchiefs, Billiard Balls, Cigars, Etc., Etc.

WANTED:—To Hear from Magicians and Dealers who would

Like to Insert Advertisements in Same.

ik ®mmm mature wtLL BE ifusiilil, ipmie

Half-Tone Engravings of the Leading Amateur and Professional Conjurers of the Day.

ttifMagicians who would like to take advantage of this opportunity, communicate immediately with me, care

T. NELSON DOWNS MAGICAL CO.,

4 St. Albins Place, Regent St., S. W., London.

Thk only Magazine in thh Woeld, Pkinted in the English Language, and I)uvutud Exclusively to the Interests or Magic and the Kindred Arts.
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H. C. WEBER.

It gives us great pleasure to

present to our readers, upon our

title page for this month, the

gentleman whose name appears

above. He represents a type of

which America may well feel

proud. He is a representative

business man whos? hobby and

Tu om.v lawn in

recreation is the study of magic.

As the proprietor of the Head-

us run

Won».

Vol. IV. No. XH.

ing Ribbon Hadge Co., an ir-

stitution known throughout

H. C. WEBER.

the United Statts and Europe

as the largest of its kind, it is
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but natural that but little of

his time can be given to the

practice and study of his fa-

vorite art. And yet, in thesocial

circles of his hometown, his ser-

vices are constantly in demand,

and the papers unite in prais-

ing his skill and ability as a

magician and illusionist. Visit-

ors to . .his home find much

to admire in the unique ex-

hibit they find in his "den."

It seems to be a fitting abode

for a wizard. Colored lanterns

suspended from the ceiling, shi d

their vari-hued lights, the walls

are hung with appropriate

pictures, antique weapons, etc.,

while everv countrv- in the

world has contributed some-

thing to the large and costly

collection of curios that fill the

odd nooks and corners. Many

of these oddities are presents

rom prominent magicians.

Mr. Weber, like all progressive

performers, is never satisfied,

but is constantly striving for

new effects. We understand

It gives us grertt plensure tn
present tu our readers, upnnnur
title page fur this month. the

gentleman whn.~u: name nppcttrs
nlmve. He represents in type nf
which Anterien nmy well feel

proud.

effects lor his "den" in which

electricity will play a prominent

part. A magic hat rack will

disconcert the unwary, a life

size skeleton will welcome call-

ers, serpents will appear and

disappear in bewildering array,

and lastly, the latest and most

sensational form of levitation

will be employed for the mysti-

fication of those fortunate

enough to secure admi'sion to

the enchanted nook. A living

being rising and floating in the

air without visible means of

support is surely uncanny

enough when presented upon

the stage with all the possi-

bilities for deception to which

the surroundings present them-

:1

representative

ntlmirc in the ttniqllr eshiliit they find in his "tlt-n."
lt seems tn ltc I1 titling nlmtli:
for n wimrrl. Culuretl lanterns
suspentlcd from the ceiling,sl1.d
their \'nri-huetl lights. the walls
tn

that he has just completed

plans for a number of illusory

He is

limiitestt tnnn \\‘lms:l1ulilJ_vnntl
reercntinn is the slutl_v nf magic.
As‘ the pruprietur of the Realling Rihlmn Hntlge L‘n.. ml itstitutitm known thrnughnuz
the United '.~‘-tnt:-,1 and Europe
as the largest of its lcintl. it is
but nnturnl that but little nf
his titue can lie given tn the
prnetiee nntl :~'tml_\' nf his fu
\'nritr: art. And yet. in tlit-sot-inl
circles nfhis home town. his ser»
vices nre eunstnntly in cl:-umnrl.
nnd the pnpers unite in prnin»
ing his skill nntl uliility :1: Il
magician mill illusinnist. \'i-'iturs tn his lacuna find ntttclt

are

hung with npprnpiinte

pictures. antique

wenpuns, ett‘..
while even‘ cuunlrr in the
wurld has cnntriliutetl numethim: tn the lnrge nntl cnsllt‘
collection nf eurins that till the
mid mmlts and corners. .\lun_\*
of these oddities are presents
rom

prominent magicians.
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to run
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Mr‘ Welu.-r. like all prugressive
performers. is never sntisfierl.
but is t-nnatantly striving fur

We understnnrl
new t-ITL-cts.
that he has just cnmpletcd
plnns fnrn l1\Hlll'K"nf illus xr_v
clll-cts Iur his "den" in which
electricity will plnyn prmninenl
part. A ntngic hnt ruck will
Iliscuncert the un\vnr_\‘, a life
size skeleton will welcnme cullcrs, serpmts will appear Hllll
tlisztppeur in lpewiltlt ring array,
and lastly. the latest and must
st-nsntinltnl l'nr|n of leeilntinn
will he enlpluycd fur the m_\'sti~
ticntinn uf thnse furtunnte
enough to secure mlmi-aim! to
the t-nchnnted nunlt. A living
lit-ing rising and limiting in the
air withuut visible ntczins (it
support is surely uncanny
envm;:lI when presented upon
the stage with nll the possiIiilities for tlI:(‘t‘])liun to which
the sttrrottiidings present themselves. How much nmre lewiltlering then, when presented
in n snmll mnm with the midl‘(l effect nf hn\*in;_v rt previnnslv
cxtuuincd lump pnssctl Cumplt‘tel_v uver and nruttml the
l'(‘E|llIll|t'lll form? It is largely
due tn the (lI.'\'nlltIn of such
talented artists :19 the subject
nf I-ur sketch thnt the pleasing
art nf mngic has taken such
trementlnus strides tluring the
past twenty _\'enrs.t'tntl we take
great plensure in ex tending the
best wishes nf .\lAIt.\'r3t.\ nml
his cnnfreres in nmn_\' lmlds its
well. tu Mr. H. C. \\'elu:r fur
n|nn_\' artistic triumphs in the
future.

